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ABSTRACT

This thesis adopts a contracting cost perspective to exarnine the decision of firms in

New Zealand to change their accounting policy for income tul It uses efficient contracting

theory to posit that firms change to new accounting procedures if they lead to firm value

manimisation. Specifically, an empirical study and six case studies are presented. These

examine the contracting cost determinants of the decision of firms to change from the

comprehensive ta>r allocation procedure to tle partial tax allocation procedure to account

for income ta4 which has the efFect of (a) reducing the income tor expense recognised in

the statement of financial performance, thereby rncreasing eamings after tax, and O)

reducing the deferred tan liability reported in the statement of financial position.

I hlpothesise that, under the comprehensive tax allocation procedurg firms

experiencing growth in depreciable assets encounter economic "frictiort'' (i.e., contracting

costs that do not maximise firm value). This is because comprehensive tax allocation

recognises defened tur liabilities which may not result in cash outflows, thereby producing

an unintended and potentially ever growing liability on the statement of financial position.

Overstatement of these liabilities could renrlt in inadvertent adverse consequences such as

perceived increased risk, leading to higher borrowing costs and debt covenant violation

which is costly. As a result, ttrese firms are likely to switch procedures to

mitigate the friction. Further, these firms are also likely to recontract with debtholders to

incorporate the new, more efrcient accounting technology (i.e., the partial tax allocation

procedure) for monitoring compliance with the debt covenants.

The results suggest the following. First, the extent of investment in depreciable

assets, which gives rise to depreciation timing differences thereby increasing deferred

tax liabilities, is an important determinant in the firnr' decision to change interperiod
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tax allocation policy to the partial basis. In particular, firms that change are more likely

to have greater levels and rates of investments in depreciable assets than those firms

that remain using the comprehensive basis. This is consistent with the efficient

contracting argument.

Second, firms that change to the partial basis are more likely to include partial

deferred tax liabilities in their leverage ratio calculations by choosing to do one of the

following: (l) companies change their accounting-based debt covenants to allow the

explicit inclusion of partial deferred tax liabilities; or (2) companies do not need to

change their accounting-based debt covenants to include partial deferred tax liabilities if

the accounting-based debt covenants already allow this; or (3) companies do not need to

change their accounting-based debt covenants to include partial deferred tax liabilities if

the accounting-based debt covenants state that liabilities include those reported using the

accounting policies in the financial statements. The specification of any of these policies

in companies' debt contracts is the result of efficient contracting. All these options are

written in debt contracts to enable the efficient accounting policy to be used in

calculating the leverage ratio constraint when changing firm circumstances create

unintended economic "friction" with the use of an inefficient accounting policy.

While there is empirical zupport for the efficient contracting argumenf the effect

that opportunism may have on firms' decision to change to the partial tax allocation basis

cannot be totally ruled out.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

This thesis adopts a contracting cost perspective to examine the decision of firms in

New Zealand to change their accounting polisy for income tax It uses efficient contracting

theory to posit that firms change to new accounting procedures if they lead to firm vatue

maximisation. Specifically, an empirical study and six case studies are presented. These

e>mlrrine the contracting cost determinants of the decision of firms to change from the

comprehensive ta:< allocation procedure to the partial ta:< allocation procedure to account

for income ta<, which has the effect of (a) reducing the income tix e{pense recognised in

the statement of financial performance, thereby increasing earnings after tax, and O)

reducing the deferred ta:r liability reported in the statement of financial position. The

objective is to examine whether economic factors which characterise the efficient stnrcture

ofthe firm are determinants ofthis policy decision.

Efficient contracting theory views the firm as a nexus of contractual relationships

between suppliers of factors and consumers (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Jensen and

Meckling, 1976).It argues that the accounting decisions of firm managers are a part of an

optimal mix of financing investment, production, sales, compensatiorq and other policies

that mrucimises the value of firms. The accounting choices that firms make, whether ex utte

(i.e., during the contractual negotiation stage) or ex port (i.e., after the contra.cts have been

put in place), increase the wealth of all the contracting parties involved. The er wtte choice

of accounting poliry determines a set of procedures that is acceptable for contracting

purposes by all the contracting parties. Price protection discourages managers from
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including opportunistic procedures (i.e., procedures that do not marimise firm value), since

these procedures, ex ante, are foreseen and restricted from the set by the other contracting

party or parties. This reduces the likelihood of ex post managerial opportunism in the

selection of accounting procedures (see Watts, 1977;Zinmer, 1986; Whittred, 1987; Mian

and Smith, 1990; Malmquist, 1990; and Whittred naf limmq, 1994; for o<anlples of

accounting policy choice research that exarnine the ex ante choice using efficie,lrt

contracting theory). However, the ability ofthe contracting parties to foresee aII procedures

that may be opportunistic is costly and unrealistic, because humans have limited capabilities

in receiving storing retrieving and processing information, a condition more commonly

referred to as "bounded rationality'' (Flayeh 1945; Simo4 l95l; Williamson, 1996).

Therefore, contracting is never likely to be complete, ex &tte (i.e., all opportunistic

procedures are unlikely to be eliminated from the accepted set in the contracts), and are

designed with the contracting parties fully aware that firm managers rnay behave

opportunistically (Wtlliamsoq 1996). As a consequence, firms have discretion in their

contracts to make decisions on accounting policy choices ex post, discretion which could be

used to make decisions that are either efrcient or opportunistic (Watts and Zimmerman,

1990). Howwer, accounting decisions that are opportunistic are only short lived (Christie,

1992), and ultimately, firrns are compelled to use their discretion to make decisions that are

efficient. This is because of the importanf role that the zurvivorship principle or Economic

Darwinism plays in the efficient contracting theory (Alchian, 1950; Fama and Jensen,

19834 1983b).

The survivorship principle or Economic Darwinism states that competition.rmong

firms provides incentives to the contracting parties of the firrr to innovate and to find new

procedures that resnid value-reducing actions. Ifthe firm does not employ new procedures
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that are more efficient than its existing procedures, the firm's survival is constrained.

LJltimately, it may lead to the firm's demise - "those who realise positive profits are the

survivors; those who zuffer losses disappear" (AlchiarL 1950, p. 213). This implies that the

set of contracts that survives over time, that characterises the economic system of the finn,

is efrcient since it reduces the chances of ex post opportunism, thereby morimising firrr

value. In relation to accounting, fimls make changes when the current set of accounting

procedures becomes obsolete or is inefficient for contracting purposes (i.e., does not

minimise contracting costs). Unless the new contracting technology is employed, firm value

maximisation is sacrificed.

The empirical study and the six case studies that are presented in this thesis utilise

effEcient contracting theory to hypothesise that, under the comprehensive tor allocation

procedure, firms experiencing grouithin depreciable assets, which gives rise to depreciation

timing differences thereby increasing defened tax liabilities, enc,ounter economic "friction"

(i.e., contracting costs that do not maximise firmvalue). This is because comprehensive tax

allocation recognises defened ta:< liabilities which may not result in cash outflows, thereby

producing an unintended and potentially wer growing liability on the statement of financial

position. Overstatement ofthese liabilities could rezult in inadvertent adverse conseguences

such as perceived increased risk" leading to higher bonowing costs and debt covenant

violation which is costly. As a restrlt, these firms are likely to switch accounting procedures

to mitigate the friction Further, these firms are also likely to recontract with debtholders to

incorporate tle new, more effcient technology (i.e., the partial ta:r allocation

procedure) for monitoring compliance with the debt covenants.
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1.2. Purpose and justifications of this thesist

This thesis contributes to the accounting literature in nvo ways. First, it provides

improvements to our understanding of accounting choice th*ry, by using a more '1rnified"

approach that incorporates the notions of efficienry and opportunism as being part and

parcel, rather than as competing alternatives, of firnrs' accounting policy decision making.

This approach is rare in the accounting choice literature (lVatts and Zimmerman, 1990).2

Many studies take the view that accounting decisions rezult from either ex ante efficiency

considerations or from ex posl opportunism - tbat is one or the other, but not togetheq

while also ignoring the possibility that decisions may renrlt from ex post efficiency (see, for

example, Holthausen and Leftwic[ 1983; Watts and Zimmerrnan, 1986, 1990; and Ba]l

and Smit\ 1992; who provide reviews of this research). But efficiency and opportunism

are not mutually exclusive (Wrlliamson, 1996) and are likely to be partial explanations for

accounting policy choice (Holthause4 1990; Watts and Zimmerman, 1990). As Watts and

Zimmerman (1990, p. 152) conclude, the incorporation of "ex ante contasling efficiency

incentives with ex posl redistributive effects is likely to prove usefirl" in understanding

better the accounting decisions that firms make. They stress further, that the major

breakthroughs in advancing the theory on accounting choice are likely to come from

viewing accounting as "a choice that is endogenous with the choice of organizatiorq

contracting, and financial stnrctures" flVatts and Zimmerman, 1990, p. 153).

This section discusses only the contributions that this thesis makes in general to the
accounting literature. In relation to the empirical study conducted in this thesis,
more specific justifications are discussed in chapter 4, where the study's hypotheses
are presented.

An excepion is Christie and Zirnmerrran (1994), who examine the relative
influences of efficiency and opportunism on accounting choice decisions of firms
that were subject to corporate control contests. This study is discussed in more
detail in chapter 3.
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The second contribution of this thesis to the accounting literature is that it provides

improvements to tle methodology and design of this type of research. Prior accounting

choice research lacks power in its testing because of problems associated with the

me^surement of variables (Watts and Zimmermaq 1990). One particular problem is the

inability of models to distinguish opportunism from efficiency (Skinner, 1993; Smitb, 1993;

Christie and Zimmerman, 1994). Attempts are made in the empirical study presented in this

thesis to measure variables that capture the extent of opportunism and efficiency in

accounting policy decisions. In addition, six case studies, which provide a more detailed

contefiual analysis of the acrounting and contracting decisions of the firms under the

efficient contracting franrework, are presented. In zummary, these research desrgn

approaches will increase the validity and reliability of prior research.

By improving our understanding of accounting choice theory and the research

design issues that are used, this thesis also provides important research implications for

policy making. Policy makers do not want to impose regulations on fimrs that are not value

marcimising (Swieringa 1998; Christiq 1992). If policy makers resfict the use of

accounting policies that are efficient from the accepted set of accounting procedures,

because they beliwe these policies to be oppornrnistig then the of these

regulations would be counter-productive (see Zimmer, 1989; Wong 1992; Man and

Smitb" 1990, Christiq 1992). Firms would incur unnecessary contracting costs (e.g.,

renegotiation and lobbying costs) to try and prevent thase regulations from being

promulgated. This thesis provides important research information that will further assist

policy makers, as consumers of research, in understanding and predicting the "probable

economic and social consequenres of their actions" (Zetr,1979, p. 80; see also Swiering4

lee8).



1.3. Oryanisation of the thesis

The thesis is stnrctured as follows. Chapter 2 examines the contractiqg cost

perspective of accounting policy choice. This chapter considers the implications of the

efficient contracting theory fo1 managers' decisions to change accounting procedures.

Chapter 3 provides a more detailed discussion of the e,mpirical literature that exanrines

efficient accounting method choices. It also provides a discussion of the desigp problems

that have been encountered in accounting policy choice research- Chapter 4 develops the

hypotheses of the emFirical study conducted in this thesis. This study investigates firms'

contracting cost determinants of voluntarily changng from the comprehensive to the partial

proce&rre to account for interperiod talr allocation. In chapter 5, the research methodology

that is used to conduct the empirical study is described. This includes discussing the sample

selection procedures and the particular research design that is used to test the hypotheses.

Chapter 6 presents the results from the empirical study. In ohapter 7, six case shrdieg which

complement the enpfuical study, are documented. Finally, chapter 8 presents the

conclusions of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

EFFICMNT CONTRACTING THEORY AND ACCOT]NTING CHOICES

2.1. Introduction

This chapter examines the efficient contracting theory framework to explain firms'

choice of accounting policy. The theory draws on the seminal work of Coase (1937) who

establishes the fundamental proposition that all economic instihrtions owe their existence to

the costs of contracting. Coase argues that firms exist becarse there are costs of using the

price mechanism in organising economic activity. The firnq which is defined as a nexus of

contractual relationships between zuppliers of factors and consumers (Alchian and

Demsetz, 1972; Jensen and Meckling 1976), represents an efficient way of allocating

productive resources and minimising contracting costs. Ball (1989) argues that accounting

and auditing are institutional phenomena that characterise firrrs. These phenomena exist

and survive, because they are used by the firm to organise economic aaivity in a manner

which is the most cost efrcient.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 exanines the Coasian theory of

the firm and the contracting cost literature that has developed since Coase's seminal paper.

In order to understand the existence of accounting in firms, one must first understand the

"nature of the finn" and why the firm exists. Section 2.3 explores the question of why

accounting exists under this theory by positing that accounting replaces mechanisms in the

market for determining the allocation of resources when economic activity is organised via

the flrm. This involves both aninvestigation of the contracting contexts inwhich accounting

numbers are used and the nature of accounting as a specialist producer of information for
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implementing efficient contracting.t Also, for completeness, the function of auditing in the

firm's organisational and contractual arrangements is considered. Section 2.4 prwides a

summary ofthe chapter.

2.2.The theory of the lirm

It is well established in economicg that under certain conditions, the market or

price system solves the resource allocation problem more efficiently and effectively than any

alternative economic qystem (see, for instance, Mlgrom and Roberts, 1992, ch. 3, among

many others, for a formal mathematical analysis of this proposition). AII that is needed are

the communication and knowledge of the tastes and preferences of the participants in the

market. Market prices are established by the forces of demand and supply, which reflect all

relevant information needed to induce the participants to make efrcient and effedive

resource allocation decisions. However. the existence of formal hierarchical structures

The nature of the political process can also affect firms' accounting choices
(see, for instance, Watts and Zimmerman, 1986; Wong, 1988a, 1988b; Jones,
l99l; Cahan, 1992). However, this thesis does not examine this aspect of
accounting choice theory because the accounting literature treats accounting
decisions under the political process to rezult from opportunism rather than
efficiency (Watts and Zimmermaq 1986; Watts, 1992,1995). Few studies have
investigated efficient accounting method choice in the political process (Watts,
1995, p. 324), although one exception is Wong (1988b).

In his study, Wong (1988b) examines New Zealand firms' decision to
voluntarily disclose curretrt cost accounting financial statements in addition to
historical cost financial statements. He argues that this decision by firrrs is
motivated by oppornrnistic considerations to obtain political benefits (e.g., tax
concessions) and to avoid political costs (e.g., the threat of antitrust
investigation and adverse public attention from reporting large profits).
However, he also tests the possibility that the decision is because of efficiency,
by arguing that the older the fixed assets of the firm, the less efficient (or
relevant) the historical cost financial statements are for contracting purposes.
With a sample of 15 firms that chose to voluntarily disclose current cost
financial statements and 186 that chose not to, Wong's statistical tests find that
efficiency is not a consideration in this accounting decision, but that it is more
likely to be motivated by firms' opportunistic behaviour.
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(firms) to organise economic activity is often observed. The 'coordination of resources is

conducted explicrtly through plans and directives, with all decisions being made within a

singls organisation by some authoritarian figure known as the entrepreneur (Alchian and

Demsetz, 1972). Gven the virtues of using a market system to make resource allocation

decisions, the question arises as to why this happens - that is, why do firms replace the

market system in specialised exchange economies?

Coase's (1937) seminal work explores this issue. The purpose of his paper "is to

bridge what appears to be a gap in economic theory betqreen the aszumption (made for

some purposes) that resources are allocated by means of the price mechanism and the

assumption (made for other purposes) that this allocation is dependent on the entrepreneur-

co-ordinatof' (Coase, 1937, p.389). Coase argues that the main reason for seeing finns

superseding the market system is because there is a cost ofusing the price mechanism - it is

not realistic to assume a costless contracting environment. He provides several examples of

the costs of using the market system. These include the costs of discovering what the

relevant prices are; the costs of negotiating and concluding a separate contract for each

exchange transactioq and the costs associated with drawing up a long-term contract when

it is difficult to specify all the oract details to be implemented in the future. He also notes

that govemment transactions or transactions of other bodies with regulatory powers are

often carried out in firms rather than the market.

The important implications of Coase's work are that firms arise as alternatives to

markets, and that costs of organising transactions are a crucial factor in the choice of

organisational forrn Firms arise when contracting costs incurred in markets are higher.

Coase attributes this to the existence of uncertainty. But unfornmately, Coase does not go
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further in explaining this, nor does he demonstrate how the firm achieves contracting cost

efficienry over the market.

However, Coase's work has recently generated some significant contributions to

the economic literature on the theory of the firra including Alchian and Demsetz (1972);

Williamson (1975, 1979,1981,1984, 1985, 1996); Klein, Crawford and Alchian (1978);

and Jensen and Meckling (1992) (see Jense4 1983; and Clarke and McGriness, 1987; for

an extensive reference list of the economic literature on the theory of the firrn). In

particular, economists have nied to develop more detailed analyses of contracting costs,

with the aim of explaining which kind of transactions are more efficiently organised by

markets and which by firms (Clarke and McGriness, 1987).

Alchian and Demsetz (1972) argue that firms arise to organise and monitor team

production. They show that cooperative specialisation of inputs, that is working in teams,

can increase total output or productivity. For instance, the lifting of heary cargo into trucks

is easier and more productive if a team of people is used rather than one person trying to do

it himself As Watts (1992, p. 2a\ shtes: "One person cannot move a grand piano, but a

team of people can." Alchian and Demsetz (1972, p. 779) contend that team production is

used if it yields an output larger than the output of the sum of separable (individual)

production to cover the costs of organising and disciplining team members.

However, there are also costs involved in team production. It is difEcult to define

and determine each individual's marginal produaivity (i.e., each individual's contribution to

total output), since the output of the team is not determined by the sum of the separable

outputs of each of its members. Hence, team members based on their individual

marginal products is difficult, and is more likely to be linked to the total output of the team.

This creates an incentive problen- Members of a team may shirb since each member
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knows that he will not be individually rewarded for any extra effort that he makes in

increasing productivity. This is known as the metering problem - the problem with

measuring or apportioning input productivity and rewards.

The metering problem could be resolved by organising the produaive activity via a

market. Market competition between potential members would determine team

membership and align individual rewards commenzurate with productivity. Team members

are constrained from shirking by the threat of replacement by outsiders offering services for

lower reward shares or offering greater rewards to the other members of the team.

However, Alchian and Demsetz (1972, p. 781) argue that the market is not an effective

solution for two reasons. First, potential team members, the outsiders, must be able to

detect where and to what extent shtking is a problem. This is costly, slnce marginal

productivity of existing team members is difEcult to observe. Second, even if a team

member is replaced, the incentive for the new team member to shirk is just as geat as the

team member that he replaced, because he still bears less than the entire reduction in team

output for which he is responsible.

One solution is to meke one of the members the monitor of the tearn But this may

not be a viable solution if the person chosen to be monitor also shirks. This leads to the

question of who "monitors the monitor?" Alchian and Demsetz suggest that this question

may be answered by making the monitor the residual claimant (or owner) in a firm. If

owners of cooperating inputs (including the tearn members) agree with the monitor that he

is to receive any residual product above prescribed amounts and that he shall have the right

to alter individual membership and perforrnance on the teanr, the monitor will have an

added incentive not to shirk (Atchian and Demsetz, 1972, p. 782). This provides the
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incentive for the monitor to find ways of observing and directing the actions or uses of the

tearn that are most productive.

It is this entire bundle of rights surrendered by the tearn members to one of the

members as monitor of the tearr\ who acts as the authoritarian figure, that gives rise to the

firm. The coalescing of these rights has arisen because it resolves the shirking-information

problem of team production better than what a market can do. In other words, the cost of

resolving the metering problem in team production is relatively lower when economic

activity is arranged in a firm.

Kletq Cravrford and Alchian (1978) explore the problem of postcontractual

opportunism whe,n there are invesments in specialised assets, and suggest this as a reason

for the existence and merger of firms. They argue that, as investments in assets become

more specifig the costs of contracting to restrict the possible gains from opportunistic

behaviour by the contracting parties will generally increase more than the costs of vertical

integration. They predict" that in such circumstances, the merger or joint ownership'of

specialised assets (i.e., vertical integratron) is more likely to be observed.

The following examplq taken from Watts (1992, p.244), illustrates the argument

presented by Klein et al. (1978). Assume A builds a machine that is highly specialised and

leases it out to B. The machine costs $10,000 to build and to make a normal rate of return

A must charge B $2,000 ayear.The machine has a nil salvageable value. Therefore, after

ignoring zunk costs (i.e., the $10,000), the quasi rent on the machine to A is $2,000 ayear

and is potentially appropriable.'Aszume that the next best use of the machine would yield

$1,000 a year. Once the machine is built and leased out, B may appropriate the quasi rent

Quasi rents are the economic profits (i.e., abnormal profits over and above normal
profits), after ignoring sunk costs, that are earned on a factor ofproduction that is
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on the machine by threatening to stop leasing the machine unless A cuts the rental fee down

to almost $1,000 per year (but not equal to $1,000, since A would then be indifferent to

how the machine is to be used). The key point is that B can take advantage of A's position

because B receives the same level of service for the maching but at a reduced price.

However, A can also play this gamg because A has an incentive to appropriate quasi rents

that B has eamed from using the machine. Since ft is difficult (perhaps impossible) for B to

find another source to provide the machine services it needs cheaply and quickly, A may

use its bargaining power to demand a rental fee greater than $2,000 by threatening to

withdraw the machine if A's demands are not met.

The likely outcome of the above situation, which is commonly refened to as the

bilateral monopoly or hold-up problem, is difficult to predict because A and B both have

incentives to be opporhrnistic towards each other. One solution may be to inctude an

explicrtly stated contractual guarantee that postcontractual opportunism is not to be

engaged in, and have it legally enforced by the govemment or some other outside

institution. However, this may be a costly remedy, even if the asset is not specialised. Such

a contract would involve the e* ante spectfication of all possible contingencies and the

monitoring and litigation costs of detecting violations and enforcing the contract in the

courts. This is extremely costly.

Another solution is to include an implicit contractual guarantee that future business

will be withdrawn if opportunistic behaviour occrrs. The goodwill and reputation of the

contracting parties in the market are relied on to suppress the desire to act

opportunistically. furticipated loss of future business acts as a collateral bond to ensure the

contrachral relationship is fulfilled and that the goodwill and reputation of the contracting

in temporary fixed supply. Quasi rents are potentially appropriable, if the quasi rent
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parties are not damaged. The payment of a future "premium" by the potential cheater to

assure that there will be no cheating is built into the negotiated price of the asset. The

present value of this premium is zufficiently large to offset the potential gain from any

expected opportunistic behaviour - the contracting party is price protecting itself However,

this is also a costly solution if the asset is higruy specialised. If a correct premium is to be

paid, the contracting parties are required to know how much opportunitrl is to be e4pected

and when it is to occur. If this is difrcult to find out, and a contract is entered into, a less

than optimal premium will be paid and unanticipated opportunistic behaviour will occur.

The most likely solution to the bilateral monopoly or hold-up problem is to require

the formation of a firm through vertical integration. Vertical integration is likely to be more

cost effective than the other contractual solutions described above because certain

inforrnation and monitoring costs can be avoided. This occurs because the incentives that

the contracting parties have to exploit each other are reduced by vertical integration - the

appropriable quasi rents on the specialised asset are now subsumed within the one

organisation (Klein et a1.,1978).

Another contracting cost explanation for the existence of the firm is provided by

Jensen and Meckling (1992), who examine the cost of transferring specific knowledge

between individuals in a finn and in a market. They suggest that the firrr arises because it

has cost advantages rn stori4g and processing knowledge that is specfic.By definitiorq

specific knowledge is knowledge that is costly to transfer - the more costly knowledge is to

transfer, the more specific it is; and the less costly the knowledge is to transfer the more

general it is (Jensen and Meckling,1992,p.254).

is greater than the quasi rent value ofthe factor to the next best-valuing user.
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The transfer of specific knowledge is costly because of the limited mental capacity

that humans have to store and process knowledge. If indMduals do not have the

knowledge to make economic decisions, they are required to collocate decision rights to

others with the relevant knowledge who can make the economic decisions for them

(Flayeh 1945). This creates two problems. First, who should be assigned the decision right,

and second how does one ensure self interested decision agents, who hold the knowledgg

exercise their rights in a way that is not opportunistic (i.e., maximises the wealth of all

parties involved in the decision). Jensen and Meckling (1992, p.251) call these the rights

assignment and control problems, respeaively.

Alienabrlity of decision rights to decision agents solves these problems in the

market. Alienability refers to the right of the owner to sell or tansfer rights and the right to

capture the proceeds of the exchange (Jensen and Meckling 1992, p.257). The ability to

buy and sell the decision rights provides incentives for the individuals with the knowledge

to exchange or compete for those rights. The competitive forces of demand and zupply for

the knowledge ensure that those who value the rights most highly acquire those rights at a

fair (equilibrium) price. This ability, coupled with the right to mpture the proceeds of the

exchange of rights, also encourages the decision maker to use the knowledge in making

decisions that are optimal. Since the individual owns the decision rights, the consequences

of his decisions will be bome entirely by him. ln other words, the decision maker bears the

cost ofany bad decisions, and caphues the benefits to any decisions that are good.

While alienability sohes the assignment and control problems that are encountered

when decision rigbts are collocated in a market, it is still costly to transfer specific

knowledge. Storing processing, transmitting, and receiving knowledge are costly activities

engaged by indMduals. However, transfer costs may be significantly reduced when
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individuals with knowledge to make economic decisions are assembled within a firm

@emset4 1988; Jensen and Meckling 1992). The benefits include economies of scale and

scope of having a group of individuals with the relevant knowledge to make economic

decisions, and information and specialisation advantages in producing knowledge that has

idiosyncratic value to the firm.

Decentralisation of decision rights to those with knowledge in the firm, however, is

a problem because alienability is a characteristic that is absent. Jensen and Meckling (1992,

p,260) point out the following:

"Firms as we know them would not exist if alienability of
all decision rights were granted to each agent along with
the rights. There would be nothing left over for the residual
claimants in the enterprisg be they entreprenanrs, partners,

or stockholders."

The absence of alienability is one of the major distinctions between the firrr and

markets. Therefore, the fimr must find alternative ways of mitigating the rights assignment

and control problems when alienability is zuppressed. The firm solves these problems by

establishing internal nrles that provide for: (1) the partitioning out of decision rights to

agents in the firnq and (2) a control system that (a) provides a measure of performance, and

O) specifies the relation between rewards and punishments and tle measures of

performance (Jensen and Meckling,1992, p. 265).

Examples of the technology used to partition out decision rights to agents in the

firm inctude job descriptions and intemal corunon law which could include decision rights

on pricing hiring, or promotion policies; budgets which could define or constrain the

agents' right to the use of physical resources; and other rules, regulations, or fiat. Examples

of the control system include cost centres and profit centres as performance measurement
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systems; and the role of budgets in performance measurement (e.g., as target meazures). It

is costly to implement these internal rules, but the costs of doing so must more than offset

the costs that would be incurred ifknowledge is transferred in a market, otherwise the firm

would not exist.

Although not always stated, implicit in these explanations of the theory of the firrr

is the assumption that the firrr survives because it is cost efficient (Alchiarq 1950; Fama and

Jensen, 19834 1983b; Jenseq 1983). The firm is continually evolving adopting new

organisational and contractual arrangements that make it efrcient. If the firm does not

respond to this continuing wolutio4 it does not survive. Presumably, it would either be

taken over by another firm or replaced by a market.

Alchian (1950) discusses the zurvivorship principle or Economic Darwinisrn His

purpose is to introduce uncertainty and incomplete inforrration to the economic analysis of

organisations and to zuggest that firms, in the purzuit of zuccess, must be prepared to be

adaptive and imitative, and to adopt trial and enor behaviour. He begins his analysis by

dispensing with the notion that the goal of the firm is to "manimise profits" - he states that,

in a world ofuncertainty, profit maximisation is meaningless as a guide to specifiable action

(Alchiaa 1950, p. 2l l). The reiuon is simple Under uncertainty, choosing an action that

wtll yield the mocimum profit is difficult, if not impossiblq because there are a distribution

of potential outcomes that could rezult from that action. Rather, the decision maker must

choose an action whose potential outcome distribution is preferable, that is, choose the

action with the optimum distribution

Alchian (1950, p.212) illustrates this with the following example. Suppose we have

two possible actions, characterised by two possible distributions of potential outcomes. One

has the higher "mean" but a larger spread, so that it might result in larger or smaller profits,
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and the other has a smaller "mean" and a smaller spread. To ask the question which

distribution yrelds the ma:rimum profit is meaningless, because there is no unique outcome

which provides a "rna><imising distribution." Whatever action is chosen, and whatever profrt

is realised, bv default, meets the maximum profit criterion. Only in a world of certainty

could the criterion of profit maximisation be used as a guide to action Hence, this leads

Alchian (1950, p. 213) to argue that in an economic systenq the realisation of positive

profits, not ma;<imum profits, is the objective of the firm. Realised positive profits are the

mark of sucress and viability - those who realise positive profits are the survivors; those

who suffer losses disappear. The benchmark of success is the relative position or superiority

ofthe firm to its competitors.

This argument results in trro implications for the success (survival) of the firm.

First, success depends on the conscious decisions that the firm makes. And second, success

may be the result of luck rather than from motivated direction. Alchian recognises that

chance is a substantial element in determining success. However, it is his discussion of the

firm's ability to knowingly adapt to certain situations which is of importance in this thesis.

Alchian (1950, p. 218) notes that, where zuccessful firms are observed, the

elements common to these firms' success will be copied by others in their pursuit of profits

or success - in the words of Alchiarq "nothing succeeds like success." He also notes that

firms find elements of zuccess by "trial and errol' (Alchiarl 1950, p. 219). By this Alchian

means the process the firm uses to choose more appropriate actions after having trialled

and assessed a past course of action, whether that action is zuccessfirl or not. This is simply

referring to the ability of the firm to leam from its successes or failures. These aspects of

conscious behaviour encourage the firm to be innovative. If conditions changg zuch that

the firm's elements of success are no longer viablq then the firm must be willing to change
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with the environment. This me:um that the firm is compelled to innovate to find new

elements of zuccess.

The implication of the survivorship principle on the theory of the firm is that the

organisational procedures and contracting techniques are systematically used by firms over

time survive because they are likely to be cost effective. Competition arnong finns, and with

markets, ensures that only efficient organisational procedures and contracting techniques

are employed by the firm.3 This suggests that if the environment changes, zuch that these

procedures and techniques become obsolete (i.e., they are inefrcient), the firm must also

adapt to the change if it is to contirnre in operation - it is a matter of "survival of the fittest"

(Jensen, 1983, p.331).

The research of Williamson (1975, 1979, 1981, 1984, 1985, 1996) has been

particularly important in ortending and enforcrng the theory of the firm" In his wor\

Williamson develops a general more "unifi.ed" theory of economic organisations by

contending that the main factor for the existence of organisations (either the firm or

market), and the govemance stnrcture chosen, is "transaction costs economising."4 He calls

this theory, the Organisational Failures Framework (OFF) (Wlliarnsorq 1975).5 The OFF

provides reasons for different governance stnrctures grvlng way to alternative struchrres

when transaction costs are aszumed to be nonzero.

Zimmerman (1995, ch. l) and Brickley, Smith and Zimmerman (1997, ch. l)
explain that this does not necessarily mean the organisational procedures and
the contracting techniques observed are the best that are ever possible. They
are only the most efficient relative to the competition that currently exists,
because more optimal procedures and techniques may have not yet been
discovered or implemented (Zimmerrn?n, 1995, p. 16).
The terms "transaction costs" and "contracting costs" are used rnterchangeably
The 1979, 1981, 1984, 1985, and 1996 studies are elaborations and refinements to
the 1975 work.
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To understand the organisational structure choice problenr, Williamson asserts that

one first needs an understanding of the nature of transactions (including how they ditrefl

and the nature of the individuals who make economic decisions. These human and

environmental attributes provide the reasons for transactions being costly. The human

factors are: bounded rationality, which concenu the limitations of humans to make

economic decisions because of their limited ability to receive, storg retrievg and process

information; and opportunisq which pertains to the self interested behaviour of individuals

to distort, manipulatg and misrepresent inforrnation. The environmental factors are:

uncertainty/complexity, which refers to incomplete knowledge of future possible states of

the world and all involved relationships; asset specificity, which refers to the extent to

which the resources used in a transaction have a value therein that is higher than in any

other use or to any other user; and frequency, which refers to the extent that the transaction

recurs.u

These attributes have already been examrned in the various research presented in

this section For exarnplg asset specificity and frequenry is dissussed in Klein et al. (1978);

and bounded rationality and opportunism is discussed in Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and

Jensen and Meckling (1992). Uncertainty/complexity also appears to be an important factor

in tle studies discussed thus far (e.g., Alchian, 1950). However, Williamson's work differs

Milgrom and Roberts (1992, p. 32-33) extend Williamson's list of
environmental attributes by including the following two factors that can also

give rise to transaction costs: (l) the difficulty of meazuring performance in the
transactioq and (2) the connectedness ofthe transaction to other transactions
(i.e., the level of interdependency between transactions). Similar in notion to
these attributes, Alchian and Woodward (1987) argue that transaction costs

also depend on the level of "plasticity" of firms' resources/inves''nents, and

suggest that transactions are more costly when resourceVinvestments are

plastic and require extensive monitoring. Alchian and Woodward (1987, p.

I 17) define a resource/investment as plastic if it has "a wide range of legitimate
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from these studies because he does not examine these attributes in isolation. Williamson

recognises that these attributes are prevalent at various degrees in all transactions, and that

they must be considered together in attempting to explain the existence, and the structure,

of firms in general. For instance, Williamson (1981, p. 1,565) is particularly critical of

Alchian and Demsetz's (1972) study, where he states that it deals only with a "microcosm

much smaller than the modern corporation."T Wifliamson's OFF provides the potential to

e4plain "not only the question of 'finns or markets?' but has the aim of explaining the much

richer pattern of institutional arrangements that are observed in real life, including many

non-standard commercial contracts that exhibit a mix of firrr-like and market like features"

(Clarke and McGuiness, 1987, p. l2).

Of particular importance to Williamson's OFF is his treafinent of bounded

rationality and opportunism, the human attributes associated with transactions.s Williamson

(1996, p. 56) states that "transaction cost economics pairs the assumption of bounded

rationality with a self-interest-seeking assumption that makes allowance for guile." By

taking these attributes into account, the OFF recognises that contracts are never complete,

and that promises contained in contracts are not always fulfilted reliably. The assumption of

comprehensive ex ante contracting in the economic analysis of organisations is therefore

decisions within which the user may choose, or that an observer can less
reliably monitor the choice."
williamson's specific criticism of Alchian and Demsetz (1972) is that team
production can only explain a small number of the organisational structures that
are observed. It fails to offer a reason for the existence of a number of other
structures, including firms where output is separable but production is still
organised in a team (e.g., as in a symphony orchestra) (Williamson, 1981).
Although Williamson is critical of Alchian and Demsetz (1972), his criticism is
also directed at the work of Jensen and Meckling (1976) in the principal-agent
area and the literature on the theory of the firm in general.
This does not mean that the environmental attributes are any less important
than the human attributes in Williamson's analysis. Indeed, the environmental
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unrealistic. As a consequence, the ex post sde of confiacting becomes an important

consideration in the study of organisations, an importance that takes on considerable

economic significance when it is acknowledged that contracting parties are prone to

opportunism. Contractual arrangements that provide for gapfilting, dispute settlement, and

adaptation to safeguard against opportunism now become a major part of the problem of

economic organisatiorq and are seen to "perform valued economising purposes when their

transaction cost feahres are :rssessed" (Williamso4 1996, p.S7).

To summarise Willianson's worlg his insight is to operationalise the human and

environmental attributes into the concept of transaction costs and to show tlat "the efficient

organisation of economic activity entails matching govenurnce structwes with these

transactional attributes in a discriminating way'' (ffiliamsoq 1979, p.261). Of particular

importance in this theory of the firm is the treatment of the marka and firm as altemative

govenmnce structures; the acceptance that both structures incur positive contracting costs;

and the recognition that organisational survival is to an extent dependent on a dynamic

contracting environment and the controlof contracting costs.

2.3. The role of accounting in the theory of the firm

As discussed in the prwious sectio4 the theory of the firm identifies that firms and

markets are alternatives which arise to organise economic activity in the most oost efficient

manner. Both require mechanisms that provide for: (l) the partitioning of decision rights,

(2) the measurement of performance, and (3) the reward or punishment of perfomance

(Jensen and Meckling, 1992). When economic activity is organised via the market syster4

market prices are established that fulfil these functions automatically. But when economic

attributes play an important role in identifying the dimensions on which
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activity is organised via firms, market prices are no longer availablq and firms must find

other ways to allocate decision rights, measure performancg and reward or punish

perforrnance. As discussed in more detail next, it is posited here that accounting is one of

the technologies firrrs develop to do this @all, 1989; Jenseq 1983; Ball and Smith 1992;

Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, 1990; Christie, 1992; Watts,1992; Zimmerman" 1995). Like

the firm is an alternative for the market system, accounting is an alternative for market

prices. More importantly, the point is made that "without accounting the firm could not

exist" (Christie, 1992, p. 2).

Ball (1989) has been particularly influential in developing the economic implications

of accounting in the theory of the fimr. He suggests that accounting is a source of

information for establishing and providing the facilitation of non-market contracting. BaIl

argues that firms arise because they have economies of scale in repetitive contracting over

the market. The firm acts as a contracting intermediary between owners of resources and

consumers, replacing direct contracting across a market interface. Increasing returns to

scale can be achieved via intermediation because of the reduction in the volume of market

contracts and in the duplication of costs that need to be negotiated, which each consumer

incurs when he has to contract with each factor ownetr.n In addition, the firm acquires

advantages by developing specialised learning as a contracting intermediator.

Ball examines this in the following exarnple. Consider the production of a P-factor

product in a market economy, where there are K number of consumers and P number of

factor owners. In order for the production of the P-factor product, each consumer must

transactions differ (Williamson, 1975, 1985, 1996).
The costs include huuing to discover the factor owners (i.e., the costs of searching
for trading partners) and negotiating the relevant prices for the resource.
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negotiate separately with each factor owner to obtain the necessary resources. The number

of contracts and market prices that would benegotiated is (P * K).

Now consider the following: the P-factor product is produced by a firrn, which on

completion" sells the product to the consumer. The firm, not the consumer, contracts with

each factor owner for the purchase of the resources needed for production. Likewise, the

firrq not the factor owners, contracts with each consumer for the sale of the P-factor

product. The number of contracts and market prices that are negotiated in such a situation

is reduced to (P + K), since the firm only needs to transa6t once with each factor owner

and once with each consumer. Now, within the firm, the firm must make decisions on how

best to allocate the resources in the production of the P-factor product. The production of

K units of the product will involve the firm i1 making P number of implicit or explicit

resource allocation decisions. This results in the firm generating (P * K) intemal implicit or

explicit (contract) factor values. Ball (1989, p. 12) calls these intemal factor values "quasi-

prices." Quasi-prices are the internal terms which the firm uses to engage in non-market

contracting. The total number of market prices and quasi-prices that are generated is @ +

K) market prices + (P * K) quasi-prices.

The firrr arises because it has comparative advantages in reducing the costs

involved in establishing quasi-prices. This will happen when the costs of estabtishing

administering, and increasing the volume of market contracts, by the order of @ + K) in a

firn1 are offset by the reduction in costs (i.e., benefits) from the increased contracting scale.

This source of advantage, as alluded to abovg comes from the firm's ability to exploit

contracting economies of scale &om homogeni*;ng and centralising repetitive contracting

and to leam from it.
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The "economic role of the firm thus becomes one of creating institutional

technologies for repetitively and efficiently determining quaslprices, in order to effect

contracting-efficient intermediation" (BalL 1989, p. 13). Ball is quick to point out that

quasi-prices are not market priceg nor are they even estimates of market prices. While it

appears that the firm has created some sort of (intemal) market to make re.sour@ allocation

decisions in the production of the P-factor product, rhis is not a ',true,' market. This is

because these decisions are being made on the firm's own internal terms. Hencq if market

prices and quasi-prices were the same, there would be no reason for the firm to exist. We

would be indifferent to transacting in a market or in a firm.

The importance of Ball's analysis on accounting is that he views accounting as a

specialist function for providing information that assists ftms in establishing their "quasi-

prices." Accounting makes it possible for firrns to allocate decision rights, measure

performance, and reward or punistr perfonnance. But the mere fact that accounting can

perform these functions is not a strong reason for explaining the existence of accounting.

There must be a comparative advantage to using accounting uihich is greater than using

other mecbanisms (including those in the market system) for organising economic activity.

ln particular, accounting evolves and survives because of its comparative advantage over

the market in minimising the costs of contracting. Accounting ensures that the allocation of

decision rights, measurement of performance, and the reward or punishment of

performance are co-ordinated efficiently in the firm, otherwise economic "frictiort'' renrlts

(i.e., contracting costs are incurred that do not maximise firm value). Accounting provides

the "glue that holds the firm togethe/' (Ctristie, 1992, p.2), and hence, plays a pivotal role

for explaining the existence of firnrs (Ball, l9S9;Jensen, 1933;Ball and Smitlf 1992;Watts

and Zimmennan" 1986, I 990; christie, I 992; wattg 1992; zimmerma4 1995).
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The specific accounting procedures that the firm uses are dependent on the

circumstances that the finn faces in the dynamic contracting environment. The accounting

procedures chosen (ex ante or ex post) are viewed as a part of an optimal mix of financing,

investment, productioq sales, compensation, and other policies that vary across finns and,

within a firq through time as circumstances change. When circumstances change zuch that

the accounting procedures are no longer efficient for maximising firm valuq the

survivorship principle or Economic Darwinism (Alchiara 1950; Fama and Jensen, 1983a

1983b; Jensen" 1983) demands tbat the current accounting procedures must also change to

reflect the new circumstances ttrat the firm now faces (Watts and Zimmermarq 1986, pp.

217-2Lg). Failure to adopt accounting procedures that adjust to the new contracting

environment (i.e., the firm chooses procedures that are opportunistic) constrains firrr value

maximisatioq and ultimately would lead to the firm's demise if allowed to persist (Bal[

1989; Jensen, 1983; Ball and smitb 1992; Watts and Zimmerman, 1996, 1990; Christie,

| 992; W atts, 1992; Zirnmermaq I 995).

Watts (1992, pp.254-255) provides a simple example to illustrate this point. He

considers the implications of having a guaranteed contract for the sale of a firm's products

on its choice of revenue recognition policy to efficiently and effectively measure its

performance. He argues that firrrs with guaranteed contracts of sale are more likely to

recognise revenue in advance ofthe more common time which is at the point of sale, Watts

shows this by considering a rutile mining company, where profits are recognised at the time

of production. He assumes that this firm has a contract with its client to take all the rutile

the firm can produce (i.e., a guaranteed contract of sale) at the prevailing world price in the

market for rutile.
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The existence of the guaranteed contract of sale implies that the mining company

has no control over the sale. But what is under its control is the efrciency with which the

mineral is produced by the mining company. It is likely that managers and production

employees within the firm have earnings-based compensation plans to efficiently reward

and punish them for their work efforts. Recogmsing profit at production makes the earnings

number a more timely and hence more effective performance measurq because it

encourages the firm to focus its activities on production.

But if recognising revenue at the point of production is used in a manufacturing

firrq where there is no guarantee that output is sold dire financial consequences would

result. Watts shows this by assuming a manufacturing firm with similar facts to the rutile

mining company abovg including the use of an earnings-based compensation plan and a

policy of recognising revenue at the point of productiorl except tbat the sale of its output is

not guaranteed. As in the rutile mining company, management would continue to

concentrate more on production and less on selling the product. However, recognising

revenue at the point of production is ine,fficient because manage,ment would be credited

with the sale before the effort to generate the sale is expended. Most of the production ends

up in inventory and if not sold, would eventually create financial distress. Therefore,

recognising revenue at production would be a disastrous policy in this case, and would not

be an efficient accounting procedure to adopt, or to continue witb if the manufacturing

finn is to maximise firm value. These circumstances require the manufacturing firm to

recognise revenue at the point of salg not at the point of production.

In zummary, accounting arises in firms to assist them in determining their quasi-

prices. Quasi-prices a^re not market prices, but they do substitute for market prices so as to

facilitate the allocation of decision rights, the measurement of performance. and the reward
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or punishment of performance. Accounting zurvives, and thus firrrs zurvive, because it

performs these functions more cost efficiently than using market prices from the market

qystem. The accounting procedures that are chosen are a function of the circumstances that

firms face, and efficiency considerations determine their outcome.
n..

TJne following subsections present examples of the role that accounting plays in

some of the organisational and contractual arrangements that exist in finns to establish and

provide quasi-prices for efficient contracting. The role of auditing in these arrangements is

also examined.

2.3.1. Organisational arrangements

Accounting numbers are used in a variety of organisational arrangements within the

finn. These arrangements include budgets, the organisation of the firm into cost or profit

centres, and employee compensation contracts. How accounting numbers are used in these

particular organisational arrangements is now discussed in greater detail.

An important role of accounting rmmbers is in defining the decision rights of the

firm (i.e., the ability and power that individuals have to make a decision). Budgets are a

common example for this purpose (Zimmermaa 1979; Jensen and Meckling, l99Z;

Christie, Joye and Watts, 1993; Zirnmennan, 1995; Brickley et al., l9g7). For instancg

budgets may gtve authorisation to decision agents in the firm rigbts to spend up to a certain

dollar amount on resources of their choice. This tlpe of budget is often used where the

decision agent possesses specific knowledge relevant to a decision. Discretion to make the

decision is left to the agent because he knows best how to allocate efficiently the resources

of the firm. Consider an ofrce manager of a firm with zuch a budgeq with the authorisation

of the CEO to spend $250,000 on how best to improve the efficiency of hisiher offce. The
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nunager may decide to replace computer equipment, or buy additional labour. As long as

the manager stays within the $250,000 limit, the opportunities for the manager to substitute

among resources are numerous. Budgets may also be used to constrain decision agents

from the opportunity to substitute resources. These budgets, for instance, may detail

specifically what resources the decision agent may or may not spend o4 and are likely to

place spending restrictions on items that would reduce firrr value.

The organisation of the firm into cost or profit centres is an accounting technology

that is also used to define how the firm allocates decision rights. In particular, cost or profit

centres are efficient in defining areas of responsibility of the finn's decision agents. For

instance, cost centres provide decision rights to nranagers that focus on the minimisation of

costs (e.g., budgets that specify a fixed dollar amount that can be spent on resources to

produce a product), whereas profit centres provide decision rights to managers that focus

not only on the minimisation of costs, but also on the manimisation of revenues (e.g.,

budgets that give control over pricing and the quantity ofresources used to produce and

sell a product).

Christie, Joye and Watts (1993) suggest that the decision to structure the firm into

cost or profit centres provides a measure of the efient that the firm is decentralised, and

thus plays a crucial role in determining the extent to which decision rights are to be

allocated within the firrr. They argue that decentralisation is a function of the costs of

transferring knowledge and the extent to which control is lost when knowledge is

transferred. Typically, profit centre nuuulgers have more flexibility than cost centre

managers in the decisions that they can make (Williamson, 1975; Vancil, 1978; Jensen and

Meckling, 1992). Therefore, knowledge transfer costs and the extent to which control is

Iost can be expected to be higher vrhen the firm is organised into profit centres. This leads
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Christie et al. (1993) to hypothesise that the extent of decbntralisation is a function of the

type of knowledge generated within the firm, the firm's invesfinents, firm size and

regulation. They find support that the lower the knowledge transfer costs and the higher the

control loss, the less likely the level of decision rights are transferred down the firm (i.e.,

firms are unlikely to be structured as profit centres). While not empirically tested, Christie et

a/ also suggest that variation in firms' transfer pricing and budgeting are dependent on the

structure ofthe firrn into cost or profit centres.

Another important role of accounting numbers in the firm's organisational

arrangements is for the measurement of performance. For instance, not only do cost and

profit centres define the extent of decentralisation in a firm but they also provide a means of

assessing flrrr performance (Jensen and Meckling 1992). Performance evaluation with a

cost centre emphasises efficienry measures to aszure tbat the operating results of a given

period are achieved with the minimum possible cost. Profit centres on the other hand are

responsible for controlling both the revenues and costs of a business. Profit performance

serves as the control focus. In both cases, budgets are often used as target measures in

as sessing performance.

Employee contracts for managsnent services are an organisational arrangement

that commonly use accounting numbers to measure performance and which have received

considerable attention in the accounting literature. These contracts define not only the

manager's role in the firm (i.e., their decision rights), but they also define the manager's

payoffs (i.e., monetary @mpensatioq including salaries and bonuses). Typically, the

numager is given decision rights tbat provide him with discretion in the selection of the

accounting procedures that determine the performance measures (e.g., eanrings) for

calculating their payoffs, because (i) the manager is more likely to have better information
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in determining which accounting procedures measure performance best and marimise firm

value (Demski, Patelt and Wolfson, 1984; Watts and Zimmerrnan, 1986, 1990; Watts,

1992, Christie, 1992), and (ii) complete specification of the accounting procedures ex ante

iscostly(Ball, 1989;WattsandZimmennan, 1986, 1990;christie, 1992;watts,lgg2).

Accounting eamings are often used to calculate the manager's payoffs (Smith and

watts, 1982; Healy, 1985;Watts and Zimmermaq 1986; and Sloan, 1993), because it is a

more efficient measure of the manager's performance than other measures, zuch as stock

prices and realised cash flows. There are two reasons for this (Holnstrorq 1982). First,

other measures (in particular, stock prices) are likely to be influenced more by market

factors tlrat are outside the control of management when determining firrn performancg

and hence are less effective in isolating that part of performance that are the result of the

manager's actions only (Sloan, 1993). Second, other measures (in particular, realised cash

flows) do not take into account the manager's actions at the time those actions take placg

and hence do not provide a timely measure of the effect of their actions on firm

performance, especially when perfomumce is measured over a finite number of short

intenals @echow, 1994). Furthermorg accounting numbers are also likely to possess a

variety of desirable characteristics that ottrer performance meirsures do not have, including

objeaivity, reliability, verifiabiliry and conservatism (Watts and Zimmermarl 1986, pp.

205-207). These characteristics have evolved over time and are efficient for measuring firm

performance because they provide a basis for judging the integrity of the accounting

numbers used in the organisationalalengementq which is especially usefirl when disputes

arise (Watts,1977; Watts and Zimmermaq 1986; Wattq 1992). For instancq conservatism

and objectMty arise because ofconcems that managers may use their discretion in selecting
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accounting procedures that optimistically report inflated eanrings results for their own self

interest (Watts and Zimmermag 1986, p. 206).

Since accounting numbers are efficient for measuring performance in the firm's

organisational arrangements, they also play an important role in deterrnining the reward or

punishment of performance. As pointed out abovg accounting based compensation plans

are frequently used by firms to provide incentives to managers to marimise firm value

(Smith and Watts, 1982; Healy, 1985; Watts and Zimmerman, 19g6; and Sloarq 1993). In

particular, earnings-based bonus plans provide an efficient means of aligning the manager's

and owner's interests so that the manager does not participate in activities that are

opportunistic (e.g., shirking and the consumption of perquisites), since these do not

nxximise firm value (Jensen and Meckling 1976). Alignment is achieved because the

earnings number is not only an important determinant in assessing the firm's performancg

but it is also a major determinant in calculating t}re managsl,s compensation (i.e., their

reward or punishment). To the sitent that earnings is a good measure of future cash flows

and aIl things else are constan! high"r earnings leads to higher firm value and more

compensation to the manager. Besides compensation, accounting performance measures

may also affea other rewards or punishments of the firm's employees, zuch as promotion

chances and continued employment (e.g., Blackwell, Brickley, and weisbac[ 1994).

2.3.2. Contractual anrangements

Contractual arrangements between the firm and external parties also have

accounting implications. Two such contracfiral arrangements investigated in the accounting

literature are debt and sales contracts. As in organisational arrangements, accounting
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numbers are used in these contractual arrangements to define decision rights, me:tsure

performancg and to reward or punish perforrnance ofthe contracting parties.

Emanuel (1976), Smith and Wamer (1979), and Whittred and Zimmer (1936)

document the use of accounting numbers in restrictive covenants in New Zealand, U.S.,

and Australian debt contracts, respectively. These restrictive covenants define the rights of

the firm to take certain courses of actio4 thereby aftctiog the decisions that can be made

by the parties to the firm. In most cases, they are designed to protect the rights of the

debtholder from opportunistic actions taken by the manager of the firm (e.g., claim dilutio4

liquidating dividend pa)4m.entg asset substitutio4 and underinvestment).'0 For instance,

some of the covenants may include: (l) dividend resfiictions, where accounting numbers

are used to define a minimum level of funds or working capital that must be available before

a firm can declare the payment of dMdends; and (2) restrictions on investments, and on

additional debt, when debt to total tangible assets exceeds a certain percentage. These

accounting-defined covenants are also used as performance measures to monitor if

breaches have occurred. Thereforg they help define the rights ofthe debtholder to take

certain actions against the firm if default occurs (e.g., seizure of collateral, forced

liquidation or bankuptcy). That is, the rewards or punishments of performance.

The effectiveness of these accounting-defined covenants is dependent on the

amount of discretion that the manager has over the choice of accounting procedures in

determining the firm's performance. As discussed, some discretion is left to the manager ro

make the firm's accounting decisions, because he knows best which procedures are likely to

maximise finn value and since the complete specification of accounting procedures is not

cost effective @emsh, Pate[ and Wolfso4 1984; Watts and Zimmermarl 19g6, 1990;

r0 
See, for slample, Smith and Warner (1979)and Watts and Zimmerman (1986).
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Ball, 1989, watts, 1992; christiq 1992). However, this discretion may be used

opportunistically to avoid the effect of the accounting-defined covenants, wbich can be

done in one way by choosing procedures that increase eamings and

shareholders' equtty (Watts and Zimmerma4 1986, p. 216) This suggests that it is efficient

to place some restrictions on the choice of accounting procedures that the manager can

make when defined debt covenants exist. In pa,rticular, the covenants are likely

to re-emphasise accounting procedures that produce accounting measures that are

objective, reliable, verifiable, and conservative (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986;Wattg lgg2,),

Commonly, the accounting-defined coveftmts use accounting ratios that depart

from prescribed accounting standards (Leftrruic[ 1983; Whittred and Zimmer, 1986). The

adjustments rray include: (i) the e:<clusion of non-cash credits to the calculation of earnings

(e.g., unrealised gains recognised fiom changes in foreign exchange rates); (ii) the exclusion

of intangibles in the calculation oftotal assets (e.g., brand values and goodwill); and Gi) the

inclusion of contingent liabilities and leases that have been reported as operating leases in

the calculation of total liabilities. These adjustrrents are designed to offset managers'

tendency to inflate (deflate) eamings and assets (liabilities), and are more conservative than

the accounting numbers reported in the financial staternents. They are also designed to

measure accurately the accounting ratio for monitoring the particular debt covenant. For

instance, the exclusion of intangibles in the calculation of total assets is effcient for

accurately measuring the value of only those assets that are capable of supporting debt.

The debt contracting arrangement illustrates again the important point that

accounting procedures are likely to vary across firms, and within firms, over time according

to the circumstances the firms face. Another orample of this, with respect to debt contracts,

is the evolution of consolidated financial statements as an acceptable form of finansialL
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reporting. Whittred (1987) argues that the consolidated financial reporting form evolved in

Australia as an efficient means of monitoring claim dilution and asset zubstitution problems

that may arise when debt is issued to a company belongrng in a group. The provision of

(cross) guarantees by other companies in the group for the debt reduces the effects of these

problems, but creates a demand for information that is relevant for valuing the guarantees

(i.e., the assets of the company with the debt and all the guaranteeing companies) and the

monitoring of the debt contract. This information can be provided from consolidated

financial reports. Hencg Whiftred (1987) expects that the decision to consolidate is

positively associated with the existence of cross guarantees between related companies.

Man and Smith (1990) find similar results to Whittred (1987) when they replicate his study

in the U.S., but they go further to suggest that the decision to consolidate is a function of

how the firm is strucilred in terms of the level of interdependence between the parent and

its zubsidiary or zubsidiaries. Using the type of guarantee (i.e., direct or indirect) as a

measure of interdependence, they find that consolidation is more (less) likely if there are

direct (indirect) guarantees.

Sales contracts also make use of accounting numbers. For instancs zimmer (1986)

shows tlnt cost plus contracts, which are common in the real estate industry and the public

sector, define what should be included as "allowable" or "recoverable" costs in terms of

accounting mrmbers. Specifically, Zinmer investigates the implications of cost plus real

estate sales contracts for interest capitalisation/e4pense decisions. He argues that Atrstralian

real estate developers use cosl plus c,onta&s to shift risk to their customers. He

hypothesises that developers will agree with customers to capitalise interest (rather than
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expense it) as part of the definition of cost, when interest directly increases the revenues of

the firm.tt

2.3.3. The auditing function

Like accounting, Watts (1992) identifies that auditing has existed in firms for a long

time. He states that audits were used in the English guilds to constrain wardens' decisions

(Watts and Zimmerman, 1983). It is argued here that auditing exists as part of the

institutional arrangements that minimise contracting costs. ln particular, auditing plays a

crucial role in contract monitoring and contract completion (Jensen and Meckling, 1976;

Watts and Zimmerman" 1986; Ball, 1989). For instance, debtholders confract to have the

firm's external auditors report on any observed breaches of resfiictive covenants; audited

accounting numbers are used in assessing the award of bonuses in management

compensation plans; and the emplolment of external auditors to resohe an accounting

issue, such as whether a lease should be capitalised. Thus, auditing can define decision

rights in the firm and inftuence decisions made by the firm-

Ball (1989) constructs the argument tlnt auditrng is an institutional phenomenon

that acts as a specialist adjudication functio4 used in completing contracts whose payoffs

have been defined in terms of accounting numbers. To oiplain this, he presents the idea of

"functionally completed contracts" (Bdl, 1939, p.2l).

Contracts that specfy every feasible future state and provide unambiguous mapping

from states to payoffs, etc ante, are costly to construct 6d imFossible to complete. This is

because of uncertainty and humans' bounded rationality (Coase, 1937; Hayelq 1945;

SimorL 1951; Willianmon, 1975, 1979, 1981, 1984, 1985,1996; Jensen and Meckling

Zimmer (1986) is discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
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1992). The costs involved in specifying (or even to imagine) every possible future state and

its related payoffs in relation to any particular contract is extremely high. Because of this, a

more efficient contracting form would be for the contracting parties, ex 6nte, to specify

functions (implicit or e>rplicit mles) to determine at least a zubset of payoffs, ex post. The

contract is (functionally) complete whenthose functions are fulfilled.

Accounting tecbniques are often used in defining ex posT contractual payoff

formulae (e.g., management compensation contracts and sales contracts). Contracting

parties are not naive enough to allow one contracting party complete discretion over the

accounting technique set (Jensen and MecHing, 1976).If they werg it would be e4pected

that self interested behaviour would be engaged in. However, it is also not possible to pre-

specrfy the optimal accounting technique set for every possible future state, because of

uncertainty and bounded rationality. Specifying the accounting technique set is tlerefore

complex. Such complexity rezults in a demand for specialists in assessing the

appropriateness ofthe accounting set used in contracting, which includes judgement on the

objeaivity, reliability, verifiability, and conservatism of the accounting numbers. Hence,

auditing arises as a specialist adjudication function to determine the accounting technique

set to be used exposl and to ensure compliance with the a,gred upon rules in determining

payofFs under the contract.

2.4. Summary

This chapter presents the theoretical frarnework used in this study for explnining

managers' choices and changes in accounting policy. The Coasian theory of the firm forrns

the basis of the framework. Fundamental to the theory is that firms and markets owe their

existence to the costs of contracting. Firms arise because they have cost advantages over
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tlre market in some forms of contracting. The contracting and organisational technologies

that the fir:n employs zurvive over time if they are contracting cost efrcient. Competition

with other firms (and between markets) encourages the firm to continually innovate in

finding arrangements that are zuccessful in contracting.

Accounting and auditing are institutional tecbnologies that characterise the firm's

organisational and contractual arrangements. They arise because they are more efficient

than other mechanisms, zuch as market prices from the market qystem, in minimising fts

costs of contracting. In particular, accounting plays important roles in defining decision

rights to decision agents in the firr1 and providing an information source for providing

incentive mechanisms in the firm and assessing performmce. Auditing acts irs a specialist

adjudication function to facilitate the completion of contracts.

To conclude this chapter, the quintessenc€ of this thesis is that accounting

procedures evolve to provide financid measures that are an integral part of the firm's

organisational and contracting arrangements, which ttremselves continually evolve to

become more efficient overtime.
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CHAPTER 3

THF', EMPIRICAL LITERATI]RE

3.1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate in more detarl, from an efficient

contracting viewpoint, some of the empirical regularities that explain and predict the

variation in accounting practices which relate to firms' organisational and contractual

arrangements. Another objective is to examine the research design problems associated

with this researcll in order to higblight some of the empirical difficulties that researchers

encounter. This is important because the empirical study presented in this thesis must

attempt to overcome some of these concerns if the study's conclusions are to make a valid

and reliable contributionto the efiant accounting choice literature.

The chapter is dMded into three sections. Section 3.2 examines some studies that

illustrate the effect of the firm's organisational and contractual arrangements on tfte internal

and extemal use of accounting. Further studies are presented in section 3.3, where the

design issues that arise in accounting policy choice research are discussed. And in section

3.4, a summary of tlis chapter is provided.

3.2. Organisational and contractual effects on accounting choice

This section is divided into trvo zubsections. Section 3.2.1 examines the effect of

organisational arrangements on the use of accountlng within the firm- Some of the studies

that examine the decision to use accounting earnings as a perfonnance measure in

management compensation contracfs (Sloan, 1993; D"egaq 1997) and in internal
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performance evaluation (Dechow, 1994; Blaclarell, Brickley and Weisbach, 1994) are

discussed.

The second subsection examines some of the studies that are concerned with the

effect of contractual arrangements between the firm and external parties on accounting

choice. The effect of debt contracts and saJes contracts on particular accounting choices are

investigated. These choices include, among others: interest treatment (Zimmea 1986);

group reporting practice (Whittred, 1987; Man and Smith 1990, Whittred and Zimmer,

1994;Mazay, Wilkins aad Zimmer,1993); pre-production costs in the extractive indusnies

(Malmquist, 1990; Walkeq t99a); foreign currency accounting (Godfrey, 1994); and

income increasing accounting techniques in general (Skinner, 1993; Sweeney, 1994;

Christie and Zimmerman, 1994).

3.2.1. Organisational effects

Management co mp ensalion plans and intsnal p etformnnce

Blackwelt Brickley and Weisbach (1994) investigate the use of accounting

information in internal performance watuation. Their research is motivated by the lack of

empirical research examiniry the role that intemal accounting systems play in generating

information about subunit performance in lower-level personnel and compensation

decisions. They examine three iszues: (l) is there a relation between the accounting

perfonnance of managers of subsidiary firms and the turnover of their managers?; (2) how

important is the use ofrelative performance measures in the tumover decision?; and (3) are

intemal promotionVperformance ofmanagers related to accounting performance?

To investigate these quastions Blackwell et al. foans their snrdy on the managers of

subsidiaries of Texan bank holding companies over the period 1984-1987. Bank regulations
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in the U.S. require bank holding companies to disclose accounting data for zubunits. While

results may suffer from external validity problems, Blackwell el al. choose this sample

because bank holding companies exhibit an organisational stmcture characterised by

decentralised decisionmaking, where the holding company retains control over a number of

management and operating policies, including performance monitoring and evaluation of

decision agents. Data from Texas banks are selected because over half ofthe banks covered

by this regulation carne from Texas. The accounting measure used to evaluate performance

is Return on Assets (ROA)

Using logit regression models to assess the extent of association between

managerial turnover and perfonnance, Blackrpell et al.'s renrlts support the following

conclusions and provide :Lnswers to the research questions they pose (as described above).

They find that there is a strong relation between turnover probabilities of zubsidiary bank

managers and the performance measure, ROA and that the results are consistent with the

theory of relative perfonnance evaluation. In particular, the likelihood of turnover {irlls if the

bank outperforms the median bank within the same goup; and the decision to promote

internally rather than hire a manager from outside the zubsidiary is enhanced by the

performance of a zubsidiary bank. The results are limited in that they could not identify or

capture in their models extraneous reasons for manager turnover (e.g., retirements and

voluntary resignations). However, they illusfate the important role that accounting

infonnation plays in the performance measurement system for making personnel decisions,

albeit within banks.

From a more general perspectivg Dechow (1994) investigates the role of

accounting accruals relative to cash flows as a measure of fimr performance. Her purpose is

to understand better the role of accruals in producing earnings as the final output of the
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accounting process. In this regard, earnings are a more efficient measure of firrr

performance than cash flows.

The basis of Dechow's argument is that the accrual process evolved to overcome

problems with measuring firrr performance over finite intervals when the firrn is in

continuous operation (i.e., a going concern). In particular, the existence of information

asyrnmetries between the firm's managers and outside contracting parties creates a demand

for a summary measure of firm performance.

This measure is used as a source of information by the finn for evaluating managers

and by investors and creditors to assess and predict the firm's cash generating ability. The

problem that arises is that confiacting parties will not find the msuure reliable if managers'

performance depends on it, even though manegement are the most informed party to report

on the firm's performance. The reporting of realised cash flows is one solution. These are

objective but unreliable, because they do not take into account timing issues in evaluating

performance. For instance, Dechow presents the example where a cash flow performance

measure penalises a manager for buying inventory (above beginning inventory levels) even

ifit involves a positive net present value decision. An alternative solution is to use expected

cash flows as the performance measure. This too, howeveq is unreliable becarse it is less

objective. Dechow suggests that it would provide so much reporting flexibility to

man4gement that any signal would be useless.

The accrual process is seen as a trade-off between these two problems, timely

recognition and reliability. This gives rise to the earnings performance measure. It not only

provides rules on the timing of cash flow recognitioq but also on their objectivity and

verifiability. Dechow (1994, p. 8) states the following:
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"If existing accruals are the outcome of efficient
contracting, then accruals, on average, will improve the
ability of earnings to measure firm performance relative to
realised cash flows. Alternatively, if the dominant effect of
accruals is to provide management with flexibility to
manipulate earnings, then realised cash flows will provide a
relatively more useful summary measure of ftrr
performance over short measurement intervals."

Dechow develops four hypotheses regarding the association of accmals versus the

association of cash flows as a mffNure of firm performance with stock retums. Stock

retums (adjusted for market-wide movements) are used as the benchmark performance

measure, because it is assumed that they provide information on both cash flows and the

earnings of the firm (Dechow, 1994, p. l2). In her fust two hypotheses, Dechow argues

that earnings are a better perforrrance measure because they contain accruals ttnt mitigate

the timing and matching problems associated with firms' operating, investmen! and

financing cash flows. She also zuggests that the association is time dependent. In particular,

the association of cash flows with stock return should increase over time because timing

and mismatching problems are less severe over longer intervals. Dechow's third hypothesis

highlights where accruals are e4pected to play an important role in meazuring firm

performance. In particular, she suggests that when a firm has large changes in the net

balance of their noncash accounts, earnings are a better performance indicator than cash

flows. Furthermorg in her fourth hypothesis, Dechow predicts that firms with longer

operatlng rycles will have larger working capital requirements, and hence larger changes in

accruals. This is because the length of an operating cycle can affect the volatility of a firm's

working capitat requirement.

Dechow also investigates the components of accnrals and their usefulness in the

accrual process to measure performance. She posits that some components are less
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important than other components in measuring performance. In particular, short-term

working capital accruals are better than long-term operating accruals in mitigating the more

severe timing and matching problems that are associated with cash flows as a measure of

performance. Also, special items that represent the cumulative effect of previous under- or

overstatement of accrualq which are classified as extraordinary items furior to APB No.

30), are e4pected to reduce earnings' ability to reflect firm performance.

Comparing the adjusted R-square statistic of a number of regression models that

test the association of earnings, and the association of cash flows, with stock returns over

varying measurement intervals, Dechow finds results that are consistent with her

predictions. The study makes a contibution because it documents the benefits of accrual

accounting and explains why earnings are more often reported to investors and specified in

contracts than cash from operatiolxi or net cash flows.

Sloan (1993) investigates the implications of Dechow's study by examining the use

of accounting eamings in top executive compensation contracts. He observes that

accounting numbers are frequently used in executive compensation contracts and a number

of other contracts (e.g., debt contracts, rental agreements, royalty contracts, and profit-

participation contracts), but little research has investigated the role of earnings in these

contracts. If the objective of shareholders is firm value maximisation, and incentive

compensation plans exist to align management interests with shareholders' (Smith and

Watts, 1982), then stock-price-based incentive schemes would appear to be more

appropriate for this purpose. However, this is not the case. Sloan (1993, p. 59) documents

that both accounting earnings and stock-priced based schemes are used currently by m{or

U.S. manufacturing firrrs, including schemes that combine stock-price and earnings-based
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incentives. Sloan's research question is simply: why are eamings incrementally usefii in top

executive compensation contracts?

Previous research indicates that CEO compensation is sensitive to the "signal-to-

noise" ratio in a given perfonnance measure. In particular, CEO compensation is relatively

less sensitive (noisier) to earnings performance (and more sensitive to stock-price

performance) in firrns wrth growth opportunities (Lambert and l,arcker, 1987; Adams,

1987). However, this research does not provide explanations as to the source of the sigtal

and noise components of a given performance measure and why they should be different.

Sloan (1993, p. 65) hypothesises that this diference is attibutable to market-wide

fluctuations io 
"quity 

values. He argues that both stock prices and earnings are noisy

measures of executive performancg but both provide information that are used to assess

the value of a firm's equity (i.e., information on the e4pected cash flows of the finn).

However, stock-price based schemes alone are inzufficient for assessing executive

performance because factors that are outside the control of management or the executive

are also reflected in stock prices. These factors are rnarket-wide fluctuations, and include, in

particular, market-wide variation in discount rates (Fam4 1990). Given that generally

accepted accounting principles do not incorporate the impact ofmarket-wide fluctuations in

discount rates on the value of expected future cash flows into the computation of earnings,

Sloan assumes that cash flow shocks are the major source of firm-specific changes in value

and changes in discount rates are the major sourc€ of market-wide changes in value. This

leads him to predict that earnings are more sensitive to firm-specific changes, and hence to

hypothesise that the inclusion of earnings-based perforrrance measures in top exesutive

compensation contracts shields CEO compensation from market-wide fluctuations in 
"q,rity

vatues.
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Sloan (1993, p. 65) also develops hypotheses regarding why earnings are used in

executive compensation contracts. These are: ceteris paribus, CEO compensation will be

relatively more sensitive to earnings performance, the higber the variance of the market-

wide noise in stock renrns relative to the variance of noise in earnings; and ceteris paribus,

CEO compensation will be relatively more sensitive to earnings performance, the less

positive (more negative) the correlation between the noise in stock returns and the noise in

eamings.

Sloan collects compensation data for top executives for a sample of 538 firrrs from

the Forbes 500 over a 19 year period (1970-1988). This gives him a total of 6,132 firrr-

year observations to perform time-series and cross-sectional analyses. His rezults are

consistent with the following: earnings help in shielding executives' incentive compensation

from rnarket-wide ftuctuations in 
"quity 

values, earnings are demonstrated to be more

sensitive to firm-specific changes in value than to market-wide changes in value; and CEO

salary and bonus compensation is more sensitive to earnings in firms where (i) stock retums

have a higber association with market-wide movements in equity valueg (ii) earnings have a

higher association with firm-specific changes in valuq and (iii) earnings have a less positive

(more negative) associationwith the market-wide movements in equityvalues.

Although not considered empirically, nor in detart Deegan (1997, p. 11) also

concurs with Sloan's (1993) conclusions, and suggests that firms are likely to consider the

relative noise of market-based versus accounting-based performance measures in providing

an efficient mechanism for motivating numager performance. However, Deegan's (1997)

study is more general. In particular, Deegan is more interested in studying the cross-

sectional variation in the components of management remuneration plans (MRPs), which

represent an equilibrium outcome between the firm, as a consumer of managerial expertisg
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and the manager as a zupplier ofmanagerial expertise. For examplg why do MRPs employ

various levels of fixed salary semFonents, performance based components, deferred

remuneratioq and termination compensation-

Deegan (1997) argues that the cross-sectional variation in the components of

MRPs can be etcplained byvariations in the level of specificity of both managers' and firms'

investments in human capital (Klein et al., 1978; Williamson, 1985). In particular, he

suggests that the components in MRPs are efEcient responses to minimise the costs of

contracting that arise when firms 4nd managers transact with each other for management

senzices. Deegan contends that the extent of the costs of contracting in zuch circnmstances

is determined by the loss that would be zuffered by both the firm and the manager if the

manager's employrrent is terminated, which in turn depends on whether the manager's

expertise is general or specific and on the level of specificity of that e4pertise to the firm

@eegan, I997, pp. 5-9).

A manager with eryertise that is general (i.e., the specificrty is low), possesses skills

that are not specialised to any particular employer. ln such circumstances, if the manager's

employment is terminated, it is not costly for the firm to find a for the

manager, nor is it costly for the manager to find a new employer for which their skills can

be redeployed. Therefore, the finn and fts manager would both be indifferent to putting in

place contractual structures that contain clauses to maintain the relation (e.g., MRPs that

offer compensation on a take-it-orleave-it basis).

However, the reverse occurs when a manager has expertise that is high in

specificity and which is extremely important for the firm in acquiring (i.e., the specificity of

the manager's expertise to the firm is also high). In this situation, the skills the manager

possesses are so specialised to a particular employer, that if the manager's employnrent is
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terminated, significant costs would have to be incurred by the firm to find a replacement

(Wiliamson, 1985). Since the manager's employrnent is vital to the firrrr, the firm will not

want to terminate the relatioq and will need to e4pend resources in negotiating contractual

structures to ensure that its association with the manager is kept intact (e.g., MRPs may

offer: compensation that is commensurate with the manager's e4pertise and not

commensurate with the expertise of other managers either inside or outside the firm; labour

contracts that focus on long-temr relations, inctuding provision for assessment and reward

procedures based on long run, as opposed to short run perforrnance measures; performance

based compensation and additional taining to provide incentives to maximise firm value;

and defened forfeitable remuneration, s.rch as stock options and pension entitlements, to

provide an incentive to retain the manager).

The manager also has incentives in this situation not to terminate the employment

relation with the finq because his expertise cannot be redeployed easily to another

employer. The manager will want to safeguard the employm.ent relation with the firm, and

will also need to expend resourc€s in negotiating contractual structures that maintain the

employrnent relation - that is, contractual structures to ensure the relation is not tenninated

early (e.g., MRPs may require: labour contracts that focus on long-term relations;

compensation payments for premature termination that increase as the level of specificrty of

the manager's expertise increases; and provisions tlat allow the manager to make further

investments in enhancing his fimr-specific expertise).

Based on the above discussio4 Deegan's (1997) general hypothesis is that the

components in firms' MRPs are likely to vary cross-sectionally with the level of specificity

of both managers' and firms' investments in hrman capital. The actual components that are
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put in place in the MRPs are seen as efficient responses to cirqrmstances faced by firms and

rurnagers when contracting for man4gement services.

Deegan's results are generally consistent with his argument and indicate that cross-

sectional variation in the components of MRPs can be explained by variations in the

specificity of both managers' human capital investments and firms' resources. [n more

detail, his results provide the following conclusions about the cross-sectional variation of

components in MRPs: (l) where tle retums on the firm's resources are relatively more

dependent upon (specific to) a particular manager, that manager is more likely to be able to

negotiate hislher remuneration, be paid on a long run contingent basis, and be offered

deferred forfeitable remuneration; and (2) the greater the firm-specificity sf 4 manager's

human capital investments the greater the likelihood that the manager is offered termination

compensation as part of the rernuneration package.

3.2.2. Contractual effects

Some of the studies presented in this section also speci$ hypotheses about

accounting choices that are associated with the organisational arrangements of the firrr and

the political process. It is not intended to provide detailed discussion of these hypotheses.

They are only highlighted in this subsection for completeness in the discussion of each

studv.

Interest cqitalisdion

Zinmer (1986) examines the accounting for interest by real estate developers in

Australia. He argues tlhat maxagers of real estate development firms are more likely to

increase reported income by capitalising (rather than expensing) interest where the firm
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writes contracts under which interest directly increases the revenues of the firm- He

proposes that this arises as the result of a manifestation of contracting procedures aimed at

maximising firm value, rather than for opportunistic behaviour per se.

Cost plus contracts are often used in the real estate development industry. These

contracts speqfy that the price of a development is dependent on the project's cost. They

are commonly used in similar industries because of the risk involved. Such risks includg for

example, uncertainty relating to cos! date of completio4 and other economic factors (e.g.,

inflation, interest rateg labour relations) that impact on the dwelopment industry. A

developer would lose financially if he negotiated a fixed price contract and the cost of these

risks exceeded that price. Hence, cosl plus contrads are a more efficient contracting

method because it provides a means of sbifting risk to the buyer, since the buyer has lower

costs ofbearing that risk.

Of particular concernto the confiacting parties is how costs are to be defined in the

cost-plus contracts. Ifthe developer seeks to have interest included in the definition of cost,

then the buyer will be concenred about the "pool of funds" and the 'tate of interest"

applicable to those funds in determining cost, especially ifthe developer finances the project

from either retained earnings or a general pool of borrowing. There is scope for the

developer to opportunistically includg as part of cost, interest or arbifary allocations that

are not directly related to the project dwelopment. A contracting solution is for the parties

to agree to the definition of funds employed and the interest rate to be used in the project.

However, this is costly to negotiate and to monitor. A more efficient solution is to obtain

"proj ect-specifiC' financing.

In project-specific financing the funds carry their own interest rate and are tied

specifically to the project. Hence, costly monitoring of arbitrary allocations and the
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assignment of interest charges to the project are eliminated. Project-specific financing also

reduces the incentive of the developer to take opporurnistic actions against the lender of the

project specific funds (e.g., asset zubstitution and claim dilution). This is because the funds

will not be lent unless they are secured over the assets of the project. Using the project's

assets as security is beneficial to all the contracting partieg but particularly to the buyer of

the development, because it limits the interest cost that he bears. Furtheq the interest rate

charged would reflect the risk of the buyer rather than the risk ofthe developer.

The capitalisation of interest is the optimal accounting method used when such

contracts exist. First, capitalisation will be allowed by the firms' shareholders, wen if

accounting earnings-based management compensation plans exist, because the interest cost

generates revenues. Second, the consistent use of this accounting policy for specifically

financed projeas can reduce the cost of negotiation time with auditors and cost

investigators where the customer is a governmental agency or the contract allows

inspection of cost records by an outside party.

Zimmer studies the accounting for interest for 49 Ausfialian property developers

and the type of debt finance that they use for funding their projectg using financial

statements and a telephone survey 16 sftein his data. F[s evidence is significant and

consistmt with his hy'pothesis that those dwelopers that use project-specific financing are

more likely to capitalise interest than those that do not. Zimmer also conducts te.sts to

control for ex post opportunism and other factors by including lwerage and size variables,

respectively, in his analyses.r These variables are also significantly correlated with the

The size variable is included in the study to measure the extent that larger firms are
more likely to capitalize interest, rather than to pro)iry for political costs, since larger
firms in the industry tend to be involved in longer projects. Ztmner (1986, p. 42)
categorically states that there is no evidence to zuggest that the reporting of higher
profits by developers was "politically sensitive."
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choice to capitalise interest in univariate tests, althougb leverage is not simificant when

other factors are controlled for.

Full consoliddion

Whittred (1987) investigates the economic incentives of man4gement in Australian

corporations to voluntarily adopt consolidated financial statements for finangial reporting

pulposes. He argues as his main hypothesis that changes in the nature ofthe debt structure

of the firrr are related to the decision to consolidate.2 Consolidated financial statements

arise as the "optimal" form of financial reporting due to these changes. They are efftcient,

because they reduce agency costs.

Consider the situation when a parent company has outstanding debt. The parent

company car act oppornrnistica[y against its creditors by diluting debt claims, or by

transfening assets to related corporations not zubject to the initial debt agreement at other

than arm's length prices, or by issuing debt via a subsidiary. The contractual solution is to

write debt contracts that restrict such behaviour. However, covenants tlat ex ute restict

all transactions between related corporations or allow debtholders the right to veto such

transactions are imfrractical for two reasons. First, it is costly to speci$ all contingencies in

the debt contract, and second, it is costly to monitor zuch transactions.

Two alternative solutions are (i) to have the lender take security over the

borrower's assets, including its "shares in subsidiaries", or (ii) for the lender to make its

Whittred (1984 also investigates the incentives to consolidate when there are
changes in the equit'l structure of the parent company and when there are changes
in the number and type of zubsidiaries owned by the parent rcmpany. Briefly, he

argues that consolidated financial statements are supplied because they efficiently
monitor managerial performance and compliance with contractual restrictions in
group lending contexts, and are less costly to prepare and distribute to shareholders
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subsidiaries guarantee the debt. Such actions restore the creditor's access to the assets of

the parent in the event of default. The first mentioned solution is, howwer, not desirable for

the lender. If the firm goes into default, the lender has two courses of action: it can sell the

"shares in subsidiaries" or force the zubsidiaries into liquidation. The lender will not want to

do this, since it is costly to effect a liquidation, and because the lender loses its status

(priority) as a creditor in the liquidation - it becomes a residud equity holder in the

subsidiary.

This can be avoidd by having the subsidiaries and parent joined as guaraffors, and

supporting the guarantee by having a charge over the guarantors' assets. The lender of the

borrowing corporation now stands as a secured creditor of the guarantor rather than as an

unsecured creditor (if the assets are not secured) or as a residual equity holder. The more

(cross) guarantees that the lender can impose on the borrower, tle greater the reduction of

the potential costs if default occurs.

The extent of cross guarantees is likely to depend on the degree of ownership of the

related corporations. If the subsidiary is wholly owned, the cost of effecting the guarantee is

relatively low. However, if a fraction of the subsidiary is held by outsiders, the cost of

effecting a guarantee becomes more expensive because minority residual equity holders of

the zubsidiary do not want to lose their claims on the zubsidiary's assets if the parent

company defaults.

The extent of cross guarantees is also dependent on the extent to which the

proposed debt is supported by "assets-in-place" (Myers, 1977). The more assets-in-place,

the more likely creditors are to [end, or to offer lower interest rateg require less restrictive

relative to other Soup reporting methods (e.g., separate financial statements for the
parent and its subsidiaries). His results are consistent with these hypotheses.
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debt covenants and allow longer maturiry times to bonowing corporations, because they

have recourse to a larger pool ofassets ifdefault occurs.

This produces a derived demand for a set of financial statements that provide

creditors with information relevant to the valuation of cross guarantees and for the

deterrrination of compliance with restrictive coveftrnts in group lending contexts. Whittred

(1987, p. 265) hypothesises that consolidated financial statements are zupplied for this

reilson.

Usrng a test group-conhol group research desig4 Whittred compares the firm

characteristics between a sample of firms that chose to voluntarily consolidate and a sarrple

of firrns that chose not to, before and after there was any regulatory requirement to do so in

Australia. F[s results zupport the hypotheses that the voluntary supply of consolidated

financial statements is more prevalent when cross guamntees between related corporations

are present; when management's share of a firm's equity is relatively sma[ and when the

number and type of subsidiaries owned increases. F[s results also zuggest that these

associations are time dependent.

Similar to Whithed (1987), Man and Smith (1990) investigate the incentives that

U.S, finns have to report the operations of a financial zubsidiary on a consolidated verzus

an unconsolidated basis prior to the issuance of FAS 94. FAS 94 requires consolidation of

all majority owned subsidiaries.

The general hypothesis that Mian and Smith (1990, p. 143) present is that the more

interdependent the parent-zubsidiary activities, the more likely the subsidiary's operations

will be reported on a consolidated basis. The basis of this argument ste,ms from Klei4

Crawford and Alchian (1978), who argue that the more firm-specific the activity of a firm,

the more likely it is performed internally within a department or division (i.e., vertically
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integrated) and the less likely it is subcontracted to an independent firm. The choice to

consolidate is viewed as a decision that reflects the firm's preference of organisational

structure. It is determined by the interdependence between the parent and zubsidiary-

Three types of interdependence are investigated: operating information" and

financial. Man and Smith investigate these interdependencies between the parent company

and its financial subsidiaries orly. This is because, in the period prior to FAS 94, they

identify that there is considerable discretion to consolidate the results of majority owned

financial subsidiaries. Descriptive statistics of their sanrple of companies show that

approximately 5AYo chose to consolidate. Financial subsidiaries include finance, insurance,

leasing and real estate subsidiaries.

Mian and Smith (1990, p. la6) state that the provision of debt guarantees produces

a financial interdependence between the parent and subsidiary. Consistent with Whittred

(1987), Mian and Smith find zupport that consolidation is more likely when there are

parent-provided guarantees of the zubsidiary's debt or zubsidiary-provided guarantees of

the parent's debt.

Further, it is expected that the type and form of guarantee will be associated with

the decision to consolidate. In particular, the provision of indirect guarantees (e.g., joint

lines of credit between the parent and subsidiary; operating agreements between the parent

and subsidiary; and the sale of receivables to subsidiaries with recourse) is more likely to be

associated with non-consolidation This is because there are differences in the way the tlpe

and form of guarantee is treated in debt contracts. Debt covenants uzually require debt with

direct guarantees to be inctuded in leverage ratio calculations (i.e., debt to total tangible

assets), while debt with indirect guarantees is uzually excluded. This is because, if a parent

company has outstanding debt governed by a leverage ratio covenant in a d*t contract
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and the parent company offers direct guarantees of an unconsolidated zubsidiary's debg

then the subsidiary's debt would be included in the leverage calculatiorq but not its assets.

This could have a major (detrimental) impact in deciding whether the parent has defaulted,

even though there are assets that can support the debt. Hence, Mian and Smith (1990, p.

147) expect direct guarantees to be associated with consolidation and indirect guarantees to

be associated with non-consolidation Their evidence provides support for this hypothesis.

ln zummary, Mian and Smith's results indicate that a firm is more likely to

consolidate a financial zubsidiary: (l) the greater the operating financi4 or informational

interdependencies between the parent-zubsidiary activities; (2) in the case of foreign

subsidiaries rather than domestic;3 (3) when the parent provides a direct guarantee of the

subsidiary's debt rather than an indirect guarantee; and (a) when the parent is in the

financial services industrv.

Partial consoliddion

The accounting procedures used in reporting the financial renrlts ofjoint ventures

in an unregulated environment are studied by Whitred and Zimmer (199$. They

demonstrate that the accounting for unincorporated joint ventures in the extractive industry

is determined by the fimrs' type of assets and the runner in which they are financed. Joint

arrangements to explore for er(ractive minerals typically have no (tangible) assets-in-place.

Their principal (intangrble) asset is the "right to explore." This intangible asset is in the

nature of a growth option (i.e., ttre option to invest in any positive net present value

projects that may be discovered).

The sctent to which foreign subsidiaries are interdependent on the parent company
was also inve.stigated.
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Joint anangements to develop/produce the mineral result from the exercise of the

growth option. Typically, they are characterised by the progressive putting in place of

tangible assets. These assets-in-place are used in producing the mineral. The assets are

owned jointly between the coventurers by forming a partnership or by forrring an

incorporated/unincorporatd joint venture. How the assets are to be owned will depend,

among other things, on taxation incentives and partnership law.

Whiured and Zimmer's focus is on the way that unincorporated joint ventures

finance their assets-in-plac.e This can be done either directly (i.e., the coventurers rely on

their own funding sources) or indirectly (i.e., the coventurers alrange for the

unincorporated joint venture to "borrow in its own rightl').4 Under botb certain debt

contracting problems arise from the joint venture being unincorporated, which in turn

affects how thejoint venture is to be accounted for.

Aszume, first, that the assets are directly financed by a coventwer by an issue of

new debt. The debt will appear on ttre covenhrers' balance street, with the corresponding

asset being the "investment in the joint venture." The coventurer can dilute ttre creditor's

claim by transfening their assets away at non-artrl's length prices to a related company not

subjea to the initial debt agreement. To remedy this, the ueditor would seek to take

security over the coventurer's assets, including the "investment in the joint venture." Ttis

creates a demand for financial statements that can monitor the pool of the coventurer's

assets that the creditor can acc€ss. Borrowing limitations in conventional debt conhacts

(e.g., debt to total tangible assets ratio) lead \ /hittred and Zimmer (1994, p. 99) to

Legally, an unincorporated joint venfure cannot "borrow in its own right'', because
it does not have legal personality. However, it can still obtain funds in this way, but
only under the terms of a carefully drafted project financing agreement (i.e., projea
specific financing, where the project assets serve as collateral). This is discussed

later.
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hypothesise that this arrangement is more likely to be accounted for on a proportional basis.

The reason being that, while the project debt is included io any borrowing limitations, the

asset in which it is invested, if reported as an "investment in the joint venture", is partially or

fully excluded from this calculation.s It is in the interests of the coventurer to

proportionately consolidate the assets subject to the debt contract.

Second, if an unincorporated joint venture borrows in its own right, it uzually does

so through "project specific financing." Using the project assets as security, Whittred and

Zimmer (1994, p. 100) e4lain that the costs of debt contracting migttt be expected to

increase for t}ree reilsons: (l) perrrission of each of the coventurers is required before

collaterization can be effected, which may not be forthcoming, because the coventurers

own the assets as "tenants-in-commorf'; (2) the co-tenancy means that realisation of the

collateral upon default can be complex; and (3) the market for the proportionate interest

will typically be restricted by pre-emptive purchase rights of co-tenants.

These costs can be reduced by financing the project insets on a "recoursd' basis by

obtaining as nuny direa guarantees from the coventurers, or on a "non-recourse" basis by

specifying indirect guarantees. The provision of direct guarantees creates a demand for

proportional consolidated financial reports, because the guaranteed debt is regarded as debt

in the coventurers' debt contracts for monitoring, and hence, tlre coventurer will want to

bring into account all of their quali$ing assets (including the projea assets) for that

purpose. Also, the creditors want to monitor the pool of assets which they have as security.

Non-recourse financing'tpica[y relies on indirect guarantees to ensre default does

not occur. Blamples include the existence of 'take-or-pay'' or other long-term sales

contracts either from the coventurer or a customer with reliable credit. The debt in this case

This situation is analogous to that in the discussion ofMian and Smith (1990).
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is not regarded as debt in the coventurers' debt contracts, and hence the incentives to

proportionately consolidate are not present. This is because the project creditors are more

interested in the prqect assets, and only secondarily (if at all) in the coventurer's otler

assets. Conversely, the coventurer's creditors are primarily interested in its assets, including

its net interest in the joint venture. In zuch circumstances only the net investment in the joint

venture needs to be reported (i.e., on a one-line basis).

Hence, Whittred and Zimmer (1994, p. 100) hypothesise that, as the venture

progresses into development/production and assets with debt supporting ability are

progressively put in place, the manner in which these assets are financed will influence the

way they are ultimately accounted for. Specifically, they predict that when unincorporated

joint ventures are financed on a "non-recoursd' basis, investrnents therein will be accounted

for on a one-line basis; when unincorporated joint ventures are financed on a '\vith-

recourse" basis, they will use "line-by-line" reporting (i.e., proportional consolidation).

Whittred and Zimmer (1994, p. l0l) also hypothesise that the unincorporated joint

venture will use a one-line basis, when the joint venture is in the exploration stage. This is

simply because there are little (tangible) assets to proportionately consolidate and support

debt.

Having identified a sarnple of 126 useable firrrs engaged in unincorporated joint

ventures in the mining industry, Whittred and Zimmer examine the manner in which tlese

ventures are financed and the accounting for the ventures. The resnrlts confinn their

hypotheses. There is significant association betrveen the accounting method choice and the

nature of the venture financing.

Whittred and Zimmer also conduct tests to examine whether bond covenant

avoidance and political costs are determinants of the accounting method choice. ln a probit
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regression, which includes lwerage and size variables to proxy for bond covenant

avoidance and political costs, respectiveh only the financing type variable is significant.

This result $ggests that leverage and size a.re not causal factors in the accounting policy

choice, but are associative. Whittred and Zimmer (1994, p. 105) argue that lwerage and

size are invariably going to increase when the firm moves into the development/production

stage because assets with debt zupporting ability will be put in place. Hence, leverage and

size do not proxy for bond covenant violations or political costs, but measue the

underlying omitted variablg "stage of productiod', h the model.

An important implication of Whittred and Zimmer's study is that efficienry, rather

tlwt ex post opporilnisrq is a significant determinant of accounting method choice. In this

case, proportional versus one-line consolidation is explained by the different way in which

the underlying economic activity is conducted; specifically the type of assets acquired and

the way inwhich they are owned and financed.

Accounting for invatments in associded compania

Mazay, Wilkins, and Zimmer (1993) investigate the deterrrinants of the choice of

accounting for investments in associated companies in Ausfalia in 1984, the year that

Australia's first professional accounting standard on investrnents in associated companies

(AASI4) took effect. The snrdy examines the requirements of AASI4, and the effect that

its introduction had on the decision of rnnagers to account for associate companies. The

standard required the use of the cost method in the investor company's "primar/' financial

statements and the zupplementary disclosure of equity accounting in footnotes to the

pnmary financial statements. However, asMazay et al. (1993, pp.32-33) observq there

also appeared to be a high degree of noncompliance with this standard. In particular, some
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companies chose to use: (1) equity accounting in the primary financial statements only; or

(2) the cost method in the pnmary financial statements without providing the necessary

equity accounting zupplementary disclozures. The focus of Mazay el al.'s study is to

e4plain why some Australian companies adopted one of these noncompliance accounting

procedures.

Mazay et al. (1993) argue that the decision of management to choose one of the

noncompliance accounting procedures is motivated by efficienry considerations in order to

macimise firm value. They assert that this accounting decision is a firnction of the firrr's

specific circumstances, and that "rational management chooses the method of accounting

for associates that minimises its overall costs" (Maray et al., 1993, p. 35). In particular,

Mazay et al. develop the argument that equity accounting is an efrcient mechanism for

mitigating and monitoring the costs of opportunistic managerial behaviour, and that it is

better than the cost method for this because it does not facilitate opportunistic activity.u

With respect to the choice of accounting for associates (i.e., the cost and equity

methods), management of investor firms can manipulate ttre investor's reported income

and investment in associates account in a number of ways so as to indulge in actions

that are perhaps opportunistic, such as increasing tie chance of management bonus

payments and avoiding debt covenant violation. For example, management can

increase the investor's reported income by: exerting its influence or control over its

associates to declare a sub-optimal dividend, and then using the cost method to report

Mazay et al. (1993, p.37) state that regulatory and audit qualification costs did
not appear to be prohibitively costly for noncomplying firms, and therefore these
costs would not have had a significant impact on firms' choice of accounting
procedure for associate companies. This is becanse: (i) satutory penalties were not
imposed on firms not complying $/ith AASI4, since the standard did not have
statutory backing in 1984; and (ii) auditors did not seem overly concerned that
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the dividend; or engaging in non-arm's length transactions with its associates (e.g.,

intercompany sales/transfers of assets), and then using the cost method to report any

profits that arise; or reducing shareholdings of loss-making subsidiaries to either

exactly equal or be slightly below 50 percent, and then using the cost method to omit

the loss and the assets of the restructured subsidiary from being reported.

These examples illustrate that the cost method is an inefficient accounting

procedure to adopt because it increases agency costs, and therefore does not maximise

firm value. However, these costs can be reduced if the firm chooses to use equity

accounting to account for its associate companies. In particular, since equity

accounting reports dividends as a reduction in the investment in associates account,

eliminates profits on intercompany transactions, and requires the revaluation of the

investment in associates account when changes in shareholding of associates' net assets

have taken placg the incentive of management to be opportunistic is removed. In

addition, equity accounting provides a more cost effective way of monitoring

managerial opportunism, especially when tbe group structure becomes more complex

or where the level of interdependency between the investor firm and associates is high.7

Based on the discussion above, Mazay et al- (1993, p. 38) identify five

conditions under which opportunistic actions are more likely or where monitoring

opportunism is more difficult: (1) the greater the extent of ownership of associates; (2) the

greater the number of associates; (3) the greater the proportion of assets of the imrestor

firm attributable to investrnents in associates; (4) the lower the proportion of associates

firms were not complying with AASI4, since few firms received audit
qualifications in 1984 for lack of noncompliance with this standard.
See Whittred (1987) and Mian and Smith (1990) discussed already in this
chapter, who provide the basis of this argument but with respect to full and
partial consolidation methods of reporting for group structures.
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listed on a stock exchange; and (5) the greater the extent of interdependency between

investor and associate. This in tum leads to frve hypotheses where they predia that equity

accounting is more likely to be adopted (because it is efficient), if one of these conditions

exists, respectively Mazay et al., 1993, pp. 3841). Many et al. also provide three

additional hypotheses that predict that the choice of equity accounting may also be

motivated by opportunism rather than effciency. Specifically, to the extent that equity

accounting produces a higher net income figure than the cost method, they state tbat equity

accounting is more likely to have been used in the primary financial statements the higher

the ratio of debt to assets, the smaller the firrq and when there is an eamings-based

executive compensation plan in place.

Mazay et al.'s results reveal that the choice of equity accounting is associated with

the proportion of listed associateq the materiality of investrrents in associates, and the

existence of guarantees (as a measure of the level of interdependency between the investor

firm and associates), but not with the degree of ownership, the number of associates,

leveragg or firm size.8 They conclude that the results are consistent with management

adopting the method of accounting for associates that maldmises firm valug but not with

the alternative opportunistic behaviour perspective (Maray et al.,1993, p. 54).

Pre-prodaction c o sts in the &ractive induslria

Malmquist (1990) $ramines efficient contracting reasons for using the full cost

versus the zuccessfirl efforts method of accounting for pre-production costs in the oil and

gas industry. The central theme of his study is that firms systematically choose the

Mazay et al. (1993) do not test the earnings-based executive compensation
hypothesis because of difficulties in obtaining the necessary data for this.
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accounting method that provides the most efficient monitoring of contracts betrveen all

economic agents. One such contract that Malmquist investigates is debt contracts.

The full cost and successfiil efforts methods can produce markedly different rezults,

ln general, earnings and book asset values are higher when the full cost method is used

relative to the zuccessflrl efforts method (Sunder, 1,976), and the largest and oldest firms in

the industry almost exclusively use the zuccessful efforts method (Lilien and Pasten4

1982). Also, it is known, although it depends 6n 66ftain firrr characteristics, that the

successful efforts method produces higher variability of reported results (Sunder, 1976;

Lys, 1984).

Malmquist hypothesises that ceteris paribus, the higher the debt-equity ratio, the

greater the likelihood that a firrr will choose fi.rll cost. He reasons this as follows. Lenders

and borrowers will be concerned with the way debt contracts are monitored if the

accounting values being monitored contain large components of 'bhite noise" relative to

the variation in the underlying values of these phenomena. "White noise" refers to the

ability of the firm to accurately assess how much of the total variance in accounting

numbers represents tnre underlying variance. In other words, do the accounting numbers

accurately measure the economic substance of a transaction? For example, if a firm has a

debrequity defined debt covenant ratio, then using the zuccessful efForts method can

produce near zero (or even negative) book values of equity, even when there is substantial

market value in the oil and gas reserves which have yet to be found. Forcing the

denominator of this ratio closer to zero would cause its variance to "explode," Full costin&

on the otler hand, can also mask some of the underlying variance in equity value because

all pre-production costs (whether an exploration is zuccessful or not) are capitalised.
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The problem is that'\rhite noise" can give false signals of financial distress, which

can cause unnecessary default and costly renegotiation proceedings. It would be better for

all contracting parties if they were avoided. For Malmquis! the iszue that contracting

parties must determine when entering into a debt contract is which accounting method

produces the least "white noise." This will depend on a number offinn characteristics (e.g.,

the relative value of the assets and liabilities and the number of independent drilling

projects). Howwer, since previous research suggests that earnings variability is more highty

associated with the successfirl efforts method, and hence the higher the "white noise", firms

with high debt-equity ratios are more likely to choose the full costing method.

Malmquist also hypothesises that the type of debt, public or private, is associated to

the accounting method choice. Specifically, if a firm uses the public debt market, ceteris

paribus, there will be a greater likelihood that it chooses the full cost method. This is based

on the assumption that public debt permits less creativity in the writing of covenants in the

debt contracts. Public debt heightens a firm's sensitivity to encessive variance in the debt-

equity ratio. If default happens due to the presence of '\ryhite noisd' in the calculation of the

debt-equity ratio from a public debt iszug then costly default and renegotiation costs can be

expected to ensue.e

Using a logit regression model Malmquist conducts cross sectional tests of his

hypotheses for a sample of 316 firms from tlre oil and gas indusry in the year 1985. As well

as measuring the variables to test his hlpotheses (i.e., debt-equity ratio and existence of

public or private debt iszues), Malmquist also includes variables that test for political costs

and exploration risk. ln general, the rezults are consistent with the efficient contracting

Press and Weintrop (1990) zuggest that firms that iszue private debt, and which
include accounting based debt covenants in these agreements, incrur lower
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model that Malmquist develops. Of particular note, the lwerage variable showed strong

statistical significance suggesting that the costliness of contracting and recontracting is very

important to accounting choice.

Walker (1994) also uses an efficient contracting approach to exarnine accounting

for pre-discovery costs, but in the Australian mining industry. She argues that the

accounting decision to either capitalise or e)qpense pre-discovery costs can be explained by

reference to the levels of exploration risk faced by individual firms (i.e., the probability that

the firm will fail to make an economically viable mineral discovery).r0

Walker observes that Australian e4ploration firms frequently conduct their actMties

via holdings of partial interests in a portfolio of e4ploration projects. This mitigates

exploration rish since it improves the likelihood that the firm will earn a share in at least

one viable discovery. However, the levels of exploration risk attaching to each portfolio is

firm-specific and will be determined by managernen! with the tacit approval of

shareholders. Exploration risk will therefore vary across firrns I-fgh levels of erploration

risk exacerbate the inherent conflict of interest between the shareholders and the risk averse

managers of the firrn Hence, where shareholders prefer to pursue a high risk exploration

strategy, there will be a greater need for incentive structures to encourage risk-taking by

managers.

Walker maintains that the choice of accounting method for pre-discovery costs is a

means of providing such incentives. Specifically, capitalisation policies, which shield

renegotiation and default costs than from a public debt issue if they violate their
restrictions.
Walker (1994) also argues that this accounting decision can be explained by
reference to political cost considerations. tn particular, companies earning
revenues from gold extraotion during the test period she investigates had
incentives to reduce income by expensing pre-production costs so as to justify
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reported earnings and other financial statement metrics from the effects of exploration rish

are likely to be used where the firm is a high risk orplorer. Walker provides four meazures

that proxy for the level of e4ploration risk: the efient of offshore hydrocarbon exploratioq

corporate form and type ofshares issued; the existence offoreign control and the use of

project debt. Using cross-sectional and pooled data analyses on a sarnple of 120 companies

for 1985 and 1986 in the lrustalian mining industry, Walker's statistical tests find that all

four of these proxies are positively related with capitalisation policies for pre-discovery

costs. Her study contributes to the accounting literature in that it provides a better

understanding of the effects that the contracting environment within a specific industry

setting (i.e., the mining industry) have on firms' efficient accounting choices.

Foreign cunengt occoanting

Godfrey (1994) studies finns' choices of foreign currency accounting in Australia

prior to 1986, a period in which foreign currency accounting practice was unregulated. She

observes that firms variously recognised exchange rate gains or losses on foreign culrency

long-term debt as the exchange rate moved (immediate recognition), when the debt was

settled (defenal until settlement) or progressively over the term of the debt (defenal and

amortisation). She argues that the particular choice of accounting method for foreign

currency long-term debt is related to the economic purpose of the debt financing. In

particular, Godfrey predicts that when the foreign currency debt is raised to hedge against

forergn curency exchange rate expozure for foreigu currency-earning assets, managers

select the accounting method that best reflects the results of the hedgng objective (i.e., the

the continuance of legislation that provided these firms with ta>c exempt status,

Her rezults are supportive of this view.
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extent to which accounting and economic exchange rate risk exposures "mirrof' each

other). 
r I

The extent to which the different accounting methods enable the accounting

exposure to mirror economic exposures depends upon whether the foreign curency debt is

used to hedge growth options or assets-in-place (Godfrey, 1994, pp. 647-648). If the

forergn debt is used to hedge growth options dedicated to producing foreign cwrency-

denominated eamings, firms prefer the defenal until settlement method because it matches

(efficienfly) the exchange rate gains or losses on the debt against the offsening losses or

gains on future project revenues as the assets come on-line. If the foreign debt is used to

hedge foreign cwrency eaming assets-in-place, firms prefer the defenal and amortisation

method, since the amortised exchange gains or losses are matched (efficiently) against the

on-line revenues. For completeness, Godfrey (1994, p. 6a8) also suggests that if the

economic purpose of the foreign curency debt is used for non-hedging purposes (e.g., for

speculation), firms prefer the immediate recognition method since the economic currency

risk expozure is from the debt and occurs immediately when the relevant exchange rate

moves.

Using univariate analyses and rnultivariate logit regressiors, Godfiey finds that both

the ratio of growth options to assets-in-place inherent in those assets and the specificity of

assets that earn foreign ctxrency revenues are associated with the managers' unregulated

Economic exchange rate risk exposure is the potential for cash flows and firm
value to vary in response to changes in exchange rates, whereas accounting
exchange rate risk expo$ue is the potential for reported accounting numbers,
particularly earnings, to fluctuate due to exchange rate movements (Godfrey,
1994, p. 646).
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foreign currency accounting policy choices. She concludes that this is consistent with an

effieient contracting outcome, but not with the opportunistic perspeclive.12

I nco me increasing accounting methods

Skinner (1993) provides evidence on the cross-sectional relation betrveen firms'

investment opportunity sets, the nature of their debt and compensation contracts, their size

and financial leverage, and their accounting procedure choices. He describes pv6 links

between the investment oppornrnity set and accounting choice that are effi.cient for

contracting purposes. They arg respectively, a direct and indirect relation between the

investment opportuniry set and the accepted set of accounting procedures.

Discussing the direct relation fust, Skinner states that there are two principal forces

that determine firms' accounting procedure choices, ex ante and ex post contracting (Watts

and Zimmennaq 1986, 1990). T\e ex qnte rirew suggests that an accepted set of

accounting procedures evolves ttrough time and emerges as best (efficient) practice

because it cost-effec.tively resolves the firms' agency problems. T\e ex post view, zuggests

that since it is costly to restrict man4gerial choice entirely, managers can be given discretion

to choose the accounting procedures from among the accepted set of procedures after

contracts are in place. Managers who use this discretion to satisfy their own self interests at

the expense of other contracting parties are said to be acting "opporhrnistically." On the

other hand, rnanagers who exercise their discretion to increase the wealth of all the

contracting parties are said to be acting "effi.ciently."

Godfrey (1994) also conoludes that her results are consistent with the
information perspective, which states that managers are rewarded for providing
information to investors and lenders that is useful for decision making.
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The indirect relation suggests that the investment oppornrnity set is also likely to

affect the types of contract that the firm writes, in particular, debt contracts.t' Smith and

Wamer (1979) argue tlat debt covenants are written into debt contracts to reduce the

conflict of interest between the fimrs' shareholders and bondholders. Skinner develops the

implications of two of these forms of conflict of interest on the investuent opportunity set

and accounting choice, the underinvestment problem and the asset-substitution problem.

Based on the work of Myers (1977), Skinner (1993, p. 41$ hypothesises that,

other things being equal the larger the fraction of firm value represented by assets-in-place,

the higher the firm's financial leverage. This hypothesis is based on the underinvestment

problem that arises when there is risky debt outstanding - that is managers can be expected

to not undertake positive net present value investments because most of the payoffgoes to

the bondholders (i.e., to service and repay the debt). Lenders are however not naive to this

happening and will be unwilling to lend unless they receive i$surances that the firm is a

reasonable credit risk. Firms can mitigate this underinvestment problem by only iszuing

risky debt when it can be supported by assets-in-place, since now lenders have recourse to

the assets if the firm defautts on its debt.

Skinner (1993, p. a15) also hypothesises that firrrs with relatively more growth

opportunities are less likely to issue risky debt (other things held constant). Asset

zubstitution happens when, in the presence of risky debt, the firm substitutes high variance

assets for low varianoe assets, but only if the debt has been iszued and valued on the

Skinner (1993) also analyses the effect of the investment opportunity set on
management compensation agreements. Skinner (1993, p. al3) suggests that firms
with more assets-in-place are: (l) less likely to use incentive compensation (because

their managers optimally have less decision-making discretion) and (2) more likely
to use accounting earnings nrmbers in compensation contracts (because these

numbers are relatively better performance measures in these firrns). See also the

discussion of Sloan (1993) in the previous section.
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assumption of low variance assets. Skinner argues that if the assets are mainly made up of

assets-in-place, asset substitution is relatively easy to prevent. Since assets-in-place are

"fixed" assets, they can be easily monitored by outsiders (e.g., auditor9 to verify their

existence. However, if the assets are in the nature of growth opponunities, which are

intangible in nature, monitoring these assets to prevent asset substitution is more difrcult.

These two hypotheses have implications for accounting choice. Skinner (1993, p.

415) hypothesises that firms whose values are made up principally of growttr opportunities

are less likely to issue debt, and are also less likely to have accounting-based debt

covenants. This is because (i) these firms have less debt so that bondholders do not require

the same degree of protectioq (n) the cost of these restrictions, in terms of inhibiting these

firrns' future investment decisions, is likely to be larger for these firms, and (iii) accounting

numbers are likely to provide relatively poor ffirrration for monitoring stockholders of

these firms.

Skinner tests these hypotheses mainly by running multinomial logit regression

models with three accounting policy choices as the dependent variable. These include

inventory cost flow aszumptions GIFO v FIFO), depreciation method (straight line v

accelerated), and goodwill amortisation period (less than 30 years v between 30 and 39

years v 40 years). On the right hand side ofthese models, Skinner includes four measures of

the investrnent opportunity set (Tobin's q ratio, book value of gross property, plant and

equipment to the value of the firm, R&D expense deflated by net sales, and asset beta) that

have been used in prior research (see, for example, Smith and Watts, 1992; Gaver and

Gaver, 1993) and various other measures to control for leverage (debt/assets), size (market

value of e$lty plus book value of debt), the existence of accounting-based bonus plans,

inflation, and return on assets. His results provide the following conclusions:
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(l) Lwger firms are more likely to select income decreasing accounting procedures,

highly levered firms are more likely to select income increasing accounting

procedures, and finns with accounting-based bonus plans are more likely to select

increasing accounting procedures than other firms - these results are consistent

with previous opportunistic accounting choice research;

(2) Firms with relatively more assets-in-place are more likely to employ (i) accounting-

based debt covenants in their public debt contracts and (ii) bonus plans that tie the

bonus directly to accounting earnings - these rezults support an e,fficient contracting

view;and

(3) There is timited evidence of a direct association between the investment

opportunity set and accountrng choice.

OveralJ" Skinner's study provides evidence that increases our understanding of

accounting practice. One finding of partianlar note is Skinner's evidence that the

opportunistic measures included in his accounting choice models are largely unaffected

when the measures for the investment opporUnity set are included. This suggests that the

"traditional" explanations are robust to controlling for the effect of the investment

opportunity set.

Sweeney (1994) examines this issue in her study of debt-covenant violations and

managers' accounting responses. The covenant-based hypothesis sugge.sts that managers

change accounting policies to mitigate the risk of breaching accounting-based debt

covenants. Prior research shows zupport for this hypothesis (Zmijewski and Hagerman,

l98l; Bowerl Noreen and Lacey, l98l; Dhaliwal, 1980; Christie, 1990), even though the

proxy used to test the relation (i.e., the debt-equity ratio) does not provide a direct

constnrct measure of closeness to oovenant restrictions (Press and Weintrop, 1990; Drke
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and Hunt, 1990). The purpose of Sweeney's study is to investigate tt1s importance of debt

covenants as determinants of managers' accounting policy choices. She uses time-series

analysis to investigate whether menagers change to income increasing accounting policies,

which oan loosen accounting-based debt restrictions when the likelihood of debt covenant

violation is high.

Similar research that has adopted time-series analysis has shown mixed rezults. For

instance, Healy and Palepu (1990) find that firms that are close to a dividend constraint

zuch as zero inventory of payable funds, do not make accounting changes to avoid having

to cut dMdends. In fact, they find that firms make the changes anyway and do ctrt their

dMdends. On the other hand, DeFond and Jiarnbalvo (199a) find evidence that managers

of fimrs that defaulted manipulate abnormal accruals positively in the year prior to violation

to avoid covenant violation. Sweeney's study makes sweral contributions to the prior

research. First, it provides different and more powerful tests of the covenant-based

hypothesis by examining firms that violate minimum net worth and working capital

constraints (rather than debt-to-equity and dividend constraints) and by examining

accounting changes (rather than abnormal accruals). Second, it provides evidence on

whether accounting changes delay violation of accounting-based restrictions for one or

more accounting periods. And, thirdly, it zuggests tbat managers' accounting responses

depend on whether default costs are imposed by creditors, whether managers have

accounting flexibility, and whether significant tar costs are associated with the available

accounting changes.

To investigate these issues, Sweeney examines the accounting responses of

managers of only those firms that violated debt coverumts around the point in time of

violation. Her sample consists of 130 firms which violated debt covenants for the first time
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within the period 1980-1989. Sweeney also fonns a control sample of finns to account for

industry-wide changes in accounting policy and to control for size differences to compare

against the default goup. This group also represents zurviving firms that did not eventually

file for bankruptcy, liquidatg or were taken over. The accounting policies used by the

control group form a benchmark for efficient accounting choice absent managerial

manipulation. Sweeney examines the following types of accountrng changes: voluntary

accounting changes and changes in estimates (including, changes in pension accounting

assumptions and/or cost method; LIFO adoptions or extensions; FIFO adoptions or

extensions; depreciation method changes; changes in depreciable lives; and changes in

lnvestment Tax Credit treafinent); and the timing of adoption of mandatory accounting

changes (including, SFAS 13, capitalisation of leases; SFAS 34, interest capitalisation;

SFAS 43, compensation absences; SFAS 52, foreign curency translation; SFAS 86,

development costs of computer software; SFAS 87 and 88, pension accounting; and SFAS

96, income ta:ces).

Her statistical resrlts and case analyses provide evidence that in the default year and

years prior to default managers of firms that defaulted are more likely to make accounting

changes that increase income relative to the control goup of firms. Hence, there is support

for the opportunistic view of accounting choice. Howeveq the results also zuggest that the

default firms make more accounting changes in the years sunounding technical default than

the control group that are either cash-increasing (i.e., they increase operating cash flows,

such as LIFO adoptions or extensions and pension terrrinations) or non-cash-increasrng

(e.g., FIFO adoptions or extensions and depreciation-related changes), and that cross-

sectionally in the year of default, accounting changes are not made to increase income. In

particular, numagers choose to switch accounting procedures and delay technical default
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when there are no significant negative cash flow effects associated with the switch. When

the switch delays technical default, but entails significant cash outflows (taxes), the manager

does not switch accounting procedures.

Ctristie and Timmermen (1994) exarnine the relative anounts of efficiency and

opporhlnism on accounting procedure choices when firms are involved in corporate control

contests. They argue that managers choose particular accounting procedures either to

efficiently maximise the value of the firrn, or opportunistically to make the manager better

off at the expense of some other contracting party. They explain that the relative amounts

of efficiency and opportunism depend on controls on managers' accounting discretion, such

as monitoring by the board of directors, competition fiom the product markets from within

the firrn by other man4gers, and the discipline of the market for corporate control.

However, as Cluistie and Zimmerman (1994, p. 539) point out, it is diffcult to determine

empirically whether fiulnagers make accounting choices that are either efficient or

opportunistic.

To investigate the relative amounts of efficiency and opportunism on accounting

procedure choiceq Christie and Zimmerman (1994) focus their analysis on the accounting

methods chosen by finns tlut were targets of corporate takeover in the U.S. over the

period l98l to 1989. They contend that manag,ers of these firms have more incentive to

choose accounting procedwes that are opportunistic, than manegers of surviving ftms in

the same industry that are not subject to takeover. In particular, Christie and Zimmerman

(lgg4, p. 544) sryect tlr,at managers of target firms choose more income increasing
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accounting procedures than managers of non-target firms, because their performance and

reputations in managing the firrr are likely to be zubject to more intense scrutiny.ra

Christie and Zimmerman test their argument by examining the accounting methods

related to depreciation, inventory, and the investment tat credit. They meazure the extent of

opportunism by comparing the frequency of income increasing methods chosen by target

firms with the corresponding fiequency chosen by firrrs that survive in the same industry as

the target but are not subject to takeover.tt The renrlts of their tests fnd that takeover

targets select income increasing depreciation" inventory, and investment til( credit

accounting methods more frequently than their surviving industry peers in up to I I years

preceding the control action. However, the incremental frequency with which target

managers select income increasing accounting methods is small relative to the mean

(efficient) choices of zurviving firms. Therefore, Cbristie and Zimmerman conclude that

some accounting opportunism exists in the takeover targets, but that efftciency is the more

important e4planation of accounting c'hoice.

3.3. Rescarch design issues in accounting policy choice research

The design of accounting policy choice research is quasi-experimental in nature

(Ball and Foster, 1982, pp. 177-178). Because of this, certain research design problems

arise. Since experimental maniputation is not possible and zubjects are forced to self select

Christie and Zimmerman (1994, p. 5a0) base this on tlre key assumption, as

identified by studies in the economics and finance literature, that corporate

control targets contain more non-value ma;rimising managers than surviving
firms in the same industry that were not targets of corporate control actions.

Based on the zurvivorship principle or Economic Darwinisr4 the average

accounting methods of the zurviving, non-ftrget firms in the target's industry

are assumed to be the result of accounting choices that are efficient (Christie

and Zimmerman,1994, p. 545). This provides a benchmark measure for which

ts
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themselves, this type of research design is prone to validity threats. In particular, intemal

and construct validity are serious problems that reduce the power of the tests used in the

investigation. In this section, these two tbreats to the validity of accounting policy choice

research are discussed. 
lu

3.4.1. Internal validitv threat

Cook and Campbell (1979, p. 37) state that internal validity "refers to the

approximate validity with which we infer a relationship between two variables is czusal or

that the absence of a relationship implies the absence of cause." In other words, are we sure

that extraneous variables, variables that may be unknown or hidderq have been adequately

controlled for before making causal inferences?

Making causal inferences in accounting policy choice research is difficult because of

the existence of two theories, opportunistic and efficient contracting theory, which can be

used in ocplaining finns' accounting policy decisions. The question that cornmonly arises in

this research is whether opportunism or efficienry drives the accounting policy decision of

firms (see, for example, Christie and Zimmerma4 1994)? Some of the studies reviewed

earlier in this chapter (e.g., Zimmer, 1986; Mian and Smitb 1990; Malmquist, 1990; and

the comparison can be made in assessing the incremental effect of opportunism

on the accounting choices of the takeover target firms.

Other types of validity include external and statistical vatidity. These are not

discussed in this thesis because they are not considered to be major threats in

accounting policy choice research. However, where possible, the literature

review in this chapter has highlighted where these threats may be of concern.

Also, criticisms by normative accounting researchers on philosophical

methodological issues (e.g., Tinker, Merino, and Neimark, 1982; Christenson,

1983; and Hines, 1988) are not discussed. It is accepted that these criticisms

exist but have had little impact on the accounting research paradigm that this

thesis and other accounting policy choice researchers have adopted. See Watts

and Zimmerman (1990), and Watts (1995) for a review and reply to these

normative criticisms,
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Whittred and Zimmer,lgg4) identi$ this as a problem. Care must be taken before causal

inferences are made, since incorrect interpretation of research results can have serious

implications on tie acceptance of a theory and on decision making based on research

findings. For example, decisions by accounting regulators based on incorrect carsal

inferences can have adverse consequences on its constituent parties. Mian and Smith (1990,

pp. 164-166) provide such an example. In addition to their main analysis, they document

evidence that the requirement to consolidate all majority owned subsidiaries under FAS 94

has "eliminated a valuable accounting altemative; that of reporting the activities of a

majority-owned financial zubsidiary on an unconsolidated basis."

Early accounting policy choice studies can be criticised for not adequately taking

into account efficient contracting factors into their errpirical models. ln fact, this may have

contributed to the low explanatory power of the models used. Howwer, while this is a

valid criticisrrr, it must be recognised ttrat the early research was only in its infancy and that

the efftcient contracting theory had not developed to the stage where it is now, althouglt it

is still relatively young in its development. Watts and Zimmerman (1986, 1990), Watts

(lgg1), and Ctristie and Zimmerman (1994), among otherq suggest that internal validity

can be improved by developing competing theories and refining existing theory. Such a step

will help researchers to identify appropriate variables and controls to include in models

when empirically testing accounting policy choice theory.

3.4.2. Construct validity threat

The accuracy of the measurement and representation of variables used in empirical

models is a major concem in accounting policy choice studies. This danger is known as the

construct validity tbreat.
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Cook and Campbell (1979, p. 59) state that @nstruct validity "refers to the

possibility that the operadons which are meant to represent a particular cause or effect

construct can be construed in terms of more than one construct." In other words, do the

proxy variables operationalised in empirical models measure acqrately the theoretical

consfructs suggested by theory? As in Watts and Zimmerman (1990), the discussion of

construct validity can be divided into nvo parts: the measurement of the left hand side

variable and the measurement of the right hand side variables'

The lefi hand side vuiahle - Modeling the accounting choice

Many accounting policy choice studies model the left hand side variable as a single

accounting choice, typically, using a binary qualitative variable to measure whether the

choioe increases or decreases eamings. However, this is not likely to be realistig because

managers are likely to be concerned with a multitude of accounting choices and their effects

on earnings when they make their accounting decisions (Zmijewski and tlagemran, 1981;

Watts and Zimmermag 1986, 1990). Hence, these shrdies are weak because the models are

simplistic and do not capture the tradeoffs that managers make when deciding their

accounting procedure choices.

Zmijewski and Hagernran (1981) recognise this problem and attempt to overcome

it by using a model that exarnines a porfolio of accounting procedure choices that a

manager may be faced with. Zm{ewski and Hagerman make certain aszumptions about the

relative effect of each of the procedures they examine in order to assess the effect of each

portfolio on earnings. This allows them to ranl/choose portfolio choices according to the

severity of the contracting costs that a firrn may incur. While this improves the left hand

side meazure, the t}reat of construct validlty is still there because the assumptions require
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arbitrary value judgements. For instancg Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981, p. B\ as$.lme

that the effects of pension and invesfinent tan credit procedures on eanrings are half the

effects ofthe depreciation and inventory procedures.

Instead of modeling explicitly the accounting choice as either a single or portfolio

of procedures, some researchers bave used accounting accruals as their left hand side

variable (e.g., Healy, 1985; Jones, 1991; Dechow,1994; Holthausen, Larcker and Sloarq

1995). This is because accruals reflect the net effect of all accounting procedures, and

hence managers' accounting decisions. This removes the value type judgements and

assumptions that a researcher incorporates into the tlpical accourrting policy choice model.

However, the accrual model also introduces error because it does not accurately control for

the nondiscretionary component of accruals (Dechow, Sloan and Sweeney, 1995; Guay,

Kothari and Watts, 1996). If managers are to make accounting choices that manipulate

eamings then they can only do it with discretionary accnrals.

The right hand sidevafiables - The contracting vafiahles

The bonus plan hypothesis suggests that in the presence of a bonus plaq managers

are more likely to choose accounting policies tbat increase earnings, ceteris paribus (Watts

and Zimmerman, 1986) . To measure tlis effect, a binary variable could be used to measure

whether the firm has a bonus plan as part of its contractuaVorganisational arangements

with its employees. However, tests of this hypothesis using this variable have been mixed.

Of particular concern has been the inconsistent results when examining the LIFO/FIFO

inventory choice. For instance, Hagerman and Zmijewski (1979) fail to find significant

rezults for the bonus plan hypothesis.
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Ta>r reasons may explain this result, but another reason is that the bonus plan

variable fails to measure the details of the bonus plan contract. Healy (1985) shows that

managers do not always have incentives to increase earnings in the presence of bonus

contracts - some have incentives to decrease earnings. This is because some bonus

contracts are written in terms ofupper and lower bounds of earnings. If earnings are below

(above) the lower (upper) bound, then no (additional) bonus is awarded; if earnings are

between the lower and upper bounds, then a bonus is awarded based on the level of

earnings up to a milftrum at the upper bound. Healy's results are consistent with his

arguments and zuggest that closer examination of contract details is needed in accounting

policy choice research to help in defining variables better. However, closer examination of

bonus plan details is not always possible because these contracts are not disclosed, as is the

case in New Zealand (Wong, 1988a). Unfornrnately, variables to meazure this must be

omitted from the accounting choice model. This not only weakens the specification of the

accounting policy choice model but also the constnrct validity of other variables in it. If the

omitted variable is correlated with other contracting variables, then the effect of the omined

variable will be captured enoneously by those variables in the model.

Details of debt contracts have recently been zubjected to close scrutiny.

Researchers have attempted to assess the accuracy of debt ratios (e.g., debt to equity and

debt to total tangible assets) as variables used to pro4y for the extent that a firm is exposed

to debt contracting costs (e.g., Duke and Hunt, 1990; Press and Weintrop, 1990). Watts

and Zimmerman (1986, p. 360) suggest that debt ratios are correlated with the firm's

investment opportunity set. Watts and Zimmerman zubmit that grow*r firurs have low debt

ratios because they do not have tangible assets-in-place to support high lwels of debt

(Smith and Watts, 1984). Because growth firms' assets are more in the nature of intangible
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assets representing the firms' fuhre investment opportunities, they expect managers of

these firms to have greater decision makmg powers, and thus, gleater potential to also act

opportunistically. However, the firm would counteract this potential by demanding an

organisational/contractual stnrcture that incorporates accounting policies that rqstrict

managers' ability to choose income increasing techniques. Hencg Watts and Zimmemnn

hypothesise that the lower the debt ratio, the greater the firm's growth opportunities and

the more income decreasing accounting procedures chosen. If this is correct the investment

opportunity set provides another e4planation for finns' accounting policy choices (see, for

example, Skinner, I 993).

Duke and Hunt (1990), and Press and Weintrop (1990) find that debt ratios are

relatively good measures for the closeness to debt constraints. However, Press and

Weintrop (1990) also find a significant correlation between debt ratios and the existence of

debt constraints, and zuggest that debt ratios may be a proxy for the firm's investrnent

oppornrnity set. This has severe constnrct validity implications on accounting policy choice

studies. As Press and Weintrop (1990, p. 65) point ou! if debt ratios measure both the

closeness to debt constraints and the investment opportunity set, "the power of tests

employing fhe zurrogate may beweakened or biased estimates obtained." rT

Another construct validity problem may also exist here. Firms with high debt

ratios may be close to their debt constraints, as suggested by Duke and Hunt
(1990) and Press and Weintrop (1990), but this does not necessarily mean that
actual default on the constraints will occur. This is because it is not clear

whether the notion of closeness to debt constraints captures the same notion as

the probability of defautt on debt constraints. Although anecdotal, the

following example illustrates this. Take companies in the finance sector. These

companies are known to have higb debt ratios which are often very close to
their debt constraints. However, it is rare that they ever default on these

constraints. If this is the case, then debt ratios may not be a good measure of
the costs related to debt contracting (see also Begley, 1990, p. 125, who
suggests that the theory of accounting choice requires "more rigorous

ll
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In particular, Wong and Wong (1998) show how this construct validity problem

creates an internal validity problenr They exanrine how managers' decision to allocate the

cost of firrrs' investments in subsidiaries between net tangible assets and acquired goodwill

is related to the investrnent opportunity set. They present evidence that the observed

negative relation between acquired goodwill and leverage is likely to stem from each

variable's relation to the acquiring firm's investment opportunity set. They find that

acquired goodwill is not related to the existence of debt covenants. These findings can be

compared with Grinyer, Russell and Walker (1991), who similarly find that values assigned

to goodwill are negatively associated with post-acquisition group gearing ratios. Grinyer el

a/. conclude that the higher allocation of the acquisition price to tangible assets and the

corresponding lower allocation to goodwill is oppornrnistic because the allocation reduces

leverage. However, they do not control for the efficient contracting equilibrium ttrat

characterises the firm's organisationaVcontactual structure. As Wong and Wong (1998, p'

19) state, their "results point to a much richer finding of an endogenous relation between

the firm's asset structurq its financing policy, and acquired goodwill."r8

While debt ratios have been used extensively to measure the extent of debt

contracting costs in accounting policy choice researcll other details of debt contracts are

beginning to be investigated and will strengthen the explanatory power of accounting policy

choice models further. For instance, Healy and Palepu (1990) exarnine the effectiveness of

accounting-based dividend covenants, such as the inventory of funds payablg as means of

mitigating conflicts of interests between stockholders and bondholders. Furthermorg

specification to define closeness to covenants and determine which measure of
leverage produces a more appropriate proxy for closeness to covenants").

See also Whittred and Zimmer (1994) reviewed in section 3.2.2 of thts chapter,

who make a similar point to Wong and Wong (1998), but in relation to partial

consolidation.
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researchers have recently begun to examine the provisions of private debt contracts in more

detail, in an attempt to understand better the types of accounting and non-accounting based

debt covenants contained in these cor$racts (e.g., Cotter, 1.998; Ramsay and Sidhu, 1998).

3.4. Summaly

This chapter has provided a discussion of the empirical regularities that explain and

predict accounting practice in firms' organisational and contractual arrangements' The

arguments of each study are presented to show that accounting policy choices facilitate

efficient contracfing. Only relevant studies to achieve this purpose are discussed.

The chapter also highlights several methodological problems in accounting policy

choice research. First, it is difEcult to distinguish at the empirical levef whether firrr

managers choose accounting policies for efficient contracting or opportunistic reasons.

While most studies discussed in this chapter control for ex post opportunistic behaviour in

the accounting policy choice, rezults are mixed. For instance, some studies zuggest that

oppornrnistic behaviour dominates (e.g., Skinner, 1993; Sweeney, 1994). Second, it is

diffisuft to distinguish the effect ttrat regulation has on accounting policy choic€. For

instance, Man and Smith (1990) state that regulation has eliminated an efficient accounting

procedure, with regard to group reporting practice, but acknowledge that tests more

powerfi.rl than theirs are needed to confirm this.
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CHAPTER 4

HYPOTMSIS DEVELOPMENT

4.1. Introduction

This chapter uses the efficient contracting framework outlined in chapter 2 to

develop an empirical methodology for examining the decision of New Zealand firms to

ghenge their accounting method for income tax from the comprehensive to the partial

allocation procedure. It is posited here that firms change to the partial tax allocation

procedure when it is ineftcient to use comprehensive tax allocation in debt contracts for

monitoring compliance with the lwerage covenant. Specifically, it is hypothesised that the

change from comprehensive to partial tax allocation occurs when firms experience growth

in depreciable assets, giving rise to depreciation timing differences and increasing deferred

tax liabilitieq thereby creating economic "fristiod' to firm value morimisation. For firms

generating significant and recurring amounts of depreciation timing differences this can

result in the unintentional reporting of a large and potentially ever growing liability on the

firrr's statement of financial posidon. In turn, this could expo$e ttre firm to inadvertent

adverse consequences zuch as perceived increased risk, leading to higher borrowing costs

and debt covenant violation which is costly. The partial tax allocation procedure is seen as

an efficient technology to mitigate this friaionn because it provides a more accurate

measure of the defened ta< future economic obligation. It is hypothesised that these firms

are also more likely to recontract with debtholders to incorporate the new, more efficient

tecbnology for monitoring compliance with the debt covenants.

As discussed in prwious chapters, much of the current research on accounting

policy choice is based on an opportunistic view (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, 1990;
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Holthausen and Leftwictq 1983; Kelly, 1983). This study differs from that research because

it adopts an efficient contracting framework to explain managers' accounting decisions.

Adopting this framework is beneficial, because it provides a more 'trnified" theory to

analyse accounting decisions which also has the ability to explain managers' opportunistic

choices. As Holthausen (1990, p. 217) states, "the accounting literature on accounting

method choice would be enhanced by further attempts to structure tests from the efficient

contracting perspective ...". $imilarly, Watts and Zirnmerman (1990, p. l3a) believe that

"the concept of contracting costs and the notion of accounting methods as part of efficient

organisational technology play key roles in contemporaneous positive accounting theory."

The study also sheds empirical insights on the effect that efficient contracting and

opportunism have on New Zealand csmpanies' accounting policy choices. This has

important implications for poliry making because policy makers do not want to impose

accounting regulations on finns that are not value mo<imising (Christie, 1992; Swiering4

1998). In particular, policy makers do not want to provide firms with more ability to

choose accounting procedures that are opportunistic, nor do they want to remove

accounting procedures from firms' chbices that are efEcient (Zimmer, 1989; Mian and

Smith 1990; Christie, 1992; Wong, 1992). Recent suggestions to mandate the

comprehensive allocation basis as the only method in New Zealand and intemationally,

higtrlights the significance of this issue and places additional importance on the results of

this study. If this study provides evidence that accounting decisions are more likely to be

determined by efficienry considerations, and these regulations do take placg then an

efEcient accounting policy choice (i.e., the partial allocation basis) for companies to use to

report accurately their defened tax Iiabilities would have been removed.
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Hence, the specific contributions that this study makes to the positive accounting

literature include:

. Using the efficient contracting framework to gain insight into the choice of

accounting methods that are included in the accepted set of procedures for

monitoring pu{poses in contracting;

o knproving on prior research designs that investigate accounting choices by

considering the effect ofthose choices over time; and

. Assisting regulators in determining the economic consequences of regulation on

firms before prescribing policy (Zetr, 1978, 1979; Leftrruictr, 1980; Swieringa"

lees).

The remainder of this chapter is stnrctured as follows. In the next section, a

discussion of accounting for interperiod ta>r allocation is provided, which includes a brief

history ofinterperiod tax allocation regulation in New Zealand. This discussion is necessary

for the development of the hypotheses that are presented in section 4.3. Section 4.4

examines how this study extends the contracting cost literature on inteqperiod ta:r

allocation. The chapter concludes in section4.5.

4.2.Interperiod tax allocation in New T.ealand

4.2.L. Accounting for income tax

The earnings figure before ta:r that is calculated on a firm's income ta>( retum

(tanable earnings) is often different from that reported in its annual financiat statements

(accounting earnings). This is because the two earnings numbers are calanlated using

different rules - taxable earnings are based on taxation legislation to derive the arnount of

tax that is currently payable to the Inland Revenug while accounting earnings are based on
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generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). In turrL an income ta>( expense that is

related to accounting eamings is recognised as an expense in the financial statements.

The difference in ta:<able and accounting eamings can be reconciled by dividing the

difference into nvo tlpes, permanent and timing diferences. Pennanent differences are

items which are included in the calculation of accounting earnings, but which are not

included (and never will be) in the calculation of taxable earnings, or vice versa- On the

other hand, timing diferences are items that are included in the calculation of accounting

earnings before or after they are included in the calculation of ta:rable eamings. Timing

differences alter the timing that an itern is recognised for tarcation calculation purposes.

They originate in one period and reverse in one or more zubsequent periods.

Accounting for income ta:res can be approached in two ways. The first is to use the

taxes payable method. Under this method, the income tor expense that is recognised in a

current period is equal to the income ta:r payable for the same period (i.e., income tan

expense is based on the calculation of tarable earnings on a company's tan return). The ta>c

effect of timing differences is not taken into account.

The second approach is to adopt interperiod ta:r allocation accounting. Under this

method, the ta:c effect of timing differences is recognised in the calculation of the income

tax expense. This gives rise to a credit (debit) being recognised in the statement of financial

position which can be regarded as either a deferred credit (debit) - the defenal method, or

as a liabitity (asset) - the liability method.r The defenal method focuses on "correctly''

matching income ta>( expense with revenues in the income statement. The liability method

focuses on recording "correctly'' the value of the future economic sacrifice (benefit) in the

statement of financial position. For calc-ulation puposes, the only difference in treating the
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items in this way relates to whether the item is revalued for changes in tor rates.

Revaluation is only necessary if the liability method is used.

The liability method of interperiod tar allocation allows comprehensive or partial

tax allocation procedures. The comprehensive allocation procedure takes into account all

timing differences when recognising income tax e4pense for a period. It assumes that aII

timing differences eventually reverse, that is the defened tax liability is eventually paid. On

the other hand, the partial allocation procedure accounts for only those timing differences

that are expected to reverse in the "foreseeable future." It aszumes that some timing

differences do not reverse because transactions that are recuning in nahrre (e.g., firms that

invest in large amounts of depreciable assets) can continually create "nev/' originating

timing differences that offset any "old" reversing timing differences from previous periods,

and hence can indefinitely postpone the payment of the deferred ta>r liability.

4.2.2. Institutional setting

Prior to 1980, New Zealand firms were not required to account for income tor

using interperiod ta>r allocation However, various exposure drafts issued by the New

Zealand Society of Accountants in 1975 (ED-l1) and 1978 (ED-20) recommend tax effect

accounting. ED-l I sugge$s that partial allocation is preferablq while ED-20 explicitly

states that comprehensive allocation is considered to be inappropriate. In addition to these

two exposure drafts, the New Zaland Society of Accountants published lntemational

Accounting Standard E4posure Draft (IASED) 13 in New Zealand in 1978 asking for

comments on it. IASED 13 categorically states that the tores payable method is not

Another interperiod tatr allocation method is the net-of-tax method. This is not

discussed because it is not a commonlv used method in New Zealand'
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appropriate under an accrual accounting system and that the tax elpense should be

determined using to< effect accounting under either the deferral or the liability method.

In 1980, the first accounting standard on interperiod ta>( allocation was

promulgated in New Zealand. This standard is known as Statement of Standard

Accounting Practice (SSAP) 12: Accounting for Interperiod Allocation of Income Tax.

SSAP-12 makes it binding on members of the New Zealand Society of Accountants to use

interperiod tax allocation procedures. The toces payable method is deerned to be an

inappropriate method for accounting for income tur because it ignores the effects of all

timing differences.

However, unlike ED-20, which recommends the use of only the liability method

under the partial basis, SSAP-l2 provides the firm with a choice. It mandates that both the

liability and defenal methods may be usd, but prefers the liability method. SSAP-l2 also

gives a choice of which inteqperiod tax allocation method to use. A firm can use either the

comprehensive or partial allocation procedures, but the preferred basis is comprehensive.2

The partial basis can be used if it can be shown with reasonable probability by the firm that

the tax effects of the timing differences are not likely to reverse in the future. The standard

does not address the iszue of discounting the defened tax liability under the partial basis.

In 1991, SSAP-I2 was replaced with Statement of Standard Accounting Practice

(SSAP) 12: SSAP-l2 (Revised): Accounting for Income Taa following the release of

exposure draft, ED-52 in 1990.3 While interperiod tax allocation is still appropriate under

SSAP-I2 (Revised), the major change is that the liability method is the on$ method that

The terms comprehensive and partiat are not actually used

However, the terms and the treatments are implied in SSAP-12.

The purpose of ED-52 is to review SSAP-l2 and to clarify
definitions and procedures developed in accounting for income
issuance of SSAP-I2.

in SSAP-12.

some of the
tax since the
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can be used to account for interperiod tan allocation. SSAP-I2 Eevised) continues to

prefer the comprehensive basis in applying interperiod tCI< allocation, although the partial

basis may be used.a Furthermore, the standard provides clarification of the usg and extra

guidance notes, on the application ofthe partial basis.

In April 1996, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Zealand (ICANa5

iszued a discussion document on accounting for income ta4 "lrwitation to Comment:

Accotmtingfor Income Tm by Tmpayers." This document asks for comments on whether

the comprehensive allocation basis should be the only method adopted in New Zealand to

account for interperiod tax allocatiorq a view favoured by the lnternational Accounting

Standards Committee (IASC) in their exposure draft, 849: Income Tues (October 1994).

To date, ICAI{Z has yet to address ttre responses from the discussion document.

4.3. Hypotheses

Prior research suggests that defened tax liabilities are ofterq but not always,

excluded from accounting-based debt covenant calculations, such as the leverage ratio (i.e.,

debt to total tangible assets or debt to equity) flrftwicb 1983; Whiffied and Zimmer,

1986; wong 1986; and Stokes and Tay, 1988). This zuggests that parries to a debt

contract find the exclusion of (some) deferred tall liahilities in the calculation of leverage to

be more appropriate for assessing compliance with debt covenants. In particular, it is

argued in this study that the contracting parties do not want to include defened tax

Both SSAP-12 and SSAP-I2 @evised) also provide guidance on how to treat
income tax losses. These give rise to income tax benefits and have specific rules
related to those benefits' recognition. Briefly, these benefits should not be
recognised unless there is virtual certainty of realisation. This is a special case
in applying the partial allocation procedure.
In 1996, the New Zealand Society of Accountants changed its name to the
Institute of Chartered Accountants ofNew Zealand.
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liabilities that are unlikely to be paid in the calculation of ratios specified in the debt

covenantg because the inclusion could incorrectly measure the leverage constrain! and this

creates friction that prevents the maximisation of firm value. This can be illustrated by the

following example.

Consider a negotiated debt contract which restricts wealth transfer activities, such

as diluting claims through f.rther borrowing, if debt to total tangible assets exceeds some

percentage. Assume also that the firm uses the comprehensive allocation basis to record

deferred ta:r liabilities on its statement of financial position (i.e., it includes tax liabilities that

are not expected to be paid or, in other words, have no cash flow implications). Ceteris

paribus, if these deferred ta:< liabilities are included in the leverage calculatio4 the ratio

increases since a higher liabitty is used in the numerator. As a result, the following can

happen:

(l) It can constrain the firm from further borrowing because it pushes the firm

closer to its covenant restriction. This can be detrimental to the firm if the

borrowing is intended for profitable (i.e., positive NPV) investment projects,

since the firm must forgo this value increase or risk default on the debt

contract, or it must use equity to fund the projects, a more expensive form of

financing; and

(2) It can cause an inadvertent breach of the debt covenant which is costly to the

firm, since unnecessary renegotiation costs are incurred (Sweeney, 1994).

While the creditors' interests are safeguarded, this is inefficielrt for the firm because

it is over-penalised for reporting debt that has no cash flow implications. To overcome this,

the firm can negotiate with its creditors to have all defened tan liabilities excluded from the
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leverage ratio calculation. This has the effect of lowering the lever4ge ratio and reducing

the chance of the above costly events inadvertently atrecting the firm.

However, creditors will be unwilling to accept this arrangement if some of the

defened tax liability includes timing differences that do reverse. In this case, the leverage

ratio would be mismeasured if all the deferred ta(es, whether some are paid offor not, are

excluded. From the creditors' perspectivg this is inefficient or a costly negotiation mistake

as they have provided the firm with tle scope to act opportunistically. For instance, a firm

may take actions that it would never have beeir allowed to take if that part of the defened

tD( liability with cash flow effects had been included in the leverage calculation

The above example illustrates that the problem lies in the measurement accurary of

the deferred ta:r liability used in the leverage calculation. Both the firm and the debtholder

want to be able to accurately measure "closeness" to the debt covenant to prevent costly

wealth transfening activities from happening. They do this by negotiatng accounting

procedures that are acceptable to them for this purpose (i.e., determining the accepted set

of accounting procedures) (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, 1990). Hence, in this context,

the partial allocation basis is likely to be one of the negotiated outcomes. It is efficient for

meazuring the value of the defened tax liability in monitoring the debt covenant restriction,

no matter if the timing differences reverse or not, since it only recognises deferred tax

Iiabilities that are likely to be paid. The partial allocation choice is viewed endogenously as

an accolrnting decision that contributes to the maximisation of firm value.

This argument suggests that debt contracting parties e4plicitly do not include

deferred tax liabilities ttrat have no cash outflow implications in their lwerage calculations

for firms using the comprehensive basis. More importantly, it also implies that firms change

to partial when the inclusion of all defened tar liabilities leads to the largest friction on firm
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value maximisation. This friction will be largest for firms that e>rhibit certain characteristics,

specifically: (1) firms with frigtr investnnents in fixed assets; and (2) firms that continually

invest in new plant and equipment.

Davidson (1958) identifies that these types of firms generate significant amounts of

depreciation timing diferences which are a principal cause of defened tax liabilities (see

Moonitz, 1957;Livingstone,1967;Wolh Francis and Teamey, 1989).6 Davidson (1958, p.

180) argues that with inflation and technologcal advancements, firms that follow regular

investment policies in the purchase of depreciable assets "can look forward to an ever-

increasing annual tax saving continuing year after ye.af' - "nev/' originating timing

differences are created which swamp the "old" reversing timing diferences, and leads to the

growth and perpetual deferment of the deferred tax liability. Empirical evidence on the

behaviour of the deferred tax liability is generally consistent with this view (see Price

Waterhouse and Co., 1967;Voss, 1968, Hening and Jacobs, 1976; Davidson, Skelton and

Werl, 1977; and Lanta Snyir and Williams, 1977,for U.S. evidence; McCalden" 1970; and

Beechy, 1983, for Canadian evidence; and Wisg 1980, 1986, for New Zealarrrd widence).

In summary, the above discussion suggests that finns with large investments in

depreciable assets and that continually make investments in depreciable assets are more

likely to experience friction in firm value morimisation if the comprehensive ta< allocation

procedure is required to determine the defened til( liability in the leverage calsulation. To

There are also other items that can generate timing differences. For example,
the recognition for tax purposes of foreign exchange gains/losses, bad debts
expense, development expenditures, instalment sales, and product warranties
are generally accounted for at different times to when they are recognised for
accounting purposes. However, there appears to be little research investigating
the impact of these timiag differences on the deferred tor liability (see Buckley,
1972, for an exception).
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alleviate this frictio4 these firms change to the partial basis of interperiod tar allocation

Hence, hypothesis I and2 are as follows:

Hl: Ceteris paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of recognising
deferred tax have investments in depreciable assets that are greater than
those of finns that remain using the comprehensive basis.

FI2: Ceteris paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of recognising
deferred ta>r have rates of increase in investments in depreciable assets that
are greater than those offirms that remain using the comprehensive basis.

Ifthe evidence is consistent with these hypotheses, then the firms that change to tle

partial basis of recognising defened tar are also likely to change accounting-based

covenants in debt contracts, perhaps simultaneously, to include only the partial deferred tax

liability in the leverage calculation. If this is observed, this is direct evidence of an

accounting decision that determines the accepted set of accounting procedures for

contracting. Hence, the third hypothesis is:

H3: Ceteris paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of recognising
deferred ta:r for accounting purposes are more likely to shange to the same

method in accounting-based debt covenants.

Bvidence to support hypothesis 3 rnay be limited. This is because firms may not need to

change their debt covenants to use the partial basis if the debt covenants already specify the

use of the partial basis or that the defened ta,x liabilities for the lwerage calculations are to

be taken from the "face" of the financial statements (i.e., the debt contracts are already

written so as to be florible enough to allow for any changes in firm circumstances that make

the existing accounting procedures inefficient and to go along with the new adopted

procedures). While this may be observed in testing hypothesis 3, it is not inconsistent with
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the efficient contracting theory outlined in chapter 2, because it recoenises that the debt

covenants are ex ante efficient for debt contracting purposes. Nonetheless, this is an

empirical iszue, and the possibilE of it being observed is examined further in chapter 6,

where the results are discussed.

4.4. Relation of the study to the contracting cost literature on interperiod tax

allocation

This study extends the prior contracting cost research that investigates interperiod

tax aJlocation because the hypotheses are derived from efficient contracting theory. Of the

few studies in the contracting cost fiterature which examine the interperiod ta:c allocation

choicg they are more likely to use an opportunistic approach to present the arguments for

analysis (Wong,1986; Sidhu and Whittreq 1993, 1995; Grpta 1995). For instance, Wong

(1986) examines the motivations for firms to choose between the comprehensive and

partial ta>< allocation procedures to account for income tal( in New Zealand. He

hypothesises that the firm's choice is related to how close it is to breaching any accounting-

based debt covenants it may have (e.g., tlre leverage ratio) and to its level of political

visibility. Using a cross-sectional research design, Wong finds evidence to srggest that

firms are more likely to choose the partial tax allocation procedure to avoid breaching

leverage ratio constraints and to reduce the effect of political costs from being large and

publicly visible, and from reporting large deferred tor liability balances (which zuggest tbat

firms may be receiving tar benefits that are not available to the public throug! the

forgiveness or delay of paynent of the defened tax liability). While Wong recognises that

efficient contracting theory provides altemative hlpotheses to explain a firm's choice of the
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partial tax allocation procedure, he does not control for it in his empirical tests, and

concludes cautiously that his results are consistent with accounting opportunism.

Similar to Wong's (1986) political cost argument, Sidhu and Whittred (1993, 1995)

zuggest that Australian firms' decision to adopt interperiod tan allocation during the I970s

was motivated by political reasons. In their 1995 paper in particular, Sidhu and Whittred

argue that Australian companies had incentives to adopt interperiod tar< allocation

procedures so as to avoid incuning political costs from reporting low corporate taxes,

which appeared to be prevalent during the 1960s and 1970s along with the reporting of

high profits. Sidhu and Whittred find results consistent with this, although other variables

proxrying for opportunism Qeverage and size) are not significant.

Gupta (1995) finds that Domestic International Sales Corporation @ISC)i firms in

the U.S. are more likely to make de,fened ta:r accounting policy choices between the partial

and comprehensive tur allocation procedwes for opportunistic reiuons (i.e., to avoid debt

covenant violation, political scrutiny, or to mask poor performance), even after controlling

for firms' economic e4pectations and investment oppornrnity sets (i.e., efficient contracting

variables). Of importance to the study in this thesis is Grpta's (1995, p. 510) conclusion

that "the lack of zupport for an association between firms' investment oppornrnity sets and

their accounting procedure choice ... together with similar results in Skinner (1993) and

Pincus and Wasley (1994), suggests that either the relation is weak or requires better

These firms are created under legislation introduced in the U.S. in l97l to
stimulate export trade. Because of special tax benefits that these firms are
entitled to which affect the timing and recognition of export earnings, Gupta
observes that financial reporting for tores on indefinitely deferred DISC
earnings varies. In particular, some DISC firms choose to accrue taxes on the
indefinitely deferred DISC earnings (i.e., they are comprehensive allocators),
while others do not (i,e., they are partial allocators).
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empirical proxies than used in the literature thus far." The study in this thesis attempts to

shed more light on both of these concems.

Besides studyrng companies' choice of deferred tax accounting practice,

researchers have also focussed on studying the value relevance of adopting interperiod ta:<

allocation on investors' investrnent decisions. In particular, this research suggests that

interperiod toc allocation is an tmportant factor in investors' decisions and tbat investors are

more likely to value a firm's shareprice downwards when there is an increase in the arnount

of the defened tax liability @eaver and Dukes, 1972; Raybur4 1986). This research has

also suggested that the negative asssciation is weaker ifthe timing differences that give rise

to the change in defened tan liability are recurring in nature (Chaney and Jeter, 1994) and

generated by certain types of companies (e.g., utilities) @aley, 1994). In additiorL Gvoly

and Hayn (1992) find that changes in the corporate tal( rate from 46 pucr,rfi to 34 percent

in the U.S. had a significant positive effect on the share price of companies with large

deferred tor liability balances, since the timing differences reverse nov/ at a lower rate of

tax. The hypotheses from the study presented in this thesis appear to be consistent with this

research. Specifically, all three hypotheses suggest that contracting parties find the change

to partial tan allocation more useful (and hence more value relevant) for their financial

reporting and debt contracting purposes when changing firm circumstances make the

comprehensive tax allocation procedure obsolete for calculating the defened tal( liability.

4.5. Summary

This chapter develops the hypotheses that are tested empirically in the thesis. The

argument is presented that the decision of New Zealand firms to change their accounting

policy from the comprehensive to the partial ta< allocation basis is motivated by efficiency
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considerations. In particular, firms find the comprehensive tur allocation basis inefficient for

calculating the defened tax liability for accounting and debt contracting purposes if they

experience sigrificant growth in investments of depreciable assets. Economic "friction" is

created because the comprehensive tan allocation procedure may overstate the defened ta:<

liability, associated with the wer increasing depreciation timing difference, reported on a

firm's statement 6f financial position This could expose the firm to inadvertent adverse

consequences zuch as perceived increased ris( leading to higher borrowing costs and debt

covenant violation which is costly. The partial tor allocation procedure is an efrcient

technolory to mitigate this friction, because it provides a more accurate measure of the

defened tor frrture economic obligation.

Three hypotheses are presented. Hypothesis I states that, ceteris paribus, firms that

change to the partial basis of recognising deferred tax have investments in depreciable

assets that are geater than those of firrrs that remain using the comprehensive basis.

Hypothesis 2 states that, ceteris paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of recognising

deferred tan have rates of increase in irrvestments in depreciable assets that are greater than

those of firms that remain using the comprehensive basis. And hypothesis 3 states that,

ceteris paribus, firrrs that change to the partial basis of recognising defened ta>r for

accounting purposes are more likd to change to the sarne method in accounting-based

debt covenants. The empirical methodolory that is used to test these hypotheses is

considered next in chapter 5.
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CEAPIER5

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

5.1. Introduction

In this shaptet the research methodology that is required to test the hypotheses

developed in chapter 4 is examined. It begins with a discussion of the sarnple selection

procedures in section 5.2. This is followed by a discussion of the research design issues in

section 5.3, which includes the definitions of variables and the particular type of research

design used for testing the hypotheses. Section 5.4 provides an analysis of the

appropriateness of the procedures used to select the sample. Selected descriptive statistics

are also presented in this section. Section 5.5 contains a summary of this chapto.

5.2. Sample selection

To test the hypotheses, a sample of firms that change from the comprehensive to

the partial basis of recognising deferred tax is selected. This is done by examining the

financial statements of firms that are publicly listed on the New Zdand Stock Exchange

between l98l and 1994 for their deferred tax poliry. These are identified from the

publication, the 'Tllew Zealand Company Register." In tota[ there are 2,672 frnn

observations during this period.

A control sample is also selected. This is done by matching on sizq as measured by

total assets, in the year of the change, each firm that changed to partial with a firm that did

not change (i.e., remained using comprehensive) over the event period investigated. Size is

chosen as a matching variable to control for the effect it may have on the decision to change
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to the partial tar allocation procedure.r For instance, it can be argued that large firms are

more inclined to change to the partial allocation method to reduce the political costs of

reporting large deferred tan fiability balances in the statement of financial position (Wong

1986). However, tle size variable can proxy for many things, zuch as political costq

information production costq management expertise, industry variables, age of companies,

and other basic constnras @all and Fosteq 1982), and appears to be an important variable

in many accounting studies @all and Foster, 1982;Foster, 1986; Christiq 1990).

The sanple selection procedure yields an experimental and control sample of 33

companies each that are suitable for the analysis. Initially, 38 companies formed the

experimental sample. However, five companies had to be excluded because suitable

matching companies for the control sanrple could not be found.2

The identification of the change sample proved to be a diffcult task. The

accounting policies and financial information in a number of annual reports do not specfy

Initially, industry was also chosen as a matching variable. However, matching
the change sample on the basis of these tfuee criteria (i.e., size, time period,
and industry) proved to be extremely difficult because of the inability to find a
control company with an approximately equal size in the same industry as the
change company in the year of the change.

It was decided that the more important variable to match on was size
and hence industry was excluded as a matching criterion. Also, there is no
reason to expect industry to be related to the decision to change. Sidhu and
Whittred (1993) suggest that unless certain industries receive preferential tax
treatment that results in differential timing differences, industry may not be an
important determinant in companies' decision to adopt interperiod tax
allocation procedures. Along similar lines, there is no a priori reason here to
suggest that the accounting change is more prevalent in certain industries than
others as the rezult of preferential tax treatment affecting the amount of timing
differences recognised. I would like to thank Professor Stephen Taylor for
making this point apparent to me.
The procedure to select a control company involves the following process.
First, the control company has to have a total assets figure within "total assets
+/- 0.10 times the total assets figure" of the change company in the year of the
change. Second, if no match is found within these limits, the nearest company
which appears to be within acceptable boundaries is chosen. See section 5.4
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clearly the interperiod tax allocation policy being used. Typrcally, firms state that they adopt

interperiod tax allocation based on the liability method, but that is all. There is little

indication of the treatment of the timing differences on a comprehensive or partial basis.3

Nevertheless, only l0 companies disclose explicrtly that they change interperiod ta:r

allocation method in their accounting policies. The other 23 do not disclose the change,a

but are identifi.ed as change companies in nvo ways by: (l) examining the interperiod tax

allocation policy wording for a year and comparing it to the policy wording from the

previous year; and (2) examining financial infomration provided in the notes to the financial

statements that show the firm had not recognised timing differences in the calculation of the

income tax expense with no corresponding information for the immediate prior year.

5.3. Research design

Once firms are identified as making a change from the comprehensive to partial

basis, data for the tests are collected for the year in which the change takes place, the tbree

years prior to the change, and the two years following the change for each firm. The data

are then analysed by aligning the sample by event time. The year that the change takes place

is event year 0 in the analysis All data for the tests are hand collected from the firms'

financial statements and their debt contracts.

later for a discussion on the appropriateness of the procedures in providing
zuitable experimental and control sample matches.
An interesting example is the following policy stated in the 1993 annual report
of a mining company:

"... Tax effect accounting procedures are applied, on a
comprehensive basis under the liability method, to all
timing differences expected to reverse in the foreseeable
future."

A plausible reason for ttris is that disclozure is not necessary if the change in
accounting policy does not have a material effect on the financial position or
results of the company (paras. 4.12,4.13 of SSAP-l (1983), Determination and
Disclosure of Accounting Policies). This standard is applicable to the period
being investigated.
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A complete time series of observations for the nno sample groups for every event

year is not always possible (see table 5.3 in section 5.4). The number of observations in

each event year varies because data are not always available for some companies. This

happens for a variety of reasons. For instance, the company may have delisted in a year

after the change in interperiod ta:r allocation policy or only listed one or two years before

the change, and hence its financial statements are not publicly available; or the company

was zubstantially restructured (e.g., througb merger or takeover) and the financial

statements no longer reflect the financial position of the company that initially was chosen;

or the company's financial statements could not be located for a particular year.' From

table 5.3, the most afteaed period in which this occurs is in event year *2, where of the

total33 change companies, only l0 observations remain.

Variables that meazure the level of investrnent in depreciable assets are needed to

test hypothesis 1. The variables used for this purpose include: measures for capital intensity,

CII and CI2 (Stickney and McGee,1982), modified to exclude fixed assets thal (i) are not

depreciated" or (ii) do not generate large amounts of deprecinli6l timing differences and are

subject to substantial revaluatioq the proportion of depreciable assets to fixed assets,

PROGDA and PRONDA and measures for the investuent opportunity set AIP and MBE

(LeftrilictL Wattg and Zimmerrra4 1981; Gaver and Gaver, 1993; and Skinner, 1,993).

These variables are defined specifically as follows:

cIll,

cr2,,,

PROGD,\,I

GDA,,/ total assets,;1

NDAil/ total assets,:r

GDAp / gross fixed assets,:r

I would like to thank Ms. Margaret Tibbles, Commerce Reference Librarian at
the University of Auckland, for her assistance in locating a number of annual
reports that were missing from the University of Auckland's Commerce Library
fi.les. Despite an extensive search throughout the country, some annual reports
were still unable to be located.
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ND,\, / net fixed &ss€ts,;1

net fixed ssis€ts41 / market capitalisation of equity plus the book
value of preference shares, minority interest, and long-term and

current liabilities but excluding deferred taxes,;1

market capitalisation of equitya, / book value of shareholders' funds,;,

(GDAI, - GD&,-r) / GDAi,t t

OIDAl,r - NDA,'-I) / NDA'.r-r

To test hypothesis 2, variables that measure the rate of investment in depreciable

assets are needed. Two variables, CGDA and CNDA, are defined for this purpose.u Both

provide a measure of the percentage change in depreciable assets. They are defined as

follows:

MBEi, :

where:
I is a subscript for each firm;
I is a subscript for the event time;
GDA,;1 : gross (fixed assets - land - buildings)lr - book value

nondepreciable fixed &SSots41, and
NDA,,1 : net (fixed assets - land - buildings)i' - book value

nondepreciable fixed assets,;,

of other

of other

CGDA4r

cND&,

where:
i, l, GDA and NDA are as defined above.

An "experimental group-control group, before-after (pretest-postte9" research

design is used to test the paired difference between the companiqs in the change and control

sarnples for these variables over time. In additiorq a "one-group, before-after (pretest-

posttesQ" research design is used to test the paired difference between the companies in the

change group for successive event time pairs (i.e., the companies in the change sample act

The variables used to test hypothesis I could also be used to test hypotlesis 2.

However, these variables provide only an indirect measure of the rate of
investment in depreciable assets, whereas CGDA and CNDA are direct
measures of this construct.
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as their own control when comparing between each successive event time pair). Parametric

and non-parametric tests for comparing mean differences are used in these two designs.T ln

addition, graphical plots over time are also appropriate to analyse the time series nature of

these variables.

To test hypothesis 3, only those firms, from both the change and control goups,

with accounting-based debt covenants over the entire event time period are needed. Two

steps are canied out to collect these data. First, a durrmy variablg DCOVI, is defined as

equal to I if firm i has accounting-based debt covenants in event time l, 0 othsvrise. The

existence of accounting-based debt covenants is detemrind by reviewing the firms'

financial statements, including the Directors' report, the Statement of Accounting Policies

and the Notes to the Financial Statements related to the disclozure of term liabilities.

Having done this, the second step is to use the information from the DCOV variable to

identi$ only once those firrrs with accounting-based debt covenants over any of the event

time periods. With this zubset of firms, the debt contacts of the companies from both

groups are then examined to investigate whether they change their accounting-based debt

covenants to include partial defened tur liabilities (see section 6.2.2later in chapter 6,

which provides further discussion on the data collection procedures for the DCOV

variable).

The specific statistical tests used to test hypothesis 3 involve a one-sample

contingency table design, since categorical responses are used to measure the data. Th$ is

discussed more in chapter 6.

Non-parametric tests are used because tie sample may not conform to
assumptions of normality that are needed in parametric testing due to the small

sample size.
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5.4. Preliminara analysis and descriptive statistics

The "experimental group-control goup, before-after furetest-posttest)" research

design (to be referred as the between goup tests from here) assumes that each company in

the change samfle can be adequately matched with a @mpany in the control sample, in this

case by size in the year of the change in policy. Before carryrng out the formal tests, an

analysis of the matching variable (i.e., size as proxied by total assets) is conducted. The

results of this analysis are presented in table 5.1.

If the matching procedure has been carried out appropriately, there should be little

difference in the size variable betrveen the change and control sanrples. The results in table

5.1 show this. Paired t-tests and Wilcoxon tests using a two-tailed level of significance

show that the mean difference in the total assets variable between the change and control

samples (i.e., the total assets of change company i in event year t less the total assets of

control company i in event year l) is not significantly different from zero in each of the

event years at conventional levels. While this suggests the matching procedures have been

adequate, there may still exist a mortality t}reat to the internal validity of the results

presented later in the study.s This is because some companies in the experimental group

drop out of the analysis in the years after went year 0. Althougb this is unavoidablg it may

diston the analyses because ttre companies that remain may confound the results in that

they may have characteristics that are quite different from those companies that have

dropped out of the analysis. Furthermore, the number of observations two years after the

A mortality threat to internal validity exists when
composition of the experimental group over time.

there are shanges in the
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Table 5.1.

Summary stafistics and mivariate tests for firm size as measred by total assets for experimeutal
firms which chnnged to the partial tax allocation basis and conlrol firms

which rrmained on conprehensive tar allocation

Qevelsin thousand of dollars)

Event time" +2+l-l-2-3

Change samnle:
Mean
Median
Min
Max
SD

Control samnle:
Mean
Median
Min
Max
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

120,962 LOt,240

80,248 85,506
5,665 9,790

514,910 249,729
134,084 77,844

L43,431 123,173

65,119 66,318
2,472 L3,479

844,685 450,523
191,247 140,88?

Test of naired differences (two tailed nrobabilities):

63,317

32,793
2,679

380,728

83,329

73,947

47,020
t,920

353,671
86,968

76,04I
4r,551

3,530

386,E54

97,660

81,893

5l,17l
2,839

335,231
?8,029

92,314

5 l,170
3,815

483,O29

112,21',1

95,608

52,912
2,429

445,408

101,253

118,263

59,598

4,430
587,994

137,504

llr,232
55,102

2,015

620,500

131,653

0.112

0.280

33

0.254
0.118

27

0.517

0.183

3l

0.689
0.386

33

0.242
0.638

26

0.413

0.799
l0

u Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partiat tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: went tjme -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the chaage;
went time 0 is the year of the change; €,vent time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and
event time +2 is the year two yea$ subsequent to the change.
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event year is small" which impacts on the extemalvalidity of the rezults and the power of

the statistical tests. Hence, a cautious approach must be taken when interpreting the results

of this study.

Table 5.2 provides summary details of the composition of the change and control

samples by year of change (panel A) and by industry classification (panel B). Panel A shows

that 58 percent of the changes to the partial tar allocation procedure take place in the years

prior to 1987. Most changes occur in 1986, and in the years after 1987, the number of

changes is fewer. Panel B shows little sign that the change companies come from any

particular industry, although nine change finns come from the Agdculture and Property

sectors.

Seleaed descriptive statistics of financial characteristics of the change and control

samples by event time are provided in table 5.3 Vizuatly comparing the results for the

change sample in panel A with the control sample in panel B, table 5.3 shows that over

time: leverage, defined as excluding the deferred tfl( liability in the definition (LEVI) or

defined as including the deferred tar liability in the definition (LEV2), tends to be similar

between the two groups except in event year *1, where tle average leverage in this year for

the change sample is zubstantially high*r than the control samplee; all companies on average

This occurs because one company in the change sample has very high leverage
in event year +1. In particular, the LEV1 and LEV2 measures for this company
are greater than l. This happens because the denominator in the leverage ratio
calculations decreases considerably in event year *1, which can be attributed to
the deduction of substantial amounts of intangible assets that are recognised by
this company for the first time in this year.
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Table5.2.

Distribution of experimental and control sanple firms on ercnt dates
(i.e., the year e4rerimental lirns change to fre partid tax atlocatim

basis) and indnstry memherthip of eryerinental
and control sample lirms

PanelA

Year Ctange sample Control sample

l98l
1982
1983

1984

l98s
1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

l99l
r992
1993

t994
Total JJ

Panel B
Industry classincation Change sample Control sample

22
33
44
44
ll
55
ll
33
22
z2
22
1l
22
ll

33

Agriculture
Automotive
Building
Chemicals
Constnrction
Electrical
Enerry andfuel
Engineering
Food
Forestry and forBst Foducts
Liquor and tobacco

Meat andby-products
Media and cornmmications
Medical supphes

Mining
Mscell,aneous
Printing aDd publishin g

Pmperty

Retail merchanls
Rubber and plastics

Textiles and appuel
Transport and tourism

5

I
0
I
,
I
I
2

2

I
0
I
2

0
1

J

0
4

2

0

2

2

1

2

0

J

I
I
0
,,

2
1

7

I
3

I
0

4

I
I
4

0

2

0

Total 35 33
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are profitable @Od ROE, MBT), with the control sample's performance being slightly

better than the change sample; the average defened ta:< liability (DTAX) for the change

sample is lower than the control sample; depreciation CI(pense (DEPI.D and the reported tax

ratg defined as excluding the current year's defened tax liability from the income ta>r

expense (TA)(RATEI) or defined as including the current year's defened tax liability in the

income tax expense (TNGATEZ), we generally higher in tlre control sample than in the

change sample; the average figure for shareholders' funds (SFUNDS) tends to be similar in

both samples but also shows an increasing trend over time; and the percentage of firms with

accounting based-debt covenants (DCOU appears to be higher in the change sample.

5.5. Summary

The empirical methodology used to test the hypotheses is discussed in this chapter.

The sample that is selected consists of firms that change from the comprehensive tar<

allocation basis to the partial tax allocation basis over the period 1981 to 1994 in New

Zealand.ln additiorq a control sample of frms that did not change to the partial basis (i-e.,

remained using comprehensivQ is also selected. This is done by matching on size, as

measured by total assets, in the year of the change, each firm that changed to partial with a

firm that did not change over the event period investigated. Data are collected for the year

in which the change takes place, the tlree years prior to the change, and the two years

following the change for each firm- The data are then analysed by aligning the sample by

event time. The sample selection procedure yields an experimental and control sample of 33

companies each that are suitable for the analysis.

An "experimental group-control group, before-after (pretest-posttest)" research

design is used to test hypothesis I and2. This design tests the paired difference betwen the
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Table 5.3.

Summary statistics of selected lirm characteristicsb for experimental frrms which changed to the
partial tar allocation basis and contr,ol firms which remained on comprrhensive tax allocation

Qevels in thousand of dollan)

Event time" -2 -1

Panel A: Change sample (mean, median, fiandard devidion in parentheses)

LEVI

LEV2

ROA

ROE

NPBT

DTAX

DEPN

TA)GA'TEI

TA)GA'TE2

SFUNDS

DCOV

0.497

0.491

(0.064)

0.076
0.073

(0.064)

0.132

0.153

(0.1e4)

r,t49
1,951

(11,016)

528

120

(1,157)

r,663
608

(2,4rs)

0.119

0.157
(0.325)

0.216
0.303

(0.28s)

28,432
17,330

(30.633)

0.444

0.000
(0.506)

27

0.466

0.506
(0. 12 l)

0.481

0.512

(0.128)

0.072
0.089

(0.106)

0.136
0.188

(0.23e)

1,665
5,156

(15,204)

-l-1

8l
(e2s)

2,419
1,124

(2,246)

0.245
0.256

(0.158)

0.253
0.272

(0.166)

55,712

49,042
(53,453)

0.400
0.000

(0.516)

10

0.477 0.431 0.486 0.514 0.757

0.483 0.481 0.s02 0.503 4.477

(0.1s7) (0.165) (0.14r) (0.176) (r.434)

0.456 0.507

0.490 0.536
(0.160) (0.144)

0.084 0.103

0.082 0.1t2
(0.046) (0.0s6)

0.1s8 0.2t4
0.156 0.205

(0.088) (0.146)

4,859 6,480
3,620 5,097

(6,414) (6,s05)

604 921
219 170

(1,526) (2,18e)

1,875 l.969
747 781

(2,729) (2,664)

0.317 0.236
0.302 0.258

(0.427\ (0.27s\

0.376 0.266
0374 0.342

(0.378) (0.26s)

35,705 41,597
23,430 25,491

(39,2s4) (44,24r)

0.527 0.767

0.507 0.503

(0.178) (r.432)

0.066 0.0?5

0.080 0.080

(0.0e2) (0.067)

0.05s 0.158

0.153 0.184

(0.624) (0.134)

2,924 7,91I
4,073 4,253

(16,559) (10,506)

686 1,135

165 lll
(2,367) (2,658)

2,205 2,981
1,020 1,718

(2,956) (3,371)

0.159 0.185

0.151 0.224

(0.1e4) (0.247)

0.185 0.198

0.174 0.224
(0.176) (0.28e)

53,303 58,416

30,289 29,427

(59,896) (60,'t96)

N

0.323

0.000
(0.4'15)

3l

0.333

0.000
(0.4'19)

33

0.364

0.000
(0.48e)

JJ

0.385

0.000

(0.4e6)

26
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Table 5.3 continaed

Event time" -l 0
Panel B: Control suttple (mewt, mediun, stondail devidion in parmtheses)
LEVI 0.45s

0.474
0.459

0.444

0.480

0.476
(0.142)

0.102

0.083

(0.084)

0.190
0.167

(0.145)

8,052

5, lg3
(10,058)

642
282

(2,809)

2,575

1,783

(2,e81)

0.284

0.348

(0.328)

0,321

0.364
(0.186)

42,863

33,108
(4t,9',t7)

0.355

0.000

(0.486)

3l

0.471

0.423
(0.163)

0.484
0.43'l

(0.15e)

0.094

0.104
(0.076)

0.008
0.183

(0.8e3)

l2,l6g
6,245

(16,320)

1,564

120

(4,843)

4,028

2,194
(4,908)

0.229
0.274

(0.201)

0.247

0.330
(0.2r4)

0.515

0.518

(0.11e)

0.529

0.543

(0. I l8)

0.1 15

0.106

(0.08e)

0.224
0.166

(0.163)

13,363

5,940

(1s,839)

1,307

28
(3,133)

4,506

2,527
(5,437)

0.302
0.340

(0.120)

0.313

0.338
(0.1l3)

0.477 0.454
0.466 0.428

(0.127) (0.15e) (0.164) (0.162)

LEV2

ROA

ROE

NPBT

DTAX

DEPN

TAXRA*TEl

TA)(RATE2

SFLTNDS

DCOV

0.471

0.485

(0. r 12)

0.1 13

0.088
(0.1 l8)

0.203

0.185

(0,178)

5,901

3,145

(8,176)

t5J
184

(r,427)

2,020

1,600

Q,r84)

0.313

0.344

(0.164)

0.351

0.369
(0.174)

36,76r
27,894

(4r,721)

0.333

0.000

(0.480)

27

48,129

31,748
(50,680)

0.303

0.000
(0.467)

JJ

s8,464
37,923

(66,146)

4.242
0.000

(0.435)

33

0.502 0.478
0.488 0.443

(0.148) (0.146)

0.075 0.082
0.078 0.083

(0.081) (0.083)

0.144 0.116
0.169 0.158

(0. rs4) (0.318)

8,078 g,glg

3,453 4,565
(10,372) (13,756)

1,456 1,657

443 90
(3,834) (4,e67)

2,872 3,315

I,860 2,201
(3,190) (3,677)

-1.536 0.234
0.326 0.321

(10.564) (0.274)

-2.183 0.277
0.354 0.340

(14.635) (0.25r)

?1,269 60,817
35,175 36,158

(8s,214) (57,519)

0.308 0.200
0.000 0.000

(0.471) (0.422)

l0

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation lasls for firms
in the experimental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change;
event time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the

N.
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change: went time 0 is the year of the change; event time +l is the year zubseque.nt to the

- change; and event time +2 is the year two yea$ subseguent to the change.o LEVI (total liabilities excluding the deferred ta:, ti"ti[tyl / (total assets -
intangible assets - any funre taxbenefiQ

LEV2 : (total liabilities including tie deferred tax liahility) / (total assets -
intangible assets - any firture ta:<benefi$

ROA = NPBT I total assets

ROE = MBT/SFUNDS
NPBT = net profit before tax
DTAX = defened talr liability
DEPN = deprmiationexpense
TNQ'ATEI = (income ta:( expense - current year's deferred tax expense) / NPBT
TA)GATE2 = (incometaxelpense)/NPBT
SFtTNDS shareholders'fimds
DCOV = I if the firm has accounting-based debt cov€nants, 0 otherwise

" The nuriber of obserrr:ations used in some of the calflrlations reported in panel B varybecause
the data are not avaflable to make the necessary calculations. Panel B reports the ma:rimum
number of obsemations used in most of the catculations.
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companies in the change and control samples for variables that measure the level and rate of

investment in depreciable assets over time. In addition" a "one-group, before-after (pretest-

posttest)" research design is used to test hypothesis I and 2. This design tests the paired

difference betureen companies in the change sanrple for zuccessive event time pairs (i.e., the

companies in the change sample act as their own control when comparing between each

zuccessive event time pair). Parametric and non-paramefric tests for comparing the mean

differenoes are used in both these designs.

ln order to test hypothesis 3, a categorical response variable is defined to measure

whether accormting-based debt covenants exist in the firms from the change and control

samples, respectively. This variable is then used to examine ufiether firms from both

sarples with accounting-based d$t covenants change their covenants to include partial

deferred tan liabillliss. Because the data to measure the variable are categorical, a ons

sample contingency table design is required to test hypothesis 3.

The results of using the empfical methodology to test the hlpotheses, as outlined

in this chapter, are presented next in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6

RESTJLTS

6.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the results of statistical tests of the tbLree hlpotheses

developed in chapter 4. Hypothesis I states that, ceteris paribug firms that change to the

pafiial basis of recognising defened ta:r have investments in depreciable assets that are

greater than those of firms that remain using the comprehensive basis. Hypothesis 2 states

that ceteris paribug firms that change to the partial basis of recomising deferred tax have

rates of increase in investments in depreciable assets that are greater than those of firms

that remain using the ssmprehensive basis. And hypothesis 3 states that, ceteris paribug

firms that change to the partial basis of recognising defened tor for accounting purposes

are more likely to change to the same method in their debt covenants. Section 6.2 discusses

the results of testing both hypothesis I and 2. Section 6.3 presents the results of testing

hypothesis 3, and in section 6.4 a summary ofthe findings is given.

6.2, Hypothesis I and2

6.2.1. Univariate ana\rses

Table 6.1 presents the results of the benvee,lr goup tests, where the paired t-test

and the Wilcoxon test are used to test whether the mean difference for each variable

meazuring the level or rate of iweshnent in depreciable assets in each event year (i.e.,

change company i in event year t less control company i in went yer t) is different from

zero. Panels A to F show the results of tests on the variables for hypothesis l, while panels

G and H show the rezults of tests on the variables for hlpothesis 2.
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Panel A presents the results for the CII variable (as measured by gross depreciable

assets divided by the total assets for company i in each event year l). For each event year,

except for event year +2, the mean CIl for the change sample is greater than the mean CII

for the control sample, as predicted. However, paired t-tests and Wlcoxon tests on the

paired observations by event time generally do not support hypothesis 1. The orceptions

are in event year -3, where the difference is significant using both the paired t-test and

Wilcoxon test at the 5 percent level, and in event year -2 where the difference is significant

at the l0 percent level but only under the Wilcoxon test.

The rezults for CIZ (as measured by net depreciable assets divided by the total

assets for company i in each event year l) in panel B show a similar rezult to those of CIl.

The sign on the differences for each year is generally positive, with event year +2 agan

being the exceptioq but only the ditFerences in event year -3 and event year -2 are

significant at the 5 percent and l0 percent levels, respectively using both the paired t-test

and Wilcoxon test, and in event year +l at the 5 percent level using the paired t-test only.

Panels C and D present the results for PROGDA (as measured by gross depreciable

assets divided by the gross frred assets for company i in each went year l) and PRONDA

(as measured by net depreciable assets divided by the net fixed assets for company i in each

event year l), respectively. The results show that the mean difference in each of these

variables is positive and significant (one tailed probability values vary from 0.005 to 0.376

for paired t-tests and Wilcoxon tests) in every event year except for year +2. These rezults

provide support for hypothesis I (i.e., the results are consistent with companies in the

change sample haning investments in depreciable assets that are greater than those in the

control sample).
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Panel E shows the results for AIP (as measured by net fixed assets divided by the

market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of preference shares, minority

interest, and long-term and current liabilities but excluding deferred taxes for company i

in each event year l) Une4pectedly, in some event years, it appears that the mean AIP for

the change sample is lower than 1[s1 of the control sample. However, the paired t-tests and

Wilcoxon tests by exrent time for this variable are all insignificang and thus provide no

support for hypothesis l.

Panel F presents the results for MBE (as measured by market capitalisation of

equity divided by the book value of shareholders' funds for company i in each event year t).

The prediaed sign for this variable between the change and control samples is negative, and

this is borne out in the results in Panel F for each event year. However, the paired t-tests

and Wilcoxon tests are insignificant in every event year other than in event year *1, where

the difference is simificant at the 5 and l0 percent level under the paired t-test and

Wlcoxon test, respectively. As in panel E, little zupport is found for hypothesis I when the

MBE variable is used to pro)ry for the investment in depreciable assets.

The final two panels in table 6.1, panels G and FI, indicate the results of tests on the

variables for hypothesis 2 (i.e., tests on the variables measuring the rate of investnrent in

depreciable assets). Panels G and H show the results for CGDA (as measured by the

percentage change in gross depreciable assets for company i in each event year D and

CNDA (as measured by the percentage change in net depreciable assets for company i in

each event yer t), respectively. The rezults for these two variables have the expected

positive srgn (i.e., the change semFle is greater than the control sample). The mean

difference in CGDA is significant in event year -l at the 10 percent level using a paired t-

test only, in event year 0 at the 5 percent lwel using both the paired t-test and Wilcoxon
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Table 6.1.

Summary statistics andrmivariate tests of variables meamringthe extent and rate
of investuent in depneciable assetsb for eqerimental films which changed to the partial

tax allocation basis and contd firms which remained on comprchensive tar
allocation using the "eryerimental grorycontrot gmup,

bdore after @rctestaosttest)' research desigr

Event time' -3 -2 -1 0 +l +2

PanelA: CIl (+)

Change samole:
Mean
Median
SD

Control samnle:
Mean
Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.308 0.284 0.252 0.263
0.259 0.228 0.218 0.238

0.205 0.199 0.181 0.173

0.29t 0.260
0.277 0.216
0.201 0.195

0.350

0.288

10

0.2t7 0.226 0.246 0.253 0.255 0.299
0.226 0.223 0.228 0.213 0.237 0.273
0.099 0.124 0.142 0.149 0.139 0.t46

Test of naired differences (one tailed orobabilities):
0.026 0.n8 0.449 0.415 0.259
0.029 0.092 0.378 0.344 0.243

21 31 33 33 26

Panel B: CIz (+)

Change samnle:
Mean
Median
SD

Control sample:
Mean
Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.227 0.203 0.r7s
0.157 0.14t 0.134

0.t91 0.169 0.149

0.139 0.1,t4 0.162 0.166

o.r42 0.134 0.148 0.141

0.073 0.104 0.126 0.130

0.183 0.203 0.166

0.153 0.157 0.121

0.143 0.160 0.140

0.164 0.198
0.143 0.163

0.115 0.129
Test of naired differences (one tailed probabilities):

0.016
0.0,14

27

0.071 0.37t 0.326 0.020 0.334
0.071 0.299 0.269 0.152 0.288

3l 33 33 26 l0
PanelC: PROGDA (+')

Chanee samnle:
Mean
Median
SD

Control samole:
Mean

Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.551 0.553

0.559 0.544

0.243 0.243

0.?00 0.640
0.707 0.661
0.270 0.346

0.590 0.591

0.588 0.605
0.212 0.199

0.073 0.376
0.061 0.36I

26 l0

o.674
0.684
0.207

0.495

0.496
4.223

0.696
0.762
0.252

0.540

0.569
0.233

0.694
0.764
0.247

0.698

0.740
0.248

Test of naired differences (one tailed orobabilities):
0.005

0.005
26

0.011

0.006

3l

0.015 0.016

0.013 0.014

JJ JJ
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Table 6.1 continued

Event time' +2+1-l-2-3

Panel D: PRONDA (+)

Change sannle:
Mean

Median
SD

Control samnle:
Mean
Median

SD

Paked t-test

Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.580 0.619
0.552 0.677

0.249 0.282

0.621 0.551

0.604 0.498

0.293 0.360

0.478 0.471
0,439 0.458
0.242 0.2t3

0.611

0.695

0.283

0.615

0.659

0.284

o.444
0.407

0.257

0.010
0.013

JJ

0.040
0.037

26

Test of naired differences (one tailed orobabilities):

0.390 0.431 0.442
0.349 0.419 0.434
0.222 0^238 0.256

0.005 0.005 0.009
0.007 0.004 0.012

26 31 33

0.305
0.323

10

Panel E: AIP (+)

Change sample:
Mean
Median
SD

Control sample:
Mean
Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.414 0.403 0.372

0.338 0.349 0.277
0.263 0.277 0.281

0.396 0.387 0.405

0.366 0.361 0.359
0.182 0.224 0.221

0.392 0.398 0.291
0.465 0.415 0.364

26 31 33

0.422 0.385
0.330 0.269
0.317 0.330

0.3s 1 0.318
0.299 0.311

0.197 0.144

0.136 0.294
0.191 0.288

26 l0

Test of naired differences (one tailed nrobabilities):

0.371

0.278

0.277

0.397
0.314
0.238

0.326

0.426
JJ

Pqnel F: MBE (-)
Chanqe samole:
Mean
Median

SD

Contrul sannle:
Mean
Median

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.957 0.949 0.946
0.707 0.682 0.'773

0.923 0.475 0.568

1.134 1.092 l.l0l
0.661 0.797 0.79t

0.188 0.171 0.171

0.302 0.169 0.275
26 31 33

0.994 1.546

0.839 1.089

0.650 0.942

1.361 1.885

0.876 1.544
0.946 t.3t2

0.049 0.274

0.054 0.223
26 l0

1.063

0.902

0.647

1.280

0.904
0"992sD t.323 0.843 0.739

Test of naired differences (one tailed nrobabilities):
0. l2l
0.188

JJ
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Table6.l confinued

Event time' +2+l-t-2-3

Panel G: CGDA (+)

Change samnle:
Mean
Median
SD

Control samnle:
Mean
Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.347 0.372

0.183 0.218

0.'706 0.489

0.1"t2 0.196

0.163 0^083

0.233 0.451

0.260 0.3r'l
0.159 0.106

0.453 0.645

0.084 0.169
0.078 0.100

0.248 0.166

0.056 0.254

0.059 0.361

26 l0

Test of naired differences (one tailed nrobabilities):

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a
n.a.

0.335
0.128

0.730

0.183

0.094
0.360

0.180
0.135

26

0.098 0.048
0.228 4.027

31 33

Panel E: CNDA (+)

Change sample:
Mean

Median
SD

Control samnle:
Mean

Median
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

Test of oaired differences (one tailed orobabilities):

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

0.355

0. t0l
0.914

0.136

0.042
0.42r

0.344 0.420

0.198 0.240
0.755 0.687

0.161 0.182

0.1l0 0.086

0.379 0.423

0.127 0.040
0.128 0.034

31 33

0.277 0.176

0.161 0.012
0.589 0.362

0.109 0.237

0.084 0.105

0.407 0.321

0.134 0.369
0.119 0.223

26 l0

0.138
0.096

26

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation
basis for firms in the experimental sample. That is: event time -3 is the year tlree
years prior to the change; went time -2 is the year two years prior to the change;
event time -l is the year prior [s fhe shange; event time 0 is the year of the change;

event time +l is the year subseguent to the change; and went time +2 is the year
two years subsequent to the change.ocn
ct2 net depreciable assets / total assets

PROGDA = gros depreciable assets / gross fixed asses

net depreciable assets / net fixed assets

net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book
value of preference shales, minority interest, and long-tenn and
current liabilities but excluding deferred taxes

= market cqitalisdion of equity / book vahre of shareholden' fimds

percentage change in goss depreciable assets from year t-l toyear t
= percentage change in net depreciable assets fromyear t-I toyear t

PRONDA
AIP

MBE
CGDA
CNDA
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test, and in event year +l at the 10 percent level using the paired t-test and Wilcoxon test.

The mean difference in CNDA is significant in event year -2 at the l0 percent level using

the Wilcoxon test only and in event year 0 at the 5 percent lgvgl using both the paired t-test

and Wilcoxon test. The rezults here for both the CGDA and CNDA variables indicate that

in the years leading up to the year of the change, the change companies on average have

substantially larger rates of increase in depreciable assets than the control companies. This

provides evidence to zupport hypothesis 2.

In summary, the between group rezults in table 6.1 provide some general zupport

for hypothesis I and 2. In particular, tests on: (1) PROGDA and PRONDA are consistent

with hypothesis l; (2) CIl, CI2, AIP, and MBE are inconsistent with hypothesis l; and (3)

CGDA and CNDA are consistent with hypothesis 2.

While Cll, CIz, and MBE tend to take on the e4pected sig4 the results for each

event year are generally insignificant. A possible explanation for the results for these

variables is that they are weak measures of the construct that hypothesis I is trying to

capture. It may be that these measures are capturing the sarne effect as that of the nratching

variable, firm size, which of course has been confolled for. This may be plausible as

measures for capital intensity have been used in the prior research to proxy for similar

attributes measured by the size variable (see, for instance, Hagerman and T.mrjewski" 1979;

Zmijewski and Hagennan, 1981; and Wong, 1988b; who use size and capital intensrty

measures to prorry for political costs). To investigate this further, the Pearson correlation

between CIl, CD, and MBE with size, as proxied by total assets (the matching variable),

are calculated. This is done cross-sectionally by event time and also by using the pooled
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sample.' The cross-sectional results srrqgest that there are negative correlations between

CIl, Clz, and MBE with total assets, respectively; however, not one of the correlations is

significant. Each correlafiion is also not higb, varying across the event years from: -0.060 to

-0.210 for CII and size; -0.041 and -0.153 for CI2 and size; and 0.000 to -0.123 forMBE

and size. The pooled correlations for CIl, CI2, and MBE with total assets are (trvo tailed

probability values in parentheses) -0.129 (0.021), -0.115 (0.040), and -0.034 (0.551),

respectively. While these correlations are also not hig[ the level of significance suggests

that CII and CI2 are related to total assets, while MBE is not. On balance, the conelation

analyses performed here do not provide unequivocal widence that CIl, CI2 and MBE are

related to total assets.2 
3

By using the pooled sample to calculate the correlations, observations may not
be independent. As a result, sienificance tests may be overstated because they
are sensitive to the number of observations used in the calculations. The

correlations calculated cross-sectionally by event time help to overcome this
iszue.

The analyses are also repeated using the Spearman correlation calculation. The
results of the cross-sectional correlations by event time and of the pooled
sample correlation are similar to those reported using the Pearson correlation
statistic and do not alter the finding that there does not appear to be a clear
relation between CIl, CI2, and MBE with total assets, respectively.

In addition, Pearson correlations are also calculated between CIl, CIz and MBE
cross-sectionally by event year and for the pooled sample. The results of these

analyses show that all correlations between each of these variables are positive.

However, tests of the significance of the correlations vary. The cross-sectional

results show that there is: a strong relation at the 1 percent level of significance

between CII and CI2 in all event years (correlations rangng from 0.964 to 0.977);

a significant relation between CIl and MBE in event years -3 and -l (both at the l0
percent level), with correlations across all event years ranging from 0.137 to 0.371;
6d n significant relation between CI2 and MBE in event years -3 (at the 5 percent

level) and -l (at the l0 percent level), with conelations across all went years

ranging from 0.084 to 0.296. The pooled correlation results are all significant at the
1 percent level and are as follows: CII with C12,0.967; CII with MBE, 0.195; and

CI2 with M8E,0.196. When the analysis is repeated using Spearman
correlations, the cross-sectional results are: CII with CI2 is significant in every
event year at the I percent level (correlations rangrng from 0.932 to 0.964);
CII with MBE is significant only in event years -l (at the 5 percent level) and
+2 (at the I percent level); and CI2 with MBE is significant in event years -2
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One zurprising aspect of table 6.1 are the results for the AIP variable. Although the

results for this variable are all insignificant, the negative sign on the mean difference for AIP

in event years -l and 0 is une4pected. A correlation analysis similar to that carried out

above is conducted. By event year, the renrlts show that the sign of the correlation of the

AIP variable with firm size varies and is not significant in any year. The correlations are -

0.127 (event year -3), 0.021 (went year -Z), -0.021 (event year -l), -0.128 (event year 0), -

0.081 (event year +l), and 0.151 (event yer +2). The pooled correlation results show that

AIP and size are negatively correlated at -0.061, but this is not significant (probability value

of 0.279). Thus, it does not appear tbat AIP is capturing any size effect. As orpeaed, since

they are both measures of the investment oppornrnity set, AIP is negatively correlated with

MBE both cross-seaionally (correlations rangng from -0.302 to -0.449 and which are

significant in each went year at either the I or 5 percent level) and for the pooled sanple

(correlation of -0.348, significarrt at the I percent level). By event year, AIP is also

correlated significantly positive at the I percent level with CII (CI2) in every year except

year *2, with conelations rangng -0.125 to 0.576 (-0.043 to 0.507). With the pooled

sample, the correlation between AIP and CII (CI2) is 0.383 (0.398) and significant at the I

percent level.a No explanation is offered here to explain the insiguificant results and the

incorrect sign on the AIP variable, which are consistent with Grpta (1995), orcept to

conjecture that "potentially significant measurement error for firms with long-lived assets"

and 0 (both at the l0 percent level) and in event years -l and +2 (both at the 5

percent level), with correlations ranging from 0.142 to 0.513, The pooled
results for the Spearman correlations are all significant at the I percent level,
with the correlations being: CIl with C12,0.961; CII with MBE, 0.203; and
CI2 with MBE, 0.233.
The analyses on the AIP variable are also repeated using the Spearman
correlation calculation, cross-sectionally by event year and for the pooled
sample. The rezults of these correlations are similar to those reported with the
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(Smith and Wattg 1992, p.267) may be contained in the AIP variable. This may be the

case, since the AIP variable is defined in terms of net depreciable assets rather than gross

depreciable assets. Furthermore, Gaver and Gaver (1993, p. 133) also state that since the

investment opportunity set is inherently unobservablg it is likely to be imperfectly measured

by any single empirical proxy.

Table 6.2 presents the results of carrying out the tests for hypothesis I and 2 using

a "one-group, before-after (pretest-posttest)" research design (to be referred to as the

within goup tests from here). The paired t-test and the Wilcoxon test are used to test the

diference between pairs of companies in the change samFle for zuccessive pairs of event

time for each variable (i.e., change company i in event year t less change company i in event

year t-I). The analysis is then repeated for the control sample companies for each variable.

As in table 6.1, panels A to F show the rezults of tests on the variables for hlpothesis l,

while panels G and H show the results oftests on the variables for hypothesis 2.

Panel A of table 6.2 presents the results for CII (as measured by gross depreciable

assets divided by the total assets for company i in each evert year l). Exarnining the change

sample first, zupport is found for hypothesis I for event time pair [-1,0], [0,+l], and

[+1,+2] (i.e., the year of the change and one and trvo years after the change, respectively).

ln event time pair [-1,0] and [+1,+2], the mean difference is significantly positive at the 10

percent level under both the paired t-test and Wilcoxon test. For event time pair [0,+l], the

mean difference is also significantly positive at the l0 percent level, but only with the paired

Pearson correlations and do not alter the interpretation of the Pearson
correlation findings.
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Table 6.2.

Summary statistics andunivariate tests of variables measuring fte extent and
rate of investment in depreciabte assetsb for eryerimeutal flms which changed

to the partial tax allocation basis and control firms which remained on
compreheusive tax allocation using the *onegrorq!,

bdore after (pr€t€st-posttest)' research desip

Event tine pairs' [-3,-21 [-2,-11 [-1,01 [0,+U l+1,+21
Panel A: CIl (+)

Chanse samDle:
Mean difference
SD

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

0.002 4.026 0.011 0.024
0.054 0.079 0.043 0.078

0.015

0.030

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs
Control samole:
Mean difierence
SD

Paired t-te.st

Wilcoxon
N pairs

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

0.439 0.036 0.073 0.066 0.069
0.299 0.179 0.089 0.135 0.070

27 3t 33 26 l0

-0.007 0.002 0.00? -0.015 0.001

0.036 0.039 0.035 0.084 0.039

0.159 0.404 0.118 0.188 0.457
0.157 0.446 0.257 0.310 0.288

27 31 33 26 r0

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Panel B: CI2 (+)

Change sample:
Mean di-fference

SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs
Control sample:
Mean difference
SD

Paircd t-test
Wilcoxon
N-pairs

-0.01I 0.000

0.033 0.032

0.046 0.48?

0.022 0.253
27 3t

0.005

0.015

0.183

0.288
l0

-0,015 -0.002

0.076 0.035

0.156 0.435

0.475 0.323

26 l0

-0.00s 4.024 0.008 0.018
0.056 0.0"74 0.038 0.088

0.335 0.037 0.109 0.151

0.120 0.189 0.049 0.376
27 31 33 26

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

0.004
0.031

0.230
0.475

33

Panel C: PROGDA (+'l

Change samole:
Mean difference 0.006 -0.009

sD 0.058 0.059
0.003

0.067
Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):
Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs
Control samnle:
Mean difference
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.288 0.216
0.324 0.282

26 3l

0.014 -0.015

0.043 0.1t5

0.021 0.032

0.127 0.073

0.204 0.101

0.347 0.055

26 l0

-0.002 0.015

0.059 0.031

0.434 0.084

0.124 0.121

26 l0

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

0.388

0.123

33

0.002
0.044

0.394

0.40s
JJ

0.0sr 0.241
0.087 0.492

26 31
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Table 6.2 continued

I-3,-21 [-ZrU I-1,01 [O,+tl 1+1,+21

Ponel D: PRONDA (+)

Change samnle:
Mean difference 0.011 -0.015 0.004
sD 0.083 0.078 0.080
Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):
Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs
Control samole:
Mean difference
SD

0.257 0.1s0 0.394
0.500 0.424 0.148

26 3l JJ

0.007 -0.021 0.002
0.058 0.126 0.060

0.025 0.022

0.175 0.039

0.236 0.053

0.282 0.026

26 l0

0.000 0.012

0.073 0.033

0.494 0.146

0.259 0.254

26 l0

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):
Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.283 0.184 0.427
0.376 0.217

26 3l
o.ul

JJ

Test of paired diflerences (one tailed probabilities):

Panel E: AIP(+)
Change samnle:
Mean difference

SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

Control sanple:
Mean difference
SD

Pair€d t-test

Wilcoxon
N pairs

-0.002 -0.017 4.001
0.080 0.099 0.083

0.4s7 0.t72 0.481

0.435 0.189 0.331

26 31 33

4.029 0.016 -0.008
0.132 0.171 0.087

0.136 0.30? 0.29'1

0.140 0.362 0.338
26 31 33

0.028 4.030
0.084 0.056

0.054 0.064

0.171 0.102

26 l0

4.044 4.021
0.10s 0.070

0.023 0.363

0.062 0.254
26 l0

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Panel F: MBE (-)
Chanse sample:
Mean difference -0.08? {.03?

0.515 0.394
Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

Control samnle:
Mean difference
SD

Paired t-test

Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.198 0.304
0.38s 0.279

26 3l

-0.118 -0.004

1.017 0.62s

0.280 0.485

0.455 0.362
26 3l

4.091 0.147

0.392 0.495

0.198 0.186

0.316 0.288

26 l0

0.137 0.139

0.851 0.940

0.211 0.325

0.069 0.400

26 l0

0.117
0.595

0.133
0.046

33

0.t79
0.654

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):
0.063

0.lll
JJ
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Table 6.2 conthued

Event time pairs" [-3,-21 [-2,-U I-f ,0] t0,+11 [+1,+21
Panel G: CGDA (+)

Change samnle:
Mean difference n.a. 4.079 0.038

0.749 0.916

0.298 0.449
0.184 0.323

26 l0

{.107 0.044
0.530 0.251

SD n.a. l.l0l 0.720
Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
Npain
Control samnle:
Mean difference
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N nai

PanelE: CNDA (+)

Change samnle:
Mean difference
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

Control samnle:
Mean difference
SD

Paired t-test
Wilcoxon
N pairs

0.051 -0.020

n.a. 0.409 0.439

n.a. 0.395 0.385

n.a. 26 3l

La. 4.009 0.023

n.a. 0.410 0.513

n.a. 0.456 0.402

0.425 0.341

n.a. 0.028 0.035

n.a. I.260 0.945

n.a. 0.456 0.419

n.a. 0.425 0.272

n.a. 26 3l

n.a. 0.035 0.021

n.a. 0.564 0.562

n.a. 0.37'1 0.420
n.a. 0.293 0.400

n.a. 26 3l

0.295

0.1 93

t0

-0.039 0.060

0.871 0.414

0.412 0.329
0.220 0.439

26 l0

4.050 0.155

0.543 0.438

0.322 0.146
0.366 0.121

26 l0

n.a.

n.a.

0.158

0.3'76

26

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Test of paired differences (one tailed probabilities):

Event time pairs are the difference between successive pain of event tfune.
That is: event time pair [-3,-2] is went yezrr -2less event year -3; event
time pair [-2,-U is wentyear -l tess eventyear -2; event time pair [-1,0] is
event year 0 less event year -l; event time pair [0,+1] is went year +1 less
event year 0; and event time pair [+1,+2] is went year +2 less evenl year
+1.

cIr
Cl2 =
PROGDA =
PRONDA
AIP

MBE

CGDA

CNDA

gross depreciable assets / total assets

net depreciable assets / total assets

gross depreciahle assets / gros fixed assets

net depreciable asssts / net fixed assets

net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the
bookvalue ofpreference shares, minority interest, and long-
term and current liabilities but excluding deferred tares
ma*et capitalisation of eqrity / book value of shareholders'
fimds
perEentage change in Soss depeciable assets from year /-1 to
yearl
psrce,nrage change in net depreciable assets fiom year /-,1 to
year t
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t-test. lnconsistent with hypothesis l, is the negative mean difference in event time par I-2,-

ll, which is sienificant at the l0 percent level using the paired t-test. This suggests that CII

is more likely to decrease two years before the change in defened tax accounting policy.

Turning to the results for the control sample, as predicted, none ofthe tests is significant.

Panel B shows the rezults for CI2 (as measured by net depreciable assets divided by

the total assets for company i in each event year l). For the change sample, the only result

that is consistent with hypothesis I is for event time pair [-1,0], where the mean difference

is 0.008 and significant at the 5 percent level with the Wilcoxon test only. Panel B also

shows, like the result for CII in panel A" in event time pair l-2,-ll the mean difference.is

negative and significant at the 5 percent level using a paired t-test. Agaiq this is inconsistent

with hypothesis l, and this could be due to the faa that this time is a'llong way'' from the

decision to change from the comprehersive to the partial basis of income tax allocation All

other resrlts for the change sample zuggest that the mean differences are not significant in

magnitude, but they generally take on the expected positive sign. For the control samplq

the results are generally insignificant as e4pected, although in event time [-3,-2], the mean

difference of 0.010 is significantly negative at the 5 percent level using both the paired t-test

and Wilcoxon test. The negative sign zuggests that the investment in depreciable assets is

decreasing. This result is still consistent with hypothesis l, because the expectation for the

control sample is that they should exhibit no increase in their investments in depreciable

assets.

Tests on PROGDA (as measured by gross depreciable assets divided by the gross

fixed assets for company i in each event year t) are shown in panel C. For the change

sample, only event time pair [+1,+2] is significant with a positive mean difference of 0.032

using a Wilcoxon test at the l0 percent level. The sign on all the other event time pairs are
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in the prediction direction, except for event time pair f-z,-lf, although these rezults are all

insignificant. For the control sample, PROGDA is generally insignificant. However,

unexpected in event time pair f-3,-2), PROGDA is more likely to increase by 0.014

(significant at the l0 percent level using both the paired t-test and Wilcoxon tast).

Rezults for PRONDA (as measured by net depreciable assets divided by the net

fixed assets for company i in each event year t) are amlysed in Panel D. As in panel C for

PROGDA of the change samplg PRONDA is significantly positive at the l0 percent level

using the paired t-test and at the 5 percent level using the Wilcoxon test two years after the

change in deferred ta,x accounting policy All other renrlts for the change sample tend to

take the expected sign in each event time pait, except 4gain for event time patr [-2,-l)

which has a negative sign, but they are all insignificant. Renrlts for the control sample are all

insignificant. The significant (insignificant) results for the change (control) sample for this

variable are consistent with the predictions in hypothesis l.

Panel E presents the results for AIP (as measred by net fixed assets dMded by

the market capitalisation of equlty plus the book value of preference shares, minority

interest, and long-term and current liabilities but excluding deferred ta:<es for company i

in each event year t). The rezults for the change sample suggest that the mean difference of

0.028 for event time pair [0,+l] is significant at the l0 percent level using the paired t-test

only, but for event time pair l+1,+2), it decreases by 0.030 at the l0 percent lsvsl using the

paired t-test. In general, all the other rezults take on an unexpected negative sign but are not

significant. For the control sarnple, a signifiganl negative mean difference of 0.044 is found

for event time pair [0,+1]. This result suggests that one year after the change year, tle AIP

variable for the control sample is decreasing. As expected, all other rezults for the control

sample are insignificant.
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Panel F presents the rezults for MBE (as meazured by market capitalisation of

equity dMded by the book value of shareholders' funds tores for company i in each event

year /). For the change sample, the signs for each event time pair are mixed (a negative sign

is expected), although the rezults are generally not significant. However, in event time pair

[-1,0], the mean difference of 0.1l7 is significant at the 5 percent level under the Wilcoxon

test only, This res;ult is zurprising, and is inconsistent with hypothesis l. As e4pected, the

results for the control sarnple are generally insignificanq except in one year before and one

year after gt" sfoange in defened tax accounting policy. In both of these results, MBE is

more likely to increase significantly by 0.179 in event time pair [-1,0] when using a paired t-

test at the l0 percent level and by 0.137 in event time pair [0,+l] when using a Wilcoxon

test at the l0 percent level. An increase in MBE for the control sample is still consistent

with the expectations predicted in hypothesis l.

Panels G and H show the results for CGDA (as measured by the percentage change

in gross depreciable assets for company i in each event year l) and CNDA (as measured by

the percentage change in net depreciable assets for company i in each event year l),

respectiveh the final set of results in table 6.2 and the results of tests on the variables

related to hypothesis 2. For both variables for the change sarnple, the mean differences take

on both sims, but are not significant for any event time pair. Hence, these rezults provide

little support for hypothesis 2. For both CGDA and CNDA for the control sample, the sign

varies on either variable in each event time par, but as expected, they are all insignificant

using either the paired t-test and Wilcoxon test.

The results in table 6.2 are generally weak. This may be due to the within group

analysis not being a powerfi"rl test of hypothesis I and 2. The anatysis does not control for

investments in depreciable assets that prevail under norrnal economic finn conditions. That
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is, in the absence of structural changes in the finn, there would nevertheless be investments

in depreciable assets because of the need to replace 'Vorn and torn" assets as part of the

firm's normal replaceme,lrt program (e.g., the replacement of motor vehicles as opposed to

investing in additional and technologically advanced plant and machinery). The assets

representing normal replacement need to be adjusted for in the analysis because they do not

generate the large originating ''ning differences that cause the defened tax liability to grow

indefinitely. However, this adjustment is not made in the within group analysis, because it is

difficult to decompose the investnents in depreciable assets into those that occur under

nonnal economic conditions and those that occur from stnrctural changes in the firm.

Consequently, the tests in the within goup analysis are performed using total investments

in depreciable assets to proxy for those arising from the firm's structural changes. This

raises a constnrct validity problem, which may have afected the results of the within goup

analysis.

Despite the lack of power of the tests in table 6.2, the results do show some

support for hypothesis I when analysing the sample using a within goup design. In

particular, the CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA and AIP variables show that the mean

difference in event time pairs is generally in the expected direction (i.e., positive) and

significant. However, some rezults which are significant for these variables are also in the

wrong direction to that predicted in hypothesis I (CIl and CI2, both in event time pair [-2,-

ll, AIP in event time pair [+1,+2], and MBE in event time pair [-1,0]). For the control

sample, most ofthe rezults, as expected, are generally insignifican! which is consistent with

why these firms do not change their defened ta:r accounting policy. The onlV inconsistent

results for the control sample are the results for PROGDA in event time pair [-3,-2] and

[+1,+2], which both take on significantly positive signs.
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For hypothesis 2, no zupport is found when analysing the sample using a within

goup design. CGDA and CNDA for the change sample are never significant in any of the

event time pairs, and the direction they take fluctuates. For the control sarnplg CGDA and

CNDA are also never significant, but this is expected under hypothesis 2.

Overall, the results in table 6.2 show that the variable mean differences are likely to

be very small for both sarnples, suggesting that they are relatively stable over time (i.e., they

vary little between successive event years) for both the change and control samples. This

can be seen better by examining gaphical plots ofthe variables over time.

Figures 6.1 to 6.8 show thase graphical plots. They are presentd to complement

the formal analyses conducted above in tables 6.1 and 6.2. T"he plots show the mean of each

variable over event time for the change and control samples and assist in visually

interpreting the time series nature of the variables.

6.2.2. M:ultinta riate analyses

In generaf the univariate tests provide some support for hypothesis I and 2.

However, the univariate tests cannot rule out the possibility that opportunism is still a factor

in a firm's decision to change to the partial ta:r allocation procedure, deqpite controlling in

the sample selection procedures for the effect that firm size may have on the decision. In

particular, leveragg prorying for the closeness to debt covenant breach, may still be an

influencing factor in the defened tor accounting choice (Wong, 1986; Grpta" 1995).

To investigate this, multivariate analyses are carried out. For each of the variables

proxying for the extent of invesfrnent in depreciable assets in each event time, the following

cross-sectional model is specified (expected sign of the coefficients in parentheses, e>rcept

for the size variable):
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Figure 6.1.

Mean effect of the CIl variableb measuring the investment in depreciable assets for the
experimental and control firms in event years surrounding the year of change to the

partial tar allocetion basis by experimental fi-rms

Event ttner

sample {-Comrolsamplo

u 
Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partiat ta:r allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; wexrt
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; went time -l is the year prior to the change;
event time 0 is thc year of the change; event time +I is the year subsequenl to the change; and
event time +2 is the year two years subsequent to the change.

" CII = gtoss depreciable assets / total assets
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X'igure 6.2.

Mean effect of the Cll variableb measuring the investment in depreciable assets for rhe
experimental and control firms in event years srurrorunding the year of change to the

partiel tax allocation basis by erperimental firos

Evcnt time'

samplo -fl-Cofitol qnFlo

" Event time is the year relative to the yEr of change to the partial ta:r allocationbasis for firms in .

the experimenul mmple. That is: evelrt time -3 is the year three )€ars prior to the change; event
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; went time -I is the year prior to the change;
eveff time 0 is the year of the cbange; event time +l is th€ year subsequent to the changp; and

. event time +2 is tle year two years subsequent 1s ths chenge.
" CI2 = net depreciable asssts / total asssts
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Figure 6.3.

Mean effect of the PROGDA variableb measuring the invesh ent in depreciable assets

for the experimental and control firms in event yearu surrounding the year of change to
the partial tar allocation basis by experimental lirms

Evenltime'

sample -#Coqrtolsarylo

" Event time is the ye'ar relative to the year of change to Oe partial ta:r allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: w€Nrt tinre -3 is the year thre€ years prior to the change; w€nt
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; went time -l is the year prior to the change;
event time 0 is the year of the change; eveff time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and
went time +2 is the year two years subsequent to the change.

o pROGDA = gross depreciable assets / gross fixed assets
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Figure 6.4.

Mean efrect of the PRONDA variabd measuring the inveshent in depreciable assets

for the experimentd and control firms in €vent years sorrounding the year qf shmge to
the partial tax allocation basis by experimental lirms

Event timer

sample *Com,olsa4le

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the oiperimental saople. That is: went time -3 is the year thee years prior to the change; went
time -2 is rhe year two yeaff prior to the change; went time -l is the year prior to the change;

event time 0 is tle year of the change; event time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and

. event time +2 is the year two years subseqpent to the change.
" PRONDA = net depreciable assets / net fixed assets
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Figure 6.5.

Mean effect of the AIP variableb measuring the investment in depreciable acsets for the
experimental and control firms in event yean snnounding the year of change to the

partial tax allocation basis by experimental firms

Event tirne'

sample -#Comolsample

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimenul sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; eveff
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; went time -l is the yeiu prior to the change;
event time 0 is the year of the change; event time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and
event time +2 is the year two years srbsequent to the change.
AIP : net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of preference sharqs,

minority interest, and long-terrn and current liabilities but excluding deferred taxes
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Flgure 6.6-

Mean effect of the MBE variableb measuring the inveshent in depreciablc assets for
the experimental and control lims in event years surrounding the year of change to the

partiat tax allmation basis by erperimental firmr

Event time'

-#Change ssmple #Control samplc

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial ta:r allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three yans prior to the change; went
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event tjme -l is the year prior to the chatrge;

event time 0 is the year of the change; event tirne +l is the year subsequent to the cbange; and

went time *2 is the year two years subseguent to the change.

MBE = market capitalisation of equity / book value of shareholders' fimds
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Figure 6.7.

Mean effect of the CGDA variabd meamring the investment in depreciable assets for
the experimental and control iirms in event years sunounding the year of change to the

partiat tax dlocation basis by experimentd fitms

0

Evcnttfoner

sample -#Codrolsample

" Event time is the year relative fo the year of change to the partial tax allocation bass for firms in
ttre oqperimental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; went
time -2 is the year two years pnor to the change; event time -l is the year. prior to the change;

went time 0 is the year of the change; went time +l is the year zubsequent to the charge; and

event time +2 is the year two years subsquent to the ch&ge.
b CGOA : perce,ntage change in gross de,preciable assets from year t-I toyar t
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Figure 6.8.

Mean effect of the C-IrtDA variableb measuring the investment in depreciable assets for
the e4perimental aad control fimrs in event years surrounding the year of change to the

partial tax allocation basis by experimentd firns

0

Event ttne'

saryle -#Codolsaqle

" Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partiat tax allocation basis for firms in
the experinental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event

time -2 is the year two yean; prior to the change; we,lrt time -l is the year prior to the change;

event time 0 is the year of the change; went time +l is the year subseguent to the change; and

event time +2 is the year two yea$ subseguent to the change.
o CNDA = per@ntage change in net depreciable assets from year /-l to year I
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Y,: cr + Blxl'+ p2X2'+ p3X3i + 94X4i+ ei

(+) (+) (+)

where:

Y, : I if the company comes from the change samplg otherwise 0, for each firm l;
Xl, : the variables that measure the extent of investment in depreciable assets,

respectively (i.e., CIl, CI2, PROGDA, PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDd or
CNDA), for each firm i;

XZi : the leverage ratio for each firm l;
X3i : the size variable for each firrn i;
X4, : the existence ofaccounting-based debt covenants for each firm i as defined

by the DCOV variable earlier in chapter 5;

a, Bl, P2, P3, and Ba are the parameters of the model; and

e;is the error teml for each firm t.

This multivariate model assesses simultaneously th" relation that the efficiency and

opportunistic variables have on the decision to change to the partial tax allocation

procedure. To estimate the model logit regression analysis is used because the dependent

variable is binary (Judge, IIll, Crrifths, Lutkepohl, and Lee, 1988; Pindyck and Rubinfeld,

1997).s

Although the tests in table 5.1 (in chapter 5) generally show that size has been

controlled for in the sample selection procedures, the size variable is included in the

multivariate analysis to provide additional assurance of this. Table 5.1 also shows that the

size variable is skewed in each event year. To alleviate this, the log of the total assets figure

Noreen (1988) suggests that OLS regression may be an appropriate statistical
technique when there is a small sample, as in this study, and the dependent
variable is binary. However, using OLS in such circumstances is unappealing in
theory and in practice because of certain shortcomings tiat OLS has when the
dependent variable is binary. As Judge et al. (1988, pp.785-786) and Pindyck
and Rubinfeld (1997, pp. 299-304) point out, anong many others, the main
problems of using OLS in zuch circumstances are that tle error term can be
shown to be heteroscedastic and that the predicted values may be biased if they
lie outside the (0, 1) range, which they must lie within to be able to be
interpreted as a probability. Furtheflnore, Maddala (1991, p. 80a) states that:
"For accounting studies, even in small samples, the available evidence indicates
that it is preferable to use logit or probit models rather than the OLS."
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(LOGTA) is calculated and used in all zubsequent tests in the multivariate analyses. This

may also reduce the concem that heteroscedasticity is an influence in the tests. In any event,

the t-statistics that are reported in the multivariate analyses are based on the variance-

covariance matrix that White (1982) suggests when models estimated by mardmum

likelihood (zuch as the logit regression) are misspecified (see also White, 1984, 1994).6

White (1982) identifies a variance-covariance matrix that is correct and consistent

when the model is misspecified, and which should be used to calculate the t-statistics in

subsequent hypothesis testing of the coefficients estimated in the model.T 
E

Two measures (LEVI and LEVZ) are used to define the leverage variable. For

each event year, they are defined as follows:

LEVI,;I

LEVZi,t

(total liabilities excluding the defened tax liability)i, / (total assets -
intangible assets - any future tax benefit),;,

(total liabilities including the deferred tax liability)i, / (total assets -
intangible assets - any future tar benefit)a1

Despite the inclusion of the size variable, model misspecification is still a
primary concern in accounting policy choice researctq because of construct
validity problems associated with this type of research (as discussed in chapter
3 of this thesis). Misspecification may also be a cause for heteroscedasticity
(Studenmund and Cassidy, 1987; Judge et al., 1988).
The procedure to calculate the corrected variance-covariance matrix is known
as quasi-maximum likelihood estimation (White, 1982).
Note, the coefficients estimated in the model are unbiased and are unchanged
by the calculation of the new variance-covariance matrix used in the hypothesis
testing. The new variance-covariance matrix also has asymptotic properties. As
a result, it is more zuited to larger samples for hypothesis testing, which is not
the case in some of the regressions in this study. While the small sample size in
some of the regressions in this study is unavoidable, the use of tlis variance-
covariance matrix is still appropriate because of the concern of model
misspecification in this type of research. The use of an uncorrected variance-
covariance matrix for hypothesis testing would lead to invalid and unreliable
inferences. However, the rezults of testing the coefficient estimates using the
uncorrected variance-covariance matrix (i.e., from maximum likelihood
estimation) are generally the same in the regression analyses that follow in this
section, and do not alter the interpretation of the findings reported in this
thesis.
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where:
i is a subscript for each firm; and

I is a subscript for the event time.

These two measures attempt to capture the effect that the deferred ta,x liability has on the

leverage ratio. The measures take on two extreme positions as suggested from the prior

literature (Leftwich" 1983; Whitted andZirnmer,1986; Wong 1986, and Stokes and Tay,

1988) and from the argument presented in section 4.3. LEVI measures the leverage ratio if

all defened ta:r liabilities are excluded from the calculation, while LEV2 mea$res the effect

if all defened tax liabilities are inctuded in the numerator of the ratio.e Descriptive statistics

of LEVI and LEV2 for the change and control sample are in table 5.3 in chapter 5.

Prior research also suggests that the leverage variable may pro)iry for the effect of a

company's investment opportunity set (Watts and Zimmerurarq 1986; Press and Weintrop,

1990). For instancg Press and Weintrop (1990) find that there is a relation between the

lwerage ratio and the existence of accounting conshaints, and that these are jointly related

to a company's accounting policy decisions. They interpret this to suggest that leverage

may be capturing factors other then the existence of accounting consfraints, and contend

that leverage may be prorying for the investment opporn:nity set. Aszuming Press and

Weintrop (1990) are correct, and following Skinner (1993) and Wong and Wong (1998),

the inclusion of the DCOV variable in the model above attempts to control for the joint

ef[ect that leverage may have on accounting policy decisions. In particular, the DCOV

variable captures the ef[ect that companies with accounting-based debt covenants are more

likely to make accounting decisions that are opportunistic compared to those that do not

In New Zealand, companies only show the net effect of their deferred ta:r
liabilities and future tax benefits. They are less likely to disclose these items
separately in the statement of financial position.
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have zuch covenants. The DCOV variable is measured using a dunrmy variable and is

defined as follows (see also section 5.3 in chapter 5):

DCOVi,

where:
i is a zubscript for each firrr; and
I is a subscript forthe event time.

The existence of accounting-based debt covenants is determined by rwiewing firms'

financial state,ments, including the Directors' report, the Statement of Accounting Policies,

and the Notes to the Financial Statements related to the disclosure of term liabilities.ro Of

the firrrs in the change and control sample: 12 change companies and nine control

companies have accounting-based debt covenants in event year -3; l0 change companies

and I I control companies have accounting-based debt covenants in event year -2; ll

change companies and l0 control companies have accounting-based debt covenants in

event year -l; 12 change companies and eight control companies have accounting-based

debt covenants in event year 0; 10 change companies and eight control companies have

accounting-based debt covenants in event year +l; and four change companies and two

control companies have accounting-based debt covenants in event year +2.rr Additional

descriptive statistics of DCOV for the change and control sample are in table 5.3 in chapter

If firms disclose the existence of public, but not private, debt agreements, ttris
approach does not pick up the presence of private debt covenants. It is difEcult
to determine the severity of this problem because a number of firms indicate
they have private debt contracts.
The number of companies in both the change and control samples that have
accounting-based debt covenants varies over time because either
nedadditional debt has been issued or existing debt has been repaid.

: I if the firm t has accounting-based debt covenants in event time l, 0
otherwise
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The results of the estimated cross'sectional regressions by event time are presented

in tables 6.3 and 6.4.12 Table 6.3 presents the results for the cross-sectional regressions

using LEVI. Panel A shows the results for the CII variable. The coefficients on all the

regressions by event time generally take on the expected sign. CII is significantly positive

only in event years -3 and -2, at the 5 and l0 percent level respectively, whereas all other

variables in these two event times are insignificant. These rezults suggest that CII is an

important factor leading to the decision to change the defened ta:c accounting policy two

and three years before the change year. In the regression model for event year 0, LEVI is

positive and the only significant variable (at the l0 percent le.rel). This result suggests that

firms with higher lwerage are more likely to change to t}te partial tax allocation procedure.

Since DCOV is insigruficant, it appears more likely that LEVI is capturing the effect of the

investment opportunity set and not opportunism. The only other variables which are

The regressions reported in tables 6.3 and 6.4 ;tre also checked for
multicollinearity. This is done by calculating the Pearson and Spearman
correlations between the variables in each model by event year. The rezults of
these calculations show in general that (Spearman correlations in parentheses):
(D the correlations of CIl, CIz, PROGDA' PRONDA MBE, CGDA' and

CNDA respectively with LEVI or LEV2 range between -0.253 and 0.435 (-
0.265 afi 0.?42); (ii) the conelations of AIP with LEVI or LEY2, range
between -0.509 and -0.063 (-0.425 and -0.125); (iii) the correlations of CIl,
CI2, PROGDA" PRONDA, AIP, MBE, CGDA5 and CNDA respectively with
DCOV range between -0.363 and 0.356 (-0.344 and 0.300); (iv) the
correlations of DCOV with LEVI or LEV2 range between -0.089 and 0.104 (-
0.135 and 0.106); (v) the correlations of firm size with LEVI or LEV 2 range
between -0.050 and 0.100 (-0.035 and 0.090); and (vi) the correlations of firm
size with DCOV range between 0.319 and 0.398 (0.323 and 0.405). The
correlations vary in direction between event years but are generally not
significant. However, one exception is the negative, and .o."d*s5 high,

correlation between AIP and the leverage variables, which is signifi.cant in
event years -1, 0, +1, and +2, respectively. This result is not intuitive, since a
positive relation would be expected (Myers, 1977). The strange results for the
AIP variable are difficult to explain, but it is plausible, as discussed earlier in
section 6.2.1, that this variable is significantly mismeazured (Smith and Watts,
1992). Overall, the correlation analyses suggest that the correlations among tle
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significant occur in event year *2, where LEVI (DCOD is 5ignificantly negative (positive)

at the 5 percent level. The intercept is also significant at the l0 percent level. These rezults

for this event year are difficult to interpret. Since DCOV is significant, this zuggests that

opportunism may be prevalent. However, the joint significance of LEVI and the negative

sign on this coefficient zuggests otherwise. It appears that the estimation of the regression

in this event year is affected by measurement error due to the small sample irze Q0

observations), and hence, the interpretation of these results would be extremely unreliable.

For this reaso4 subsequent discussion of the rezults from event year +2 are e>rcluded,

although they are still reported in both tables 6.3 and 6.4. Overall, the McFadden's rho-

squared statistic, which is similar to the R-square measure in an OLS regression for

measuring the explanatory power of the variable.s collectively in the model (McFadden"

1974), ranges from 0.4 percent (in event year -l) to 9.7 percent (in event year -3). The

models do not appear to be well specified as the likelihood ratio is insignificant in all event

years,

Panel B estimates regressions with CI2 replacing CII as the variable proxying for

the level of investments in depreciable assets. Similar to the results for CIl, CI2 is the only

variable that is significant in the models estimated in event years -3 and -2 (both coefrcients

are positive, and significant at the I and l0 percent level, respectively). Cn is also the only

variable that is significant in the regression model for event year +l (the srgn of the

coefficient is positive and significant at the l0 percent level). These results provide some

support that CI2 is a potentially important determinant in the decision to change defened

tax accounting policy. For the regression in event year 0, as for the regression using the CII

variable for that year, LEVI is positively related at the l0 percent lwel of significance,

variables are relatively low and do not pose a major concern with respect to
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while all the other variables for this regression are insignificant. This suggests again that the

investment opportunity set is more likely to be influencing the defened tar accounting

change rather than opportunisrn The McFadden's rho-squared statistic ranges from 0.5

percent (in event year -l) to 10.7 percent (in event year -3). The likelihood ratio for the

regression in event year -3 is also significant at the l0 percent level, zuggesting that the

model in this year is reasonably specified.

Panels C and D provide results for PROGDA and PRONDd respectively The

results in these panels show general support that PROGDA and PRONDA are positive and

significantly related to the decision to change to the partial tor allocation procedure

(variously at the I or 5 percent lwel of significance). The only time that any other variable

is jointly significant with either PROGDA or PRONDA is for the models in event years -3

and 0. In event year -3 of both panels C and D, LEVI and DCOV take on the e4pected

positive sign and are significant at the l0 and 5 percent level, respectively. In event year 0,

LEVI is no longer significant, but DCOV remains to be significantly positive at the l0

percent level in the PROGDA regression fuanel C), and at the 5 percent level in the

PRONDA regression (panel D). The significance of DCOV in event years -3 and 0

zuggests that oppornrnism may play a role in the decision to change the defened ta:r

accounting policy. However, given that PROGDA and PRONDA are also jointly

significant in event years -3 and 0, the efficiency explanation cannot be discounted, and

hencg it appears that both efficiency and opporn"rnism are important factors to the

accounting policy decision (Watts and Zimmerman" 1990). Also, McFadden's rho-squared

statistic of all the models for both variables generally exhibit higber e4planatory power than

that found in the previous regressions with Cll and CI2, and tend to be significant at

multicollinearity in the estimation of the cross-sectional regressions that follow.
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conventional levels based on tests of the likelihood ratio. A significant point about the

results in panels C and D is that they highlight the importance of incorporating both

efficiency and opportunistic factors when shrdying firms' accounting policy choices. This

"unified" approach views efficiency and opportunism as being part and parcel of firms'

accounting decisions, rather than as competing alternatives, and is likely to provide

improvements to the understanding of the theory of accounting choices (Watts and

Zimmermarl 1990).

Panel E shows that AIP, LEVI, LOGTA and DCOV do not appear to be

important variables related to the deferred tax accounting change decision. Crenerally, none

of the coefficients on the regressions is significanq and the models appear to exhibit low

e4planatory power as suggested by the McFadden's rho-squared statistic and tests on the

likelihood ratio statistic. Only in the regression for event year 0 (+l), the LEVI (AIP)

variable is significant and positive at the 10 percent level prwiding some limited support

that efficiency considerations may matter in the accounting decision.

The results for MBE appear in panel F and appear similar to those reported for the

AIP variable. Although the MBE variable appears to take on the expected negative sign in

all the regressions, it is only significant (at the l0 percent level) in event time +1. In that

year, since all other variables in the model are insignificant, the result provides some

support to suggest that when MBE gets larger, the less likely the firm makes a decision to

change defened tax accounting policy. The only other variable that is significant in any of

the regressions in this panel is LEVI, which is signifisang in event year 0. Since DCOV is

not significant this suggests that opportunism is not a fastor in that year on the decision to

change defened tax accounting policy.
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Table 6.3.

Cross-sectional logit analysis of the retation bcfween the decision to change to the partial tax allocation basis

for accounting purposes, and the efhciency and opportmistic variablesb - regressions with LEVI

-3 -2 -1 0+l+2Event time'
Panel A: CII (coefficients and t-stdistics in parentheses)

Intercept

CII

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

? 1.504 2.209 1.110

(0.376) (0.s67) (0.300)

4.156 " 2.060 "' 0.269

(1.845) (r.2e6) (0.172)

+ 2.339 4.657 0.441

(0.6ss) (-0.3e2) (0.260)

-0.233 -0.140 4.082
(4.e27) (-0.632) ({.405)

+ 0.871 0.041 0.215

(1.2s4) (0.06e) (0.384)

0.097 0.030 0.004

7.2s6 2.5E2 0.334

0.123 0.630 0.987

54 62 66

-0.822 4.195 17.088 "'
(-0.22r> ({.1e0) (l.4l l)

1.081 2.141 -2.r3s

(0.638) (1.162) (4.821)

2.450 "' 0.941 -7.527 "'

(r.4s7) (0.630) (-1.753)

4.047 4.027 4.744

Go.23o) (4.116) (-1.212)

0.663 0.548 2.258"
(1.143) (0.863) (1.6u)

0.042 0.046 0.160

3.197 3.340 4.428

0.434 0.503 0.351

66 52 20

Panel B: CI2 (coefJiciat6 md. t-stctistics h parentheses)

Intercept

ctz

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-sguared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

{.897
(4.243)

1.829

(0.e17)

2.555 "'
(r.s03)

4.049
(4.236)

0.685

(1.187)

0.04'7

4.256

0.373
66

-0.713

(4.173)

3.1o2

(l.3so)

1.020

(0.s88)

{.032
(4.r3e)

0.539

(0.8s4)

0.054

3.863

0.425
52

16.882 "'
(1.470)

-2;758

(4.es3)

-7.st}"
(-r.748>

-0.738

Gl.25e)

2.246

(r.62',t)

0.160

4.436

0.350
20

, t.479 2.278 1.018

(0.37s) (0.s83) (0.27e)

5.141 ' 3.115 "' 0.779

(2.320) (r.535) Q.424)

2.206 -0.56? 0.491

(0.668) G0.334) (0.286)

-0.218 -0.147 {.082
(-0.877) (4.661) (-0.40't)

0.879 0.079 0.233

(r.271) (0.133) (0.416)

0.107 0.041 0.005

8.023 3.518 0.484

0.091 0.475 0.975

54 62 66
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Teblett"3 cotttiftaed

Dveirttime' +1

Pcnel C: PROGIUI (coefficia* od t-slctistis in po.ottthesa)
Inter@J

PROGDA

LEVl

LOGTA

DCOV

.McFadilen"s

rho-sqnaredt
Likelihooi!
*atiod
P-vatUe

N

7 -CI373 1.263

(-o,lsa) (0.331)

+ 4.935' 2.883, 
*

(2.s37) (2.rc2)

+ 5.020'- 4.A77

(1.37r) (4.628)

4.299 -0.155
(-1.076) (-0,J22)

+ 1.364 
* 

0.420

(1.7er) (0.6so

0.191

t3.il1t

0.086

7.385

4.875

(4,2_3E)

2.842"
(2.036)

4346
({.ler)

4,054
(4.273'

0.623

(0.e?s)

0.o73

6.685

0.r54
6i6

-2.t63,

(4.60r)

2.832'"
(1.8s4)

LZn
(0,678)

4.029
(-0.lsr)

0.990 
*

(1.s28)

0,099

9. r01

0.0s9
66

-1.200

@,2en

2.r08

037E)

0,494

(0:9a6)

{.038
(0.167)

0.715

(1.02e)

o064

4.648

0.325
52

L4.n5"'
(t2te2)

0.846

p.n2)

-g395 "
Gr.6e4)

-0.656
(-r.147)

2.347"
(1,67?)

0.1s2

4.227

0.3?6
20

0,008 0.117
52 62

Fo,rcl D: PRONDA (coefviats arrdtffittic5 h pffilrces)
Intercept

PRONDA

LEVl

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadtlen's
rho*quareda
Likefihooal
tatiod
F-value
N

'0344
({.!51)

2.157'

(2.s0 )

-0.368

({.216)

{.055
@.n7)

a.123

(t.rs3)

0-084

7.695

0.tr03

66

-r.7M
(4.476)

2.7t4'

@.nD

t.r,47

(0,613)

.0.035

(4-r?e)

1.069 
*

$JA?',)

0.u0

10.094

0.039

66

-1"019
(4,252)

2.199 "
(1.70r)

0.451

(o.s70)

{.039
({.170)

a.v57

$.nv

0.0J8

5,628.

o.229
52

14,769

Q.nn

t.2v5
(0.800)

-g.534 "
(-1.673)

4,657
(-r.l32)

2.393'
(r.703)

0.r64

4.536

0.33i8

20

{..180
({.03?)

1.480
(0,394

4,L31' 3;00 '
8.426' (2.4eE)

4.490 
* 4.973

(1.308) (4.5se)

$.264 4.160
(4.ee4) (4.?45)

t.3;24" 0.557

(1.766) (0.,862)

0.179 0.It04

12.887 8.941

o012 0.063
52 62
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Tablc6.3 eoninaed

-2 +t
Papl E: AIP (neW od t-g.ttts/i€s' h powflwes)
Interaqpt

A,IP

I,EVT

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
fi6-g(illalealG
L;ik?elihosd

ratiod
P-rralue
N

? 3,733

p.e25)

+ 0.3y1

(0.263)

+ 1.623

(o635)

4.ZU
Gl.133)

+ 0,699

G.052)

0;036

2.96i1

(0.770)

0.1E5

(0,172)

4.64V

({"383)

{,rs?
@.723)

0.012

(0r020)

0.011

0.930

-0.170

(4,045)

0.089

(0.07e)

2.309'*
(l-286)

{.065
(4.318)

0,618

G.062)

0,037

3.382

0:496
66

0.151

(0,037)

l-592 "'
G.372)

1.351

(0,621)

4,089
({.3e4

0.432

(0.67s)

0.052

3169

o438
52

16.392"'
(L419)

1.038

(0.s13)

-7,081 
*

(-1.4ee)

4"T11

GI.254)

2.461"'
(1.532)

0.152

4:2n,

0.3i6
2A

2.621

o;623
s2

1.652

(0441)

-0.594

(-0.54E)

0.061

(0.035)

-0.0E7

(4,+22)

0.25,2

(0.440)

0.007

0.607

a.962
66

0"92CI

62

Ponel F: DBE (eoefficA* md t-ctdifi,a k pudtws)
Inttr€pt

MBE

I.EVI

LOGTA

DCOv

McFadd€n's

Likelihood
natiod
P{,"alue
N

4.622

(!.103)

4.151

({;609)

1.411

(o.5e8)

{.311
(:r'89)

0.650

:(0.9731

0.040

2.862

3,885

(o.e84

-0-352

Gr.02e)

-0,?65

({.470)

4.180
({.830)

-0.091

(4'149)

0.021

1.83i2

o.761
62

1.s3s

(o439

4.294
(4.883)

0.338

(0.2M)

"o.081
({.,+03)

0.089

(0.15r)

0,011

0.967

0.915
66

0.225

(0,062)

4,234
(-0.7s8)

2,18? "'
(1.33e)

.0-0651

({.t23)

0.5:24

(0.874)

0,043

3.903

0.4I9
66

2.08!

(0.s03)

{.602 
*'

(-l.s17)

1.209

(0.631)

4.115
({.506)

0.241

(0.36s)

0.060

4.29Q

0.36t
52

15.855 
*

(r.42r)

{.034
(-0.086)

4.614"
(-r.766)

4.700
(r.244,

2.312"

G.700)

0.145

4.033

0.402
m

+'

0,581

52



Event time" +1-l-3

1s2

Table 6.3 continued

-2 +2

Panel G: CGDA (coeficients utdt-stAisics in pwentheses)

Intercept

CGDA

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

2.625

(0.660)

o.537

(1.0e0)

r328
(0.581)

-0.193
(4.78s)

0.005

(0.007)

0.025

t.773

0.777
52

1.587

(0.422)

o.s2't "
(r.724)

0.177

(0.0ee)

4.114

G0.541)

0.406

(0.673)

0_029

2.475

0.649
62

4.256

({.071)

0.975

(0.364)

2.493 "'
(r.s2r)

-0.078

(-0.374)

0.556

(0.e28)

0.065

5.920

0.205
66

-0.379

(-0.0e0)

1.363

(1.433)

0.804

(0.454)

-0,020
(-0.087)

0.351

(0.s53)

0.056

4.055

0.399
52

15.381 "'
(1.304)

0.1ll
(0. 131)

:7309 "
(-1.663)

-0.678
(-1.132)

2.289

(1.424)

0.145

4.034

0.401
20

n.a.

ILa.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

La.

n.a.

n.a.

Punel H: CNDA (coellicimts andt-statistics in ptentheses)
lntercept

CNDA

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

2.854 1.785 -0.783 0.213

(0.71e) (0.476) (4.20e) (0.0s2)

0.55? "' 0.644"' 0.9',17 "- 0.497

(1.3e6) (1.482) (1.332) (0.74s)

1.391 o.r6't 2,610 "' 0.598

(0.608) (0.0e5) (r.560) (0.677)

-0.206 -0.121 -0.052 4.042
(4.843) (-o.s'77) (4.247) (-0.181)

-0.054 0.3'74 0.512 0.383

(4.080) (0.626) (0.e74) (0.5e7)

0.032 0.025 0.075 0.035

2.291 2.120 6.876 2.515

0.682 03t4 0.143 0.642
52 62 66 52

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n,a.

n.a.

n.a.

IL4.

n.a.

n.a.

21.737 
-'

(r.'t74)

-1.909 "'
(-r.310)

-8.015 "'
(-l.55e)

-1.010 "
(-1.648)

3.160 "
(l.eee)

0.184

5.091

0.278

20

tr.4.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in the
experimental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year tlree years prior to the change; went time -2 is
the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the change; svent time 0 is the
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year of the change; event time +1 is the year subsequent to the change; and event time +2 is the year two

years subsequent to the change.b Dependent variable = 1 if the conryany comes fromtlp change sample, otherwise 0

CIl = gossdepreciableassets/totalassets

Cl2 = netdepreciableassets/totalasscts

PROGDA = gross depreciable assets / gross fixed assets

PRONDA = net depreciable assets / net fixed assets

AIP = net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of
preference sharqs, minority interest, and long-term and current liabilities but

excluding deferred taxes

MBE = madcetcryitattsauonof equiW/bmkvalueof shareholders'futds

CGDA = perc€ntage change in gross depreciable assets ftomyear t-l tsyar I

CNDA = percentage change in net depreciable assets from year l-l to year t
LEVI = (rotaf fiabilities excluding the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any funue tax benefit)
DCOV I if the firm has accounting-based debt covenants, 0 olherwise

LOGTA = log oftotal ass€ts

' McFadden's rho squared is a measure of the explanatory power of the variables collectively in the logit

regression model (McFaddeg 1974\.It is calculated as I - ln (L) / ln (L0), where h (L) is rhe log-

likelihood of the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the iil€rcept only'
d The likelihood ratio is computed to test the null hypothesis tlnt all the parameters in the logit regression

model are simultaneously equal to zero (Greene, 1997).It is calculated as -2 [ln (L) - ln (L0)], and has an

asrmptotic distribution which is a chi-square with (m - l) degrees of freedom, where m equals the

number of parameters in the model.' Significaft atthe I percentlwel(onetailtest)

Sigrrficant atthe 5 pucentlwel (one tail test)

Significant at the l0 percant lwel (one tail test)
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When the regressions are estimated with CGDA (as shown in panel G), CGDA is

significant in event years -l and +1. In event year -1, ttre coefficient estimate is positive and

significant at the 5 percent level. No other variable is significant in this year. This suggests

that in the year before the change in defened tar accounting policy, an increase in the

investments of depreciable assets nr,ay have contributed to that accounting decision. In

event year *1, CGDA is also positively significant, but now at the l0 percent level, while all

other variables are insignificant. This zuggests that when depreciable assets are significantly

increasing, managers do find this an important factor in contemplating the decision to

change deferred tax accounting policy. While increases in CGDA are o<hibited in the year

before the change and the year after the changg in the year of change itself (i.e., event year

0), CGDA did not appear to be a significant factor. The only variable that is significant in

this event year is LEVI (positive and significant at the l0 percent level). Agarn, since

DCOV is not significant, this result suggests that efficiency considerations are more

important than opporhmism in the accounting decisio4 since LEVI is more likely to be

capturing the effect of the investment opporhrnity set. However, all the models do not

appear to be well specified (none of the likelihood ratios are significant), with the

McFadden's rho-squared rangng from a low 2.5 percent in event yerr -2 to a high of 6.5

percent in event year 0.

Panel H shows the regression results for CNDA Most of the variables are not

significant, with the exception of CNDA in event years -2, -1, and 0 and LEVI in event

year 0. The positive coefficient and significance at the l0 percent level of the CNDA

variable in both event years -2 and -1, provides zupport to suggest that managers find

increases in depreciable assets an important factor in making changes to their deferred tax

accounting policy to reflect better the economic circumstances of the firm. In went year 0,
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LEVI is significantly positive at the 10 percent level, while CNDA continues to be related

positivd to the accounting policy change. This zuggests ttrat an efficiency relation exists

with the accounting policy change in event year 0. In a[ the McFadden's rho-squared

ranges from 2.5 percent in event yeff -2 to 7.5 percent in event year 0; none of the models

appears to be well specified, with the likelihood ratio always being insignificant; but the

signfficance of some of the individual coefficients in the regressions does provide some

support that firms are likely to change to the partial basis for accounting for its income ta:c

for efrciency reasons.

Table 6.4 presents the rezults of the cross-sectional regressions when LEVI is

replaced with LEV2, which includes the deferred tax liability in the leverage ratio

calculation. The results are almost identical to the results in table 6.3.13 The only differences

are in panel E and F (the regressions for AIP and MBE, respectively), where LEV2 is no

longer a sienificant factor in the decision to change to the partial basis in the regressions for

event year 0. Apart from this, the results in table 6.4 provide no new findings to the

multivariate analysis, and hence, are not discussed further except in the zumnrary below.

In zummary, ttrc cross-sectional regressions for each event year reported in tables

6.3 and 6.4, like the univariats enalyses, provide some support for hypothesis I and 2. The

strongest resrlts appear to occur for the PROGDA, PRONDA5 CGDA and CNDA

variables. Leverage, as measured either by LEVI or LEYZ, is an important factor too, but

it does not capture the effect of oppornrnisrn, becarrse in gened DCOV is never jointly

significant. However, in the PROGDA and PRONDA regressions, opportunism cannot be

As in table 6.3, the results for went year +2 are not analysed because of
problems interpreting the results when the sample size is so small.
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Table 6.4.

Cruss-sectional logit analysis of the relation between the decision to chenge to the partial tax dlocation basis

for accountingpurposes, and the efficiency and opportmistic variablesb - regr€ssions with LEV2

Event time' -2-l 0+l
Ponel A: CIl (coefficients and t-stdistics in porentheses)

Intercept l -0.789

(-0.211)

1.017

(0.602)

2.t65

(1.24e)

-0.043
(4.208)

0.673

(l.15l)

0.035

3.r7r

0.530
66

4.1s2
(4.r80)

2.092

(l.l4e)

0.823

(0.7e4)

-0.026
(-0.1l l)

0.544

(0.860)

0.045

3.250

0.517
52

16.391 "'
(1.35e)

-1.892

(4.738)

4.604"'
(-l.613)

4.726
(-r.l8s)

2.097

(1.558)

0.145

4.008

0.405
20

CII

LEV? +

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

1.343 2.460 1.t62

(0.334) (0.616) (0.306)

4.060 " 2.088 "' 0.242

(1.88e) (1.32e) (0.1s6)

2.317 -1.053 0.258

(0.631) G0.se3) (0.146)

4.224 -0.143 4.080
(-0.e0s) (4.644) (-0.3e3)

0.880 0.048 0.215

(r.255) (0.080) (0.383)

0.096 0.032 0.003

7.t92 2.787 0.285

0.126 0.594 0.991

54 62 66

Panel B: CI2 (coefJicients andt-*distics in poentheses)

lntercept

CTz

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

-0.851

(-0.230)

1.713

(0.864)

2.248

(r.2e2)

-0.044
(4.2r4)

0.694

(1.203)

0.039

3.578

0.466
66

4.668

(-0.162)

3.033

(r.337)

0.874

(0.711)

-0.030
(4.132)

0.536

(0.850)

0.052

3.763

o.439
52

16.204 "'
(1.40e)

-2.451

(4.8s6)

-6.593

(-1.601)

4.721
(-r.226)

2.086 "'
(r.s70)

0.145

4.014

0.404
20

t.347 2.532 1.072

(0.33e) (0.631) (0.286)

5..031 ' 3.143 "' 0.739

(2.36e) (1.5s8) (0.404)

2.rt5 4.992 0.289

(0.617) (4.552) (0.161)

4.209 -0.1s0 {.080
(-0.8s1) (4.670) (-0.3e3)

0.885 0.087 0.233

(r.276) (0.146) (0.415)

0. 106 0.043 0.005

7.903 3.721 0.423

0.095 0.445 0.981

54 62 66
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Table 6.4 continued

Event time" -3 -2 -t +2+1

Panel C: PROGDA (coellicients ondt-stdiilics in parefiheses)

Intercept

PROGDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

-2.t03
(4.587)

2.888

(1.e56)

0.905

(0.s01)

4.021

G0. r3e)

1.004

(1.550)

0.097

8.870

0.064
66

-1.201

(4.2e7)

2.t07

(r.278)

0.452

(1.088)

4.037

(4.163)

0.714

(r.028)

0.064

4.597

0.331

52

14.408

(r.247)

1.013

(0.561)

-7.695

cI.557)

-0.649

(-l.l2l)

2.186 "'
(1.640)

0.143

3.969

0.410
20

? -r.237 1.514 4.749
({.240) (0.388) (4.1e8)

+ 4.927' 2.891 " 2.860 "
(2.s77) (2.13e) (2.07r)

+ s.552'- -1.393 {.518
(1.441) ({.736) (-0.283)

4.293 -0.160 -0.0s6

c1.087) ({.743) ({.282)

+ t.427 " 0.422 0.622

(1.809) (0.658) (o.e7r)

0.198 0.088 0.074

t4.285 7.570 6.728

0.006
52

0.109 0.151

62 66

Panel D: PRONDA (coefJicienrs andt-rtafistics in parmtheses)

Intercept

PRONDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

,) -0.512 1.730 {.382
(4.116) (0.448) G0.103)

4.102' 3.020' 2.784'

(2.436) (2.s56) (2.s65)

4.923 "' -1.338 -0.621

(1.372) G0.6e8) (-0.338)

4.259 {.164 4.057

(4.ee6) (4.75e) (-0.286)

1.376" 0.561 0.723

(r.782) (0.868) (1.1s2)

0.184 0.106 0.085

t3.263 9.t41 7.763

0.010 0.058 0.101

52 62 66

-1.622
(-0.4s4)

2.771

(2.464)

0.767

(0.410)

4.032
(-0.162)

1.086

(1.728)

0.108

9.858

0.043
66

-1.019

({.251)

2_r99

(1.702)

0.417

(1.00s)

{.038
(-0.166)

0.756

(1.126)

0.077

s.578

0.233
52

14.561

(1.230)

1.444

(0.eOe)

-?.998 "'
(-1.555)

-0.656

(-1.r06)

2.249"
(1.66s)

0.156

4.331

0.363

20



Event time'
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Table 6.4 continued

-2 -1 +l
Panel E: AfP @oellicients andt-stslifiics in parentheses)

Intercept

AIP

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

4.077

(4.020)

-0.066

(-0.060)

1.935

(r.080)

-0.060
(0.28e)

0.640

(1.102)

0.031

2.792

0.593

66

0.159

(0.03e)

t.56'.7 "'
(1.354)

1.218

(0.se0)

-0.087

(4.384)

0.432

(0.676)

0.0s1

3.584

0.450

52

t5.769 "'
(r.366)

0.968

(0.467',)

4.t94"'
(-1.32e)

4.151
(-r.23e)

2.272

(1.4e7)

0.139

3.860

o.425

20

? 3.471 3.207 1.736

(0.861) (0.812) (0.4s4)

+ 0.326 0.t77 -0.620

(0.242) (0.16s) (-0.58e)

+ 1.78s 4.973 4.081

(0.64s) (4.s62) (-0.046)

4.275 -0.161 -0.087

cr. r2s) (-0.736) (-0.421)

+ 0.717 0.018 0.253

(1.081) (0.030) (0.442\

0.037 0.013 0.007

2.689 1.088 0.608

0.611 0.896 0.962

52 62 66

Panel F: MBE (coeflicients andt-saigics in parentheses)

Intercept

MBE

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

0.207

(0.057)

-0.239

(4.776)

1.906

(1. l3e)

-0.059
(-0.2e0)

0.534

(0.8e5)

0.03'7

3.344

0.502

66

2.069

(0.s00)

-0.606 "'
(-1.516)

1.165

(0.603)

-0.114
(-0.s01)

0.240

(0.364)

0.059

4.257

0.372
52

15.428 "'
(1.367)

-0.o24

(4.05e)

-6.865 "'
(-1.61e)

4.692
(-1.213)

2.t53
(1.634)

0.133

3.691

0.449

20

4.383 4.104 1.554

(1.044) (1.016) (0.427)

-0.155 {.348 4.297

(-0.645) (-l.ole) (-0.8e7)

t.622 -1.042 0.224

(0.630) (4.630) (0.130)

-0.305 {.185 {.079
(-r.232) (4.840) (4.3e2)

0.665 -0.086 0.089

(0.e87) G0.l4l) (0.150)

0.041 0.023 0.010

2.961 1.970 0.942

0.564 0.74t 0.918

52 62 66
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Table 6.4 continued

Event time' -3 -2 -l +1

Panel G: CGDA (coeftici.ents sdt-stdistics in parenlheses)

Intercept

CGDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

2.379
(0.600)

0.537

(l.0es)

1.369

(0.514)

0.014

(0.021)

0.024

t.'721

0.'t87
52

r.687
(0.434)

0.834 "
(r:762)

4.038

(-0.020)

-0.1l3
(-0.536)

0.407

Q.674)

0.o29

2.465

0.651

62

-0.300
(4.083)

0.964

(0.er2)

2.246

(1.30e)

{.071
(-0.342)

0.566

(0.e48)

0.058

5.305

0.2s7
66

-0.371

({.088)

1.360

(1.432)

0.715

(0.4s5)

-0.019
(4.081)

0.351

(0.553)

0.0s6

4.0t2

0.404
52

14.838

(1.248)

0.155

(0. r 88)

4.857 "'
(-1.s14)

-0.663

Gl.0e6)

2.095 "'
(r.374)

0.133

3.700

0.448
20

n.a.

n.a-

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a. -0.182
n.a, ({,750)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Panel H: CNDA (coefficients adt^*di.Sics h parentheses)

Intercept

CNDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOV

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

0.558 "'
(1.3e8)

-0.044

(4.066)

0.031

) )a\

0.693

52

1.869

(0.483)

0.650'-
(1.s03)

-0.016

(4.008)

-0.121

(4.s73)

0.375

(0.628)

0.025

2.ul

0.715
62

-0.833

(4.223)

0.959 "'
(1.34e)

2.363

(1.3s5)

-0.045

(4.2r4)

0.583

(0.ees)

0.068

6.248

0. l8l
66

0.207

(0.050)

0.500

(0.74e)

0.551

(0.7s7)

-0.040

({.1?s)

0.382

(0.se6)

0.034

2.478

0.649
52

2r.427 "
(r.726)

-r.920

(-r.33e)

:7.201

(-1.451)

-1.006'-'
(-1.621)

2.994"
(1.e86)

0.173

4.805

0.308
20

n.a. 2.598

n.a. (0.656)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a. 1.436

La. (0.538)

n.a. -0.195

n.a. (4.806)

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation fasis for firms in the

experimental sample. That is: event time '3 is the year thrce years prior to the change; event time -2 is

the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the change; event time 0 is the
year of the change; went time +1 is the year subsequent to the change; and went time +2 is the year

two years zubsequentto the change.
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ctz
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP

MBE
CGDA
CNDA
LEV2

DCOV

r60

Dependent variable I if the oonrpany comes ftom the change sanple, othswise 0

= goss depeciable assets / lotal assets

= net d€preciable ass€ts / total assets

= gross depreciable assets / gossfuGd assets

= net depreciable assels / net fixed assds

= net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of
preference shares, minority interest" and long-term and current liabilities but
excluding deferred taxes

= ma*et capiulisation of equity /bookvalue of sbarehold€rs' fimds
: percentage change in gross depreciable assets fiom year t-l loyar t
= percentage change in na depreciable ass€{s from year t-I toyear t
: (total liabilities the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - inungible

assets - any future tax benefit)
= I ifthe firm has accounting-based debt covenants, 0 otherwise

LOGTA = log oftotal assets

McFadden's rho squared is a measure of the explanatory power of the variables collectively in the logil
regression model (McFadderg 1974). It is calculated as I - ln (L) / ln (L0), where ln (L) is the log-
likelihood of the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the intercept
only.
The likelihood ratio is computed to test the null hypothesis that all the parameters in the logit regression
model are simultaneously equal to zero (Greene, 1991).It is calculated as -2 [n (L) - ln (L0)], and has

an asymptotic distribution which is a chi-square with (m - l) degrees of freedorn" where m equals the
number of parameters inthe model.
Significant at the I per,cent lorcl (one tail test)

Significant at the 5 percen level (one tail test)

Significant at the 10 pucurt lareJ (one tail test)
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totally ruled out, since the variables prorrying for efficiency and opportunism are significant

at the same time, and hence may both be important factors in explaining the deferred tor

accounting policy change (Watts and Zimmerman, 1990). However, caution must be taken

in interpreting the rezults reported in tables 6.3 and 6.4. The statistical power of the tests

may be weak because the sample size used in each regression is relatively small. This is

problematig but unavoidable.

Although the statistical power of the tests may be sensitive to the rapll sample size

used in the regressions in each event year, to alleviate some of this concernz the following

regression model, which pools the cross-sectional and time series data" is also estimated for

each of the variables measuring the extent of investment in depreciable assets and for each

definition of the leverage variable (expected sign of the coefficients in parentleses, except

for the size variable):

Yr,:69 + 9lXli,+FZX2L,+P3X3ifP4X4i,+B5Di-2+F6D4.r+P7Di0+98D,;*1+p9D i,*2ft,.,
(+) (+) (+) (?) (?) (?) (?) (?)

where:
Y4r

Xl,,t

X2i,t
X3r,
X4t.t

= 1 if the company comes from the change sample, otherwise 0, for
each firm i in event time l;
the variables that measure the extent of investment in depreciable
assets, respectively (i.e., CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA, AIP, MBE,
CGDA' or CNDA), for each firm i in event time l;
the leverage ratio for each firm i in event time l;
the size variable for each firm i in event time l;
the existence of accounting-based debt covenants for each firm i in
event time /, as defined by the DCOV variable earlier in chapter 5;

D,,.z,Di,-l, D,;4, D,;*/, Dl*z ttro time dummy variables equal to I if event time equals
-2, -1,0, +1, *2, respectively for each variable, otherwise 0, for each firm I in event
time l;
ct, 91, 82, 93, P4, p5, F6, P7, p8, and p9 are the parameters of the model; and
e,,, is the error term for each firm i in event time I

The pooled regression model assumes that the regression parameters are cotrstant

across firrns and across time (Judge el ol.,1988). In examining the graphical plots of figures

6.1 to 6.8 and the results of the within goup analysis shown in table 6.2, the data
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measruing the investment in depreciable assets appear to conform to these assumptions,

showing that the CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDA and CNDA

variables appear to be relatively stable over time. In additiorq the inclusion of time dummy

variables in the pooled model above attempts to control for any cross-sectional variation

that may occur in any particular event year. The results of the pooled regressions are

presente/ in table 6.5.t4

Panel A shows the results of running the pooled regression model using LEV1 for

the definition of lwerage. With ttre exception of model 5, the results show that CIl, CIz,

PROGD{ PRONDA MBE, CGDA and CNDA are significantly related in the erpected

direction to tle change in defened ta>c accounting policy (variously at the I and 5 percent

levels of significance). The strongest rezults are for the regressions with PROGDA and

PRONDA5 which are individually significant at the I percent level and where the

McFadden's rho-squared is 7.9 and 9.1 percent, respectively (the likelihood ratio for both

models is signrficant at beyond the I percent level). Howev€r, of the models that have

significant results for the variable capturing the invesnnent in depreciable assets, models l,

2,3, and 4 appear to show that DCOV is also significant. In all the models: LEVI and the

The pooled regressions are also checked for multicollinearity by calculating the
Pearson and Spearman correlations between the variables in each model. The
results of these calculations show in general that (Spearman correlations in
parentheses): (i) the correlations of CIl, CI2, PROGDA5 PRONDA MBE,
CGDA and CNDA respectively with LEVI or LEV2 range between -0.124
and 0.164 (-0.197 and 0.107); (ii) the correlation of AIP with leverage LEVI
or LEV2 is -0.190 and -0.177 (-0.299 and -0.291), respectively; (iii) the
correlations of CIl, CIz, PROGDA PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDd and

CNDA respectively with DCOV range between -0.251 and 0.101 (-0.269 and
O.l4Z); (iv) the correlation of DCOV with LEVI or LEV2 is -0.027 and -0.033
(0.020 and -0.000), respectively; (v) the correlation of firm size with LEV1 or
LEV 2 is 0.008 and -0,001 (0.020 and 0.023), respectively; and (vi) the
correlation of firm size with DCOV is 0.344 (0.356). Although the correlations
among the variables are generally significant (perhaps because observations are
not independent when the sample is pooled), they exhibit relatively low
association. Hence, multicollinearity does not appear to be a major concern in
the estimation of the pooled regressions that follow.
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time dummies are always insignificant; LOGTA is generally iasignificant, except h models

5 and 6 which use the AIP and MBE variables, respectively, to proxy for the invesment in

depreciable assets; and DCOV appears to be significantly positive at the l0 percent level in

model5.

Panel B shows the pooled regressions when LEVI is replaced with LEV2. Similar

to the results in panel A: the coefficient estimates for the models with the Cll, CI2,

PROGDAs PRONDA MBE, CGDA and CNDA variables are significantly related in their

expected direction (variously at the 1 and 5 percent levels of significance), while AIP is

again insignificant; DCOV is sienificantly positive in models I to 5; LFI/? and the time

dummies are always insignificart; and LOGTA seems to be negatively related to the

accounting change at the l0 percent level in models 5 and 6. The explanatory power of the

models again seems to be best for the models with PROGDA and PRONDA (ikelihood

ratios significant at beyond the I percent level), and the McFadden's rho-squared statistic

ranges from a low of 1.2 perc,nt (model 5) to a hieb of 9. I percent (model 4).

In all, the pooled regressions suggest that ttrc variables representing efficiency (CIl,

CIz, PROGDA, PRONDA, IVBE, CGDA' and CNDA) and opportunism @COV) are

both important factors, alone and together, in e4plaining the defened to< accounting

decision (Watts and Zimmerman, 1990).15 This is inconsistent with Grpta (1995), who

finds little evidence in the models he estimates to suggest ttrat efrciency (as proxied by

investment oppornrnity set variabtes) is related to the interperiod tor allocation choicg and

concludes that opportunism is more likely. However, the pooled regression rezults are

The pooled regressions are also estimated by excluding the observations in
event year *2 because of the difficulty in interpreting the results from this year
in the cross-sectional regressions reported in tables 6.3 and 6.4. The rezults of
these regressions, whether using LEVI or LEV2 as the proxry for leverage, are
the same as those reported in table 6.5, with the explanatory power of the
models being the only improvement in general.

l5
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Table6.5.

Pooled togit enalysis of tbe rdation between the decision to change to the partial tar allocation basis for
accountingpurposes, and the efficiency and opportrnistic varirbhsbwith LEVI and LEV2

Model'12345678
Potel A: Pooled regressions with LEm ftoefftrients ond t-d;adistics in pmentheses)

lntercept ? 1.003 0.948 -0.440 4.t76 1.689 2.457 "'
(0.601) (0.s71) (4.266) G0.107) (1.014) (1.4e4)

t.067 1,096

(0.s77) (0.5e0)

cll + 1.435 "
(1.e88)

Cn+

PROGDA +

PRONDA +

MBE

CGDA

CNDA

LEVl

LOGTA

DCOV

D-2

D-1

Dq

2.228'
(2.60r)

2.764'
(4.r23)

2.734'
(5.12e)

AIP 0.264
(0.538)

4.282"
(-2.054)

,)

?

0;166
(1. I le)

{.lll
(-r.165)

0.462 "
(1.7e5)

0.069
(0.186)

0.083

(o.223)

0.094

(0.2s4\

0.834
(r. r36)

-0.1l2

cl.l?l)

0.482 "
(r.873)

0.080

(0.21s)

0.09s
(0.2s4)

0.106

(0.285)

0.318
(0.e0e)

4.095

(-1.01s)

0.743'
(2.613)

{.023
(4.060)

4.014
(-0.036)

0.010

(0.026)

0.295
(0.814)

-0.094

(4.ee7)

0.823

Q.e36)

{.039
(-0.100)

-0.01?

(4.04s)

0.010

(0.025)

0.703
(r.046)

-0.132 "'
(-l.3el)

0.414 "'
(l.se3)

0.065

(0.170)

0.075

(0.200)

0.104

p.n7)

0.772

(2.30e)

0.560'

Q.328'

0.511 0.889 0.860
(1.030) (1.004) (0.e83)

-0.148 "' -0.103 4.101

(-t.s71) ({.e70) (-0.e43)

0.31s 0.366 0.367

(1.17s) (1.24s) (1.25e)

0.059
(0.153)

0.072
(0. l8e)

0.143

(0.375)

0.021 0.014
(0.054) (0.036)

0.027 0.014

(o.o6e) (0.037)
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Table6,5 contiweil

D*,

lvfcFadderr's
rh+sqlmrcd'
Likelihood
fatiod
P-mlue
N

(0'060)t

? 0.089

(0"16,4)

a,a22,

9.672

0.378
324

t0:0e.3} ({,195)

0.115 0.053

p.2lo) (o.oel)

0.02$ 0.079

12-541 3+.m9

0,1,&4 0,000

(0,208) @.121)

0.0s9 0.0E3

(0.160) @-r5r)

0.034 0.029

t1,707 lCI.091

0,165 0:.259

3r8

({.201)

0.0e0

(0,r54)

0.09r

40.299

0.000
3lE

(o.lse)

0;1,![

$.n4}/

0.013

s.8E2

0.7s2
318

{0.2.e8)

0.331

(0.601)

0,422

9.641

0.380
3[E 2522s2
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Table6.5 wfibaad

Model'
Pnpl B: Poolct regrexians wiih WE2 (uefraiqfi nil t-gdirf,icc h poedhew)
trtffocpt ? 01995 9.947 -0.450 4.179 t.6E0 2,4:}5^ t.024 1.052

(o.5reA p.56s) (A.nzJ (4.10e) (r.006) G.rr6s) (0,548) (0.560)

CIl + l.t[0] 
*

(l.es4)

cr, +

PROGDA +

PROI-ID.A +

AIP

IVBE

CGDA

CNDA

2,\76'
p.56r)

2.769'
(4.144)

\:ffiIa

LOtrA

DCOV

D+

D.r

+

+ 0.633
(1.12,r)

-0.I07
(-l.tzs;

+ 0,465 
0

o,804)

? 0.06-5

(0"u3)

? 0,080
(0.215)

Da ? 0.094
(0.2s4)

0,6?0 0.269
(1.098) (0:899)

{"107 4.093
(-1.r?6) ({.eee)

03s4 - o?45'
(1,88U @.6:16)

0.074 4;A2;S

(o.lee.) (-0;066)

0.091 4.015
,(0..246) ({.040)

0J06 0,009
(o.2Eq (0.024)

2.739'
(5'1s3)

o.223
(0.463)

4.2g4 "
G2.oA3)

0,229 0,57'1 0.510
(0.787' 0.08r) $.036)

.0,"0g2 {.128 * {.145'"
({,,y79 (-1.347) (-r.s43)

0.824' 0:41g, 
*' 

Q.317

(s.e38) (1.616) fl,.r8e1

-0,042 0.059 0,055

(i0.I07) (0.1s6) (0.144)

4.019 0-072 0.069

(4.050-) (o.lel) (4.,181)

0.009 0.103, 0.r'+3

(0:.022)i {0,2?3) (o37t)

a-Tllo
(2.3o7),

0.561

(2.351)

0.750 0,7,30

(0.838) (0.82e)

"0.098 {,0-96

(4,effi) (4"89e)

0,369 0,37I

(1.259) $.n3)

0.024 0.016

(0.061) @.M2)

o03l 0.018

(0.080) (0,047)
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Table 6.5 continaed

Model'
D+l

D+z

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

0.027

(0.068)

0.092

(0.r70)

0.021

9.201

0.4t9
320

-0.083

(4.1e8)

0.090

(0. ls4)

0.091

40.t54

0.000
318

0.065

(0.163)

0.143

(0.26e)

0.012

5.495

0.789
318

0.r23
(0.304)

0.333

(0.606)

0.o27

9.426

0.399
318

,| 0.039 -0.079

(0.100) (4.1e2)

0.1l8 0.053

(0.216) (0.0e1)

0.027 0.078

I1.968 34.583

0.215 0.000
320 318

0.092 0.056

(0.22s) (0.137)

0.095 0.090

(0.173) (0 163)

0.032 0.028

11.319 9138

0.184 0.284
252 252

CIl
cr2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP

MBE
CGDA
CNDA
LEVI

LEV2

DCOV
LOGTA

Model refers to each regression that is estimated using each of the eight variables to measure the investrnent in
the depreciable assets. In particular, model I is the regression when CII is used to measure the invesEnent in
depreciable assets; model 2 is the regression when CI2 is used to measure the investuent in depreciable assets;

model 3 is the regression when PROGDA is used to measure the inveshent in depreciable assets; model 4 is
the regression when PRONDA is used to measure the investment in depreciable assets; model 5 is the
reglession when AIP is used to measure the investrrent in depreciable assets; model 6 is the regtession when
MBE is used to mea$ue tle invesftnent in depreciable assets; model 7 is the regression when CGDA is used to
measure the investrnenl in depreciable assets; and model 8 is the reglession when CNDA is used to measure the
investrnent in depreciable assets (variable definitions below).
Dependent variable = I ifthe oompary cones from the change sample, othenvise 0

= gross depreciable assets / total asssts

= net depreciable assets / total assets

= gross depreciable assets / gross fixed assets

net depreciable ass€ts / net fixed assets

net fixed assets / market capitalisation ofequity plus the book value ofpreference
shares, minority interest, and long-term and curent liabilities but excluding
deferred taxes
marka capitalisation of equit-v / book value of shareholders' fimds
percentage cbange in gross depreciable assets from year r-l to year t

= percentagp change in net depreciable assets from year t-I to yar t
= (total liabifities excluding the deferred tax Uability) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any futrue taxbenefiQ
(total liabilities including the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - intangible
assets - any firhrre tax benefit)

= I if the firm has accounting{ased debt coverunts, 0 otherwise
log oftotal assets

D-2, D-r , D6, D*r , D.62 rte time dummy variables equal to I if went time e$als -2, -l ,0, +1, +2, respectively for
each variable, otherwise 0.

McFadden's rho squared is a measure of the explanatory power of the variables collectively in the logit
regression model (McFadden, 1974). It is calculated as I - ln (L) / ln (L0), where ln (L) is the log-likethood of
the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the interc€pt only.
The likelihood ratio is computed to test the null hypothesis that all the parameters in the logit regression model
are simultaneouslv equal to zero (Greene, 1997). It is calculated as -2 [n O) - ln (L0)], and has an asymptotic
distribution which is a chi-square with (m - l) degrees of freedom, where m equals the number of parameters in
the model.
Sipificant atthe I percentlevel (onetailtest)

Significant at the 5 percentlwel (one tail test)

Significant at the l0 percent lwel (one tail test)
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generally consistent with the findings in Skinner (1993), who concludes that opportunism

or efficiency cannot be separated from each other as explanations for accounting choice.16

6.3. Eypothesis 3

Hypothesis 3 states tha! ceteris paribus, finns that change to the partial basis of

recognising deferred tax for accounting purposes are more likely to change to the same

method in debt covenants so as to allow the inctusion of partial deferred ta:< liabilities in the

leverage ratio calculation To fssf thi.s hypothesis requires investigation of only those firms

that change their accounting policy and which have accounting-based debt covenants

which are binding over the event period. These firms are obtained from the data for the

DCOV variable defined earlier in the multivariate analyses. The DCOV variable identifies

firms with accounting-based debt covenants in each event year. This information is then

used to identrfy only once those firms with accounting-based debt covenants over any of

the event years. Of the total 33 companies in the change samplg this sample selection

procedure produces 15 separate companies which have debt contracts with accounting-

based debt covenants over the entire event period. Howwer, as shown in table 6.6, only I I

change companies can be used in the tests of hypothesis 3, because four of the companies

do not have the necessary data to determine whether a change occurred in the accounting-

based debt covenants to allow the partial basis in calculating the leverage ratio (see

The multivariate analyses, both cross-sectional and pooled regressions, are also
repeated by excluding the DCOV variable and replacing it with an interaction
term, DCOWEVI or DCOWEV2, depending on whether LEVI or LEV2 is
used in the regression model, respectively. This variable measures the
interaction effect for only those firms that have accounting-based debt
covenants and the level of their leverage. If the accounting policy change
decision is due to opportunism, then the coefficient of the interaction variable
should be positive. In general, the results of these regressions, which are
reported in Appendix 1, do not alter the interpretation of the findings in the
multivariate analyses in section 6.2.2.
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footnote 18 in this sectioq which provides further discussion 6f this data collection

problem).

Although the change sarnple is only needed for testing hypothesis 3, the

investigation is also canied out on the control sample companies which have accounting-

based debt covenants that are binding over the went period. The same procedure that is

described above to identify the 15 change companies for testing hypothesis 3 (i.e., from

information contained in the DCOV variable) is also used to select the control companies

for this purpose. Table 6.6 shows that there are 11 separate control sarnple companies that

have accounting-based debt covenants over the entire event period but only eight can be

used for testing hypothesis 3 because three do not have the necessary data to determine

whether a change occurred in the accounting-based debt covenants to allow the partial

basis in calculating the leverage rado. ln summary, there are 19 companies with the

necessary accounting-based debt contract data for the investigation of hypothesis 3 (i.e., I I

fromthe change sample, eight from the control sample).

AII data for the investigation of hypothesis 3 are hand collected from the actual

debt contracts of these companies.rT 18 Specifically, data need to be collected about

This is possible because when companies in New Zealand issue public debt,

they are required to register the debt contract that initiates the debt offer, more

commonly known in New Zealand as the "debenture trust deed", with the
Registrar of Companies of the New Zealand Companies Office. This office
administers the filing of legislatively required company documents, and it acts

as a domain for the viewing of those documents by the public. However, a

charge is payable if the public wish to view tlese documents.
I would like to acknowledge the PhD financial support that I have

received from the University of Auckland Research Fund and the Faculty of
Business and Economics Research Fund at the University of Auckland, which
has allowed the purchase of the necessary debt contract information so as to
carry out the investigation of hypothesis 3 in this study. The funds have also

been used to meet travelling costs to the various regional locations of the
Companies Office throughout New Zealand, because not all the debt contracts
were held in Auckland. The regional offices that I visited to obtain the debt

contracts were in Auckland, Dunedin, and Wellington.
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whether the companies change their accounting-based debt contracts to include partid

deferred tax liabilities in the leverage ratio calculation. Categorical responses are used to do

this, with responses classified into c-number of mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive categories. The chosen categories and the results ofthe responses are displayed

as frequency counts in table 6.7, which can be seen later in the discussion of the rezults of

hypothesis 3.

The research design to test hypothesis 3, as described above, involves the use of

statistical tests based on the drawing ofjust one sample (i.e., companies from the change

(control) sample only and which have accounting-based debt contracts). This is known as a

one-sample (l x c) contingency table design Since the sarnple size is small and the data in

the tests are measured as categorical responses, non-parametric statistical tests are used to

test hypothesis 3.

Siegel and Castellan (1988, ch. 4 and ch. 6) present several non-parametric

statistical tests which may be used to test a hypothesis in the onesanrple casg with the

appropriate choice of test depending on the nature of the data on hand. This includes

assessing, among other things, the level of measurement used (i.e., the measurement scale),

the number of categories in the measurements, and the size of the sample. For the data to

test hypothesis 3 in this study, the following assessment is made:

My supervisors have also made available their own files of debt contracts to
me, and I also visited the Dunedin Office of National Archives, Department of
Internal Affairs, which held some of the debt contracts that I needed for the
analysis of hypothesis 3. Despite these attempts to locate all the necessary dat4
as reported in table 6.6, some data were not available to carry out the analysis.
Each company file at the Companies Office has a table of contents which
details the documents that are held in the file, including contracts that may
suggest a change has taken place to modify a previously agreed upon contract
such as the debenture trust deed. However, when examining some of the files
to collect the data for these contracts, the contracts were unable to be located -
according to staff at the Companies Office, the information had either gone
missing or had been misplaced.
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Since all the data are measured as categorical responses, and there is no order in

the responses, the analysis is restricted to non-parametric statistical tests that are

appropriate for data measured on a nominal scale;

o ,{5 discussed later, only two categories have been used to classify the dat4 and

hence non-parametric statistical tests are needed that are appropriate to a (l x 2)

contingency table design in the one-sample case. lnitially, this was not the case,

because three categories (as described later in this section) were actually used to

classify the data. This means that non-parametic statistical tests based on a (l x 3)

contingency table design forthe one-sample case should have been used. Howwer,

this is not possible because to carry out the appropriate non-paramefric statistical

tests, based on a (1 x 3) table desigrq requires certain characteristics that are not

inherent in the data. ln particular, the data need to be measured on at least an

ordinal scale and/or the sample size observed in some categories needs to be

sufficiently large to allow proper estimation of the statisical test. Wbile nothing can

be done about the way that the data are measured, to over@me problems related

to the small sample size issug categories are combined so that non-parametric

statistical tests based on a (1 x 2) contingency table design can be used and which

are also effective in dealing with extremely small sample sizes.

Gven the nature of the data to analyse hypothesis 3, in the one-sarple casg Siegel

and Castellan (1988, pp. 38-51) recommend the use of the Chi-square goodness-oFfit test

and the binomial test.re Both the Chi-square goodness-of-fit test and the binomial test are

tests of whether a significant difference exists between an observed number of objects

Siegel and Castellan (1988) also discuss the Kohnogorov-Smirnov one-sample
test. However, this test is only appropriate if the data are measured on at least
an ordinal scale or if it can be assumed that the variable under consideration has
a continuous distribution. It also requires the specification by the researcher of

l9
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(frequencies) and the number of objects (frequencies) that would be e4pected on the basis

of some theory. However, the Chi-square test is not suitable when the expected frequencies

are small. In particular, the Chi-square test is zuspect when 20 percent or more of the

expected frequencies are less than 5 or when any expected frequenry is less than I (Siegel

and Castellan, 1988, p. 49). Siegel and Castellan suggest that if this is the case then it is

more zuitable to use the binomial test.

The binomial test is a test ofwhether it is reasonable to believe that the frequencies

from two categories in a sample could have been drawn from a population with a binomial

or dichotomous probability disnibution If p is the expected probability of zuccessfirlly

observing the objea of interest, and (l -p) is the expected probability of failing to observe

the object of interes! then in a sarnple of size N, the probability of obtaining f objects in

one category and (N -,t) objects in the other category is given by:

/v\
PIY = k]=l',' lpr (t- p)*u k:0,1, ..., N

\K)
where:

In)I l=
tfr,'

.l/!

kt(N - k)l

Usually, what is of more interest is fnding out the probability of obtaining values as

extreme or more extreme than the observed valuq which is what is important in testing

hypothesis 3 in the one-sample case. This probability can be calculated as:

v /v\
PIY >-fr1= Il .' h'0 - p)*-' k:0, l, ..., N

,=& \' /

Assuming there is an equal chance of observing a change in accounting-based debt

covenants, then the CIpected probability to be used in testing hypothesis 3 is 0.5. This is

the theoretical distribution that the data are believed to have come from, which
at times may be diffcult.
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appropriate because there are no a priori reasons to believe that the expected probability

will be otherwise.

Before conducting the binomial tes! the data need to be classified into two

mutually exclusive and collectively exbaustive categories. However, the analysis ofthe debt

contracts reveals that tbree policies are used in the accounting-based debt covenants of the

companies in this study. These are;

Policy I : The accounting-based debt covenants require only partial
defened ta:r liabilities to be included in the definition of the
leverage ratio calculation

: The accounting-based debt covenants make no mention of how
deferred tax liabilities are to be dealt with" but they do state that
all liabilities (somefimes wit}/without adjustrnents, but not
relating to deferred ta,xes), as reported using the accounting
policies in the financial statements, are to be included in the
definition of the leverage ratio calculation

: The accounting-based debt coverunts exclude all the defened tax
liabilities in the definition ofthe leverage ratio calculation

Policy 2

Policy 3

Policy I and 3 are self explanatory. However, policy 2 requires some clarification

Specifically, policy 2 implies that the firm's inteqperiod tax allocation accounting policy

determines the type and amount of defened to< liabilities that are included in the calculation

of the leverage ratio (i.e., ifusing the partial basis, only partial defened ta,x liabffies are to

be inc,luded; if using the comprehensive basis, all defened tax liabilities are to be included

whether they are paid or not in the future).

To carry out the binomial tes! companies that (l) change to policy I (two from the

change sample, none from the control sample), or (2) use policy I already and do not need

to change to this policy (three from the change samplg one from the control sample), or (3)

use policy 2 and do not change to poliry I (six each from the change and control samples,

respectively), are combined as one category (to be referred to as the combined category in

the tests that follow). This is done because it reflects the policies that would be used by the
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companies if they are acting efficiently. Companies that use policy 3 (none from the change

sample, one from the control sample) are treated as the second category (to be referred to

as the other category in the tests that fo[ow). Companies in this category are considered to

be inefficient because they exclude all defened tar liabilities in the leverage ratio calculation

of the debt covenants even if some or all of the deferred tax liabilities may have cash flow

consequences.

Policy 2 requires further explanation to understand why it would be regarded as

being efficient for contracting by companies. Although these accounting-based debt

covenants do not state the use of the partial basis explicitly, the use of policy 2 is effioient

because these debt contracts are flerdble enough to adapt to changes in the firm

circumstances tlat affect the firm's accounting. Efficiencies are gained because there would

be no need to incur costs to alter or renegotiate the contracts if changes in the accounting

policies occur with respect to accounting for interperiod ta:< allocation. This zuggests that

the accounting policies that are observed in practice are efficient for the circumstances the

firm faces, and provides justification that is consistent with the Economic Darwinism or the

suwivorship principle (Alchian" 1950; Fama and Jensen, 1983a" 1983b; Jensen, 1983). That

is, it is efficient for firms that change to the partial basis to use this policy for their

accounting, and likewise, it is efEcient for firms that do not change and which remain using

the comprehensive basis to use this policy for their accounting. However, for the finns that

remain using the comprehensive basis, this argument will only hold if it is aszumed that the

defened tax liabilities that are recognised wi[ all be paid in the future (i.e., there are cash

flow effects from the reversal of the timing differences). Otherwise, these companies would

be expected to change to the partial basis to account for interperiod talr allocation in their

financial statements.
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Table 6.7 reports the rezults of the binomial tests for the change sample and the

control sample, respectively. The res,ults for the change sarnple show that all I I companies

fall into the combined category and that the much larger difference in frequenry of

companies in this category when compared to the other category (i.e., companies tlat use

policy 3 only) is highly significant under the binomial test (probability vatue 0.000). This

result provides strong evidence to suggest that the accounting and contracting decisions are

more likely to be the rezult of efficient contracting. For the control sarnple, seven

companies are observed in the combined category20 with only one company specifying in

its debt contract the exclusion of all defened tax liabilities from the leverage ratio

calculation. If the combined category is also efficient for the control samplg as discussed

above, then the number of companies in the combined category is e4pected to be greater

than the number of companies that are observed in the other category. The binomial test in

table 6.7 for the control sa'nple confirms this (probabilityvatue 0.004).

Note, one of these seven companies used policy I for its debt contracting.
While this is efficient, it does raise the question of why this firm uses the
comprehensive basis for accounting purposes. Similar to the argument to
explain why policy 2 is efficient for firms from both the change and control
samples, respectively, an argument can be made here that the use of the
comprehensive basis for accounting is also efficient (i.e., the deferred tax
liabilities that arise under this basis are all paid in the future). When the
comprehensive basis becomes inefficient for accounting purposes, the company
would be expected to change to the partial basis to mitigate friction in the
financial statements but would not need to change its debt contracts to reflect
the new circumstances.
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Table 6.7.

One.sample binomial, and two-sample Chi-square, tests of the association between firms that change to
the partial tax allocation basis for accounting purposes and firms that change to the

partial tax allocation basis for debt contracting purToses

expected sign and
probability value

(in parentheses) for
a one-sample

Combined catego4/ binamial tesf Other categor5f Total

" The "combined caregoqf' consiss offinns that (l) change to policy I, or (2) use policy I aheady and do nst
need to change to this policy, or (3) use policy 2 and do not change to policy l, where poticy I and 2 are
defined as follows:
Policy I = the accounting-based debt covenanls require only partial deferred tax liabilities to be

included in rhe definition ofthe leverage ratio calculation
Poliry 2 the accounting-based debt covenants make no mention of how dderred tax liabilities

are to be dealt wrth" but they do state tlat all liabilities (sometimes witt/without
adjustrnents, but not relating to deferred taxes), as reported using the accounting
policies in the financial stiatements, are to be included in the definition of tlte leverage
ratio calculation

The "other categoqy'' consists of fiflns that use policy 3 only, which is defined as:

Poliw 3 the accountingdased deibt covenants exclude all the de,fsn€d tax liabilities in the definition
ofthe levemge ratio calculfion

This is the probability rahre for a one-sample binomial test of the probability, P(Y>k) for an erqected
probabiliff of suscess of 0.5, and where k is the number of obsenrations with th€ obsewed characteristic (i.e.,

the munber of snccesses &served).

(0.000)
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To summarisq a one-sample contingency table design is used to analyse hypottresis

3. ln general" the statisticaltests find strong support for hypothesis 3, which indicate that

the accounting and contracting decisions made by the companies (whether they are from

the change or control sample) are the result ofefficient contracting.

To provide further analysis ofhypothesis 3, and widence that the accounting policy

decisions of the companies are the rezult of efficient contracting rather than opportunisr4

some case studies are presented next in chapter 7.

6.4. Summary

The empirical analysis and the results presented in this chapter are encouraging.

Univariate and multivariate tests of hypothesis I and 2 provide some evidence to support

the argument that firms that change their interperiod ta:< allocation policy to the partial basis

do so because they have greater levels and rates of investrnents in depreciable assets than

those firms that remain using the comprehensive basis over event time. This indicates that

the change occurs because it is inefficient to remain using the comprehensive basis for

reporting accurately the defened tax liability when the investments in depreciable assets are

increasing. However, in the multivariate analysis, opportunism ffinnot be discounted

completely as an explanation for the accounting change decision.

Non-parametric tests are conducted on hypothesis 3 to test whether firms that

change to the partial basis for accounting purposes are more likely to change the method

used in accounting-based debt covenants to the partial basis so as to allow the inclusion of

partial defened tax liabilities in the lwerage ratio calculation. In general, the rezults of these

tests provide strong evidence that is consistent with the efficient contracting argument. In

particular, companies choose to do one of the following with respect to interperiod tor

allocation for debt contracting purposes: (l) companies change their accounting-based debt
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covenants to allow the explicit inclusion ofpartial defened tax liabilities (i.e., change to use

policy 1); or (2) companies do not need to change their accounting-based debt covenants to

include partial deferred tax liabilities since the accounting-based debt covenants already

allow this (i.e., already using poliry l); or (3) companies do not need to change their

accounting-based debt covenants to include partial deferred tax liabilities since the

accounting-based debt covenants state that all liabilities as reported using the accounting

policies in the financial statements are to be included (i.e., using policy 2) The use ofthese

policies by any of the companies in either the change or control samples can be viewed to

be the result of efficient contracting, since the debt contracts are specified in a manner to

require the efficient accounting policy to be used (i.e., they require the partial basis) or the

debt contracts are qpecified in a manner to be flexible enough to account for changing finn

circumstances that affect the firm's accounting policies when those policies create

economic "frictionl' in the financial statements (i.e., the accounting policy used in the

financial statements, whether it is the partial or comprehensive basis, is efficient for the debt

contracting purpose).

The next chapter, chapter 7, presents six case studies that examine the types of

accounting-based debt covenant policies in more detarl" and provides a more contextual

analysis of the debt contracts of the companies in this study which the statistical tests are

perhaps unable to do.
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CHAPTER 7

CASE STUDIES

7.1. Introduction

ln this chapter, six case studies of the firms that are used in the analysis of

hypothesis 3 in chapter 6 are discussed.l The case studies are presented to complement

the empirical analysis in chapter 6 and to provide a more detailed contextual analysis of

the debt contracts of the companies which the statistical analyses are perhaps unable to

do.z The purpose is to identify evidence to suggest that the accounting and contracting

decisions made by each company are the rezult of efficient contracting rather than

opportunism.3 Specifically, the evidence includes the following:

. Statistics showing an increasing trend in depreciable assets over the event

period exnmined (as identified in chapters 5 and 6);

o Financial ratios showing that the financial performance and position of the

company is not in financial distress, and hence, the aooounting and/or

contracting decision to change to the partial basis is not motivated by

opportunism to avoid default on an accounting-based debt covenant zuch as

the leverage ratio;

. Statements by directors, other officers of the company, and media reports

providing reasons for the accounting and/or contracting decisions that are

The discussion of the case study research methodology presented in the
introduction to this chapter is based largely on Yin (1989) and Spicer (1991).
Yin (1989, p. 23) defines a case study as "an empirical inEtiry that:
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in
which multiple sources of evidence are used" (emphasis as in original).
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consistent with efficiency (in particular, statements that timing differences are

unlikely to reverse in the foreseeable future, statements that the company has

embarked or is embarking on an expansioq replacement, or modernisation

prograrnme of its depreciable assets; and statements that tJre company's future

financial prospects are favourable).

The identification of such evidence is used to support propositions, developed

and discussed in chapter 4, that would be expected to be observed under an efficient

contracting theoretical framework in explaining the accounting and contracting

decisions of the firm.a Each case study is presented in a similar format, with each being

written up using a "single narrative" style (Spicer, 1991, p. l47). This not only allows

each case to be studied individually, but also allows cross-case comparisons to be

made between the cases (Yin, 1989, pp. 4S-52).s

The information for the case study analysis is taken from public sources, and

includes: the company's annual reports, which have enclosed in them the financial

statements, the statement of accounting policies, the notes to the financial statements,

the directors' report, other reports from other company officers, the auditor's report,

and other miscellaneous non-financial information about the company; the company's

debt contracts; relevant media reports (if any); company reviews prepared by the

lnvestment Research Unit of the investment frm Francis, Allison, Symes & Co.; and

This is consistent with Yin's (1989) view that the objective of case study
analysis is: (l) to treat evidence fuitly; (2) to produce compelling analytic
conclusions; and (3) to rule out alternative interpretations.
This is more couunonly referred to as the pattern matching technique of
analysing case study evidence (see Yin, 1989, pp. 33-35, 38, 109; Spicer, 1991,
pp. 145-147). The pattern matching technique is the means of "linking data to
propositions" (Yin, 1989, p. 33).
The cross-case comparison is done in the zummary of this chapter, section 7.4.
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the DATEX Investment Database (which provides financial and non-financial

information about publicly listed companies in New Zealand).

The six cases that have been chosen are identified from the analysis in table 6.7

in chapter 6. The first two cases (The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited and LiEB

Industries Limited) are of companies that come from the change sample and which

made a change in their accounting-based debt covenants to include paftial deferred tax

liabilities in the leverage ratio calculation (i.e., they specify the use of policy l). The

third case (Auckland Gas Company Limited) also comes from the change sample, but

this company does not sfuange its accounting-based debt covenants to include partial

deferred to< liabilities in the leverage calculation. Rather, it is an example of a company

that makes no mention of how deferred ta:c liabilities are to be dealt with in the debt

contracts, but instedd requires all liabilities (perhaps subject to some adjustments, but

not relating to deferred toc liabilities) to be included in the leverage ratio calculation

following the accounting policies as specified in the financial statements (i.e., it

specifies the use of policy 2).

Cases 4, 5 and 6 come from companies in the control sarnple. Case 4 (Henry

Berry Limited) presents a similar example to case 3 (i.e., it describes a company that

specifies the use of policy 2 in its accounting-based debt covenants). Case 5

(Morrison-P.I.M. (Holdings) Limited) represents an unuzual example that is observed

in the analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6. Case 5 is the control sample company that

allows only partial deferred tax liabilities to be included explicitly in the definition of

Ieverage in its accounting-based debt covenants as its policy (i.e., it specifies the use of

policy 1) despite using the comprehensive basis for accounting purposes. Finally, case

6 (Ceramco Limited) is the only contro[ sample company that is observed that has as
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its policy in its debt contract to exclude all deferred ta>< liabilities in the calculation of

leverage (i.e., it specifies the use of policy 3).

Two important issues must also be noted when using case study research

designs. First, case studies inherently involve small sample sizes - usually fewer than

ten cases. Because of this, case studies are often criticised for their lack of external

validity (i.e., the inability to generalise results from a sample to a wider population

since the sample is not representative). However, this criticism is not valid since results

from case study designs are not used to make statistical generalisations, but instead are

used to make "analytical generalisations" (Yin, 1989; Spicer, l99l). Analytical

generalisation involves the generalisation of case study results back to theory, as

opposed to a population of cases. It is done by matching patterns of evidence provided

by the cases back to those zuggested by the theory or to some plausible rival. Also, the

generalisation follows a replication logic in that sets of similar or dissimilar cases can

be studied.

Second, the selection of cases is often subjective, involving a deliberate search

for evidence that is consistent with the theory suggested (Yin, 1989; Spicer, 1991).

While this is a concern, every attempt is made to ensure that the case study evidence is

treated fairly so as to provide conclusions that are as objective as possible (i.e., the

evidence is analytically compelling and has the ability to rule out alternative

interpretations). Nonetheless, caution should be used in interpreting the rezults from

the case study analysis.
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7.2. Cases from the change sample

7.2.1. Case study 1: The Golden Bay Cement Company Limited

Background

The first case study is of the Golden Bay Cement Company. It covers the

period from 1979 to 1984, with 1982 being the year that it changes its interperiod tax

allocation policy to the partial basis. It is an example of a company that makes a

change in its accounting-based debt covenants to include partial deferred ta:r liabilities

in the leverage ratio calculation (i.e., they specify the use of policy l).

The company was forrred in 1909, and its main business activity was to

manufacture and supply cement to the building and construction industry in New

Zealand, although it has also been involved in other business activities such as farming,

forestry and horticulture, and petroleum exploration. It became a public company in

1927 and was officially listed in 1955. In 1951, the Golden Bay Cement Company was

acquired by the London based Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers Limited

(part of the Blue Circle Group), which owned a number of cement plants around tle

world, including in tle United Kingdom, where it was the largest manufacturer of

cement.

Interperiod tm allocation policy in thefinancial statements

ln the years prior to changing to the partial basis, the Golden Bay Cement

Company does not formally state its interperiod tax allocation policy in its statement of

accounting policies in the financial statements (i.e., it does not say explicitly that the

comprehensive basis or the partial basis is used). Instead it simply makes references

that the deferred taxation balance represents timing differences in respect of plant

depreciation, charter fees, and special enerry conservationtanation incentives, and this
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usually appears in the notes to the financial statements or in the section dealing with

depreciation in the statement of accounting policies.

In the year of sfuange, 1982, agan no formal announcement is given in the

statement of accounting policies as to the method for interperiod tax allocation used by

the company. However, the statement of accounting policies does report that a shange

in interperiod tax allocation method has occurred. Specifically, the statement of

accounting policies reports:

In previous years a provision for deferred tanation has

been made to take into account timing differences
between accounting charges for depreciation and leasing
of certain fixed assets and the related deductions for
toration purposes. Following a review of the projected
level of capital expenditure it is now estimated that
these timing differences are unlikety to materially
reverse in the foreseeable future. Consequent$ the
provision is no longer required.

Given that companies in New Zealand are required to account for interperiod tax

allocation under SSAP-lz during the investigation period of this case study, and that

the taxes payable method is deemed inappropriate under SSAP-IZ, then the change in

accounting policy suggests that the Golden Bay Cement Company has changed from

the comprehensive basis to the partial basis of accounting for its interperiod tax

allocation in 1982.

Details from the debt contracts

The debt contract that is binding on the Golden Bay Cement Company over the

1979-1984 period for the case study analysis was iszued on the l8e of October 1978.

This debt contract calls for the raising of money by iszue from time to time of

debenture stock by the Golden Bay Cement Company, in the fust instance to the
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amount of $2,000,000.00, with the South British Guardian Trust Company taking on

the role of trustee for the issue. The relevant details from the debt contract, with

respect to the definition of the liabilities and the calculation of the leverage ratio of the

accounting-based debt covenant, are:

"Liabilities" means the liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes Convertible Notes
and like obligations which are redeemable or may be

redeemed or satisfied by the issue of share capital and

provisions for income and other taxes long service leave
dividends recommended declared or accrued but unpaid
and other estimated liabilities and expenses.

"Total liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts of
all Liabilities of the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed bv the Last Consolidated Balance
Sheet
ADJUSTED:
(a) By taking account of .............
(b) by adding the amount of .............
(c) by adding the amount of any provisions for

deferred taxes to the extent that it is not already
included as a liability and that the payment of
such tax is contingent on the earning of future
profits

(d) bV adding the aggregate amount of .............
(e) by excluding therefrom the nominal amount of ........
(D bV deducting

G) bV making such further or other adjustment (if any)
including Contingent Liabilities (if any) which in the
opinion of the Auditors are appropriate

(Emphasis in bold added)

Each of them the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will at any time
(a) Permit the Total Liabilities to exceed an amount

equal to 60% of the Total Tangible Assets
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The contract details suggest that all deferred ta:res must be included in the definition of

total liabilities when calculating the leverage ratio of the accounting-based debt

covenants.

However, tlese are changed subsequently on the 306 of May 1983 by the issue

of a contract known as the Deed of Modification, which was executed under the

approval of the company's stockholders and the trustee for the debenture holders. The

relevant details from the Deed of Modification, with respect to the definition of the

liabilities and the calculation of the leverage ratio of the accounting-based debt

covenant- are:

"Liabilities" means all liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) of the Charging Group to creditors and all
provisions for income tax and other tores long service
leave dividends (recommended declared or accrued but
unpaid) and other estimated liabilities and expenses but
does not include deferred tax to the extent that it is
not likely to become payable in the reasonably
foreseeable future or any contingent liabilities.

(Emphasis in bold added)

"Total liabilities" means the aggregate of the book
values of all Liabilities of the Charging Group as

disclosed by the Last Charging Group Balance Sheet if
one was prepared and if not as would be disclosed in a
Charging Group Balance Sheet if one was prepared as at
the Reference Date adjusted:
(a) By adding
(b) By deducting
(c) .... by making such further or other adjustments (if

any) as are necessary, or in the opinion of the
Trustee are necessary, to take account of any
material adverse sfiange in the Liabilities of the
Chargrng Group since the Last Charging Group
Balance Sheet.
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Each of them the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will at any time:
(a) Permit the Total Liabilities to exceed 60% of the

Total Tangible Assets:
(b) Permit the Total Liabilities plus the Contingent

Liabilities Amount to exceed 650/o of the Total
Tangible Assets:

The Deed of Modification changes the initial debt contract by requiring the inclusion of

only partial deferred tax liabilities in the calculation of the leverage ratio for the

accounting-based debt covenants.

Discussion

Table 7.1 presents descriptive statistics on the Golden Bay Cement Company,

which analyse over the time period investigated in the case analysis the financial

performance, financial position, and extent of investment in depreciable assets of the

company.u t The results are highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed

analysis.

In general, the rezults from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI andLEYZ) is on average around 40 to 43 percent, indicating that the company

does not appear to be close to breaching the 60 (or 65) percent total tangible assets'

limit specified in its debt contract and Deed of Modification; measures for ROA ROE

and NPBT indicate that the company is profitable throughout the time period, although

profitability exhibits a declining trend; the average deferred tax balance (DTAX) over

the five years is $1,693,070, with the largest balance occurring in 1981, the year

These are the same calculations of the descriptive statistics and variables that
are used in the empirical analysis to test hypothesis I and 2 in chapters 5 and 6,

but which are applied to each case individually this time.
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preceding the accounting change; and the depreciation expense (DEPN) and the size of

the company (SFLINDS and TA) show an increasing trend, while alternative

measures of the tax rate (TNRATEI and TA)RATE2) tend to decrease over time.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the extent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDA" and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7.1. kr general, these meazures show an increasing trend, with most

of the measures that are calculated in the last year of the investigation period, 1983,

being larger in size than when the measures are calculated in the first year of the

investigation period, 1979 or 1980 as the case may be. However, when comparing the

measures between successive years, the difference is sometimes only marginal. The

most striking results are for CGDA and CNDA, which provide a measure of the

change in depreciable assets over time. The largest shanges occur in 1980, two years

before the change in accounting policy, with CGDA increasing by 238 percent and

CNDA increasing by 357 percent. On average, CGDA (CNDA) increases by 86 (152)

percent over the five year period.

The increasing trend in the investment in depreciable assets is consistent with

major plant expansion and reconstruction, costing $35 million, that the Golden Bay

Cement Company undertook in 1980 to change the method of manufacturing its

cement from a wet process to the more efficient dry suspension pre-heater process. As

the New Zealand Herald reports (16 October 1980), the chairman of the Golden Bay

Company's board of directors, Mr. A. S. Paterson, states that "these developments

could only pave the way to higher productivity and profitability, both short and long

Data are not available to make the calculations for 1984 because the annual

report for this year could not be located.
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Table 7.1.

Sunmary statistics of selected fitm characteristics" and variables measuring
the investment in depreciable assetsd for Case 1 from the experimental

firms: The Golden Bay Cement Company United
Oevels in thousands of dollars)

Event time" -3 -2 -1 0 +l
calendar timeb 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Panel A: Messures offmancial performance and position

0.384 0.355 0.396 0.4'.74 0.417

0.384 0.398 0.476 0.474 0.417

0.059 0.110 0.l 12 0.087 0.038

0.096 0.221 0.214 0.165 0.066

1,949 5,970 9,036 8,822 4,192
0 2,tt4 6,352 0 0

1,058 2,2t6 2,411 2,248 3,689

0.344 0.171 -0.007 4.002 0.022
0.344 0.460 0.462 {.002 0.022

20,236 27,Ott 42,136 53,422 63,524

32,793 54 80,321 101,608 109,038

Panel B: Measures of the level and rde of investment in depreciable assds

0.319 0.s34 0.432 0.404 0.702
0.108 0.299 0.217 0.207 0.623

0.559 0162 0.551 0.498 0,867

0.267 0.604 0.319 0.282 0.852
0.541 0.551 0.732 0.968 0.966
0.594 0.875 t.015 0.541 0.568

n.a. 2,382 0.057 0.117 0.862

n.a. 3.571 0.076 0.205 2.235

+
1984 Mean'Medianr sDc

LEVI
LEV?
ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

TA)GATEI
TA}GA'TE2
SFLINDS

TA

cr1
CI2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

. LEVI

LEV2

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

TA)(RATEI
TA)(RATE2
SFLINDS

TAo cll
crz
PROGDA

PRONDA
AIP

n.a.

n.a.

La.
n.a
na.
ILa.

n.a.

n.a.

ILa.

n.a.

n.a

n.a

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

ILa.

lLa.

0.406
0.430
0.081

0.153

5.994
1,693

2,325

0.106
0.257

41,266
75,593

0.396

0.4t7
0.087
0.165
5,970

0

2,248
o.022

o.3u
42,136
80-327

0.044
0.043

0.032
0.070
3,036
2,760

934

0.152
0.231

r7,954
32,044

0.478 0.432 0.14'7

0.291 0.2.1-t 0.198

0.64'7 0.559 0.159

0.465 0.319 0.2s6
0.752 0.732 0.211

0.7t9 0.594 0.213

0.855 0.489 1.082

1.522 1.220 1.686
o Event time is the year relative to tle year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in

the experimental sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three years prior to the change, went
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the change, event

time 0 is theyear of the change; event time +1 is the year subsequent to the change; and went time
+2 is the year two years subseguent to the change.n Calendar time is the actual calendar year that corresponds to the went time.

(otal tiabilities excluding the deferred tax liability) / (total ass€ts - intangible
assets - any future tax benefit)
(total liabilities including the deferred tax liabili9 i (total assets - intangible
assets - any future tax benefit)
NPBT / total assets

NPBT / SFI.]NDS
net profit before tax
deferred tax liabi[ty
depreciation expense

(income tax expense - current year's deferred tax expense) / NPBT
(income tax expense) / NPBT
shareholders' funds
total assets

gross depreciable assets /total assets

ner deprreciable asssts /total assets

gross depreciable assets / gross fixed assets

net depreciable assets / net fixed assets

net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equrty plus the book value of
preference shares, minority interest, and long-term and curreni liabilities but
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term." This change in production process, involving large investments in depreciable

assets, is concomitant with the accounting change in interperiod tax allocation policy

to the partial basis, and provides strong evidence to suggest that the change in

accounting policy is efficient. In particular, it coincides with the change to a more

efficient accounting procedure by the Golden Bay Cement Company to reflect better

the company's economic circumstances.

The declining trend in profitability that is reported in panel A of table 7.1 may

be a signal of financial distress. However, on closer inspection of the 1983 annual

report, which is'examined to provide a sense of the future financial outlook of the

company, and given that leverage is not high over the investigation period, this is ruled

out as a confounding effect on the decision to change the interperiod tax allocation

policy. While the 1983 annual report acknowledges that the Golden Bay Cement

Company has experienced increased competition which resulted in a reduction of their

share in the cement market and lower margins, and that this would have an inevitable

adverse impact on their financial performance and position, the company also reports

that its performance and future prospects appear favourable. As the chairman of the

Golden Bay Cement Company's board of directors, Mr. A. S. Paterson explains in his

1983 review of operations, while domestic sales of cement (in tonnes) declines over

the year by 47,000 tonnes, international sales (which had showed positive returns)

increases by 49,000 tonnes, and that this offsets any decline in the domestic market for

cement. He goes on to add that with further rationalisation, continued investment in

modern manufacturing facilities, and the now completed capital expenditure project

providing a more efficient manufacturing process, the Golden Bay Cement Company

remains optimistic that they can fulfil their aim of providiog a product that is

competitive in both the national and international market. Furthermore, the company
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receives an unqualified auditors' report, with the auditors stating that "a true and fair

view of the state of affairs as at 3l December 1983 and of the results of its business

and the changes in financial position for the year ended on that date" have been

disclosed.

The 1983 annual report also discloses that the Golden Bay Cement Company

has been awarded a price increase during the year for its products under hardship

provisions relating to price freeze regulations that affected all business activities in

New Zealand during the case study investigation period.s While an event such as price

regulation may indicate the possibility of opportunism (Navissi, Bowman, and

Emanuel, 1999), especially if accounting numbers are used to justify the award of the

price increase (e.g., via earnings management), the possibility that the Golden Bay

Company is opporrunistic with regard to its interperiod tax allocation policy is ruled

out because price increases under the price freeze regulations are granted on the basis

of a company's pre-tax profit figures. Thus, with respect to this event, the company

would be indifferent to any decision to change its interperiod tax allocation policy.e

Furthermore, although the award of the price increase is described as being for

hardship, this does not necessarily mean that the Golden Bay Cement Company is in

financial distress or performing poorly, as discussed previously. The rationale for the

price increase by the Golden Bay Cement Company, as Mr. Paterson states, has arisen

because of a need 1s ehain "a realistic price for their product" (Golden Bay Cement

Prize freeze regulations were introduced in New Zealand to combat high
inflation during this time. However, the cement industry had been subject to
price regulation even before the implementation of prize freeze regulation
during this period.
In any event, if price increases are justified on earnings after tax numbers, the
accounting decision would be to change to an accounting policy that decreases

income (e,g., the comprehensive basis) because a company has to show that
they suffer hardship under the price regulations
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Company Annual Report, 1983, p. 5) during a period in New Zealand's history where

inflation has been high.

In summary, the evidence that is presented in this case study suggests that the

Golden Bay Cement Company stranges its interperiod tax allocation policy to the

partial basis for efficient contracting reasons rather than opportunism.

7.2.2. Case study 2: IJEB Industries Limited

Background

The second case study is of UEB Industries. It covers the period from 1979 to

1984, with 1982 being the year that it changes its interperiod tax allocation policy to

the partial basis. It is an example of a company that makes a change in its accounting-

based debt covenants to include partial deferred ta>r liabilities in ttre leverage ratio

calculation (i.e., they specify the use of policy 1).

The company was formed in 1958 as the result of the merger between the

Empire Box Company Limited and the United Box Company Limited, which were

established in 1905 and 1947, respectively. UEB Industries' main business activity is in

the manufacture of packagrng products, although it has also diversified into other fields

zuch as texliles and building materials.

Interperiod tax allocation policy in thefinancial statements

In the year prior to changing to the partial basis, 1981, UEB Industries states

that its policy for accounting for interperiod tax allocation is as follows:

Provision is made for company taration after taking full
advantage of all deductions and concessions. The
defened method of accounting for the tocation effect of
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timing differences with regard to depreciation and stock
has been adopted by the Group.

In 1982, UEB Industries reports a change in its accounting policy with respect to

interperiod tax allocation. The policy now states that:

Taxation provided for in the consolidated statement of
profit and appropriation represents an estimate of the
liability for taxation in respect of profit for the year. The
amount payable is calculated after taking full advantage
of all deductions and concessions.

The Directors consider that although the existing
provision for deferred ta:c as at 3l March l98I may be
required to reflect the long term liability for toration" the
likelihood of further provisions being required is remote.
Accordingly, the existing balance for deferred taration
as at 3l March l98l has been frozen and no further
provision will be made unless changed circumstances
warrant it.

Under the heading o; "6[anges in Accounting Policy'' in the statement of accounting

policies, UEB Industries also states the following:

Deferred ta:ration which was accrued previously to
reflect the effect of timing differences relating to income
tax is not now provided, as the Directors are of the
opinion that the possibility of this liability ever
crystallising is remote.

Details from the debt contracts

The debt contract that is binding on UEB Industries over the 1979-1984 period

for the case study analysis was iszued on the 146 of December 1970. This contract,

known as the Principal Deed, amends certain clauses to a debt contract, known as the
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Original Deed, that was issued on the 14ft of July 1965.10 The Original Deed (as stated

in the Principal Deed) calls for the iszue from time to Fme of debenture stock by UEB

Industries (of which $5,805,500 was outstanding on the 14ft of December 1970), with

the National Mutual Life Nominees Limited company taking on the role of trustee. The

relevant details from the Principal Deed, with respect to the definition of the liabilities

and the calculation ofthe leverage ratio ofthe accounting-based debt covenant, are:

"Liabilities" means all liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes convertible notes
and like obligations which are redeemable or may be
redeemed or satisfied by the issue of share capital and
provisions for income and other tores long service leave
drvidends recommended declared or accrued but unpaid
and other estimated liabilities and expenses and includes
the amount of uncalled capital in respect of shares held
in any Non-charging Subsidiary but does not include any
other contingent liabilities.

"Total Liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts
of all Liabilities of the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed bv the last Consolidated Balance
Sheet

ADruSTED BY
A. TAKING account of ....,.^......
B. ADDING the amount of .............
C. DEDUCTING the amount of .............
D. MAKING such further or other adjustments (if any)

which are in the opinion of the Auditors in
accordance with current accountancy practice
appropriate

EACH of them the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will:

The Original Deed is not available for the analysis. The information related to
the Original Deed that is presented here comes from the Principal Deed, and
subsequent supplemental deeds that have been issued by the company.

l0
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(a) Pennit the Total Liabilities to exceed an amount
equal to one hundred and fifty per centum (150%) of
Shareholders' Funds

The contract details do not state explicitly how deferred ta:r liabilities are to be dealt

with in the leverage calculation (i.e., this is an example of policy 2 as described in the

analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6). However, the contract does state that all

liabilities, with some adjustments, as reported in the financial statements are to be

included in the calculation of the leverage ratio as part of total liabilities, and hence,

this would include the deferred tax liability.

ln 1977 and 1980, UEB Industries iszues further supplemental deeds that

amend the Principal deed. These supplemental deeds do not alter any clauses in the

Principal Deed that relate to the definition of liabilities or the accounting-based debt

covenant calculation of the leverage ratio. However, on the 30h of March 1982, UEB

lndustries issues a Deed of Modification, executed under the approval of the

company's stockholders and the trustee for the debenture holders, making the

following relevant changes :

"Liabilities" mnms all liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes the amounts
outstanding in respect of Convertible notes and like
obligations which are redeemable or may be redeemed
or satisfied by the issue of share capital and provisions
for income and other taxes long service leave dividends
recommended declared or accrued but unpaid and other
estimated labilities and expenses but does not include
any other contingent liabilities.

"Total Liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts
of all Liabilities of the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed by the last Consolidated Balance
Sheet
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ADruSTED BY
A. TAKING account of .............
B. ADDINGthe amount of .............
C. DEDUCTING the amount of .............

(r).... ..

(2) ..
(3) the amount of any provision for deferred

taxes to the extent that the Directors certify
to the Auditors that liabitity therefor is
unlikely to become due within the foreseeable
future;

D. MAKING such further or other adjustments (if any)
of the nature of the adjustments above or any

consequential adjustments which in the opinion of
the Auditors after consultation with the Company
and the Trustee are appropriate;

(Emphasis in bold added)

EACH of them the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will:
(a) Permit the Total Liabilities less the aggregate of the

Stock Redemption Fund amount (if any) and any

other moneys held by the Trustee pursuant to this
Deed to exceed an amount equal to one hundred and
fifty per centum (150%) of Shareholders' Funds

The Deed of Modification changes the Principal Deed by requiring the inclusion of

only partial deferred tax liabilities in the calculation of the leverage ratio for the

accounting-based debt covenant.

Discussion

Table 7.2 presents descriptive statistics on UEB lndustries, which analyse the

financial performance, financial position" and extent of investment in depreciable assets
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of the company over the time period investigated in the case analysis.ll The rezults are

highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed analysis.

In general, the results from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI and LEV2) is on average around 46 to 47 percent;rz measures for ROA ROE

and NPBT indicate that the company is profitable throughout the time period, with no

disconcerting trend showing in the profitability (see discussion below later); the

average deferred tax balance (DTAX) over the five years is $2,420,724, with the

largest balance occurring in 1982, the year of the accounting change; and the

depreciation expense (DEPN) and the size of the company (SFLINDS and TA) show

an increasing trend, while alternative measures of the tar rate (TA)(RATEI and

TA)RATE2) fluctuates up and down from year to year.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the e)dent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CI2, PROGDA' PRONDA' AIP, MBE, CGDA, and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7.2.In general a small increasing trend is shown in only some of the

measures (CI2, PRONDA CGDA5 CNDA), while the other measures tend to fluctuate

from year to year. PROGDA (PRONDA) indicates that on average 6l (49) percent of

the total fixed assets are made up of depreciable assets. The average CGDA (CNDA)

Data are not available to make the calculations for 1984 because the annual
report for this year could not be located.
As shown in the section on the details of the debt contracts, UEB Industries
leverage ratio limit is expressed as a percentage of shareholders' funds rather
than total tangible assets (which are how LEVI and LEV2 are calculated).

Therefore, the actual leverage ratio calculations using shareholders' funds as

the denominator of the leverage ratio calculation are (where the first calculation
shown defines the numerator as total liabilities excluding the deferred tax
liability, while the second defines it as total liabilities including the deferred tax
liability): in 1979,82 and 84 percent; in 1980, 108 and I l0 percent; in 1981, 94
and 95 percent; in1982,74 and 78 percent; and in 1983, 100 and 103 percent.

Since tle limit on total liabilities should not exceed 150 percent of
shareholders' funds, this indicates that the company does not appear to be close

ll
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is only ll (16) percent, withincreasing changes occurringin 1980 and l98l (2 and 3

years before the change in accounting policy, respectivd), and also in 1983 (l year

after the change in accounting policy) where the largest change occurs.

Although the results in panel B do not show large increases in the extent of

investment in depreciable assets over the investigation period, the 1982 annual report

does comment that the extent of investment in depreciable assets is a motivating factor

for changing to the partial basis of accounting for interperiod tax allocation by UEB

Industries. ln particular, the chairman of UEB lndustries' board of directors, Mr. L. M.

Papps, states the following in his directors' report:

The main factor causing a deferred tax provision is the
timing difference arising from depreciation which is
written off on an accelerated basis in early years for
tar( pu{poses but spread evenly over the economic life
ofassets for accounting purposes.

Continuing acquisition of new assets on which the tax
allowance exceeds that written off in the accounts
during early years, is expected to result in further
increases rather than reductions in the timing
differences for the foreseeable future. In view of this,
the Directors believe that the future provision of
deferred tax is unnecessary but that the existing
provision should be maintained to reflect any possible

long term tax liability.

The effect of this change will be monitored each year
but the revised policy will not 6s sftanged unless the
differences do, or are expected to reverse themselves.

Mr. Papps also mentions, for the fust time in any of the directors' reports of

the company during the 1979-1984 investigation period, that UEB Industries has

to breaching the accounting-based debt covenant specified in its Principal Deed
and Deed of Modification

l
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Table 7.2.

Summary statistics of selected firm characteristics" and variables measuring
the investment in depredable assetsd for Case 2 from the

experimental firms: UEB Irdus,tries r.imited

flevels in thonsands of dollars)

Event time' -3 -2 -l 0 +1

Calendar timeb lgTg 1980 1981 tg82 1983

Panel A: Measures ofJinancinl performutce and position
LEVI 0.421 0.518 0.482 0.4t7 0"492

Mean" Mediant SDs

LEV2
ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN
TA)RATEI
TA)(RATE2
SFUNDS
TA

cn
clz
PROGDA

PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

b

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

0.434 0.527 0.489 0.438 0.508
0.063 0.065 0.04s 0. t00 0.074
0.t24 0.138 0.088 0.t'79 0.t52
8,51I t1,347 8,014 t8,022 17,586

t,7t2 1,674 1,240 3,139 3,739
4,807 5,444 5,71t 5,545 6,433
0.097 0.138 4323 0.156 0.077
0.092 0.140 4.226 0.156 0.077

68,689 82,20t 90,709 100,419 116,047

134,430 173,849 t78,478 l'79,520 236,601

o.346 0.3t4 0.331 0.328 0.314
o.zt'l 0.207 0.218 0.222 0.221

0.644 0.549 0.569 0.665 0.656
0.504 0.41? a.$7 0.556 0.556
0.533 0.608 0.590 0.468 0.438
0.548 0.543 0.570 0.656 0.778
n.a- 0.132 0.096 -0.017 0.234
n.a. 0.229 0.081 0.028 0.311

= NPBT / total assets

= NPBT / SFUNDS
= netprofitbeforetax

: l:T#ffi:*:*

0.466 0.482 0.045

0.479 0.489 0.042
0.070 0.065 0.020
0.136 0.138 0.034

t2,696 tt,34',7 4,836
2,421 L,712 1,217

s,58E 5,545 583

0.029 0.097 0.199

0.048 0.092 0.156

91,613 90,709 17,955

190,576 178,479 36,466

n.a
n.a.

ILa.

n.a,

n.a
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

D-4.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

0.326
0.2t7
0.616

0.494
0.527

0.619
0.lll
0.162

0.328 0.013

0.218 0.006

0.644 0.054

0.504 0.065

0.533 0.074

0.570 0.100

0.il4 0.103

0.155 0.130

- intangible

- intangible

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three years prior 16 1!,s 6henge; evetrt
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to ihe change; went
time 0 is the year of the change; event time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and event time
+2 is the year two years subsequent to the change.
Calendar time is the actual calendar year that corresponds to the event time.
LEVl (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liabilitv) / (total assets

assets - any future taxbenefit)
LEV2 (toul liabiliti6s in6luding the deferred tax liabiliry) / (total assets

assels - anv firtwe tax benefit)

TN(RATEI = (income tax expense - current year's deferred tax experue) / NPBT
TNRA'TE2 = (income tax expense) / NPBT
SF[]NDS shareholders'fi:nds
TA = total assets

CII = gross depreciable assets /total assets

Clz = netdepreciableassets/totalassets
PROGDA gross depreciable asssts / gross fixed assets

PRONDA = netd€Feciableass€fs/netfixedassets

Panel B: Measures of the level otdrde of investmmt in dqreciable assds
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= net fixed assets / ma*et capitalisation of equity plus the book value of
prderence sharos, minority fut€rest, and long-tm and current liabilities but
excluding ddefiedtaxes

= rndetc4italisafion ofequity/bookrahre dsharEhold€rs' fimdsMBE

c

f

I

CGDA = percemageclargeingrossdepreciableassetsftomprt-ltoyert
CNDA = percentagp cnange in net depeciable assets Alom year l-1 to yen f
This is the mean of eac.hvariable calculated over the eventtime p$io4 re$pectively.

This is the median of each variable calanlated over the event time period, relpcctively.
This is the staodard deviration of each rariable calcnlated wer the ev€nt time perio4 respectively.
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embarked on a prografirme of increased capital expenditure. Specifically, he states that

over $17 million has been spent on new plant, equipment and property during the 1982

year, and ttrat over $22 million is forecast for similar expenditures in the 1983 year.

The increase in capital expenditure on investments in depreciable assets is concomitant

with the accounting change in interperiod tax allocation policy to the partial basis, and

provides strong evidence to suggest that the change in accounting policy is efficient. In

particular, it coincides with the change to a more efficient accounting procedure by

UEB Industries to reflect better the company's economic circumstances.

As disclosed in UEB lndustries' annual reports over the investigation period,

high inflation has had an adverse financial effect on many business activities in New

Zealand. Howeveq this has not deterred LIEB Industries. Its financial performance and

position during this time is extremely strong, with little sign that the company is in any

financial distress. For instance, in each of the years in the investigation period, the

company has reported record final net ta"x paid profit highs and maintained adequate

working capital at all times, while ensuring that a number of flexible borrowing options

are available for financing capital expenditure expansion and growth. [n general, the

1983 annual report (p. 3) summarises the company's future outlooks as follows:

The financial position of the Company remains very
sound and we are well placed to take advantage of
opportunities for growth as they arise. UEB Industries
Ltd will continue to make strenuous efforts to increase
its market share and profitability in all areas of actMty.

In summary, the evidence that is presented in this case study zuggests that LIEB

lndustries gftanges its interperiod tor allocation policy to the partial basis for efficient

contracting reasons rather than opportunism.
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7.2.3. Case study 3: Auckland Gas Company Limited

Background

The third case study is of the Auckland Gas Company. It covers the period

from 1983 to 1988, with 1986 being the year that it changes its interperiod tax

allocation policy to the partial basis. It is an example of a company that does not

change its accounting-based debt covenants to include partial defened tax liabilities in

the leverage calculation. Instead, it makes no mention ofhow deferred tax liabilities are

to be dealt with in its debt contract except to require all liabilities (perhaps zubject to

some adjustments, but not relating to deferred ta>r liabilities) to be included in the

leverage ratio calculation following the accounting policies as specified in the financial

statements (i.e., it specifies the use of policy 2).

The company was formed in 1862 and is one of the oldest companies in New

Zealand. Its main business activity is in the supply and distribution of natural gas,

CNG, carbon dioxide, LPG and chemicals. Gas was first supplied to the Auckland area

in 1865.

Interyeriod tax allocation policy in thefinancial statements

In the year prior to changing to the partial basis, 1985, the Auckland Gas

Company states that its utssuaring policy for interperiod tax allocation is as follows:

The tax charged against profits includes both short term
and deferred tax. Deferred tax arises because some

items are recognised for tax purposes in periods
different from those in which they are recognised for
accounting purposes. The significant item causing
deferred to< is depreciation. The rates allowed for tax
purposes are for most assets different from those used
for accounting purposes. Two provisions are created -
Short Term Tur Provision, to cover payments due
within one yezlr in respect of the profit for this year, and
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a Deferred Tax Provision, which is used to stabilise
taxation charges. The liability method of accounting for
the taxation effect of timine differences has been

adopted.

In 1986, the Auckland Gas Company reports a change in its accounting policy

with respect to interperiod tax allocation, by stating that:

The tax charged against profits includes both short term
and deferred tax. Two provisions are created - a Short
Terrn Talr Provision" to cover payments due within one
year in respect of the profit for this year, and a Deferred
Tax Provision.

The liability method of accounting for the tanation effect
of timing differences has been adopted.

Deferred ta:r is provided on all timing differences
between the accounting and ta;ration treatment of
income and expenditure, except where, in the opinion of
Directors, no liability for to<ation is expected to arise in
the foreseeable future, or where there is adequate
provision for any future liabilig.

This change is also highlighted in the "Changes in Accounting Policy" section of the

statement of accounting policies, where it disclosed that:

The policy of accounting for deferred tor has been
revised. Where, in the opinion of Directors, no liability
for taxation is expected to arise in the foreseeable future
or where ttrere is adequate provision for any future
liability, no provision will be made.

Details from the debt contracts

The debt contract that is binding on the Auckland Gas Company over the

1983-1988 period for the case study analysis was issued on the 31s of March 1983.

This contract calls for the raising of money by issue from time to time of debenture
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stock by the Auckland Gas Company, in the first instance to a maximum nominal

nmount of $14,000,000, with the New Zealand Insurance Company Limited taking on

the role of trustee. The relevant details from the debt contracl with respect to the

definition of the liabilities and the calculation of the leverage ratio of the accounting-

based debt covenant. are:

"Liabilities" means liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes provisions for
income and other tares long service leave redundancy
dividends recommended declared or accrued but unpaid
and other estimated liabilities and expenses and includes
the amount of uncalled capital in respect of shares held
in any Non-Charging Subsidiary but does not include
Convertible Notes or any other contingent liabilities or
any Subordinated Debt or any amount which is secured
solely over assets which for any reason are not taken
into account in the calculation of Total Tangible Assets
but only if there is no recourse in respect of such
amount against any other Tangible Assets.

"Total Liabilities" means at any time the aggregate of
the amounts of all Liabilities of the Charging Group as

would be disclosed in a Balance Sheet if a Balance Sheet

was then prepared ADruSTED BY
A. DEDUCTING: ...............
B. ADDING:
C. TAKING account of .............

EACH of them the Company and the Chargrng
Subsidiaries coverurnts with the Trustee that none of
them will at any time:
TOTAL LIABILITIES LIMITATIONS
(a) Permit the Total Liabilities less the aggregate of:-

(i) the $inking Fund Amount (if any), and
(ii) any other moneys held by the Trustee pursuant

to this Deed.
to exceed an amount equal to 60% of the Total Tangible
Assets after deducting therefrom such aggregate as

aforesaid.
(b) Permit the aggregate of

(i) the Total Liabilities, and
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(ii) the Amount of Contingent Liabilities,
LESS the aggregate of:
(iii)the Sinking Fund Amount, and
(tu)aoy other moneys held by the trustee pursuant to

this Deed,

to exceed an amount equal to 65Yo of the Total Tangible
Assets after deducting therefrom zuch last-mentioned
aggregate

The contract details do not state explicitly how deferred tax liabilities are to be dealt

with in the leverage calculation (i.e., this is an example of policy 2 as described in the

analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6). However, the contract does state that all

liabilities, with some adjustments, as reported in the financial statements are to be

included in the calculation of the leverage ratio as part of total liabilities, and hence,

this would include the deferred tax liability.

This is the only debt contract that is binding on the Auckland Gas Company

during the investigation period. No alterations are made to this contract through the

iszue of subsequent debt contracts, zuch as a Deed of Modification.

Discussion

Table 7.3 presents descriptive statistics on the Auckland Gas Company, which

analyse over the time period investigated in the case analysis the financial performance,

financial position, and extent of investment in depreciable assets of the company.t' The

results are highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed analysis.

In general, the results from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI and LEV2) is on average around 30 to 34 percent, indicating that the company

does not appear to be close to breaching the 60 and 65 percent total tangible assets'
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limits specified in its debt contract; measures for ROA ROE and NPBT indicate that

the company is profitable throughout the time period, although there is a large

decrease in profitability in 1986, the year of the accounting policy change; the average

deferred tax balance (DTAX) over the four years is $1,486,500, with the largest

balance occurring in 1986; and the depreciation expense (DEPN) and the size of the

company (SFUNDS and TA) show an increasing trend, while alternative measures of

the ta>r rate (TAXRATEI and TA)RATE2) tend to decrease over time.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the extent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDA and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7 .3.In general, a small increasing trend is shown in only some of the

measures (PROGDA5 PRONDA5 CGDA CNDA), while the otler measures tend to be

stable from year to year. The measure for PROGDA (PRONDA) indicates that a high

percentage of the total fixed assets ofthe oompany, 83 (78) percent on average, are

made up of depreciable assets. The average change in CGDA (CNDA) is only 20 (22)

percent, with the largest increasing sfuanges occurring in 1985 and 1986.

Alttrough the measures for the extent of investment in depreciable assets show

a small increase, the annual reports of the Auckland Gas Company suggest that they

regularly invest in capital expenditure each year. As the New Zealand Herald reports

(l I May 1983), and which is also disclosed in the 1983 annual report, the Auckland

Gas Company made a renounceable one-for-three cash issue of ordinary 50 cents

shares at a premium of 180 cents a share, in order to raise $4.6 million to be used to

l3 Data are not available to make the calculations for 1987 and 1988 because the
Auckland Gas Company delisted in 1987, and hence, its annual report is not
publicly available for the years ending 1987 and 1988, respectively.
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Table 7.3.

SummarX statistics of selected firm characteristics" and variables measuring
the investment in depreciable assetsd for Case 3 from the

experimental firms: Auckland Gas Company I,imited
flevels in thousands of dollars)

-3-2-10
Calendar timeb 1983 1984 1985 1986 Mean'Mediant SDc

P an e I A : M essur e s of fln an ci a I p edorm orc e mt d p o sition

DEPN L,776 1,484 t,728 2,303

Event time"

LEVI
LEV2
ROA
ROE

NPBT
DTAX

TA)GATEI
TA)(RATE2
SFI.JNDS

TA

CII
CI2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

b

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

0.342 0.238 0,286 0.364

0.380 0.274 0327 0.405

0.101 0.113 0.136 0.035

0.163 0.156 0.202 0.059

2,822 3,654 5,143 1,861

1,061 I,144 1,543 2,198

0.345 0.420 0.381 -0.200

0.442 0.M3 0.4s9 0.1s2

17,330 23,430 25,481 31,81I

27,960 32,259 37,868 53,482

0.654 0.633 0.673 0.615

0.s58 0.541 0.593 0.535

0.810 0.832 0.862 0.822
0.7s3 0.780 0.825 0.716

0,739 0.617 0.735 0.690

1.093 1.218 t.029 1.070

n.a. 0.121 0.241 0.240

n.a. 0.099 0.287 0.775

0.308 0.314 0.0s7

0.341 0.354 0.058

0.096 0.107 0.043

0.145 0.159 0.061

3,370 3,238 1,391

r,487 1,344 519

1,698 1,606 444

0.236 0.363 0.293

0.374 0.442 0.148

24,513 24,456 5,9',11

37,892 35,064 I1,157

0.644 0.644 0.025

0.559 0.554 0.021

0.832 0.827 0.022

0.784 0.778 0.030

0.695 0.712 0.057

1.102 1.082 0.081

0.200 0.240 0.069

0.220 0.275 0.106

+l
1987

n.a.

La.
n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n"a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

ILa

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

La.
n.a,

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a
La.

n.a.

n.a.

La.
n.a.

n.a
n.a
n.a.

n.a.

Panel B: Measures of the level ondrde of investnent in depreciable ussds

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimenul sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event
time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -1 is the year prior to the change; event
time 0 is the year of the change; event time +l is the year subseguent to the change; and event time
+2 is the year two years subsequent to the change.
Calendar time is the actual calendar year tlat corresponds to the event time.
LEVI = (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liability) I (total assets - intangible

assets - any future tax benefi$
LEVZ = (total liabilities including the deferred tax liabilig) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any futrne tax benefit)
NPBT / total assets

= NPBT i SFLJNDS
net profit before tax

= deferred tax liability
= depreciationexpense

TA)(RATEI = (income ta:( expense - current year's deferred tax exp€nse) / NPBT
TA)GATE2 (income tax expense) / NPBT
SFUNDS shareholders'funds
TA = total assets

CIf grossdepreciable assets/totalassets

Cn net depreciable assets / total assets

PROGDA = gross depreciable assets / gros fixed assets

PRONDA net depreciable assets / net fixed assets



a

I

t

2lo

AIP = rrct ft(ed assets i max&et capitalisation of eqnity plus the book value of
preference sharcs, ninodty interest, and long-term lnd curreNrt liabilities but
orcluding def,erred taxes

MBE = madat caibtsaion of €qFity /bookralue of sbareholders'firds
CGDA = perwmagechangeinglossd€preciableassctsftompart-ltsywt
CNDA = percemgo chmge in n* d4reciable assets fromyear t-l toyw t
This is thc mean of each variable calcdated orrer thp went time period rcWectively.
This is the median of each variable calculatod over the eved time perio4 reqpective$.
T is the standard dwiation of eachvariable caloulat€d over the went time p€riod, rese€ctivety.
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meet the fixed and working capital requirements for the continued expansion of the

company. In addition" the 1983 annual report cornments that the issue of debenture

stock in 1983 (as discussed in the debt contract section above), and further issues from

time to time, is used to help finance expansion. In 1985, the cost of new capital

projects completed or in progress during the year is $8.2 millisa, and in 1986, the cost

is $7.2 million. Much of the capital expenditure that the Auckland Gas Company incurs

relates to upgrading supply systems, zuch as the lalng of new gas mains and pipelines,

and maintaining existing distribution systems with the use of new and improved

materials.

The financial performance and position of the company over the investigation

period appears sound. In the directors' review in the annual reports of each of the

years 1983 to 1985, the chairman of the board of directors (Sir Austin Wilson in 1983

and 1984, and Mr. G. G. H. Glmour in 1985) reports growth in sales revenue and

profitability. Little is mentioned about the financial position of the company, but from

the rezults of the analysis in panel A of table 7.3 above, the company also appears to

have a healthy financial position" and certainly does not appear in any danger of

breaching its leverage ratio defined accounting-based debt covenants. However, the

financial results for 1986, the year in which the accounting policy change takes place,

are not as strong as in the previous years. This is acknowledged by the company in the

1986 chairman's report by Mr. Glmour, where he points out the following: overall,

sales volume, sales revenue, and final net profit have all increased, but disappointingly,

trading profits dropped considerably. Mr. Glmow is critical that the main reason for

the poor trading result is because of the "unrealistic administration of price control" (p.

12) which the energy industry has been zubject to in New Zealard during this time. He

states that the company's sales revenue has increased in 1986 by 18.6 percent, but the
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cost of natural gas purchases has increased by 24.3 percent, and authorisations of price

increases applied for by the company to recover these costs have not been processed

quick enough by the Secretary of Energy, although the company does receive them in

due course. Mr. Gilnour adds further (pp. l2-13):

Cornmercial reality and natural justice demand that zuch
increases be contemporaneous. These unjust delays cost
us over $1.3 million in trading profit.

We trust the constraints placed on us by price and profit
control will soon be removed to enable us to plan for
increased gas sales in a highly competitive energy
market without the shackles of inflexible and
unproductive regulation. Only then can both conzumers
and investors share in ttre benefits of planned investment
to achieve the real economies of increased throughput.

While the poor performance in 1986 has a detrimental effect on tie ssmpany's

financial results in that year, in light of the evidence given here, it does not appear that

there are any signs that the company is in financial distress. Hencg this nrles out the

possibility that the change in accounting policy to the partial basis for accounting for

the company's interperiod tax allocation is motivated by opportunistic reasons to avoid

breaching the company's debt covenants. However, opportunism may still be a factor if

the decision to change to the partial basis of recognising defened tax is motivated by

the company's concern over its poor profitability results in 1986, since the change to

the partial basis would have the effect of boosting the company's reported earnings. It

is difficult to assess whether this may have happened, as throughout all the chairman's

reviews in each of the annual reports during the 1983-1986 period, the Auckland Gas

Company portrays a positive outlook on its future financial performance and position.

Furthermore, the company receives an unqualified auditors' report throughout the

investigation period.
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In summary, the evidence that is presented in this case study suggests that the

Auckland Gas Company changes its interperiod tor allocation policy to the partial basis

for efficient contracting reasons, although opportunism cannot be totally ruled out.

7.3. Cases from the control sample

7.3.1. Case study 4: Henry BerrA Limited

Background

The fourth case study is of Henry Berry Limited. It covers the period from

1979 to 1984, and is a company from the control sample that uses the comprehensive

basis to account for interperiod tax allocation throughout this investigation period -

1982 is the year in which Henry Berry's matched experimental firm shanges to the

partial ta:< allocation basis. Henry Berry is an example of a company that makes no

mention of how deferred tax liabilities are to be dealt with in its debt contract except to

require all liabilities (perhaps zubject to some adjustments, but not relating to deferred

tax liabilities) to be included in the leverage ratio calculation following the accounting

policies as specified in the financial statements (i.e., it specifies the use of policy 2).

The company was founded in 1884, with its main business activity being in

wholesale merchandising and distribution to the food industry. [n 1949, the company

re-registered as a public company, and has since, diversified its business activities to

the manufacture of industrial floor cleaning equipment and the provision of laundry

services.

Interperiod tax allocation policy in thefinancial statements

From 1979 to 1983, Henry Berry does not formally state its interperiod

allocation policy in its financial statements (i.e., it does not say explicitly that

t:LX

the
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comprehensive basis or partial basis is used) other than to uzually say in the statement

of accounting policies that amounts charged against profits for taxation and credited to

the Provision for Deferred Taxation account are "to provide for differences between

depreciation deductible for taxation purposes and depreciation taken into account in

arriving at pre-tax profit" (taken from the 1983 annual report, p. l4). In 1984, the

interperiod tax allocation policy is slightly more clear. It states:

Provision is made for company taxation after taking
advantage of all deductions and concessions permitted
by taxation legislation. Timing differences arising
between amounts presently deductible for taxation
purposes and those deductions taken in arriving at

accounting pre-til( income are included in the deferred
taxation account.

These policy descriptions suggest that Henry Berry uses the comprehensive basis of

accounting for interperiod tax allocation throughout the investigation period of the

case study analysis.

Details from the Debt Contracts

The debt contract that is binding on Henry Berry over the 1979-1984 period

for the case study analysis is issued on tl,e 7h of December 1972. This contract calls

for the raising of money by issue from time to time of debenture stock by Henry Berry,

in the first instance an amount of $1,614,000, with the Guardian Trust and Executors

Company of New Zealand taking on the role of trustee. The relevant details from the

debt contract, with respect to the definition of the liabilities and the calculation of the

leverage ratio ofthe accounting-based debt covenant, are:

"Liabilities" means the liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
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unsecured) to creditors and includes convertible notes

and like obligations which are redeemable or may be

redeemed or satisfied by the issue of share capital and

provisions for income and other taxes long service leave

dividends ysc,smmended declared or accrued but unpaid

and other estimated liabilities and expenses and includes

the a"rrount of uncalled capital in respect of shares held

in any Non-charging Subsidiary but shall not include any

other contingent liabilities.

"Total Liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts

of dl Liabilities of the Company and Charging
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed bv the Last Consolidated Balance

Sheet
ADJUSTED BY:-
A. (1) MAKING zuch adjustments........

12) EXCLUpING
B. ADDING
c. DEpUCTING .......................

(l) .. .

(2) .... .

D. MAKING zuch further or other adjustments (if any)

which in the opinion of the Auditors are appropriate

EACH of them the Company and the Chargng
Subsidiaries covenants with the Tnrstee that it will not
at any time during the currency of this Deed:
(a) ..
(b) Permit the Total Liabilities to exceed an amount

equal to sixty per centum (60%) of the Total
Tangible Assets;

The contract details do not state explicitly how deferred ta:r liabilities are to be dealt

with in the leverage calculation (i.e., this is an example of policy 2 as described in the

analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6). However, the contract does state that all

liabilities, with some adjustments, as reported in the financial statements are to be

included in the calculation of the leverage ratio as part of total liabilities, and hence,

this would include the deferred tax liability.
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On the 17s of December 1976 andthe 20ft of August 1984, respectively, Henry

Berry issues Supplemental Debenture Trust Deeds to supplement and amend certain

clauses in the original debt contract that is issued on the 7ft December 1972. The 1976

Supplemental Debenture Trust Deed does not relate to modifications that affect the

definitions of liabilities and total liabilities. However, the liabilities and total liabilities

definitions are changed in the 1984 Supplemental Debenture Trust Deed, but the

amendments do not alter how interperiod tax allocation is to be dealt with in the

leverage ratio constraint. This contract, like the original debt contract, is again silent

on this matter, and thus means that deferred tan liabilities a^re still included in the

calculation of the leverage ratio as part of total liabilities.

Discussion

Table 7.4 presents descriptive statistics on Henry Berry, which analyse over the

time period investigated in the case analysis the financial performance, financial

position, and extent of investment in depreciable assets of the company. The results are

highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed analysis-

ln general, the rezults from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI and LEV2) is on average around 46 to 47 percent, indicating that the company

does not appear to be close to breaching the 60 percent total tangible assets' Iimits

specified in its debt contract; measures for ROd ROE and NPBT indicate that the

company is profitable throughout the time period, with ROA and ROE showing a

relatively stable trend, while NPBT is generally increasing each year; the average

deferred tax balance (DTAX) over the six years is $109,989, and shows an increasing

trend in general; the depreciation expense (DEPN) tends to be stable over time,

although in 1984 there is a large increase in the amount from the previous year
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Table 7.4.

Summary statistics of selected firm characteristics" and variables meazuring
the investment in depreciable assetsd for Case 4 from the

control firms: Henry Berry Limited
(evels in thousands of dollars)

-3-2-10Event time'
Calendar timeb 1979 1980 1981 1982

Panel A: Measures offinancial performance and position

+l
1983 1

0.507 0.509 0.4s3 0.452 0.410 0.478

0.509 0.509 0.4s4 0.4s4 0.415 0.485

0.134 0.124 0.114 0.108 0.116 0.088

0.2'72 0.253 0.20E 0.198 0.198 0.171

t,239 1,682 1,888 3,563 4,303 4,21'l

24221 83 t61 363

r47 t9'7 215 s75 273 l-04
0.478 0.458 0.451 0.438 0.431 0.378

0.450 0.M5 0.461 0.455 0.450 0.424

4,549 6,654 9,081 18,018 21,685 24,962

9,270 t3,542 16,615 33,O22 37,056 48,494

Mean'Mediail SDc

0.468 0.4s3 0.038

0.471 0.454 0.037

0.114 0.116 0.015

0.217 0.208 0.038

2,825 1,888 1,381

r10 24 138

408 2t5 346

0.439 0.451 0.034

0.447 0.450 0.013

14,158 9,081 8,517

26,333 16,615 15,492

LEVI
LEV2
ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN
TA)RA'TEI
TA)GATE2
SFUNDS
TA

CII
clz
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

L

0.t23 0.1l4
0.078 0.068

0.4t7 0.409

0.310 0.295
0.263 0.265

0.909 0:t45
n.a. 0.353

n.a. 0.284

0.112 0.190 0.2t2 0.231

0.068 0.104 0.127 0.156

0.3'74 0.515 0.599 0.624
0.255 0.345 0.448 0.506

0.288 0.341 0.312 0.321

0.855 0.793 0.852 0.938

0.199 2.s34 0.253 0.41

0.214 2.062 0.369 0

0.163 0.123 0.054

0.100 0.0?8 0.036

0.490 0.417 0.106

0.360 0.310 0.097

0.298 0.288 0.032

0.849 0.852 0.472

0.751 0.303 1.000

0.707 0.326 0.772

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms ln
the experimental sample. Thal is: event time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event

time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; went tine -l is the year prior to the change, went
time 0 is the year of the change; went time +l is the year subsequent to tlte change; and event time
+2 is the year two years nrbsequent to the change.
Calendar time is the actual calendar year that conesponds to the event time.
LEVI (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - inungible

assets - any future tax benefit)
LEV2 (total tiabilities including the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any firnrre lax benefit)
NPBT / total assets

= NPBT / SFLJNDS

net profit before tax
= defened tax liability
= depreciation expense

TA)(RATEI = (income tax elpense - current vear's deferred tax expense) / NPBT

TA)GATE2 (income tax expense) / NPBT
SFLINDS shareholders'funds
TA = total a$sets

CII gross depreciable assets / total assets

CI2 = netdepreciableassets/totalass€ts

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

PROGDA
PRONDA

gmss depreciable assets / gross ftrcd assets

= net depreciable assets / net ftred assets

Panel B: lleasures of the level md rde of investment in dqreciable assds
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($273,000 to $1,042,000); and the size of the company (SFUNDS and TA) shows an

increasing trend, while alternative measures of the tan rate (TNGATEI and

TA)GATE2) are relatively stable over time.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the extent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CIz, PROGDA" PRONDA' AIP, MBE, CGDA and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7 .4.lngeneral, a small increasing trend is shown in the measures (in

particular, Cll, CIz, PROGDA PRONDA' AIP, MBE). The measure for PROGDA

(PRONDA) indicates that a low percentage of the total fixed assets of the company, 49

(36) percent on average, are made up of depreciable assets. The average change in

CGDA (CNDA) is 75 (70) percent, but this is probably due to a large increase in

CGDA (CNDA) in 1982, where the increase is by 253 (206) percent.

Consistent with the small increasing trend in the investment of depreciable

assets that is shown in table 7.4, little reference is made by the chairman of the board

of directors (Mr. A. G. Brownfrom 1979 to 1981, and Mr. C. J. Keppel, from 1982

onwards) in the annual report of each of the years of the investigation period about the

expansion of capital expenditure activity on investments in depreciable assets. The

most significant investment in depreciable assets that is mentioned in the annual reports

is the acquisition of new premises in 1979 and land and buildings and the development

of new buildings in 1980 and 1981. Despite this, there is no indication in the annual

reports in any year that the timing differences recognised to account for interperiod tan

allocation will not reverse in the future.

The financial performance and position of the company over the investigation

period is strong. In the chairman's review in each year, the chairman makes references

to difficult trading conditions that have affected all businesses in New Zealard during

this time (e.g., high inflation" high tanes, high interest rates, and price controls), but
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which at least have not had a significant adverse effect on Henry Berry's operations. In

particular, record final after tar profits have been reported by the company in each year

since it listed publicly in 1949. Also, tl.e company does not appear to be in financial

distress. Both Mr. Brown and Mr. Keppel attribute much of Henry Berry's successful

results to the loyalty of its stafi and they both see the future financial outlook of, the

company as being positive generally, but cautious that business conditions in New

Zealand are difficult.

In zummary, the evidence that is presented in this case study suggests that

Henry Berry's interperiod ta:r allocation policy, the comprehensive basis, is efficient for

its contracting and accounting purposes, and does not suggest that the decision has

been motivated by opportunism. The company does not need to change to the partial

basis, because the extent of investment in its depreciable assets is not large enough to

create timing differences that would result in economic "friction" with firrr value

maximisation.

7.3.2. Case study 5: Morrison-P.I.M. (Eoldings) Limited

Background

The fifth case study is of Morrison-P.I.M. (Holdings). It covers the period from

1978 to 1983, and is a company from the control sample that uses the comprehensive

basis to account for interperiod ta>r allocation throughout this investigation period -

t98l is the year in which Monison-P.I.M.'s matched experimental firm s[anges to the

partial ta>r allocation basis. Morrison-P.LM. is an example of a company that allows

only partial deferred tax liabilities to be included explicitly in the definition of the

leverage ratio in its accounting-based debt covenants as its final policy (i.e., it specifies

the use of policy l).
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The company was formed in 196l as a result of a merger between Morrison

and Morrison Limited and Printing Inks and Machinery Limited, The main role of the

company is to act as a holding company 661f1slling subsidiaries where the main

business activities are the manufacture and distribution of printing inks, distribution of

graphic arts supplies and machinery to the printing industry, and the manufacture and

distribution of office zupplies and equipment.

Interpeiod tax allocation policy in the ftnancial statements

In 1978, 7979, and 1980, the first three years of the case study investigation

period, Morrison-P.I.M.'s interperiod tax allocation policy, as stated in its statement of

accounting policies, is as follows:

The taxation charged against Profits includes both
current and deferred taxation. Defened taxation arises

from items of income and expenditure being included in

taxation computations in periods different from those in
which they are dealt with in the financial accounts. The

significant area in respect of which deferred turation has

been calculated is depreciation offixed assets.

tn 1981, 1982, and 1983, the wording of this policy changes slightly. It now reads:

The taxation charged against Profits includes both
current and deferred taxation. Deferred taxation arises

from items of income and expenditure being included in
taxation computations in periods different from those in
which they are dealt with in the financial accounts. The

signifisanl area in respect of which deferred toration has

been calculated is depreciation of fixed assets and

Vehicle Lease Pavments in advance.
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Despite the slight change in wording, the policy that is stated by Morrison-P.I.M. in its

annual report throughout the investigation period zuggests that they use the

comprehensive basis for allocating their interperiod ta:<.

Daails from the debt contracts

The debt contract that is binding on Morrison-P.I.M. over the 1978-1983

period for the case study analysis was iszued on the 246 of February 1982. This

contract calls for the raising of money by issue from time to time of debenture stock by

Morrison-P.I.M., in the first instance to a nominal amount not exceeding $2,350,000,

with National Mutuat Life Nominees Limited taking on the role of trustee. The

relevant details from the debt contract, with respect to the definition of the fiabilities

and the calculation ofthe leverage ratio ofthe accounting-based debt covenant, are:

"Liabilities" means liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and inoludes the amounts

outstanding in respect of Convertible Notes provisions

for income and other taxes long service leave dividends
recommended declared or accrued but unpaid and other
estimated liabilities and expenses but does not include
any other contingent liabilities.

"ToLa!-Liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts

of all Liabilities of the Company and the Charging
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed by the Last Chargtng Group
Balance Sheet:
ADruSTED BY
A. TAKING account of any
B. ADDING

(l) .

(2) ,...
C. DEDUCTING

(r)......
(2). ...
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(3) the amount of any provision for deferred
taxes to the extent that liability therefor is

unlikely to become due within the foreseeable
future;

(4)....
D. MAKING such further or other adjustments (if any)

which in the opinion of the Auditors after

consultation with the Company and the Trustee are

aPProPriate
(Emphasis in bold added)

EACH of them the Company and the Chargmg

Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will:
(a) Permit the Total Liabilities less the aggregate of

(aa) the Stock Redemption Fund Amount (unless

already deducted in the computation of Total
Liabilities)

(bb) any other moneys held by the Trustee purzuant

to this Deed, and

(cc) the surrender values of all insurance policies
mortgaged or assigned as collateral security to
the holder of any Prior Charge

to exceed 60% of Total Tangible Assets

The contract details zuggest that in the definition of total liabilities, partial deferred ta><

liabitties should be included in the leverage ratio calculation of the accounting-based

debt covenant. This is unusual, because Morrison-P.I.M. is using the comprehensive

basis to account for its interperiod ta;r allocation in its financial statements. However,

as discussed in the analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6, this may still be consistent

within an efficient contracting framework if the deferred ta:< liabilities that are

calculated under the comprehensive basis are assumed to be all paid in the future (i.e.,

there are cash flow effects from the reversal of the liming diflerences).

This is the only debt contract that is binding on Morrison-P.I.M. during the

investigation period. No alterations are made to this contraot through ttre issue of

subsequent debt contracts, such as a Deed of Modification.
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Discussion

Table 7.5 presents descriptive statistics on Morrison-P.I.M., which analyse

over the time period investigated in the case analysis the financial performance,

financial position, and extent of investment in depreciable assets of the company. The

results are highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed analysis.

In general, the results from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI and LEV2) is on average around 4l to 42 percent, indicating that the company

does not appear to be close to breaching the 60 percent total tangible assets' limits

specified in its debt contract; measures for ROd ROE and NPBT indicate that the

company is profitable throughout the time period, with each measure showing an

increasing trend over the time period generally; the average defened tax balance

(DTAX) over the six years is $79,331, and shows an increasing trend in general; and

the depreciation expense (DEPI$ and the size of the company (SFLINDS and TA)

show an increasing trend, while alternative measures of the tax rate (TA)(RATEI and

TA)RATEZ) ne relatively stable over time.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the extent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CI2, PROGDA PRONDA AIP, MBE, CGDA and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7.5. In general, all the measures show a stable trend over the

investigation period. Of note are the low levels calculated on average for CII (16

percent), cl2 (9 percent), PROGDA (41 percent), PRONDA(21 percent), AE (47

percent) and MBE (50 percent). The average change in CGDA and CNDAT at 9 and

13 percent respectively, is also small.

Although investments in depreciable assets are stable over time and appear to

be small in size, Morrison-P.I.M. does participate actively in the replacement and
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Table 7.5.

Summary statistics of selected frm characteristics" and variables measuring
the investment in depreciable assetsd for Case 5 from the

control firms: Morrison-P.LM. (Eoldings) Limited
Qevels in thousands of dollars)

-3 -2 -l 0

Calendar tineb 1978 1979 1980 1981 Mean" Mediail sDc

Panel A: Measures of ftnanciol performonce and position

Event time'

LEVI
LEV2
ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

TA)RA'TEI
TA)(RATE2
SFUNDS
TA

cIl
cl2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

h

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

107 1

lls l

0.453 0.424 0.418 0.419 0.381

0.465 0.433 0.488 0.433 0.393

0.090 0.091 0.100 0.128 0.177

0.168 0.161 0.195 0.226 0.291

480 485 609 836 1.538

+l
1982 I

0. 0.421 0.056

0.433 0.056

0.114 0.064

0.210 0.084

722 759

11 26

106 22

0.430 0.039

0.444 0.027
3,4L6 1,417

6.316 1,752

0.331

0.25

0.3

2

0.412

0.424
0.140
0.236
1,054

'79

ll0
0.421

0.434
4,045
6,896

64 47 60 90

88 95 107 105

0.350 0.460 0.421 o.4lz 0.439 0.44

0.379 0.442 0.443 0.448 0.449 0.

2,850 3,011 3,126 3,705 5,286 6,291

5,323 5,308 6,101 6,530 8,707 9

0.182 0.176 0.167 0.16s 0.138 0

0.109 0.094 0.088 0.084 0.075 0.10

0.415 0.408 0.445 0.463 0.359 0.4

0.289 0.260 0.291 0.302 0.226 0.

0.613 0.571 0,420 0.405 0.438 0.393

0.302 0.363 0.467 0.476 0.614 0.817

n.a. 4.027 0.087 0.056 0.081 0.294

n.a. -0.141 0.076 0.021 0.183 0.51?

gross depreciable assets / gross fixed assets

net depreciable assets / netfixed assets

0.165 0.166 0.015

0.092 0.091 0.013

0.418 0.417 0.036

0.279 0.290 0.031

0.473 0.429 0.094

0.507 0.4'72 0.186

0.098 0.081 0.1 19

0.132 0.076 0.245

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event

time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the change; evetrt

time 0 is the year of the change; svent time +1 is the year subsequent to the change; and event time
+2 is the year two years zubsequent to the change.

Calendar time is the actual calendar year that corresponds to the event time.
LEVI (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liabititv) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any firture tax benefit)
LEVZ = (total liabilities including the deferred tax liability) / (total asssts - intangible

assets - any firure tax benefi|
NPBT / total assets

NPBT/ SFUNDS
net profit before tax

= deferredtaxliability
= depreciation eryense

TA)(RATEI (income tax expense - current year's deferred tax expense) / NPBT

TA)(RATE2 = (income ta:<expense) / NPBT
SFUNDS shareholders'firnds
TA total assets

CIl gross depreciable assets / total assets

Cl2 net d€prcciahle assets / total assds

PROGDA
PRONDA

Panel B: Measures of the level and rde of invefiment in depreciable assets
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upgrade of its plant and equipment. In particular, the chairman of the board (Mr. H. N.

Avery from 1978 to 1982, and Mr. B. L. Macedo, in 1983) in the directors' report

makes comments regularly during the investigation period tlat the manufacturing and

merchandising divisions of Morrison-P.I.M. replace and upgrade plant and equipment

on a .continual basis to enable "improved quality and productivity to be achieved"

(1978 Annual Report, p. 2) by the company. Apart from this, there are no other

comments that large capital expenditures have been or will be incurred on depreciable

assets by the company in the annual reports. Thus, there is no indication of evidence to

suggest that the timing differences recognised to account for interperiod tax allocation

by Morrison-P.I.M. will not reverse in the future.

The financial performance and position of the company over the investigation

period is strong, despite comments in the directors' report of each year that business

conditions in New Zealand are difrcult (e.g., high inflation and the detrimental effect

that price control regulation has on business). Sales revenue and profitability tend to

increase each year, and as the New Zealand Herald (27 May 1982) reports, the

company made a record unaudited tax paid profit in 1982. There are also no apparent

signs that the company is in financial trouble. [n general, the company is pleased with

its financial performance and position during the years of the case study investigation

period and the directors are confident that further financial gains can be made in the

future. However, they are cautious that prevailing business conditions in New Zealand,

such as price freeze regulations, constant devaluation of the New Zealand dollar

(which affects the company's ability and cost to import a large number of their

products), and uncertainties with respect to government policies, may impede the

satisfactory progress that they have made.
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[n srrmmnry, the evidence that is presented in this case study suggests that

Morrison-P.I.M.'s interperiod tax allocation policy, the comprehensive basis, is

efficient for its contracting and accounting purposes, and does not suggest that the

decision has been motivated by opportunism. The company does not need to change to

the partial basis, because the extent of its investment in depreciable assets is not large

enough to create timing differences that would result in economic "friction" with firm

value maximisation.

7.3.3. Case study 6: Ceramco Limited

Background

The sixth case study is of Ceramco Limited. It covers the period from l98l to

1986, and is a company from the control sample that uses the comprehensive basis to

account for interperiod tax allocation throughout this investigation period - 1984 is the

year in which Ceramco's matched experimental firm shanges to the partial ta,x

allocation basis. Ceramco is the only example of a company that has as its final policy

in its debt contract to exclude all deferred tax liabilities in the calculation of leverage

(i.e., it specifies the use of policy 3).

The company was formed in 1929. Its main business activity is in the

manufacture of ceramics, although it also has interests in the engineering, distribution

and services, and tourism industries. Since the mid 1960s the company has been

operating in both New Zealand and Australia, and it has also had involvenent in

countries such as the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, and the Philippines.
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Interpeiod tax allocation policy in thefinancial statements

ln every year of the investigation period, l98l to 1986, Cerarnco states the

following policy to account for interperiod tax allocation:

Toration charged against profits for the year includes

both current and defened ta:<.

Deferred tanation, which is calculated on the

comprehensive basis, arises from amounts of income or
expenditure declared for ta,xation purposes in periods

different from those in which they are dealt with in the

financial accounts.

By recognising these timing differences, the taxation
charged in the Accounts is directly related to the profits
reported.

Clearly, the policy that is stated by Ceramco in its annual report and used by them

throughout the investigation period is the comprehensive basis for allocating

interperiod tax.

Details of the debt contracts

The debt contract that is binding on Ceramco over the 1981-1986 period for

the case study analysis is issued on 156 of May 1973. This debt contract, known as the

New Debenture Trust Deed, was issued to update and modify a debt contract

originatly iszued on the 9s of November 1962, known as the plisting Trust Deed,

which has also been extended by the issue of five zupplemental Deeds issued on the

276 of May 1965, the 166 of September 1966, the 296 of November 1967, the I 16 of

October 1968, and the 166 of November 1970. The New Debenture Trust Deed calls

for the raising of money by iszue from time to time of debenture stock by Ceramco,

and takes account that that there is an amount of $2,327,180 that is outstanding from
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the issue of debenture stock under the Existing Trust Deed. It also makes

modifications to the Existing Trust Deed, with the approval of the stockholders and its

trustee, the New Zealand lnsurance Company Limited, to bring the Existing Trust

Deed into alignment with the requirements of the major lending institutions in New

Zealand before they will support any proposed further issue of debenture stock by the

company. The relevant details from the New Debenture Trust Deed, with respect to

the definition of the liabilities and the calculation of the leverage ratio of the

accounting-based debt covenant, are:

"Liabilities" means all liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes convertible notes

and like obligations which are redeemable or may be

redeemed or satisfied by the issue of share capital and

provisions for income and other taxes long service leave

dMdends recommended declared or accrued but unpaid

and other estimated liabilities and expenses and includes

the amount of uncalled capital in respect of shares held

in any Non-Charging Subsidiary but does not include
any other contingent liabilities.

"Total Liabilities" means the aggregate of the amounts

of all Liabilities of the Company and Chargrng
Subsidiaries included in their respective books of
account as disclosed bv the Last Consolidated Balance
Sheet
ADJUSTED BY:-
A. TAKING account of .............
B. ADDING

(1) .

(2) ..
C. DEDUCTING

(l) ....
(2) ...., ...

D. MAKING zuch further or other adjustments (if any)

which in the opinion of the Auditors are appropriate
to make a proper determination of Total Liabilities
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EACH of them the Company and the Charging

Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that it will not
at any time during the currency of this Deed:-
(a) At any time perrrit the Total Liabilities less the

Redemption Fund Amount (if not already deducted)

to exceed an amount equal to sixty per centum
(60%) of the Total Tangible Assets.

The contract details do not state explicitly how deferred tax liabilities are to be dealt

with in the leverage calculation (i.e., this is an example of policy 2 as described in the

analysis of hypothesis 3 in chapter 6). However, the contract does state that all

liabilities, with some adjustments, as reported in the financial statements are to be

included in the calculation of the leverage ratio as part of total liabilities, and hence,

this would include the deferred tan liability.

On the 22"o of January 1986, Ceramco Limited modifies the New Debenture

Trust Deed by issuing another debt contract, known as the Trust Deed and executed

under the approval of the stockholders, to change the trustee of the debt contract to

the New Zealand Gtardian Trust Company Limited and to alter certain clauses,

including clauses related to the definition of liabilities and the accounting-based debt

covenant calculation ofthe leverage ratio. The relevant changes are:

"Liabilities" means liabilities (whether by way of
advance or otherwise and whether secured or
unsecured) to creditors and includes:
(i) provisions for income and other taxes
(ii) long service leave, redundancy
(iii) dividends recommended, declared but unpaid
(iv)other estimated liabilities and expenses

(v) uncalled capital in respect of shares held in any

Non-Charging Subsidiary or Related Company
(vi)the amount payable on the redemption of any

Redeemable Preference Shares (including
premium) but only in the financial year of
redemption of zuch shares

But does not include:
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(i) any provision for deferred taxes to the extent
that two Directors on behalf of the Directors
certify that the payment of such taxes is
contingent on the earning of future profits

(ii) any other contingent liabilities
(iii) any Convertible Notes
(rv) any Subordinated Debt
(rr) aoy amount which is secured solely over assets

which for any reason a^re not taken into account

in the calculation of Total Tangrble Assets but if
there is no recourse in respect of zuch amount

against any other Tangible Assets.
(Emphasis in bold added)

"Total Liabilities" means at any time the aggregate of
the amounts of all Liabilities of the Company and

Charging Subsidiaries as would be disclosed in a

Balance Sheet if a Balance Sheet was as aI the

Reference Date prepared ADJUSTED BY:
A. DEDUCTING
B. TAKING account of .............

EACH of them the Company and the Charging

Subsidiaries covenants with the Trustee that none of
them will at any time:
TOTAL LIABILITIES LIMITATION
(a) Permit the aggregate of:

(i) the Total Liabilities, and

(ii) the Amount of Contingent Liabilities,
LESS ttre aggregate of:
(i) the Redemption Fund Amount, and

(ii) any other money held by the Trustee purzuant to
this Deed

(suoh aggregate being hereinafter called "the

Retained Amount")
to exceed 65% of Total Tangible Assets after

deducting therefrom the Retained Amount (where so

included)

The Trust Deed changes the New Debenture Trust Deed by requiring the exclusion of

all defened tax liabilities in the calculation of the leverage ratio for the accounting-

based debt covenant. Ceramco is the only example of a company using this policy for

debt contracting purposes.
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Discussion

Table 7.6 presents descriptive statistics on Ceramco, which analyse over t}re

time period investigated in the case analysis the financial performance, financial

position, and extent of investment in depreciable assets of the company. The results are

highlighted first, and are then discussed in a more detailed analysis.

In general, tlre results from panel A show the following: the leverage ratio

(LEVI and LEVZ) is on average around 50 to 5l percent, indicating that the company

does not appear to be close to breaching the 60 percent 1s1al langible assets' limits

specified in its debt contract from 1981 to 1985, nor the 65 percent total tangible

assets' Iimit that is specified in the modified debt contract issued in 1986; meazures for

RO,\ ROE and NPBT indicate that the company is profitable throughout the time

period, with an increasing trend being shown over the time period generally; the

average deferred tor balance (DTAE over the six years is $1,430,102, and shows a

decreasing trend over the six years in general; and the depreciation expense (DEPN)

and the size of the company (SFLINDS and TA) show an increasing trend, while

alternative measures of the tax rate (TNRATEI and TNRATE2) tend to fluctuate

between years.

Descriptive statistics for the measures of the extent of investment in depreciable

assets (CIl, CI2, PROGDA, PRONDA5 AIP, MBE, CGDA' and CNDA) are reported

in panel B of table 7.6. In general: CIl, CI2, and AIP (N,BE) show a decreasing

(increasing) trend over time; the proportion of depreciable assets to total fixed assets is

relatively stable over the six years (on average, 64 percent for PROGDA and 47

percent for PRONDA); the average change in CGDA and CND'\ at 9 and 5 percent

respectively, is small.
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Table 7.6.

Summary statistics of selected firm characteristics" and variables measuring
the investment in depreciable assetsd for Case 6 from the

control firms: Ceramco r.imited

Qevels in thousands of doltars)

Event time' -3 -2 -l 0 +1

calendar timeb 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Panel A : Measures of fmmcial paformurce and posifion
Mean'Medianr SIlc

LEVI
LEV2

DTAX
DEPN
TA)GATEI
TA)GATE2
SFLINDS
TA

CII
CI2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP
MBE
CGDA
CNDA

D

ROA
ROE
NPBT
DTAX
DEPN

0.507 0.030

0.523 0.028

0.063 0.020

0.t32 0.048

8,282 5,480

1,823 1,381

3,003 1,549

0.202 0.105
0.263 0.108

67,160 t4,174
L32,462 31,466

0.522 0.509 0.495 0.456 0.505

0.541 0.530 0.515 0.469 0.508

0.54

0.54

0.506

0.518
0.068
0.143

t0,264
1,430

3,512
0.240
0.227

68,997

143

ROA 0.055 0.068 0.047 0.058 0.079

ROE 0.119 0.144 0.097 0.109 0.ls8
NPBT 5,753 8,968 6,279 ',l,596 12,783

0.1

0.229

20,

1,954 2,834 2,598 1,693 -579 8l
1,896 2,358 2,883 3,123 4,991 5.819

0.130 0.197 0.293 0.208 0.425 0.188

0.053 0.272 0.254 0.141 0.318 0.324

48,345 62,t65 64,657 69,662 80,931 88,223

105,272 t3t,6t2 133,312 131,094 162,394 195,782

0.236 0.223

0.140 0.134

0.629 0.660

0.481 0.s27

0.316 0.282
0;745 0.742
n.a. 0.170

La. 0.196

0.206 0.219 0.196 0.195

0.118 0.112 0.087 0.093

0.645 0.638 0.621 0.661

0.500 0.462 0.415 0.

0.266 0.281 0.216 0.1

0.721 0.68? 0.870 1.651

{.065 0.076 0.099 0.191

4.rt2 -0.068 4.035 0.

0.213 0.213 0.017

0. I 14 0. r 15 0.021

0.643 0.642 0,015

0.478 0.481 0.038

0.25t 0.273 0.061

0.904 0.743 0.371

0.094 0.099 0.101

0.055 4.035 0.179

Event time is the year relative to the year of chnngs to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in
the experimental sample. That is: eveut time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; event

time -2 is the year two years prior to the change; event time -l is the year prior to the change; event

time 0 is the year of the change; event time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and event time
+2 is the year two years subsequent to the change.

Calendar time is the actual calendar year that corresponds to the went time.

LEV1 (total liabilities excluding the defened tax liabitity) | (total assets - intangible
assets - anY fuure taxbenefit)

LEV} = (total liabilities including the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - intangible
assets - any firture lax benefit)

= NPBT / total assets

= NPBT / SFLTNDS

= netprofitbeforetax
deferred tax liability

= depreciationexp€nse
TA)GATEI (income tax eqrense - current year's defened tax expense) / NPBT

TA)RATE2 (incometaxexpense) /NPBT
SFUNDS = shareholders'funds
TA = total assets

CII gross depreciable assets i total assets

Cn net depreciable assets / total assels

PROGDA
PRONDA

= gros dryreciable assets / gross fixed assets

net depreciable assets / net fixed assets

Panel B: Meosures of the level qrd rde of investment in depreciable assds
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The decreasing trend in the investment of depreciable assets is consistent with a

programme of divestment and rationalisation that Ceramco is engaged in during the

investigation period. Generally, the main reason for this has been to attempt to improve

profitability and the efficiency of Ceramco's operations while continuing to invest and

reinvest in growth areas, as mentioned in a number of statements in the chairman's

Directors' report (ML J. C. Fair in l98l to 1985, and Mr. A. T. Gbbs in 1986) and

the managing director's report on operations (Mr. T. E. Clark in l98l to 1983, Mr- K.

M. P. Smith in 1984 to 1985, and Mr. C. R. Bidwill in 1986) of each year. For

instance, statements as follows are common:

Decisions made in the last year saw rationalisation of the

Mesco McCabe and Midland operations. Such moves

are necessary for long term efficiency but are costly.
(1982 Annual rePort)

In line with corporate policy of withdrawing from

activities which fall short of our investment criteria, and

which show only marginal profit potential, we divested

during the year, the operations of the Trans Midland
Division" Crown Lynn Canada, Auckland Crane and

Alderson Storage & Fork Hire.
(1983 Annual rePort)

Many of these have undergone necessary restructuring

and rationalisation to maximise their potential but most

of the non-profitable activities have been divested and a

regrouping of activities into market sectors completed.
(1984 Annual report, referring to Ceramco's group of

companies)

Decisions have been taken to move out of a number of
operations that were not capable of achieving acceptable

rates of return. Also, significant progress has been made

in selling zurplus properties and investments.
(1986 Annual rePort)
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There is no indication of evidence to suggest that the timing differences recognised to

account for interperiod tor allocation by Ceramco will not reverse in the future.

The financial performance and position of the company over the investigation

period is strong. In general, the company reports improvements in sales and earnings

rates each year (as also shown in table 7.6), and that investments are adequately

financed from both equity and debt sources, and funds from divestments (in 1986, the

company estimated that it would realise an amount in excess of $40 million from

divestments). Despite the strong financial results, the company is cautious that the

state of the New Zealand economy (in a recession during the early 1980s) has had an

adverse effect on all sectors of business during the investigation period. However, it is

also optimistic that it can further improve profitability and shareholder returns when

favourable business conditions occur. This is best summed up by both Mr. Gbbs and

Mr. Bidwell, who state that Ceramco: "With the disciplines imposed in managing the

resources of a leaner company, together with the expected continuing reduction of

interest and inflation rates, the prospects for tle future look favourable" (1986 Annual

report, p. l8).

In summary, the evidence that is presented in this case study zuggests that

Ceramco's interperiod tax allocation policy for its debt contracting purposes is

inefficient because it excludes all defened tax liabilities from the calculation of the

leverage ratio, including those with cash flow consequences. The evidence also

suggests that Ceramco's use of the comprehensive basis to account for interperiod tax

allocation in its financial statements has not been motivated by opportunism.
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7.4. Summary

In this chapter, six case studies have been presented. The case studies

complement the empirical analysis in chapter 6 and provide a more detailed contextual

analysis of the debt contracts of the companies which the statistical analyses are unable

to do. The objective is to use a case study research design to provide further evidence

that the accounting and contracting decisions of the firm, as they relate to accounting

for interperiod ta:r allocation, are the rezult of efficient contracting rather than

opportunism.

In general, the case study analyses suggest the following: (l) all cases are

profitable and there does not appear to be any strong sign offinancial distress, despite

difficult business conditions in New Zealand (e.g., high inflation and interest rates, and

the existence of price control regulation); (2) all cases do not appear to be close to

breaching their leverage ratio defined debt covenant limits; (3) cases l, 2 and 3 from

the change sample appear to be more involved in increasing their investment in

depreciable assets than the cases from the control sample, and are more likely to state

that the change in their interperiod tax allocation policy to the partid basis is because

their timing differences are unlikely to reverse in the foreseeable future; and (4) cases

4, 5 and 6 from the control sample provide little indication that the timing differences

that they recognise for interperiod ta:r allocation will not reverse in the future, although

these companies are also involved, to a lesser extent to the change sample cases, in

investing in depreciable assets. ln additio4 the policy that is used by the cases for debt

contracting purposes, specifically policy 1 or policy 2, are wriffen so as to be able to

require the efficient accounting policy choice to be used in calculating the leverage

ratio constraint when changing firm circumstances create economic "friction" in the

use of an inefficient policy in the financial statements.
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In summary, the case study analyses provide more contextual and compelling

evidence to suggest that the accounting and contracting decisions of firms are more

likely to be the result of efficient contracting rather than opportunism.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This thesis examines the contracting cost determinants that explain firms'

decisions to change ttreir accounting policy for income tan under an efficient

contracting theoretical framework. Specifically, an empirical snrdy and six case studies

are conducted to provide evidence to explain firms' decision to change from the

comprehensive to the partial tax allocation procedure.

The efficient contracting theoretical framework that is used in this thesis stems

from Coase's theory of the firm (Coase,1937), which is discussed in chapter 2. Under

this framework, firms (and markets) compete with each other continually io an effort to

find and adopt institutional tecbnologies that make them more efficient (zuccessful) in

contracting (i.e., they compete to minimise the costs of contracting, thereby

maximising the firm's value). Accounting is viewed as one technology that assists in

this (Ball, 1989; Jensen, 1983; Ball and Smith 1992;Watts and Zimmerman" 1986,

1990; Watts, L992). In chapters 2 and 3, examples of accounting's role in this

theoretical framework are discussed, and include: using budgets and cost and profit

centres to define decision dghts of decision agents in the firm (Jensen and Meckling 1992;

Christie, Joye and Watts, 1993; Zimmermaq 1995); introducing bonus incertive schemes

to provide a means of rewarding and punishing performance of top managers s1d

zubordinates of the firm (Smith and Watts, 1982; Healy, 1985; Watts and Zimmerman,

1986; Sloarg 1993); defining contactual terms that give the rigbt of the contracting parties

to take certain courses of actions (e.g., restrictive covenants in debt contracts) @manuel,

1976; Smith and Warner,1979; Whittred and Zimmer, 1986), and for monitoring those

tenns (e.g., as in Zimmer, 1986; Whittred,1987; Man and Smitb 1990; Malmquist, 1990;
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Whittred and Zimmer, 1994); and accurately measuring firms' financial performance and

position (Skinner, 1993; Dechow, 1994;Wong and Wong, 1998). Chapter 3 also highlights

some of the methodology problems that have arisen in accounting policy choice research -

in particular, accounting policy choice research is harnpered by severe internal and

construct validity concens (Watts and Zimmermarl 1990).

Chapter 4 develops the hypotheses for the empirical study, where it is argued

that firms change to the partial tax allocation procedure when it is inefficient to use

comprehensive tax allocation for reporting accurately the deferred tax liability for

accounting purposes and in debt contracts for monitoring compliance with the

leverage ratio constraint in the firm's accounting-based debt covenants. The argument

is developed that when firms experience growth in depreciable assets, economic

"friction" in firm value maximisation is created if firms continue using the

comprehensive basis. This friction arises because the comprehensive tax allocation

procedure may overstate the deferred tur liability and result in the unintentional

reporting of a large and potentially ever growing liability on the firm's statement of

financial position. Consequently, this could expose the firm to higher borrowing costs

and cause debt covenant violation which is costly. Three hypotheses are put forward.

Hypothesis 1 states that, ceteris paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of

recognising defened tax have inveshents in depreciable assets that are greater than those

of firms that remain using the comprehensive basis. Hypothesis 2 states that, ceteris

paribus, firms that change to the partial basis of recognising deferred tax have rates of

increase in investments in depreciable assets that are greater than those of firrns that remain

using the comprehensive basis. And hypothesis 3 states tha! ceteris paribus, firms that

change to the partial basis of recognising defened tax for accounting purposes are more

likely to ghange to the same method in accounting$ased debt covenants. In dl three
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hypotheses, the partial tax allocation procedure is seen as an efticient solution to

mitigate the economic "friction" that is created, because it provides a measure of the

deferred tax future obligation tlhat eligns with the potential economic sacrifice.

The research methodology to test the hypotheses is discussed in chapter 5,

while the results of tests in the empirical study are presented in chapter 6. In general,

these rezults support the following conclusions:

(l) Firms that change to the partial basis of recognising deferred tax are more

likely to have greater levels and rates of investments in depreciable assets than

those firrrs that remain using the comprehensive basis, thus providing zupport

for the efficient contracting argument and hypothesis I and 2. However,

multivariate tests are unable to discount completely the effect that opportunism

may have on the decision to change interperiod tax allocation policy to the

partial basis.

Firms that change to the partial basis of recognising deferred tax are more

likety to include partiat deferred tan liabilities in their accounting-based debt

covenants by choosing to do one of the following with respect to interperiod

tax allocation for debt contracting purposes: (l) companies change their

accounting-based debt covenants to allow the explicit inclusion of partial defened

tax liabilities; or (2) companies do not need to change their accounting-based debt

covenants to include partial defened tax liabilities if the accounting-based debt

covenants already allow this; or (3) companies do not need to change their

accounting-based debt mveftilfts to include partial deferred ta< liabilities if the

accounting-based debt covenants state that all liabilities as reported using the

accounting policies in the financial statements are to be included; in the calculation

of the leverage ratio. The use of these policies by companies is consistent with

(2)
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hypothesis 3, and are viewed to be the result of efficient contracting since they are

written so as to be able to require the efficient accounting policy choice to be

used in calculating the leverage ratio constraint when changing firm

circumstances create economic "friction" in the use of an inefficient policy in

the financial statements. However, this rezult is unable to rule out the

possibility that a change to the partial basis is opporhrnistic'

In chapter 7, six case studies are presented. The case studies complement the

empirical analysis in chapter 6 and provide evidence that is more contextual and

compelling. In general, the evidence from the case studies supports the conclusion that

the accounting and contracting decisions of firms with respect to interperiod tor

allocation are more likely to be the rezult of efficient contracting rather than

opportunism.

Overall, the evidence presented in this thesis supports the conclusion that firms

are more likely to change their interperiod tax allocation procedure from the

comprehensive to partial basis for efficiency reasons rather than for opportunism.

However, caution must be used in interpreting the evidence in making this conclusion

because there are several research desigu limitations that potentially weaken the rezults

provided from the empirical study and case study analysis. They include the following:

(1) The small sample size in the empirical study may adversely affect the power of

the statistical tests, despite the use of non-parametric statistical procedures. It

may also make it difEcult to generalise the renrlts to a wider populatibn.

(2) A mortality threat to internal validity may exist, since some of the companies in

the experimental group drop out of the analysis after event year 0. This threat

arises because the characteristics of the companies that remain in the analysis

may be quite different to those of the Gompaniss that drop out.
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(3) The low explanatory power of the regression models in the empirical study

suggests that there are other variables that are important in the decision to

change to the partial tax allocation policy, but the efficient contracting theory is

not yet strong enough to identify what these variables are. Therefore. a

correlated omitted variables problem may exist, which causes bias in the

estimated coefEcients of tle variables in the models.

(4\ The selection of cases in the case study analysis is subjective and involves a

deliberate search for evidence that is consistent with the theory suggested. This

may bias the results. In addition, the ability to make statistical generalisations is

low in case study research designs.

Despite these limitations, this thesis has contributed to the accounting literature

in a number of ways. First, it uses an efficient contracting frarnework to gain insight

into the choice of accounting methods that are included in the accepted set of

procedures for monitoring purposes in contracting, while controlling for the effect that

opportunism may have on the decision. However, efficiency and opportunism are

treated as partial explanations of firms' accounting decisioq rather than as competing

alternatives. That is, the thesis uses a "unified" theoretical approach that incorporates

the notions of efficiency and opportunism as being part and parcel of firms' accounting

policy decision making (Watts and Zimmennan, 1990). Second, it has improved on

prior research designs that investigate accounting choices because it considers the

effect of the accounting decision over time. Furthermore, the analysis focuses in more

detail on a single accounting choice, interperiod tar< allocation" and explores the

institutional and contracting setting in more depth than other studies.I Empirical

Watts and Zimmerman (1990) also make suggestions to this effect, stating in

general that researchers can improve positive research in accounting choice by
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research that examines accounting choices simultaneously and which use large sample

sizes provides analyses that are perhaps at too high a level of abstraction. Third, the

study provides important insights that will assist regulators in determining the

economic and social consequences of regulation on firms before they prescribe policy.

The third contribution in this thesis discussed above has current important

consequences for accounting for income tax in New Zealand. As discussed in chapter

4, ICAIIZ has recently issued a discussion document on accounting for income tan,

"Invitation to Comment: Accountingfor Income Tu by Tm Payers." One issue that is

considered in the document is whAher the comprehensive allocation basis should be

the only method adopted in New Zealand to account for interperiod tax allocatioq a

view that is already favoured by the IASC in exposure draft, E 49: Income Tmes

(October lgg4). The results of the empirical study and case studies in this thesis

suggest that companies in New Zealand view the partial basis as an efficient accounting

policy in making appropriate decision choices in accounting for income tax. While

opportunism cannot be totally ruled out, to remove the partial basis as a choice in this

decision may have costly consequences on the firm for accounting and contracting

purposes. As mentioned, this could affect the accuracy with which the deferred tot

liability is calculated and reported in the statement of financial position, which in turn

may expose the firm to increased risk, leading to higher borrowing costs and debt

covenant violation.

The thesis also provides two areas that would benefit from future research.

First, researchers could expand on this study by presenting a more holistic approach

tightening the links between the theory and the empirical tests, developing

models that recognise endogeneity among the variables in the regressions, and

reducing measurement error in both the dependant and independent variables in
the regressions.
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into the analysis that incorporates other types of timing differences that give rise to

deferred tor liabilities (e.g., those related to the recognition of foreign exchange

gains/losses, instalment sales, and product warranties). This would be beneficial

because the low explanatory power of the models in the regression analyses zuggests

that other omitted factors are also likely to be important determinants of this decision.

Second, researchers should continue to develop and refine the efiicient contracting

theory for explaining firms' accounting choices and the empirical regularities that are

observed (Watts and Zimmerman, 1990; Holthausen, 1990; Leftwictr, 1990; Watts,

1992). In particular, researchers must attempt to understand better the contracting

contexts under which accounting numbers are used. They can only do this if they

examine the details of contracts more closely, such as that which has been done in this

thesis and in the recent work of Cotter (1998) and Ramsay and Sidhu (1998) with

respect to private debt agreements. Furthermore, as suggested by Watts (1995, p.

324),little is known of the effect of the political process on firms' accounting choices

from an efficient contracting point of view. For instance, the role that standard setting

bodies play in determining the accepted set of accounting procedures used by firms,

and the extent to which standard setting bodies should be involved in the regulation of

firms' accounting method choices is unclear (see Ball 1989; Zimmer, 1989; Watts,

1992; Wong, 1992). Researchers must address this iszue in the near future if a more

comprehensive theory of firms' accounting decisions is to be advanced.

In summary, this thesis has provided further evidence to assist researchers and

regulators in better understanding the economic determinants that affect managers

accounting and contracting decisions and the implications of their decisions on a

variety of interested contracting parties.
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APPENDX I

This appendix presents additional multivariate analyses, both cross-sectional

and pooled regressions, of hypothesis I and 2. The regressions that are estimated here

are similar to the regressions reported in chapter 6, except that the DCOV variable is

replaced with an interaction term, DCOVLEVI or DCOVLEV2, depending on

whether LEVI or LEYZ is used in the regression model, respectively, to proxy for

leverage. Specifically, DCOVLEVI and DCOWEV2 are defined as follows:

DCOV,;' x LEVI,'r

DCOVIT x LEV2,:,

1 if firm i has accounting-based debt covenants in event time t,

0 othenrise
(total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liability)i,' / (total
assets - intangible assets - any future tax benefit)ir
(total liabilities including the deferred tax liabiliry)t,, I (total
assets - intangible assets - any future tax benefit)r,'

i is a subscript for each firm; and
/ is a zubscript for the event time.

This interaction variable meazures the effect that leverage has on the decision

to change to the partial tax allocation policy for only those firms that have accountlng-

based debt covenants. If the accounting policy change decision is due to opportunism,

then the coefficient of the interaction variable should be positive. ln general, the rezults

of these regressions do not alter the interpretation of the findings reported in chapter 6,

and hence, are not discussed further. The results of the cross-sectional regressions are

presented in table At and A2, respectively, while the results of the pooled regressions

are shown in table A,3.
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Table A1.

Cnosssectional logit analysis of the relation betneen the decision to change to

the paltial tax allocation basis for acoounting pulToses' and the efficiency

and oppoftmistic variablesb- regressions with LEVI and DCOVLEVI

-l 0+l +2-2-3

Panel A: CIl (coeffrcieds all,ilt-stdistics in parentheses)

Intercept ? t.361 2.497 t.278

CII

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOVLEVI

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

(0.347)

+ 4.147

(1.88s)

+ 2.Ot'7

-0.298

(4.078)

1.161

(0.672)

2.340

(1.414)

-0.079

(-0.36e)

1.791

(1.532)

0.0s2

4.165

0.312

66

-0.593

(4.141)

2.125

(r.166)

0.850

(0.743)

-0.03s

(4.148)

1.087

(0.783)

0.045

3.268

0.514
52

r?.601 "'
(1.337)

-1.622

(4.687)

-8.216 "
(-r.672)

4.759
(-1. lss)

3.804 "'
(1.3s3)

0.13 1

3.634

0.458
20

(0.631) (0.341)

2.090 "' 0.302

(1.314) (0.1e2)

4.727 0.397

(4.427) (0.234)

-0.158 -0.092

(-0.706) (4.4s0)

(0.614)

4.2r2
(4.870)

1.455

(1.051)

0.088

6.594

0.159

54

0.384

(0.304)

0.031

2.677

0.613

62

0.600

(0.51e)

0.005

0.459

0.9'77

66

Pq.nel B: CI2 (coefficients ond t-stdistics in puentheses)

Intercept 2 1.348 2.584

cl2

LEVI

LOGTA

1.196

(0.323)

0.825

(0.447)

0.445

(0.260)

-0.093
(-0.4s4)

0.643

(0.55s)

o.ooz

o.622

0.961

66

-0.354

(-0.0e3)

1.936

(0.e57)

2.445

(1.463)

4.081
(4.37e)

1.843 "'
(1.582)

0.057

5.26r

0.262
66

4.504

({.121)

3.088

(r.3s8)

0.913

(0.662)

-0.040
(4.r'tz)

r.07'l

(0.781)

0.053

3.803

0.433

52

17.485 "'
(r.37s)

-2.162

(4.782)

-8.202"
(-r.614)

4.156
(-1.184)

3.785

(1.354)

0.132

3.651

0.454

20

(0.346) (0.6s1)

+ 5.139' 3.171"'
(2.368) (1.56e)

+ 1.903 4.646

(0.625) ({.374)

-0.198 -0.156

(-0.824) (4.73e)

1.486 0.4',t4

(1.086) (0.3't4)
DCOWEVT +

McFadden's
rho-sguared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

0.099

't.393

0.042

3.651

0.ll? 0.455

54 62
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TahIeAl mr&taeit

-2 -t +l
furel C: ERAGDA (ca$fi,ciurb andnfiaddillrr. in puaUli:asrerl)

Intercopt

PROGDA

LEVI

T.OGTA

DCOI/LEVI

lvleF,adden's

rho-squaretr
Lllielihoad
ratiol
P-value
N

4.ffi7 1,560

(4.r7$ (0,403)

4.762'

8..513'l

(1.22A) (d.7le)

fi.252 -0"1?4

(4;92 ) (4.800)

2.1,87'"' Lln
(r-485) (0.860)

-0.950

({r.234)

2.055 
*

(1.280)

0.455

(1.07o)

.''0.047

({.20.4

1.377

(0.e261

0.062

4.485

0.3it4
52

15.54V

(1.236)

0.93?

(0.s3?)

-$.847 "
(-1.674)

{,685
(.r.ro2)

3.953'*
(1.462)

0, 13l

3.619

0.460
20

0.173

12.448

0.014

52

0.090

7.748

0.101

62

(-o"2?6)

{.068
(4.3:39)

1.441

(1. l0r)

0.0?6

6,,9:75

0.13?
66

-1.569

({.42?)

2,911 "
(1.e00)

1.006

(0.s74)

.o.063

({,314)

2.445"

G.848)

0.112

10.251

0.036
66

4,617

(4.16?)

2.980 " 2.985 
*

(2.12s) (2.07r)

4.066 -1.247 {.465

Fwrel D: P&ONDA (aoefficfutt ati, t-tut*tfus h podre^w)
.InEroelrt

PRONDA

LEV1

LOGTA

Deovl-El/r +

McFadden's
tho-squaled'
tikelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

'? {.3,17
(a.06Qr

0.162

r1.65?

0.020

52

I.826 -0.2s3
(01475) ({.070)

{.?l*E 15.637
(-0.183) (r.22e'

2.t65* 1.318

(1,7021 (0.84s)

0.419 -9.05r

(0.e86) G1.648)

4.0s1 {.691
({.217) (-r.0e5)

1.483 4.043

0.020) (1.474)

a.g:76 0.1'41

5.484 3.923

a.24r a.4fi
52 20

+ 4,911 ' 3,lll ' 2,801 '
(2.486' (2-542) (2-ss2)

+ 3.631 -1.176 -0.529

(1.166) . (0.670) ({.312)

4.22r {.181 {.070
(4.84e) ({.82e) (4.347)

r.650 ^

-1.058
(-0,28E)

2,8!2'
(2.40s)

0.891

(0.4e3)

4.071
(4.34e)

2,&3"
(2.04r)

0.!24

1r.379

o023
66

2.144'' L,n6
(1.4$7) (1.063) G.286)

0.109 0.0J8

9.A01 8.030

0.052 0:090

62 66
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TatlcAI nfu*eil

Event time' -t
tusel E: AIP (co.ffiaifrs oirilt.drstisri fu psdww)
Irt$roept

AIP

T,EV1

LO.GTA

DCO\ILEVI

McFadileilr's
rho-sqgared"
Likelihood
Etiod
P-valuc
N

1.4s1

(0.5e6)

-0.261

(-1.073)

0.975

(0.734)

0.021

l-9ls

0.751

52

{.70?
({.412)

4"1?1
(4,X'75)

4.25V

(0.20t

0.011

4.97s

0.914
62

1.813

(0,.47e,

4.585

({.5,15)

0..015

(0.008)

4.096
({i6?)

a.644

(0.553)

0,008

0.720

0,949
65

0.375

(0.0e8)

0.108

(o.oe5)

2.201,

(1.24r)

-0.097
(-0.,457),

r.691

G.466)

O,MT

4292

0.368
66

0.400

(0.0e5)

t.632

(1.415)

1.253

(0.598)

4-102
(4.443)

0,949

(a.6en

0,053

3,.817

0.431

52

17.265*
(I.354)

t.0ul
(0.s1?)

-'1,634"'

(-1.475)

4.802

Gr.20e)

4.i24"'
(1.365)

o129

3.564

0.468
20

? 3.465 3.208

(0.8?l) (0.8u)

+ 0.423 0.160

(0,311) (0,149)

Pwc, Ft trIBE (inffi,tW nilt ttuidirsin psadhesq)
Intercept

MBE

LEVT

LOGTA

DeowEvl

lddadd€q's
rho-sgaed'
tikelihood
ratiod
P'value.

N

4.46i1

0.086)

-0.l?t
({.6er)

t.239

(0.548)

4.291
(-r.re8)

o860

(0,641)

0.031

:2.218

0;696

s2

a1E4

(o-2o4)

4"2[E
(4.?08)

LOn ^
(lJee)

4,WI
(i0.t{55)

1.535'*
(i,298)

0.059

4.14t

0,'3115

66

2.284

(0.s38)

{.6'0?'"
(-1.53e)

1.r42

(0.60r)

{.125
(4.s38)

0.567

(,0.422)

0.060

4.330

0.353
52

16."152'"

0.368)

4,071

(4.r8o)

-8.0E1"

(-J.6eE)

fi:13,3
(-r.re5)

3"902'"
(1.426)

o.t22

3.39I

0.495
20

4.An 1.688

(r.o1o) (0.466)

4.338 4.282

(4.e84) ({.856)

{.789 0.314

(4'.4x6) (0.1e0)

4.192 4,09t
({.s71) ({.44E)

0.032 0.358

0,025) (0.296)

0.CI21 0.0u

1.809

0.171
62

1.036

0.904
66
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Table Al continued

-3 -2 -l +z+1

Panel G: CGDA (coefJiciens and t-stdistics in parenlhese$

lntercept

CGDA

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOVLEVI

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

n.a.

n.a.

n.a. 0.539

n.a. (1.091)

2.604 1.810

(0.650) (0.472)

0.206

(0.0s5)

0.946

(0.867)

2.396

(1.468)

4.103
(4.4e0)

t.522

(r.2e4)

0.072

6.616

0.1 58

66

4.263

(-0.062)

t.362

(1.448)

0.730

(0.450)

4.024
(4.105)

0.693

(0.4e7)

0.056

4.O21

0.403

52

t5.762

(l.18e)

0.227

(0.266)

-8.157 "'
(-1.501)

-0.685
(-r.032)

3.121

(r.1e2)

0.123

3.397

0.494
20

0.839

(r.7s4)

n.a. 1.329 0.089

n.a. (0.581) (0.050)

n.a. 4.192 -0.125

n.a. (-0.781) (-0.s89)

n.a. {.011

n.a. (4.008)

n.a. 0.025

n.a. 1.773

na. 0 j777

n.a. 52

0.982

(0.7ee)

0.031

2.667

0_615

62

Panel E: CNDA (coefJicients otrd t-stdistics in parentheses)

Intercep

CNDA

LEVI

LOGTA

DCOVLEVI

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

n.a. 2.850 2.000

n.a. (0.712) (0.s24)

n.a. 0.557 "- 0.653 "'
n.a. (1.3e7) (1.508)

n.a. 1.404 0.085

n.a. (0.613) (0.048)

n.a. 4.207 -0.132

n.a. (-0.843) (-0.623)

n.a. -0.106 0.914

n.a. (4.078) (0.?s0)

n.a.

0.032

2.290

0.683

0.o27

2.296

0.681

62n.a. 52

n.a.

n.a.

-0.315

(4.082)

0.951

(r.2e2')

2.509

(1.507)

-0.078

(4.363)

1.546

(1.330)

0.083

7.572

0. t09
66

0.318

(0.077)

0.503

(0.758)

0.556

(0.740)

-0.046

(-0.1e8)

0.745

(0.548)

0.034

2.46s

0.651

52

22.365"

(1.667)

-1.666

(-1. r 13)

-8.640 "'
G1.586)

-t.027

(-1.544)

5.t7t "
(r.762)

0.153

4.236

0.375

20

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the paflial tax allocation basis for firms in the
experimenul sample. That is: event time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; ex/ent time -2 is
the year two years prior to the change; went time -l is the year prior to the change, event time 0 is the

vear of the change; event time +l is the year subsequent to the change; and went time +2 is the year two
vears subsequent to the change.



Dependent variable
CIl
clz
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP

MBE
CGDA
CNDA
LEVI

DCOVLEVI

LOGTA

252

I ifthe compaflyconres fromthe change sample, othenrise 0

gross depreciable assets / total asssts

ner depreciable assets / total assets

gross deprectable assets / gross fixed assels

net deprwiable assets / net fixed assets

net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of
preference shares, minority interes! and long-term and current liabilities
but excluding deferred taxes

= rna*et capitalisation of equity / book value of shareholders' fimds

= percentage cha4ge in gros depreciable assets fromyear t-l toyan t
= percentage change in net depeciable assefs from year t'l tnyar t
= (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liability) / (total assets -

intangible assels - any future tax benefit)
= DCOV x LEVI where DCOV is a dummy variable equal to I if the firrt

has accounting-based debt covenants, 0 otherwise
= log oftotal assets

McFadden's rho squared is a measure of the explanatory power of the variables collectively in the logit
regression model (McFadden, 1974). Il is calculated as I - ln (L) / ln (L0), where ln (L) is the log-

likelihood of the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the intercept only.

The likelihood ratio is computed to test the null hypothesis that all the parameters in the logit regression

model are simultaneously equal to zero (Greene, 1997). It is calculated as -2 [n (L) - ln (L0)], and has an

as.vmptotic distribution which is a chi-square with (m - 1) degrees of freedonu where m equals the

number of parameters in the model.

Significanl at the I percent lwel (one tail test)

Significart at the 5 perent lwel (one tail test)

Signrficant at the l0 p€rcent lwel (one tail test)
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Table A2.

Cross-sectional logit analysis of the relation bc*rveen fre decision 16 chrnge to
the partial tax allocation basis for accounting purposes, and the efficiency

and opportuistic variablesb - regressions with LEV2 and DCOWEV2

-2-1 0+1 +2-3

Panel A: CII (eoeffici.ents and t-statistics in parentheses)

Intercept

CII

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

1.985

(0.585)

-0.205
(-0.853)

t.441

(1.0s7)

0.087

6.521

0.163

54

-1.140

(4.628)

-0.165

(4.72e)

0.440

(0.354)

0.034

2.9t7

0.5'72

62

0.209

(o.l l8)

-0.095

(4.455)

0.642

(0.s72)

0.005

0.469

0.976

66

4.232

(-0.060)

1.091

(0.634)

2.052

(1. le6)

-0.075

(4.35s)

1.767

(r.s4e)

0.045

4.t54

0.386

66

4.524

(4.124)

2.086

(l.152)

0.758

(0.e57)

-0.036
(4.r53)

1.074

(0.7e0)

0.044

3.198

0.525
52

16.837

(r.2't7)

-1.395

(-0.601)

-7.270

(-1.556)

4.'137
(-1. l 16)

3.416

(r.287)

0.116

3.211

0.523

20

? 1.2s8 2.819 1.399

(0.314 (0.68e) (0.362)

+ 4.043'" 2.t20 "' 0.276

(l.el6) (1.353) (0.176)

Panel B: CIZ (coefficients mtd t-stdistics in puentheses)

lntercept

CIz

LE]/2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

1.319

(0.344)

0.191

(0.432)

0.238

(0.132)

-0.095

(-0.458)

0.682

(0.607)

0.007

0.623

0.960

66

-0.276

(4.073)

l.8l I
(0.e02)

2.134

(1.240)

-0.078

(4.363)

1.813

(l.5es)

0.050

4.594

0.332
66

4.432

(-0.104)

3.031

(1.345)

0.797

(0.858)

-0.041

({.175)

1.065

(0.78e)

0.052

3.724

o.445
52

t6.725 "'
(1.307)

-1.868

(-0.684)

:7.254

Gl.55r)

-0.733

(-1. I 3e)

3.398 "'
(r.283)

0.1 16

3.229

0.520
20

1.266 2.9t3

(0.322) (0.708)

5.015' 3.203

Q.403) (r.602)

1.802 -1.088

(0.567) (4.se3)

4.191 4.t73
(-0.803) (-0.7se)

1.471 0.533

(r.089) (0.426)

0.097

'7.268

0.t22
54

0.045

3.896

0.420
62
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Table A2 continued

-2 -l +1

Panel C: PROGDA (coefficients artdt-statistics in pumtheses)

Intercept

PROGDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2 +

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

? -1.220 1.889 4.413

G0.243) Q.nz) (-0.108)

+ 4.157' 2.998" 2s16"
(2.624) (2.166) (2.lll)

+ 4.s68 "' -r.578 4.670

(1.316) (-0.820) (4.36e)

-0.251 4.183 -0.074

(-0.e51) (-0.837) (-0.370)

2.266"' 1.205 1.452

(1.521) (0.e02) (1.144)

0.179 0.093 0.078

t2.926 8.00? 7.132

0.012 0.091 0.129

52 62 66

-1.466

({.3ee)

2.96r "
(1.e68)

0.684

(0.3e0)

{.063
(4.30E)

2.408 "
(r.865)

0.1 10

10.025

0.040
66

-0.915

(4.224)

2.057

(r.27e)

0.419

(l.les)

4.049
(4,2r2)

1.359

(o.e32)

0.062

4.453

0.348
52

15.123

(1. le0)

1.128

(0.64s)

-8.256 "'
Gl.s60)

-0.675
(-r.072)

3.598

(1.413)

0.t22

3.370

0.498
20

Panel D: PRONDA (coeffrcien* Mdt-sttti&ics in parcntheses)

lntercept ? {.611 2.167 0.002

(4.127) (0.548) (0.00I)

PRONDA + 3.988' 3.139' 7.846'

(2.49s) (2.610) (2.625)

+ 4.041 -1.563 4.810

(1.240) (-0.802) (-0.438)

4.929
({.2s2)

2.863'
(2.4e1)

0.510

(0.281)

4.070
(-0.342)

2.605 "
(2.061)

0.122

ll.l47

0.025
66

{.710
(4.r72)

2.t67

(r.102)

0.382

(l.l0l)

-0.052
(4.223'.)

t.463

(1.026)

o.076

5.451

0.2,44

52

15.401

(1.184)

1.508

(0.e73)

-8.524"'

(-1.s54)

4.688
(-l.067)

3.723

(1.428)

0.135

3.729

0.444
20

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOVLEV2 +

McFadden's
rho-sguared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

-0.219 4.190 4.077
(-0.863) ({.863) (4.382)

2.204"' 1.506 1.667 "'
(l.sr8) (l.ln) (1.338)

0.t67 0.113 0.090

12.004 9.107 8.242

0.01? 0.046 0.083

52 62 66
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Table A2 continaed

Event time" +l
Panel E: AIP (coeffrcients mdt-stdistics in pmedheses)

Intercept ? 3.260 3.527 1.982

(o.8ls) (0.870) (0.s10)

AIP + 0.383 0.145 4.624

(0.285) (0.136) (-0.596)

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

4.493

(0.r21)

{.045

({.04r)

1.824

(1.02s)

4.092
({.435)

1.688 "'
(1.500)

0.041

3.720

0.445
66

0.442

(0.10s)

1.604

(r.40r)

l.ll8
(0.581)

{.101
({.43s)

0.938

(0.705)

0.052

3142

0.442
52

16.543 "'
(l.2el)

0.909

(0.44'7)

4.7s5 "'
(-1.324)

4.115
(-1.16e)

3.691

(l.307)

0.114

3.t67

0.530

20

1.575 -t.04'l 4.140

(0.602) (-0.s93) (-0.07e)

4.2s3 -0.180 -0.100
(-1.06s) (-0.802) (-0.481)

1.007 0.323 0.694

(0.76e) (0.260) (0.613)

0.02'7

1.982

0.739
52

0.014

1.160

0.885

62

0.009

0.791

0.940
66

Panel F: MBE (cofficients andt-stdifiics in parefiheses)

Intercept

MBE

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2 +

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

0.780

(0.207)

-0.225

(4.72e)

1.794

(1.0e0)

-0.092

(4.44r)

1.520'"
(1.323)

0.0,16

4.212

0.378

66

2.298

(0.53e)

-0.609 "'
(-1.536)

1.092

(0.574)

-0.125

(4.s37)

0.565

(0.430)

0.060

4.303

0.366

52

16.231

(1.302)

-0.062

({.r55)

-7.247 "'

G1.s5?)

4.7t9
(-1.150)

3.433

(l.338)

0.109

3.O29

0.553

20

? 4.2'16 4.323 1367

(l.o3l) (1.044) (0.47s)

- -0.t74 -0.330 -0.281

(-0.724) G0.e62) (-0.8s7)

+ 1.416 -1.079 0.196

(0.582) (-0.637) (o.l 14)

-0.28'1 4.200 -0.093

(-l.le2) G0.8el) (-0.4ss)

0.891 0.100 0.41I

(0.612) (0.07e) (0.350)

0.032 0.023 0.01I

2.321 r.956 1.047

0.67'7 0.744 0.903

52 62 66
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Table A2 continued

Event time' +2+1-1

Panel G: CGDA (coellieients andt-stdistbs in parentheses)

Intercept

CGDA +

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2 +

McFadden's
rho-squared"
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value

N

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

2.419

(0.602)

0.534

(r.086)

1.362

(0 512)

4.185
(-0.758)

0.061

(0.046)

0.024

t122

0.787
52

2.008

(0 503)

0.856 "
(1.805)

4.148

(-0.076)

-0.131

(,0.60s)

1.026

(0.8s7)

0.032

2.759

0.599
62

0.195

(0.052)

0.935

(0.872)

2.144

(1.250)

-0.098
(4.466)

1.5 l0
(1.320)

0.066

6.028

0.1 9?

66

-0.220

(4.052)

1.361

(1.448)

0.645

(0.472)

4.025
(4.107)

0.698

(0.512)

0.055

3.994

0.407
52

15.084

(1. l l8)

0.275

(0.325)

:7.275

Gl.4er)

-0.663
(4.e7e)

3.285

(1.110)

0.110

3.052

0.549
70

Panel H: CNDA (coeffrcients urult-stutistic,s in pmentheses)

Intercept

CNDA

LEV2

LOGTA

DCOWEV2

McFadden's
rho-squared'
Likelihood
ratiod
P-value
N

2.171

(0 548)

0.666

(r.540)

4.tt7
(-0.061)

-0.138

(-0.638)

0.957

(0.806)

0.028

2.379

0.666
62

-0.333

(4.087)

0.933 "-

(1.30e)

2.257

(l.2e5)

4.072

G0.338)

1.534

(1.3s4)

0.076

6.968

0.1 38

66

0.343

(0.082)

0.506

(0.763)

0.514

(0.822)

4.O47

(-0.200)

0.744

(0.sse)

0,034

2.442

0.655

52

22.125 "
(1.612)

-r.691

(-1.r42)

-7.846 "'
(-r.4e7)

-t.026

(-1.s07)

4.801 "
(r.722)

o.t42

3.933

0.415
20

n.a. 2.642

n.a. (0.658)

n.a. 0.554 "'
n.a. (1.388)

n.a. 7.444

n.a. (0.541)

n.a. -0.198

n.a. (4.815)

n.a. -0.038

n.a. G0.029)

n.a. 0.031

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

2.232

0.693

52

Event time is the year relative to the year of change to the partial tax allocation basis for firms in the
experimental sample. That is: went time -3 is the year three years prior to the change; went time -2 is
the year two years prior to the change; went time -l is the year prior to the change, went time 0 is the
year of the change; went time +l is the year zubsequent to the change; and event time +2 is the year

two years subsequent to the change
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b Dependefi variable = I if the company comes from the change sarnple otherwise 0

CII = goss depreciable assets / total assets

Clz = netdepreciableassets/totalassets
PROGDA = goss depreciable assets / gross fixed assets

PRONDA = netdepreciableassets/netfixedassets
AIP = net fixed assets / market capiulisation of equity plus the book value of

preference shares, minority interest, and long-tenn and current

liabilities but excluding deferred taxes

MBE = mad€tceitatisationofequity/bookvalueof shareholden'finds

CGDA = p€rcerfiagp change in gross depreciable assets ftomyear t-l toy@r t
CNDA = percedagp change in net depreciable ass€ts ftomyear t-l toyear t
LF.VZ : (total liabilities including the deferred tax liabiliW) / (total assets -

intangible assets - anv future tax benefit)
DCOWEV2 = DCOVxLEV2whereDCOVisadummyvariableequalto I ifthefirm

has accounting-based debt covenants, 0 otherwise
LOGTA = log of total assets

' McFadden's rho squared is a measure of the explanatory power of the variables collectively in the logit
regression model (McFadden, 1974).lt is calculated as 1 - ln (L) / ln (L0), where ln (L) is the log-
likelihood of the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the intercept

only.d The likelihood ratio is computed to test the null hlpothesis that all the parameters in the logit regression

model are simultaneously equal to zero (Greene, 199?). It is calculated as -2 [n (L) - ln (L0)], and has

an as_vmptotic distribution which is a chi-square with (m - l) degrees of freedorU where m equals the

number of parameters in the model.' Significantatthe I percedlwel (onetailtesl)
Significant at the 5 pered lwel (one tril test)

Sigrrificant at the l0 percent lwel (one lail test)
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TableA3.

Pooled logit analysis ofthe relation betryea the ilecision to change to fhe partial tax allocation basis for
accountingpurposeso and tre effrciency and opportmistic variablesbwith IICOVLEVI and I)COVLEV2

Model'
Panel A: Pooled rcgressions with LEm ftoefftcients od t-adlgics in pwentheses)

lntercept ? 1.169 1.134 4.214

(0.6e4) (o.soo) (-0.128)

cll + 1.482"
(2.040)

clz + 2.256'
(2.5s4)

PROGDA + 2.769'
(4.13e)

PRONDA +

AIP

MBE

CGDA

CNDA

LEVI

LOGTA

0.071 1.824 2594"'
(0.046) (1.085) (1.s57)

t.237 t.276

(0.660) (0.677)

2.745'
(5.147)

0.301

(0.61e)

-0.283"

(-2.072)

0.765 "
(2.2e8)

DCOWEVI +

D-z

0.525 0.807
(1.038) (0.e28)

4.155 "' 4.ilI
(-1.63r) GI.036)

0.696 0.808 "'
(1.280) (1.348)

0.059

(0.1s5)

0.074 0.027

(0.1e5) (0.068)

0.146 0.033

(0.381) (0.08s)

D-1

,l

I

,|

0.684
(r.133)

-0.I 19

(-1.242)

1.021 "
(l.eo8)

0.068

(0.183)

0.084

(0.227)

0.095

(0.2s6)

0.742
(r.120)

-0.121

(-1.256)

1.069 -
(2.000)

0.080

(0.213)

0.097

(0.260)

0.107

(0.2e0)

0.253
(0.e16)

-0.r06

Gl.lle)

1.558'

(2.64r)

4.025
(-0.065)

{.015
(-0.040)

0.007

(0.01E)

0.220
(0.7e8)

4.rc1

Gl.l14)

t.129'
(2.e63)

-0.041

(-0.105)

{.019
(-0.048)

0.008
(0.020)

0.645
(1.052)

-0.139 "'
(-1.452)

0.889 "
(r.680)

0.066

(0.173)

0.078

(0.206)

0.106
(0.283)

0.554 "
(2.317\

0.776
(0.908)

-0.109

c1.015)

0.819 "'
(r.377)

0.020

(0.052)

0.021
(0.056)

Do



Mollcl'

?,59

Table.-f.3 coteueil

34
D+i

D+:

lvlsFa&lpo's
rho-squared'
Likclihooiil
radd
F-wlue
N

0.027

(0.06e)

o0?5

(0.138)

0.023

10.173

4fi1
340

0:070

(0.1?4)

aJ37

(0.255)

0;014

6.155

a.724
318

0.126

(03tr)

0.326

(os88)

0.w2

9.894

0.3s9
3ls

0,093

@.226)

o086

(0.r54)

O0-3tt

r1.977

0.t52
zn

0.059

(0.143)

0.081

(0.146)

0,030

lO.,!05

0.238
2s2

1l 0.044 4.4ffi {1078
(0.105) ({.183) (4-186)

0.t03 0,028 0.064

(o.ls7) (0.0*4 (0.1,08)

0,030 0.080 0.093

L3.t26 35.083 40.791

0.ts1 0.000 0.000
318318
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T&IgA3 cffiintzd

g4
Ftmel&: Poolail rqrcsnionsfrillt IEm Poefiai ordt ddfi*inpenthase.$
Interept ? 1.I,99 l.I?l 4.18-2 0,118 t.S55 2,599"'

. (0.704 @.ttel) (4.10e) (0.070) 0.100.1 (1.s50)

cII + r.445"
(2.003)

ca + 
',332'(2.615)

FROGDA + 2:174'
(4.158)

PRONDA + 2i30'
(5.1?0)

AIP + 0.2s7

(0.53S)

MBE . 4.284 "
(;2.092)

CGDA +

CNDA +

l-gvz + '0.566 0'594 O2l4 0.170 0.526 A.462
(1.210) (l.l7e) (o.s64) (0.711) (1.141) G.om)

LOGIA {.118 4.119 o.10-? 4.108 {.138 
* 

{.154 "'
(-r.zJls) (-1.23t Gr.130) (-r.n6) cl.42e) (-1.614

DCO.VI;EW + t,OA'* t-ff71" l;54-6' 1.714' 0.904 " 0.112"'
(1.e60) (2.0s1) (2;67s) @eee) (1.7501 (1342)

D.z 'l 0.06"4 0.075 {:02? {.043 0.06f 0.057

(0.[73] (0"199) (4.o70-) (4.110) (0.160) (0.147)

D4 ? 0.0s2 0.094 -0CI18 {.02"r 0-0?4 o-a72

cor220) CI,.?s2) (4.046) (4.054) 0.197) (0.188)

Do ? 0.096 0.109 0,@8 0,008 0'106 0't47
(o260) (0.2e3') (0.021) (0,022) (0.284 (0383)

t,248 1.283

(0.655) @.stz'

,0.763"
(2.2e3>,

4.662
(o.?er)

{.109
(-l.ol4)

0.828 -
0.416)

,0.554 0

(2.315)

o.&2
(0.783)

4.107

({.eeo .

0.g36 
*-

(t.44U

o.030

(0.fr?6)

0.040

(0-103)

0-023

(0.058)

0.027

(0.071)
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Table A3 continued

Model'
D+r ? 0.032 0.046 4.072

(0.082) (0,I t7) (4.174)

D+: ? 0.082 0.109 0.032

-0.014 0.073

(4.177) (0.181)

0.069 0.139

0.129 0.102

(0.320) (0.247)
0.067

(0.163)

0.331 0.097 0.091

McFadden's
rho-squared
Likelihood
ratio
P-value
N

(0.151) (0.lee) (0.055) (0.116) (0.25e) (0.5e7) (0.174) (0.165)

0.022 0.029 0.080 0.093 0,013 0.022 0.034 0.029

5.938 9.823 11j44 10.1989.878 r2j3s 35.117 40.885

0.360
320

0.175
320

0.000
318

0.000 0.746 0.365
3r8 318 318

0.163 0.251
252 252

' Model refen to each regression that is estimated using each of the eight variables to measure the investment in

the depreciable assets. [n particular, model I is the regression when CII is used to measure the investment in
depreciable assets; model 2 is the regtession when CI2 is used to measure the investment in depreciable assetsl

model 3 is t}1e regression when PROGDA is used to measure the investment in depreciable assets; model 4 is

the regression when PRONDA is used to measure the investment in depreciable assets; model 5 is the

regression when AIP is used to measure the investrnent in depreciable assets; model 6 is the reglession when

MBE is used to measure the investment in depreciable assets; model 7 is the regrcssion when CGDA is used to

measure the investment in depreciable assets; and model 8 is the regression when CNDA is used to measure the

investrnent in depreciable assets (variable definitions below).b Dependent variable = 1 if the company comes from fte change sarnple, otherwise 0

cIl
cr2
PROGDA
PRONDA
AIP

MBE
CGDA
CNDA
LEVI

LEV2

DCOVLEVI

DCOWEV2

LOGTA

goss depreciable assets / total assets

= net deprcciable assets / total assets

= gross depreciable assets i gross fi:red assets

= net depreciable assets / net fixed assets

= net fixed assets / market capitalisation of equity plus the book value of preference

shales, minority interest, and long-term and current liabilities brrt excluding

deferred taxes
market capitalisation of equity /bookvalue of shareholders' finds

perceffage chenge in net depreciable assefs from year t-l to year t
= (total liabilities excluding the deferred tax liabilig / (total assets - intangible

assets - any future tax benefit)
(bal liabilities including the deferred tax liability) / (total assets - intangible

assets - any future tax benefit)
= DCOV x LEVI where DCOV is a dummy variable equal to

accounting-based debt covenants, 0 otherwise
= DCOV x LEV2 where DCOV is a dummy variable equal to

accounting-based debt covenants, 0 otherwise

= log oftotal assets

I if the firm has

I if the firm has

D-2, D-r, Do, Dnr, D+z ilr€ time dummy variables equal to I if event time equals -2, -1,0, +1, +2, respectively for

each variable. otherwise 0.
" McFadden's rho squared is a meastue of the explanatory power of the variables collective$ in the logir

regression model (McFadden, 1974). It is calculated as I - ln (L) / ln (L0). where ln (L) is the log-likelihood of
the fitted model and ln (L0) is the log-likelihood of the model containing the intercept only.o The likelihood ratio is compwed to test the null hypothesis that atl the paftuneters in the logil regression model

are simultaneously equal to zero (Greene, 199?). It is calculated as -2 [n (L) - ln (L0), and hes an aqnnptotic

distribution which is a chi-square with (m - l) degrees of freedonl where m equals the number of parameters in
the model.' Sipificam atthe I percent level (onetail test)

Significanr atthe 5 percent lwel (one tail test)
"' Significad at the l0 percent level (one tail test)
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